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Introduction
Building A Quality Workforce: A National Priority For The 21st Century was the second in a series of national
conferences on the status of the nation's workforce offered by the University of Wisconsin-Stout and other cosponsors.
The rapidly changing nature of the workforce poses significant issues, concerns, and problems for employers and
educators, both of whom must address the needs emerging from the population and societal shifts which significantly
impact the nature of the future workforce.

The conference focused upon the education and training of our increasingly diverse workforce, and was designed to
help leaders in business, industry, labor, government, and education gain valuable insights into potential directions
for their own program development.
Three keynote speakers addressed specific issues of major concern to all, and a brief description of their presentation
follows. Videotapes of their presentations can be ordered using the form on the next page. Over 140 speakers in some
85 special interest sessions made presentations focusing upon minorities, immigrants, literacy and basic skills issues,
the aging worker, women, the developmentally disabled worker, child care and elderly care, increased productivity,
the increasingly complex skills needed to become a viable member of the future workforce, and related topics. Many

model programs, partnerships, and other collaborative efforts targeted at solutions to workforce problems were
presented.
Rick Bolin, Associate Director of Continuing Education, coordinated the conference through the Office of Continuing
Education and Summer Session, University of Wisconsin-Stout, with the valuable assistance of Director John Van
Osdale, Outreach Program Managers Deanna Applehans and Kim Falk, Presenter Coordinator Lori Green, and the

staff and students of the unit. Working together, the staff and the cosponsors produced a valuable meeting of
contemporary thinkers on the topic of the workforce, and an exciting sense of synergism permeated the atmosphere
of the confewrice.
In this Proceedings, the Office of Continuing Education and Summer Session is presenting conference documents in
original fora:, as submitted by authors. Thus, the publication will vary slightly in form from paper to paper. We hope
that this will clearly convey each author's original thoughts and will be of benefit to our readers. The ideas, products,
services and opinions expressed in these papers reflect the thinking of their authors. Their inclusion in this publica-

tion does not necessarily constitute endorsement by the Office of Continuing Education and Summer Session,
University of Wisconsin-Stout, or the cosponsors.
Rick Bolin and Lori Green, Editors
December, 1989

Keynote Presentations
THE GLORY AND POWER OF A MULTICULTURAL WORKFORCE
Dr. S.B. Woo
Is a multicultural workforce a debit or an advantage? In an inspirational message, Dr. Woo shares his belief that it is a big plus for America
in this modern age of global economic competition. Dr. Woo is a physicist, a former Lieutenant Governor of Delaware, and the Democratic
nominee for the U.S. Senate in 1988. As Lt. Governor, he held the highest elected state offie ever by a Chinese-American, as well as being
the first Chinese-American senate nominee in the continental United States.
Dr. Woo spent the past year on sabbatical from Ids faculty position at the University of Delaware, sharing his experiences in politics and science

at the Institute of Politics, Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University. He was recently selected as an Institute Fellow for the
Kennedy School.
Born in Shanghai, China, Dr. Woo lived in Taiwan and Hong Kong before coming to this country to study physics and math. He received
his BS, summa cum laude, from Georgetown College in Kentucky, and his PhD in physics from Washington University in St. Louis.
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MADE IN AMERICA:
REGAINING THE PRODUCTIVE EDGE
Dr. Richard Lester

RETOOLING TODAY'S WORKERS FOR
TOMORROW'S JOBS
Dr. Pat Choate

What has happened to American industrial productivity, and how
can the U.S. get back onto the path of high productivity growth?
The weaknesses in American industry extend beyond the macro-

In the year 2001, more than 90% of those who will constitute the
U.S. workforce will already be adults, and most already at work.
Virtually all of these workers will require major booster shots of
education and training in the 1990's if their performance is to be
adequate to the demands of their work. If the workers ere to get the

economic environment, and concern the way people think,
cooperate, invest, manage, and organize themselves as well as
the ways they become educated, use technology, and learn a new
job. Wrenching changes at all levels will be necessary if American corporations are to keep pace with international competition,
the increasing sophistication of consumers throughout the world,
and rapid ch..nges in technology. Industry, government, and the

education and training they require, fundamental changes are
necessary in present policies and practices of both American
education and American employers. The challenges and options
they face will be addressed.

education system need to pursue an integrated strategy for
increased productivity, including placing a new focus on the

"The hottest idea man in Vi _shington" and "the intellectual
godfather of the competitiveness issue" are only two of the titles

reserved for Pat Choate, Vice President of Policy Analysis of
TRW, Inc. As TRW's "one-man think tank" he is an "idea man."
His proposals to rebuild America's failing industries have led to
at least ten bills being considered in Congress. A business futurist

production system, cultivating an educated, involved and motivated workforce, seeking the most productive blend of cooperation and competition, and providing adequately for the future
through investment in people as well et plant and equipment.

and economist, he is the author of numerous publications on
economic cornpetitiveness, trade, political economy, management, education and public administration. His books include,
Retooling the American Workforce, America in Ruins, Being
Number One T..inking Strategically, and most recently, The

Dr. Richard Lester has served since 1986 as Executive Director
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Commission on
Industrial Productivity. In addition, he is an Associate Professor
of Nuclear Engineering. His research interests have focused on

technological, economic and public policy aspects of nuclear
power and its fuel cycle. Dr. Lester has served frequently as an
advisor or consultant to government agencies, corporations, and

flig,11-Flex Society. He was also a contributor to ASPA' s Work in

the 21st Century. As TRW's "resident scholar," he is the kind of
big-picture thinker who spends a lot of time figuring out what
oughrto be done in the American economy and advancing public
policy remedies.

foundations, and is currently a member of the National Academy
of Sciences' Board on Radioactive Waste Management. He is a
co-author of Made In America: Regainina The Productive Edge.
His BS in Chemical Engineering is from the Imperial College of
Science and Technology at London University, and he received
his PhD in Nuclear Engineering from M.I.T.

He is chairman of the Congressional Economic Leadership Insti-

tute, chairman of the Northeast-Midwest Congressional Institute's Task Force on Regional Competitiveness, board member of

the Congressional Institute on the Future, and chairman of the
National Association of Manufacturers Subcommittee on Employment and Training Policy. Dr. Choate's BA in Economics
and Political Science is from the University of Texas-Dallas, and
his MA and PhD are from the University of Oklahoma in Economics and Political Science.
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ACTION-PACKED
"PRACTICAL EDUCATION NOW" (PEN)
JANE WALTERS, DIRECTOR
SCHOOL/BUSINESS PARTNERSHIPS
PATTONVILLE SCHOOL DISTRICT, ST LOUIS COUNTY, MO

Abstract

Concept and
Our 15 year success story started in

"PEN" is a successful 15-year old program to

1974 when Edward D. Jones, Jr. of Edward D.

provide students with practical hands-on

Jones & Company, a St. Louis based

experience in the work world prior to
graduating. Over 1,000 have participated in
this award-winning program in St. Louis and

investment firm, was approached to hire
students for part-time positions. More

meetings ensued, and a more extensive plan
was envisioned which included a classroom

Kansas City areas.

for students "onsite" at the business.

A

rotation system was designed which takes the

students to many departments of the
company permitting students to gain
perspective on how departments depend on
each other to carry out company goals. In

A Partnership Model
"Who will do America's work as the demand for
skilled labor outstrips a dwindling supply? The
U.S. has lost much ground to competitors, and

imeslinglaesalg looks like the way to retake

addition, students acquire knowledge on

(Nussbaum, 1988)

such departments as accounting, word
processing, human resources, customer
relations, boardroom, et al. All of these

possible future careers as they rotate through

After years of neglect, the problem of
human capital has become a crisis,"
according to Business Week Magazine.
it.

departments represent careers which could
be applied to the internship company or to

"It costs corporations over $200 billion each

year to train their workforce. A large
percentage of this is for education that

other companies of choice.

Covering

individuals should have received in school."

Approval had to be gained by many
individuals with the company, the school

(Federal PKvate Sector Task Force on

Productivity Improvement, 1986)
Fortune Magazine says, "Let's stop lamenting
the crisis and do something about it." (Perry,
1988)
The time is now! President Bush's summit

district, the New York Stock Exchange, and
the community. Fortunately we had forward-

moving individuals who could picture the
dramatic results that could be achieved with a
realistic program of this magnitude.

with the governors revealed that federal
dollars have not been spent efficiently on

Voluntary company mid-management
The
participation was emphasized.

education. Bush agreed that we need to look
for results in dispersing funds as mentioned
in Time magazine. (Tifft, 1989)
Results we have with Missouri's longstanding, 15 year Practical Education Now
program.
Over 1000 students have

teacher/coordinator was selected on the basis

of business & education background and a
strong desire to participate in the project.

Students were selected on the bases of

attendance records, school attitudes, skills,
and strong desire to enter program.

participated and success stories abound.
Today many students are skilled workers,

Workshops and Qpen Houses

managers, supervisors, and owners of firms.

Workshops and Open Houses were held

Schools have business and office

with department supervisors to establish a
format for the program.
Objectives,
strategies, and activities for both classroom
and "on-the-job" .programming were
developed with supervisors. Schedules were
accomplished, evaluation procedures were
established, an on-going publicity plan was
designed, and parents were invited to an open
house to explain the program. Parents were
overwhelmingly in favor of the program and
made such comments as: "We wish we had

education courses which boast the same
sophisticated equipment on which students

would be gaining "hands-on training" in a
modern office. There are also classroom
simulation programs in which students
become "employees" and the teacher
becomes an "office manager."

A unique program called "PEN" takes
this realism one step further. It moves the
students out of the traditional classroom and
into a professional office.

had this opportunity when we were in school."

111111111111116.111111011111111111M
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Company Advanta,ges Include
Following:

the

opportunity to recruit the students who
1.
perform well both in the classroom and on the
job during part-time employment. (This

method is superior to hiring persons off the

street who may or may not have the attitudes
and skills required for the job)
2.
access to valuable part-time employees
because students have experience in various
departments
3.
training plan that empowers employees
to roles of supervisors since employees train
students during rotation process
4.
assistance from students when full-time
employees are unavailable because of illness
or vacation

opportunity to assemble students for

5.

peak loads

job versatility -- students are able to

6.

change from job to job as needed

cost effectiveness
cost is less than
utilizing a temporary agency for part-time
7.

employment

certified business education teacher

8.

supervises students daily. (Teacher utilized

by the company as a resource for present
clerical employees.)
9.
excellent public relations

Major Awards Include the fonowirig;
1975
1976

1984

1985
1986
1986

State Award for Innovative
Projects
PEN Director - Outstanding
Business Educator Award
10 year proclamation Missouri's
Governor Bond - now U. S.
Senator
State Outstanding Vocational
Education Award
National finalist - Secretary's
Award for Outstanding Vocational
Education Programs
Company award Private Sector
Initiative Division of the White
House Award

EVALUATIVE FEEDBACK
EDWARD D. JONES, EDWARD D.
JONES & COMPANY
"The cooperative training program with

JOHN BACHMANN, MANAGING
PARTNER, EDWARD D. JONES AND
COMPANY
Managing partner, John Bachmann,
recently announced the firm's creation of an

$100,000 scholarship for Pattonville and
Normandy High School students in St. Louis

planning to attend Westminster College in
Fulton, Missouri. "We believe that the

cooperative education program we have had

with Pattonville and Normandy has been a
priceless asset to the firm. And we feel these

scholarships will be significant in showing
these high school students that we at Edward
D. Jones & Co. recognize and appreciate their
abilities. J. Bachmann (company newsletter,
March 1983)

"Our relationship with Normandy High
School through the PEN program has been an

extremely important one to the firm, and we
are glad to be able to help them because of
our relationship with and respect for
Normandy High School students. Today we

have 30 former PEN students working in
various departments throughout the firm,

many of whom have become supervisors and
key people in our operation. Its got to be the
most mutually beneficial relationship between

business and education that has ever been

tried, and we view our support of the
Normandy sports program as another

important means of furthering the strength of
this relationship." News of the commitment
was covered by the Wall Street Journal, Post-

Dispatch & Globe Democrat newspapers.

Local radio and TV stations carried features

on the story.

J. Bachmann (company

newsletter, July 1982)

DARRYL POPE, OPERATIONS
PARTNER, EDWARD D. JONES & CO.

"The PEN program has been so

successful at Edward D. Jones that it has
become the model for other training programs

we have implemented. A highlight of any
business tour of our firm is an explanation of

our PEN program."

D. Pope (personal

communication, March 13, 1985)

U. S. SENATOR BOND, THEN
MISSOURI GOVERNOR

local area high schools working with our
Operations Department has been
outstandingly successful. The high school

"Congratulations on the outstanding ten
year success of the PEN program. It was a

of a brokerage firm, and they bring the

celebration and to meet your current students,
as well as all of the ten year students who are

enthusiasm and cheerfulness of youth into our

now enjoying such successful careers with

1975)

Edward D. Jones & Co. C. S. Bond (personal
communication, April 9, 1984)

classroom in our office brings serious minded
young people face to face with the daily work

shop." E. D. Jones, (company newsletter,

great honor for me to join you for the

Building A Quality Workforce
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ERIN REA, FORMER PATTONVILLE
FEN STUDENT

The, chart below represents PENS operation:,
procedures All students take tune (one hour.

classes in Lnglish, History, or whatever Wu,
need for graduation at their home high schoo

"I

before going to the business

Isl Semester

Orientation to the program
and to the business
Skill training
Human Relations
Skill training
Telephone leChneues
Skill training
Rotation through designated
departments of the company
Skill training

world. If there were one thing that I would like
to see happen in the PEN program it would be

5 weeks

2 weeks

to expand PEN across the United States.
believe that every student should have the
I

2 weeks
10 weeks

opportunity to broaden interests and gain
valuable knowledge and skills learned only
through business "hands-on" programs such

2nd Semester

Concentrated efforts on
6 weeks
individual needs revealed in dept
rotation 151 semester
Skill training
Specialization in departments of 10 weeks
choice (students career choice
when possible)
Skill training
Preparation for lile alter
3 weeks
graduation ;college or work wo Id)
Skit' training

as PEN." E. Rea (essay, 1984)

STEFAN P. KRCHNIAK, PROFESSOR,
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT
EDWARDSVILLE
"I commend you and your colleagues on

(Testing and individual progress discussions
throughout )
(Most students in the afternoon become part

the pioneering effort and will do my best to
spread the word to my graduate students and
higher education colleagues.
Yours is
perhaps the most comprehensive and longterm proven partnership in the greater St.
Louis region and all of us can learn from you."

lime employees )

FLOW CHART

Teacher/Coordinator/
Director Orientation 10
program with Goals &
Objectives. Resumes &
Letters of Application

Business Coordinator/
Executives/Supervisors
Expertise on Role of
Company

S. P. Krchniak (personal communication,
January 8, 1988)

STUDENT AWARENESS & KNOWLEDGE
OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES IN PEN I
Companies policies
and procedures

DR. ROGER A. CLOUGH,
SUPERINTENDENT, PATTONVILLE
SCHOOL DISTRICT
"The Edward D. Jones School/Business
Partnership (PEN) is unparalled in our area

Company history &
units of instruction

UNDERSTANDING OF PEN PROGRAM &
THE CO. AND ITS ROLE IN THE INDUSTRY
(Skill training

and region: It is truly commendable because it

has stood the tests of both time and
accomplishments.
When considering

Company skill needs

participants' successes, this program is truly
noteworthy.
What we need are more
companies like Edward D. Jones & Company.

APPLICATION OF UNDERSTANDING
TO SKILL TRAINING
[Monitors company
rotation

Plans & executes
company rotation

--I

Public Education's future depends on the
Edward D. Jones of this world. Take the
challenge, get involved!!" R. A. Clough

I

ANALYSIS TAKES PLACE. STUDENTS
PUT CLASSROOM TRAINING TO TEST
WITH HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE
Review of
experiences

(personal communication, October, 1989)

Assist in analyzing
student performances

References

IPROFICIENCY IN AREAS OF DEFICIENCY
I Monitor specialization
I
experienceS

feel that the PEN program is an

excellent program for eligible high school
students that are interested in the business

(Two Hour Block) Morning Schedule
at the business

Federal Private Sector Task Force on
Productivity Improvement (1986). Is there a
Crisis in the U. S. Education System?.

Plan & execute
company specialization

SYNTHESIS OCCURS. STUDENTS
PUT DEPARTMENT EXPERIENCES
INTO NEW PERSPECTIVE
I Judges each student's

decides on students for

performance

ft:Hme employment

Nussbaum, Bruce (1988, September 19).
Needed: Human Capital. Business Week,
p. 100.

EVALUATION TAKES PLACE. PARTICIPANT
AWARDS ARE GIVEN TO ALL STUDENTS.
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
ARE GIVEN IN IX ATE
RIE

Perry, Nancy J. (1988, November 7). Let's
Stop Lamenting the Crisis and Do Something
About It. Fortune Magazine, p. 42.

STUDENTS ARE HIRED FOR FULL-TIME WORK
ATTEND FULL-TIME COLLEGE OR POST-SECONDARY
SCHOOL OF CHOICE
ATTEND COLLEGE OR POST-SECONDARY SCHOOL
OF CHOICE AND WORK PART TIME

Tifft, Susan (1989, October 9). Critical
Problems Facing American Public Education.
Time, p. 60
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ADJUSTING TO TRANSITIONS

Celestine Schall, M.A.
Georgine Dluzak, M.A.

ABSTRACT

An Alverno-Alliance Partnership

This paper addresses the key factors in
the collaborative efforts of a Joint Venture
program.
Alverno College and Alliance Partnership (Communications Workers of America,
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers and AT&T management) joined together to
give workers Adjusting To Transitions workshops and Making Alternative Plans career
counseling.
During these sessions, workers
make Career Action Plans and then become
eligible for funding for re-training programs
of continuing education.

Alverno College and Alliance, for over
one year now, have been in a joint ventures
partnership to deliver education services
to workers at AT&T.
This program is called
Adjusting To Transitions (ATT).
BACKGROUND

Building a quality workforce is the joint
responsibility of higher education, labor,
government and business.
Finding supportive
evidence for such an assertion is not difficult.

As we observe the rapid technological
changes surrounding us, we realize the need
there is to focus upon the seriousness of
the demands placed upon workers to upgrade
their skills in order to continue to be employable in the labor market.
Consider the prediction that more than 507, of the jobs created
between now and the year 2000 A.D. will require
education beyond high school.'
Today, 58% of
all existing jobs require only high school
education or less. With such knowledge of the
future work world, upgrading the ski,.ls of
employees becomes a prime concern for productivity in business and industry. Since falling
numbers of new workers reduce employer's
hiring choices, these demographic changes
mean that a growing share of the new skills
needed in industry will have to be met by
retraining existing workers. Since employers
have traditionally met their increased needs
for human capital by hiring recently educated
individuals, these demographic changes also
challenge employers training strategies.2
From the perspe,cive of government, the
National Governors Association reported at
the national conference, A More Productive
Workforce, that States need to play a zritIcal
role in assisting the workforce to become more
productive and adaptable to change. The key to
more productivity lies in upgrading the skills
of today's workers through encouraging lifelong learning and by expanding opportunities
for worker education and training.

'William B. John..ton And Arnold E. Packer et ai..

rkforic :MU, Work and Worker,: for the 2Ist Century,
(Indianapolis. IN: Hudson Institute, 1987), p. 96.
2Ifoger J. Vaughan and Sue E. Berryman. "EmployerSponsored
TialnIng: Current Stator. Future Possibilities," see C.
p. 24. A More Productive Workforce: Challenge for Post
Seloudare Education and
to Partnels. (n.p., May 1989).
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Higher Education, on the other hand, must
seek better ways to serve adults through a
more accurate assessment and recognition of
their potential both as learners and workers.
Then, as education providers, higher education
will use these assessment results to meet
adults "where they are" in adult programs.

Aware of the national reputation CAEL
(Council for Adult and Experiential Learning)
has in Joint Ventures, Alverno subcontracted
CAEL to use its RTL course. Alverno already
had regional acclaim for its Career Counseling
model, MAP, so adapted MAP to the career needs
of the AT&T workers.

In recent years, many Labor Unions, true
to their roots as advocates of workers, have
included in collective bargaining, funds for
new education programs to train, upgrade and
retrain employees. Frequently in these contracts companies pledged a specific amount to
subsidize the new education programs. That is
how the Alliance program was born. Alliance
is a joint venture between labor and management.
In this cooperative venture AT&T, CWA
(Communications Wokers of America) and IBEW
(International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers) dedicate their efforts to promote
employee growth and development.

The Career Action Plan is begun in the ATT
classes and completed in one-on-one career counseling. Through completion of CAP the workers
become eligible for funding to take re-training
courses or to enroll in degree programs. The
career counselor is a resource for finding a
college or continuing education school of their
choice.
EMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENT
Over the past year and including this year,
Alverno's Career Counselors conducted twentyone ATT workshops.
Two-hundred forty-one AT&T
workers have completed Career Planning workshops
and of that group 78% have already met with
individual career counselors.

Against this broad context of joint responsibility (higher education, labor, government
and business) Alverno College chose to become
involved in a Joint Venture with Alliance.

Some of the ways the ATT program benefited
employees are seen in outcomes that workers
have told us. One male implemented an extensive networking and job search within the
corporation. Within one month he had moved out
of state to the job he intensely wanted.
In
fact, he traveled back to Milwaukee to finish
his third session of career counseling to
express his gratitude for the ATT assistance.
A woman who had previously ineffectively tested
to upgrade her job called Career Development
right before the holidays.
She said that after
studying "Testing Techniques" she again went
for testing.
This time, through implementing
what she had learned in class, she not only
passed but came out in the top 10% and got the

When Alliance requested proposals from the
colleges and universities in the state of
Wisconsin, Alverno's Career Development Office
wrote a proposal for Adjusting To Transitions
(ATT), which has two parts: RTL (Returning To
Learning) course and MAP (Making Alternative
Plans) one-on-one career counseling. Alliance
chose Alverno's proposal and contracted them
to work with the CWA and IBEW in career development.
The main focus of the program is to
help make realistic Career Action Plans (CAP)
for transitions in the 21st century jobs.
PROGRAM

job.

Adjusting To Transitions is a program
dedicated to linking workers with educational
services that help ucrkf!rs prepare for next
century jobs. The two functions of teaching
course work on-site and one-on-one career
counseling are shown in this model. The
classes are 2i hour sessions and career counseling is a 0 hour session.

Other success stories are: persons enography classes, a number enrolled
in college for the first time, one finished
an Education Major degree, several are taking
art courses and one is enrolling in real
estate classes.
tered ph,

Evaluation statements for the most part
point to high satisfaction with Adjusting To
Transitions.
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"Got some great ideas and very helpful hints
on studying, taking notes and tests."
"The class was very informative--has provided
me the opportunity of exploring options open
to me.
I had been planning to do this on may
own but was a bit hesistant.
I appreciate
the company luring me into this by offering
it at no cost."
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"This class is helping me to at least consider
possibilities open to me."
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"Brilliant insights to many things I wouldn't
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"I enjoyed this class/program very much and
have learned more than I had expected.
Continuing education is more interesting to me
now but it looks like a 'hard row to hoe'."
"This is a very helpful program--studying and
memorizing are my worst, and this has helped
me to take time to read thoroughly."
"I'm going back to school!"
"Excellent instructors, who made me feel I
can do it. Learning to realize I have a
brain that can be used to the best of my
ability, if only I put everything in context."
"I have enjoyed this class very much. It is
helping me to learn more about myself and
other areas that I might expand in. Thank
you!"
"I think it could have been covered in fewer
sessions."
"I wasn't able to do all the homework assigned
week by week.
However, I am hoping to complete it as I have the time."
"My original concept of this class was only
that I would be taught to change my attitude
on my job.
I had never considered school as
an alternate to grow."
"The entire class was well put together and
very informative. A very good job by the
instructor and Alverno College on putting
the program together."
"Especially enjoyed the one-on-one test;
Judy related well to situatins of many
and took into consideration not all were
returning to college."

The problem areas Alverno addressed in
implementing the ATT program were three:
1. The amount of administrative work
exceeded expectations.
2. Getting communication to employees
about the availability of ATT program
was difficult.
3. Operators' schedules made scheduling
classes or career counseling appointments quite a challenge.
SUMMARY

Alverno's Career Development counselors
find working with CWA and 1BEW workers an
energizing experience. In the true sense of
adult learning, teaching ATT workshops and
doing career planning with workers is truly
a teacher-learner transaction--learning
occurs with both parties involved.
By assuming joint responsibility to deliver quality educational services to workers,
the Alverno-Alliance partnership takes pride
in its contribution to helping Build A Quality
Workforce for the 21st Century.
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ADULT LITERACY:

AN ECONOMIC INTEREST

J. HUGH NICHOLS
DIRECTOR, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
ENTERGY SERVICES, INC.

Abstract

Literacy:
An Economic
Interest.
Why would a private sector employer
invest in a public service program such
as adult literacy? To some it may sound
contradictory; but it really isn't.
In
the language of my company, it is like
'socially
responsible,
financially
strong...
May I quote a brief paragraph
from our 1988 Annual Report.

Adult literacy is directly related to the
economic vitality of a community. Survey
data illustrates the impact of literacy
on per capita income, and jobs/income
growth in non-metro counties
of
12
states.
Middle South Electric System's
pilot test of automated adult learning
systems to increase literacy training
productivity is presented as a
case

"The Middle South Electric System is a
proud sponsor of the region we serve.
As the Company's vision states, we are
as committed to being "socially
responsible" as we are to being a
"financially strong" competitor.
Happily, we don't see the two goals as
counteractive. As our region grows,
so does its demand for electricity.
As its economic indicators rise, so do
ours.
As the education of the workforce improves, so does that of our
labor pool.
As community opinion of
our Company becomes more positive, so
do our relationships with our
regulators."

study.

Entergy
Corporation
(formerly
Middle South Utilities)
is a
holding
company.
It consists of both operating
and support companies.
I
am going
to
name them because I suspect some of you
are
from the states in which
they
operate.
The primary companies are:
Arkansas
Power
&
Light
Company,
Louisiana
Power & Light Company/New
Orleans Public
Service,
Mississippi
Power & Light Company, Systems Energy
Resources, and Entergy Services,
Inc.
Within a three state area plus southeastern Missouri, those companies generate and deliver electricity to an area
the size of many countries. The Middle
South Electric System has an investment
of
over $14 billion in that area. The
Middle South
Electric
System
also
directly employs over 10,000 employees.
Those employees plus their immediate
family members of about another 30,000
give the System one of the largest
employer interests in the region.
The
System provides electricity to over
1.6
million accounts
(perhaps 5-6 million
persons) so we have a very significant
customer/client interest in the region.
The System purchased more than $396
million in supplies and services from
individuals and businesses in the region
in 1988 so we have an equally significant consumer interest in the Middle
South Region.
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If the residents of
their government.
that area do not pros-per, then the
Middle South Electric System does not
prosper.
If the people do not prosper,
then the government does not receive
increased revenues to pro-vide needed
Of course, government can
services.
raise tax rates and electric energy
companies can (with the approval of
government bodies)
increase
electric
rates.
But neither of these is
a
desirable act.
It is much better for us
to help our customers to become more
prosperous.

Lupberger,
1986,
Ed
In August
President
of Entergy
Chairman
and
of
series
Corporation,
announced a
educational
and economic development
programs.
Those programs were called
'New Opportunities.'

The New Opportunities programs are
inextricably linked to provide both the
public service and the private economic
interest objectives as they meet the
goals of the System's vision statement
to
be
"socially
responsible"
and
"financially strong."

Today's topic is literacy. Therefore, I will limit my remarks to our
experience in that area. Our New Opportunities'
initiatives cover a broad
range of economic development and education programs which I will be pleased to
discuss at the end of this session if
your interests range beyond our direct
literacy initiatives.

Early in 1986, Ed Lupberger initiated a survey of the citizens of the
Middle South Region to determine what
they believed was most important to them
and their families in the years ahead.
The
answers
came
back
jobs
and
education. We might have expected that
answer,
but
the
magnitude of the
response was so overwhelming that the
'New
Opportunities'
program
was

The Middle South Electric System's
literacy programs are different from
most employer based literacy programs.
That difference is primarily in terms of
the expanded scope of the programs.

..amediately initiated.

I could cite and recite the
literacy needs of our region, but this audience knows the need. There is no point
in repeating the magnitude of the problem or the consequences o.c not solving
it.
I
believe it will be helpful,
however, if we look at the benefits of
being more literate. Table I following
shows the results from the non-metro
(basically rural) counties of the south.
The information in Table I is from a
recent publication of
the
Southern
Growth Policies Board (February 1989).
The data covers 12 southern
states
ranging from Virginia to Oklahoma but
there is no reason to believe that it is
not accurate for any major geographic
region within the south.

First,
the Middle South Electric
System has the same interest as any
other employer in employees who have
basic reading and writing skills.
But
because the Middle South Electric System
is in the electric energy business, it
is impacted differently. There has been
an intensive screening of employees over
the last several decades because of the
nature of the employment and regulations
imposed
upon
electricity generating
In addition, the workplant personnel.
force of all electric energy companies
has remained relatively stable, and in
in the
some cases it has declined,
This general situation is
1980s.
expected to continue.

Let's quickly review the Table. As
literacy
rates
increased
from 60%
(bottom tine where more than 40% had
less than 8 years of education) to 76%
or more (top line where less than 24%
had less than 8 years of education), the
percent employment growth increased from
1.34% to 2.81% annually,
the annual
percent income growth increased from
.33% to 4.29%, and the per capita income
in 1985 ranged from $6,466 to $9,245.
This is a very telling story.

But,
secondly, the Middle South
Electric System also has an expanded
That expanded interest is in
interest.
But
its customers and its suppliers.
businesses
you
say,
"Aren,t
all
Of
interested in their customers?"
course they are!

The
"What's the difference?"
Middle South Electric System's customers
are all located in a very specific and
In the
well defined geographic area.
industry,
this is called the 'service
area.'
The Middle South Electric System
cannot sell electricity in New York,
Chicago,
San
Francisco,
London,
the
Therefore,
Frankfurt, or Tokyo.
Middle South Electric System has a much
greater interest in the area it directly
serves than most businesses; an interest
that is closely akin to the interest of

Table II presents another interesting aspect of the correlation between
economic growth and education.
Although
Table II addresses the percentage of the
"trained, technical labor force" (TTLF),
literacy must precede technical training.
Table II illustrates that as the
TTLF increases as a percentage of population, the percentage growth in services increases while the percentage
growth in manufacturing decreases.
It
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TABLE I - The Benefits of Being Literate
Non-Metro
Counties

Percent
Adults
8 years
or less
education

Percent
Employment
Growth
1977-84

Percent
Income
Growth
1981-85

Per
Capita
Income
1985

(1985)
83

24% or less

2.81

4.29

9,245

160

24-30%

2.17

3.00

8,122

272

30-36%

1.69

2.13

7,678

182

36-42%

1.32

1.84

7,141

118

over 40%

1.34

.83

6,466

NOTE:

TABLE II

Table I and Table II are adaptations of information
contained in
Figure
IV-1
and
Table
IV-4,
respectively,
from Making Connections,
by Dr.
Stuart A. Rosenfeld,
et al, published by the
Southern Growth Policies Board, February 1989. The
non-Metro counties are in the States of Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida,
Alabama,
Mississippi,
Louisiana,
Arkansas,
Oklahoma, Kentucky, and West Virginia.

Technical Education and Economic Growth

No. of
Non-Metro
Counties

%*

TTLF**
(1980)

% Empl Growth
1977-84
Mfg
Svcs

% Income
Growth
1981-85

Per Capita
% with
Income
Coll/Uni
1985
1985

46

<0.5

1.80

1.75

.64

6293

6.5

161

0.5-1

1.03

2.26

1.24

6838

10.6

251

1-1.5

.74

3.06

2.65

7623

12.4

177

1.5-2

.46

3.50

2.36

8032

16.4

114

2-3

.13

3.47

3.51

8403

21.1

.22

3.61

3.97

9202

25.0

48

>3

By place of residence.
TTLF is total technical labor force including
scientists, engineers and technicians.
also shows that the percentage income
growth and percentage per capita income
increase very significantly. The number
of counties with colleges or universities also increases; or, the number of
colleges and universities were contributing factors to the increased presence
of
the
TTLF
in
the
various
jurisdictions.

Project Literacy was the
first
program.
Entergy Corporation sponsored

the preparation of a series of radio and
television public service announcements.
These annoncements were directed
to
raising the level of literacy awareness.
They sought to motivate those who needed
literacy instruction to call for help
and to motivate those capable of becoming
literacy instructors to call and
volunteer.
The
announcements
were
distributed
to
some
400
stations
throughout the Middle South Region.
And
from November 1986 to the Spring of

These
tables simply affirm the
Middle South Electric Syst=ms decision
to expend corporate
funds to improve
literacy.
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over 5,000 calls were received on
1989,
the Regional Literacy Hotline
(1 -800227- 3424).
The Middle South Electric
System contracted for the operation of
the hotline on a 24 hour basis. The
operator transmits information concerning
the calls to the Middle South
Electric System electronically.
Middle
South Electric System's staff separates
the calls by state and transmits them to
the appro-priate agency to call the
student or the volunteer and to follow
up as appropriate.
It
soon became evident that
if
adult literacy instruction was always
relegated to one on one tutoring,
we
would never catch up.
A search was
begun to improve this situation.
The
objectives were:
1.
2.

3.

4.

To
increase
productivity
in
literacy instruction.
To
stimulate
community
involvement--to
create
program
ownership.
To
illustrate
institutional
capacity--many
different

organizations and institutions need
to deliver the instruction.
To provide a replicable model for

own
the companies of our
We
looked for community
institutions including four leer and two
year colleges, public school systems and
We looked for
government agencies.
demonstrate the
ways
to
different
productive
more
of
effectiveness
literacy instructional systems.

in;luding
System.

We determined that it would be wise
for us to enter into long term (five
a
community
with
year)
agreements
institution for the operation of the
laboratory in return for the equipment.
been
have
laboratories
Four
such
established to date:

Jackson, Mississippi

1.

The first laboratory was established
with Mississippi Power & Light Company
as our partner for the equipping of
the laboratory. Jackson State University became the community organization
that agreed to operate the laboratory
The labfor a period of five years.
business
oratory was installed in
incubator
off-campus but near the
University.
Our goal for this, and future, laboratories was to have a minimum of 64
This
students enrolled at any time.
is equal to four one-hour classes of
16
students each. The normal course
of instruction would run for 20 weeks
Further we sought to
on this basis.
complete two cycles of instruction per
year leaving the remaining 12 weeks
recruitment
and
evaluation
for
activities.

others.

After a review of many automated
learning laboratories, a system known as
Principles of the Alphabet
Literacy
System
(PALS)
was
selected.
The
selection of PALS was not intended to,
in any way,
reflect negatively on the
many other systems that are generally
available.
The PALS laboratory was
selected as being the best to meet the
objectives we had set for ourselves in
our particular environment.
It
consisted of a 16 station laboratory with IBM
Personal Computers and a touch-sensitive
display screen so that students could
interact
with a video instructional
program without being able to read.
Of
course,
as the students progressed, the
communications
would
become
more

For the initial period at Jackson
State
there were 116
University,
students.
Some students showed grade
level advancements as high as 4.6.
The average grade level advancement
was 1.9.

Jackson
State University began an
aggressive program to convince employers to encourage their employees to
attend and to give them some release
time as an incentive.
More than 20
employers participated in the program.

complex.

The

standard course of instruction
laboratory consisted
of
one-hour per day,
five days per week,
for a twenty week period.
This meant
that a laboratory that could operate 8
one-hour classes per day could provide
instruction to as many as 128 (8 times
16) students in each 20 week period.
If
six weeks were permitted for recruitment and evaluation for each cycle, that
still left a potential for two complete
cycles per year.
Research has shown
that a PALS laboratory could raise a
student's grade level by 1 to 3 grades
over the 100 hours of instruction.
for

a

We

PALS

looked

for

business

partners

2.

Helena, Arkansas
Another laboratory was installed at
Phillips County Community College in
The Community
Helena,
Arkansas.
College was our community partner and
Arkansas Power & Light Company was our
business partner. The Phillips County
a basically rural area. The
area
is
employers are generally smaller in
size than those in an urban area. The
distance that most students had to
travel to the laboratory was greater.
There were 116 students in the entire
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The installation at Helena,
Arkansas taught us that an extensive
transportation system is needed in a
rural environment or that a 16 station
laboratory is too large.
Schools.

first year, slightly below the goal of
There were fewer completions and
were
more
there
transportation
128.

problems.
3.

Monroe, Louisiana
So it works. Up to 16 times as many
adults can receive effective liter-acy
instruction per instructor via the PALS
laboratories.
Other businesses
and
school systems are beginning to use
automated literacy
training
systems
although although they are not necessarily using the PALS laboratories.

The Monroe City Public School System
became the community partner along
with Louisiana Power & Light Company
as the business partner
for
the
installation and operation of this
laboratory.
There were over
150
students for the first year.
There
were some young adults in this group;
some were young enough and came into
the system soon enough to encourage
Still, there
them to stay in school.
has been some difficulty in maintaining adult enrollment and motivation.
The local Chamber of Commerce has
created a special committee to assist
the Public School System in meeting
its enrollment and operating goals.
4.

What
is
really the bottom line?
What's the difference between a person
earning a living even if it is near the
minimum wage level and a ?erson on
public welfare? The result is different
in
different communities but it is
always positive.
The person benefits
from increased dignity and the ability
to provide a higher standard of living
for himself/herself and his/her family.
The community benefits from the increased economic vitality of its residents.
The government benefits from decreased
public expenditures and,
perhaps,
from
increased revenues.

New Orleans, Louisiana

In this urban environment, New Orleans
Public Service Inc. became the busine.s partner and the Office of the
Criminal Sheriff became the community
partner. The Sheriff's immediate goal
was to provide literacy training to
short-term prisoners in an effort to
release more employable persons and to
One prisoner who
reduce recidivism.
was unable to complete the program
before his release wanted to know if
he could come back to finish after he
left jail. Of course,
he could do
this because the laboratory was available to the community after the normal
The laborawork-day in the prison.
tory was installed in the administration area so that it was easily available to both types of students at
different times.

What's in it for the Middle South
Electric System or
for
any
other
electric or utility system for that
matter? Let's just take a hypothetical
situation.
The four laboratories that
Middle South installed cost our System
$300,000 plus support costs.
Let's
assume that they produce 500 graduates
(about 80% of capacity) in a year for a
total of 2500 graduates over the 5 year
agreement.
Suppose, as a result, these
graduates and their families are able
and desirous of an increased standard of
living and they increase consumption of
our product by,
lets say,
$10.00 a
month; that is $25,000 a month beginning
in year 6 or $300,000 a year.
If they
do this for a 20 year working life, that
is
a total
of $6,000,000.
What a
benefit!
Of course,
a
much greater
benefit accrues to the community because
of the increased
economic
vitality
resulting from the everyday expenditures
made by a gainfully, or more productively, employed person.

How do we evaluate the laborator ies?
Were they successful? All labora tories
were successful in one way or another.
They either achieved the goal or taught
us things we needed to do differently.
have
a
It
is
very important to
We know
sustainable source of students.
there are persons out there who need
help but getting them to attend is
Employer particisometimes difficult.
pation is a highly successful
way to
and
participation
achieve
student
Jackson, Mississippi is a good example
of this.
A captive audience always
works and the New Orleans's Office of
the Criminal Sheriff certainly demonstrated this.
Proximity to a large
where a young adult
public
school
included
is
clientele can also be
another way to sustain enrollment as
Public
City
demonstrated at Monroe

Adult Literacy: An Economic Interest!
And public benefit as well!
Private dollars that are spent to teach
adults
to read and write are good
investments from any Perspective.
Yes.
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THE AGING WORKFORCE: A VIEW TOWARD THE FUTURE

Anita Stowell
Nina S. Feldman, Ph.D.
Wendy A. Heil
American Association of Retired Persons

WORK OPTIONS IN THE FUTURE
Anita Stowell
American Association of Retired Persons
In 1987, AARP established the New Roles
in Society Program (NRS).
A principal
objective of the program is to look
toward the future and to speculate about
what programs, policies, or changes
should be undertaken to assure that
Americans, regardless of their age, can
live safe, productive, and fulfilling
lives.
NRS does not subscribe to a
single vision of the future, but rather
a set of visions, or scenarios, designed
to promote discussions of alternative
futures. Work and education issues have
been the focal points of our recent
studies.

When viewing the future, we can predict
the effects of certain forces with some
certainty.
Evolving demographic
patterns have important implications for
the size and composition of the labor
force.
The baby boom cohort has focused
employment policy on youth employment
and training issues. The aging of this
cohort, plus its lower fertility rates,
will result in a dramatic reduction in
the proportion of younger workers in
future years.
Immigration will add to
labor force size, and many immigrants
will have low level skills and low level
literacy.
Further, it is likely that
the greatest increase in female labor
force participation rates has already
taken place.
There are also numerous factors that
will affect our nation's labor force
that we cannot predict.
These forces do
not operate in isolation; they are part
of a complex matrix of forces, only some
of which can be controlled.
In a
rapidly changing global economy, it is
difficult to predidt what changes will
occur, when they will occur, and the
intensity of their influence on the
labor market. Some of these forces can
be altered by our actions, but many,
like the deterioration of the
infrastructure and the availability of
energy resources, cannot be regulated.
The labor force will evolve under the
influence of both known and unknown
factors.

Acccrding to the Department of Labor, 21
million jobs will be created between
1986 and 2000.
By 2000, three out of
four jobs will be in the serviceproducing industries. Service and
retail trade jobs together will account
for more than 75 percent of the growth
in jobs.
Services will grow by 50
percent, and retail jobs will grow by 27
percent.

Other Bureau of Labor Statistics
projections indicate that the industries
with the largest number of new jobs will
include the business services, medical
services, construction, financial, and
computer industries. Many of the new
jobs in these industries will not be
particularly high-tech, or require
unique skills or long training periods.
These jobs will be common but
challenging, and will be appealing to
workers of all ages.
Indeed, research indicates that a
sizable proportion of older people
retain an interest in work.
It also
reveals a large and growing interest
among older people ih part-time
employment, in jobs that are different
from those held during the early and
middle years.

In 1988, NRS conducted a national survey
to learn how adults view work and
training.
Several interesting findings
surfaced:
o

There was a strong interest among
adults of all ages in learning new
job skills.

o

Younger workers were more likely than
older workers to indicate that they
would be interested in changing
careers.

o

The interest in self-employment was
high among all respondents.

o

Regardless of age, workers want
flexibility. More than 50 percent of
those surveyed indicated that they
would like to work out of their
homes.

o

Most workers would like to stay in
the same job until they retire.
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left behind by technology in the work
place.

In sum, mid-life and older workers in
the future will have a variety of
employment opportunities. It is likely
that employers will actively recruit
mid-life and older workers as the
availability of "new" labor--young and
female workers--declines.

Children were seen as "growing up with
computers" and using computers "like
toys;" older adults were seen as less
subject to the requirements of technoliteracy, while many mid-life adults
said their, work increasingly demanded
computer skills and that they felt
anxious about their own ability to keep

The more salient question is whether
mid-life and older workers will want to
work.
According to the NRS survey,
workers will continue to value
retirement options as well as work
options.
Perhaps employers will have to
consider alternative work styles in an
effort to entice these workers to
continue to work, at least on a parttime basis.
*

*

*

up.

A recent study by Sharan Merriam (1987)
of adults' experiences with retraining
after job loss also supports this life
cycle interpretation--that mid-life
workers may be most fearful and
vulnerable when it comes to retraining.
Providing support services or pretraining workshops that address life
cycle and emotional issues may be
critical in helping mid-life adult
learners face new technological training
with receptivity and equanimity.

*

TECHNOLOGY AHD REACTIONS TO CHANGE
Nina S. Feldman, Ph.D.
American Association of Retired Persons

Not surprisingly, our focus groups
revealed that having a good teacher was
a vital part of successful training.

How do people feel about new technology,
its benefits and drawbacks?
Its impact
on the work place? About their own need
to be trained and retrained across a
lifetime of work place changes?

Although participants liked the idea of
using educational technology (e.g.,
audiotapes, video cassettes, computeraided instruction), they kept coming
back to their need for a human being, a
teacher who can understand students'
specific needs, reassure them, and
answer questions. In essence,
participants were reminding us of the
critical balance between "High Tech" and
"High Touch."

In June 1989, New Roles in Society
conducted a series of focus groups to
find out how people react to "new
technology." Younger and older adults
(ages 25 to 75+), men and women, lower
and higher SES groups, people of
different races and in different
locations across the country (Detroit,
Boston, Cedar Rapids and Philadelphia)
described their attitudes towards
technology and towards training in new
technologies.

New work place technology may have
positive and negative implications for
older workers.
In many cases,
technology can improve employment
opportunities by reducing physical
demands, removing geographic
requirements (e.g., allowing "telecommuting" from home to office), and by
changing the environment to compensate
for possible decrements in older
persons' hearing or vision; and
providing opportunities for part-time
work, a common preference among older
workers.

In describing technology, many people
mentioned "scientific discoveries,"
"progress" and "gadgets." Electronics
and new products (e.g., computers, VCRs)
were often mentioned.
Technology's benefits were its ability
to make life easier and more
comfortable, to speed up service and to
save time.
But overall, drawbacks
(e.g., putting people out of work,
making products too difficult to use,
harming the environment) predominated.
Older adults, especially, felt nervous
about depending on new technologies
whose malfunction could "hold people
hostage." And, technology's role in
speeding up the pace of the world was
also seen as a drawback.

But, there's alao a down-side, as new
technology contributes to skill
obsolescence, tends to increase the
kinds of information processing demands
at which older persons do not excel, and
may, if not appropriately designed,
exacerbate existing physical problems.

Interestingly, our focus groups revealed
indications of a "techno-gap" pattern
suggesting mid-life adults are most
strongly affected by a fear of being

Overall, knowledge about the impact of
technology on an aging work force is
limited. There are many important
questions that need to be answered. It
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organization early in his career and was
perceived as less useful at later career
However, in recent years, many
stages.
employers have acknowledged the value of
their older, experienced workers.

appears, however, that if technology is
carefully designed and used properly, it
can improve the work life of older
people.
Hack in 1981, AARP found, in a national
survey of people age 45 and over, that
50% of all respondents felt new
technologies were making life more
difficult rather than easier. More
recently, in a 1988 nationwide survey of
persons over age 25, we found that twothirds of all respondents age 25-49
years, half of those 50-65 years, and
more than a quarter of those 65-74 years
believe that new technologies will
change skill requirements on their jobs.
Workers of all ages are concerned about
keeping pace with technology, yet once
again, mid-life workers seem to
anticipate, aid perhaps fear, this
impact the most.

General Electric's Aerospace Electronic
Systems Department believes in
retraining its mid-life and older
workers. In 1977, G.E. initiated a
Technical Renewal Program for its
engineers whose skills had been outdated
by new developments in the electronics
field.
Of the 235 engineers who
participated in the program over a
three-year period, more than 70 percent
were placed in challenging, new
assignments.
About half of the
engineers aged 50 and over who
participated in the program have
continued to take follow-up courses
voluntarily.
Older employees are
encouraged to teach courses and work
closely with younger engineers to insure
that their skills and knowledge are not
lost as they retire.

Across all ages, education was seen as
the most useful response to this
changing work place, and looking towards
the future, almost 60 percent of adults
familiar with a trend towards continuing
education expect to have further jobrelated education or retraining in
coming years, that is, almost fourfifths of those 25-49 years old, almost
half of those 50-64 years old, and 15%
of those 65-74 years old anticipate more
training in their future.

Cross-training allows employees to
explore alternative career paths and
assume new roles within their firm.
Managers at Control Data Corporation
believe that in many instances it is
preferable to retrain long-time workers
for new jobs than to recruit and train
Since 1980, CDC has
replacements.
offered a three-day cross-training
workshop to professional employees age
30 to 55.
The workshop encourages
employees to consider their job options
within the firm rather than leave CDC to
pursue a second career.

In sum, the benefits and drawbacks of
new technologies are apparent to
everyday observers, younger, mid-life
and older adults alike, many of whom
anticipate the need to receive more
training to address work-related
changes.

Crouse-Hinds ECM, a New York electrical
product manufacturer, is concerned about
its employees' welfare both while they
are employed and after they have
In addition to an effective
retired.
cross-training program, Crouse-Hinds
offers a Tuition Assistance Program for
employees nearing retirement.
The
program allows older workers to
investigate part-time or second career
options as they prepare to retire.

TRAINING AND RETRAINING OLDER WORKERS:
MODEL PROGRAMS THAT WORK
Wendy A. Heil
American Association of Retired Persons

Today and in the future, American
business faces an increasingly
competitive world economy.
Companies
and government must maintain a skilled
and productive work force, performing at
top levels. This can only be acnieved
through constant training and skills
renewal.

The McDonald's Corporation discovered
that many older people were interested
in part-time work, and that skills they
had acquired over a lifetime could be
put to use in its restaurants.
In 1986,
McDonald's created its McMasters Program
to provide training and job placement
for people age 55 and over.
Usually cosponsored by a government agency such as
a State Office of Aging, the McMasters
Program is now in place in seven states
and the District of Columbia.

The need to understand and use rew
technologies and information has forced
business and industry to examine
programs to enhance their human
In the past, some firms
resources.
managed their employees according to a
depreciation model of human capital. An
individual was most valuable to the

Government programs, at both the federal
and local levels, also provide older
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interested in exploring innovative ways
to utilize the skills and experience of
older workers.

workers with training and help integrate
them into the work force. Administered
by the U.S. Department of Labor, the Job
Training Partnership hot (JTPA) and the
Senior Community Service Employment
Program (SCSEP) are designed to help
older persons with limited incomes find
meaningful employment. Joint ventures
by business and government, in the form
of Private Industry Councils (PICs),
also offer job training to older workers
who seek new employment opportunities.
Looking into the future, it is probable
that government, business, and industry
will continue to view training as a
valuable and necessary investment in
human capital. Companies will no doubt
place an even heavier emphasis on
retraining and cross-training workers in
a work force that is becoming older.
Some employers have already demonstrated
their willingness to use older workers
and retirees as trainers and mentors.
Apprenticeship programs also afford new
employees the opportunity to learn the
business under the guidance of older
workers or retirees.

New technologies will enter the training
room as well as the assembly line.
Self-paced instruction using audio and
video tapes and computers will become a
popular method of delivering information
to employees.
Tele-conferences will
provide employees with an opportunity to
tap into the knowledge and expertise of
long-time workers and retirees.
Informal discussions in the lunchroom or
with a short videotape will promote
constant learning and growth on the job,
even in mini-segments.
The traditional view of education as
formal learning in childhood has been
replaced by a view of education as a
lifelong process. This lifelong
learning is making its way into the work
place.
In a future work force made up
of many mid-life and older employees,
training and retraining presents
government, private industry, and
individuals with exciting challenges and
options.
The firms mentioned above are listed in
the National Older Workers Information
System (NOWIS). NOWIS is a computerized
database of information on more than 100
older worker employment programs
currently operating in the private
sector nationwide. NOWIS was originally
developed by the University of
Michigan's Institute of Gerontology and
is now maintained by AARP. The database
is available as a resource to employers
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AMPLIFY PEOPLE PERFORMANCE WITH EXPERT SYSTEMS

by Paul Siegel

She used her intellectual horn of plenty to gather chunks of

ABSTRACT

To build a quality workforce, we may enhance the capabilities of the knowledge, such as 'a stitch in time saves nine," and "an apple a day keeps
the doctor away, and stored them in her left head for ready retrieval.
less sophisticated in the workforce by concentrating on either a huge

When she encountered the facts of a problem, it would cause the
reasoning mechanism in her right brain to go round and round. During
each rotation it would swoosh a knowledge chunk into its orbit and sec if
it applied to the facts. After several rotations, it would find a knowledge
chunk that applied and it would use it to form an inference - a new fact.
It would continue its rotation and chunk-swooshing with reference to the
facts to produce further inferences. After many inferences executed by
the reasoning mechanism, Brainy Janey reached a conclusion, which she
announced through her horn.
Brainy Jancy, back then, during the Roman Empire, proclaimed:
'Build likenesses of me. Gather knowledge from those
who know and bring it to those who need to know."

training program or a performance-improvement program requiring
much less training, This paper recommends the second approach. We
can build a quality workforce with a network of small expert systems,
developed by the technically-sophisticated half of the workforce for the
performance amplification of the less-sophisticated half. The latter will
need a limited amount of training in interacting with a computer and
following instructions.
IT BEGAN IN ROMAN TIMES

It began in Roman times with the introduction of many gods. Jupiter,
Juno and Janus are some of the gods we are familiar with. Jupiter was the
supreme god, Juno was the sister and wife of Jupiter, and Janus was the
keeper of the gates. He had 2 heads and we name January after him.
But it isn't commonly known that Janus had a sister too. She, like her
brother, had 2 heads. She, like her brother, was keeper of the gates - not
physical gates, but intellectual gates. Her name was Bicerebral Jana - or
as I like to call her, Brainy.
lancy.
BrainyJaney (Fig. 1) used her Li, acad to store know-how, her right
head to reason with this know-how and a horn to advise the world.

Brainy Janey demonstrated a way to build people performance
amplifiers as a method for developing a quality workforce, in order to
achieve the Learning Society.
PEOPLE PERFORMANCE AuDLIFIERS

Physical Performance

At first, Brainy Jancy was disregarded. The artifacts that were built

were built to improve the physical performance of people. The
progression of transportation inventions across time from then to now is
shown clearly by the following sequence:
Chariot - Cart - Car - Train - Plane - Missile - Satellite
The power to drive these transportation systems and also to drive the
millions of gadgets which make our physical life as part of the industrial
revolution easier can be expressed by another sequence:
Fire - Animal - Electrical - Chemical - Nuclear
Intellectual Performance

Inventions for improving the intellectual performance of people
came later. First people tried to build likenesses of Brainy Jancy's left
head, the one concerned with storage of know-how. The progression of
storage and communication inventions may be shown by the following
sequence:
Pencil - Pen - Printer - Copier - Audio Casette - TV - Video
Later people tried to build likenesses of BrainyJany's right head, but,

up until very recently, succeeded only in inventing methods for
calculation, not reasoning. These calculation inventions may be
summarized by the following sequence:
Pebbles - Beans - Beads - Abacus - Adding Machine - Calculator

Computer

During the 1940's and 1950's, man's greatest intellectual tool, the
computer, was developed. The computer is different from other previous
inventions. It has what is called a stored program. Let's compare it to a
calcualtor. To solve a problem with a calculator, you enter data, execute

an addition or a multiplication, store imtcrmcdiatc results, enter more
data, choose other mathematical functions, and so on. You are part of
the problem-solving process. You must repeat the procedure every time
you solve a problem. With a computer, you compose a list of instructions
representing the sequence of operations you want the computer to
execute, store it in the computer and it will execute the entire sequence
all by itself. Once developed, the same program can be used over anc over

Fig. 1. Brainy Jancy

and over for different inputs of data.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Early computers were huge, expensive and usable only be an elite
few. Since then computers have become small - rest on your clef k, on your
lap, on the palm of your hand. They have become cheap - they have come
down from the million dollar range to the thousand dollar ran and are
entering the hundred dollar range. They are usable by everyon
1st buy

a software package and follow the instructions for using it. The small
personal computer is providing the power for launching an intellectual
revolution which will dwarf the industrial revolution.

Advisors, Guides and Assistants

Knowledge Manufacturing Economy

Because there has been a great increase of services lately, most
prognosticators forecast a services economy for the 21st Century.
However, the advent of knowledge modules changes things. What is a
service now can easily become a product tomorrow. Today, if something
is wrong with the car, you go to a mechanic, who fixes it. This is a service.
In the future, you maygo to the store, buy a diskette - a knowledge module
- insert it into your computer and it will tell you what to do. This will be

a product. Today if you have a financial problem, you go to a financial
planner who advises you what to do. He provides a service. In the future
Until about a decade ago, the computer was used for a whole array
if you had a financial problem you would go to the store, buy a knowledge
of tasks involving storage, communication and calculation - but not
module, insert it into your computer and it will tell you what to do. This
reasoning. But then, a people-performance amplifier par excellence was
will be a product. Today if you have a legal problem, you go to an attorney
developed, one that could reason. It has been given the intimidating name
who advises you. He offers a service. Tomorrow, you would go to the
of expert system. In reality it is a means of disseminating practical
store, buy a knowledge module, insert it in your computer and it will
problem-solving know-how. Thus it may be used as an advisor, a guide or
advise you. This will be a product. We will have a knowledge
an assistant to people in the organization (Fig. 2).
manufacturing economy.

Fig. 2. An Advisor, Guide or Assistant
THE LEARNING SOCIETY

Learning In Vogue

The intellectual revolution launched by the personal computer
received a gigantic push by the advisors, guides and assistants built with

expert system technology. The proliferation of these knowledge
modules, as I like to call them, are leading us toward the Learning Society.

The Learning Society, which will probably be in full flower at the
beginning of the 21st Century, will be radically different from today's
societyl.

Intellectual Work
Because knowledge will be a commodity that can be bought and sold,
most work will consist of designing, building, selling, buying, using, fixing

and learning about knowledge modules. Some of these modules will be
used to provide intelligence to robots. But many more will be used to help
people use sophisticated equipment and in their many intellectual tasks.
The result is that people will be working at a higher intellectual level. They
will be members of almost-autonomous teams.

The major outputs of our economy will be knowledge modules, which
means that the major activities of people will revolve around knowledge.
You can see how it works today. Your major activities revolve around
physical products, and you spend a tremendous amount of time dealing
with these physical products. Just think of the ubiquitous automobile. In
the future, you will need to know about the different types of knowledge
modules and how to use them to solve problems, just as today you need
to know about the many types of automobiles and how to use them for
business and pleasure. Learning will be in vogue.

Poopls Will Be Creative
Because the knowledge modules will take care of most of the rational
reasoning, most of the left brain work, people will use their intuition, their

right brains, more. They will learn to synthesize solutions to broad
problems. They will be more creative.

Small Companies

PREPARING THE WORKFORCE

Because knowledge will be a commodity that can be bought and sold,
anyone will be in a position to establish a small business and to compete
with the biggest corporations. The small business will have the advantage
of fast reaction time. Even within the larger corporations, many small
fairly independent units will be the rule; headquarters will act more as a
bank.

Every forecaster, regardless of what he sees in the future, sees the
need for a workforce with greatly enhanced knowledge, capabilities and
skills. There are 2 general ways of achieving this goal: intensive training
or performance amplification.

Building A Quality Workforce

Intensive Training

ADAPTABILITY - This heading includes problem solving and
creative thinking

ASTD (American Society for Training and Development) is the
major proponent of the intensive training approach. In a document

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT - Included in this category are

ASTD wrote in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Labor2, it states

many things relating to personal effectiveness, such as self-esteem,
goal setting and motivation, and career development

that

"...the more educated and trained half of the American
workforce competes well with the white-collar and tech-

GROUP EFFECTIVENESS - A worker will need to be effective in
a group setting too. He will c.. -d interpersonal and negotiation skills

nical elites of its economic rivals. But the other half of the

workforce is not as well prepared, and

is where the

INFLUENCE - The worker will need an ability to influence the
organization and exercise leadership

U.S. is losing the competitive race.'

To improve our competitive position in the world economy, the

document recommends a big intensive training program for the

Performanco Amplifir,atIon

development of the following skills in the bottom-half of the workforce:

How many people in the bottom-half of the workforce could learn
all these skills, assuming we had the time to teach them? We have many
people in the so-called well-prepared top-half of the workforce who do
not have all these skills. What should we expect from the bottom half?
And supposing all these people could absorb all this material, how
long would the training take and how many trainers would we ri. :4?
Fortunately, there is a better solution: having people in the top-half
develop knowledge modules to amplify the performance of people in the

LEARNING TO LEARN - Since conditions will be changing all
the time, a worker will constantly need to learn new skills and
knowledge

THE 3 R'S - A worker will need to know how to read, write and
calculate
COMMUNICATION - A worker will need to be good at listening
as well as in oral communication
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KNOWLEDGE BASE

INFERENCE ENGINE

INTERFACE

Stores your knowhow in
the form of golden nug-

Reasons with this knowhow: Relates facts to suc-

Runs dialogue with client,

gets of knowledge or

cessive knowledge chunks
to form inferences

tions of its actions. Com-

rules. Knowledge may

complete with explanamunicates with external
software.

possess uncertainty.

Fig.3. Expert System - Computerind Likeness of Brainy Jancy
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bottom-half. This approach produces rewards in both halves of the
workforce. A person in the top-half, once he builds the knowledge

Examples of Expert Systems

module, is not pestered with simple-minded (to him) questions and is free
to work more creatively. A person in the bottom-half has answers to his
problems whenever they occur.

To help you gain a better understanding of whet expert systems can
do, Table 2 presents a small sample of practical expert systems that have
been developed to date.

EXPERT SYSTEMS

Expert-System Tools

The expert system, which is a major factor driving the Learning
Society, may be a major factor in amplifying people performance. The
expert system can be both cause and cure.

An expert-system tool is an expert system with additional capabilities

for helping you build a knowledge base storing your know-how. In
addition to the chunks of knowledge, you need to enter into this
Knowledge Base questions and explanations, which the system will

Description

incorporate into the dialogue between itself and the final user. Once built,

The purpose of an expert system is to make the problem-solving
know-how of a knowledgeable person (not necessarily an expert)
available for use by others. It may be contrasted with a book. You may
spend a week or a month reading a book from cover to cover; you gain

many copies of an expert system may be made. A few of the many
expert-system tools designed for the use of non-programmers are
presented in Table 3.

an understanding of the subject domain, but you may not find the solution

to your problem. With an expert system, you spend a few minutes
interacting with it, after which it gives you, not an in-depth understanding,
but the solution to your specific problem.
What follows is a concise description of expert systems. To obtain a

Table 2. A Few Practical Expert Systems

greater understanding of expert systems, their applications and how a
non-programmer may build one, see the literature'. 4' 5.
The expert system is a computerized version of Brainy Janey. It has

System

Tool

Compary/Fuoctiou

Expert Probe

KEE

Hotline Helper

Pers. Consult. +

Unisys
Aids in quality control
Texas Instruments

Weld Selector

Pers. Consult. +

3 major components, as follows (Fig. 3):

KNOWLEDGE BASE - This is the problem-solving know-how,
stored as chunks of knowledge, ready for retrieval. It is Brainy
Jancy's left head.

Advises on printer faults

INFERENCE ENGINE - This component takes the facts entered
by the user and uses them together with the knowledge chunks of

American Welding Institute

Chooses proper electrode
Hazardous
Chemical Advisor 1st Class

the knowledge base to draw inferences in order to reach conclusions. It is Brainy Janey's right head.

CONSULTING INTERFACE - This is the bridge between the
internal system and the user. It gathers the facts from the user and
brings them to the Inference Engine. It dips into the Knowledge
Base and into the Inference Engine to bring the user explanations
of the proceedings and advice. It is Brainy Janey's horn.
Diflerrent systems represent the knowledge in their Knowledge

Air Products & Chemicals

Advises handling of hazardous
chemicals

Rotating Equipt.
Diagnoser
Exsys

Stone & Webster Ei.gincering

Diagnoses vibration: in rotating
machinery

Bases in different ways. But, by far, the most popular method of
knowledge representation is the IF....THEN rule, which states that IF
certain conditions are true, TEEN a given conclusion follows. Simple

"Cooker" Adviser Pers. Consult. +

examples are given in Fig. 4.

The Inference Engine may reason with such rules in 2 directions:
forward and backward. Forward reasoning (usually called forward
chaining) means reasoning from facts to conclusions. Backward
reasoning (usually called backward chaining) means reasoning from
conclusions to facts. In the latter situation, the conclusions are really

Campbell Soups
Diagnoses faults in soup 'cooking'

Table 3. Simple Expert-System Tools
CRYSTAL

hypotheses and the system searches for facts to support them.
EXSYS

Intelligent Environments, Inc
P.O. Box 388, Chelmsford, MA 01824
EXSYS, Inc.
P.O. Box 75158, Contr. Sta 14, Albuquerque,
NM 87194

IF

IF

Instant Expert
driver's judgement was good

the driver was alert

AND he was sober

AND he followed an appropriate
speed

MacSMARTS

TEEN

AND he made an appropriate
maneuver

PC EASY

THEN

SOCRATES

the driver's judgement
was good

Human Intellect Systems
1670 S. Amphlett Blvd, Ste 326,
San Mateo, CA 94402
Cognition Technology Corp.
55 Wheeler St, Cambridge, MA 02138
Texas Instruments Co.
12501 Research Blvd, MS 2223, Austin, TX 78769

CIM Solutions
2696 N. University Ave, Ste 280, Provo, UT 84604

the driver's not responsible
for the accident

VP EXPERT

Paperback Software International

1ST CLASS

2830 Ninth St., Berkeley, CA 94710
1st Class Expert Systems Co.
286 Boston Post Road, Wayland, MA 01778

Fig. 4. Examples of Rules
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MINIMUM TRAINING REQUIREMENTS
Table 4. The 3 l's

The use of expert systems is not a panacea. We still need to train the
workforce, both the bottom-half and the top-half, but not as much as with

the intensive training approach. The minimum training requirements
revolve around the use of the computer. These requirements may be
summarized with 3 I's, which take the place of the 3 R's, as follows (see
Table 4):
INTERACTING... instead of READING

INTERACTING Communicating with and learning from the computer

IMPLANTING Building and storing knowledge modules into the
computer to help others
INNOVATING Producing innovative solutions with the aid of
knowledge modules

IMPLANTING.... instead of 'RITING

INNOVATING... instead of 'RM4METIC
InteractIng: The Basic Skill

This skill, the ability to communicate back and forth with the
computer, must be learned by all in the workforce. Specifically, it involves
3 capabilities, as follows:

EXTRACTING KNOWLEDGE - To obtain knowledge from the
computer, the worker will need to understand the functions of the
hardware (keyboard, monitor, printer) and have at least a "traffic flow" appreciation of the software (what happens when). He will
also need to be able to read, though the level of reading may be
decreased through judicious use of graphics and speech systems.
FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS - The worker will need to be
able to follow computer instructions on such things as reading
meters, measuring values, observing conditions and making corrections.

ENTERING DATA - He will need to know how to enter data,
both by word and number, and also graphically.

Implanting
Implanting is a skill to be learned by the top-half of the workforce.
Essentially what the people in this group need to learn is how to enter
their know-how into the computer in such a way that it becomes easily
available to the bottom-half people when needed. Up to recently, this
implanting was done mainly via filing and data base management systems.
In the future they will need to be able to build knowledge modules using
expert systems and other technology.

Innovating
This is the skill of using knowledge modules to solve broad problems,
to come up with new approaches to improve quality and productivity, to
visualized new modes of operation. This is a high level skill and it is the
kind of skill that will need to be learned by managers, executives and
leaders.
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Introduction

Once I had occasion to work with a
manager who was fond of quoting Henry

ABSTRACT

Ford II.
"All costs walk on two legs,"
he would claim with vigor. The result of

Human performance technology is an
emerging science that develops methods
for improving human performance.
Practitioners of human performance technology, performance technologists, only
apply a performance improvement inter-

this manager's belief was not a relentless pursuit of avenues to reduce numbers
of workers.
Rather, this manager viewed
all problems, including cost problems, as
opportunities. Resources that "walked on
two legs" were viewed as walking opportunities,
vital resources which,
if
improved, would contribute more than any-

vention after careful study of performers
and the performance task.
Interventions

implemented are those that will indeed
mediate the performance problem, will
produce a meaningful return on the resources invested, and will be viewed as

thing to the success of the organization.
Such insight, it seems, is not widely
shared by other managers in business and
industry today.
Instead of investing in
and seeking ways to improve the resources

beneficial and practical by both the
performer and the organization. Examples
of performance improvement interventions
include, feedback and reinforcement systems, personnel selection methods, organization development, job redesign, and
job aids.
This paper describes some of
these methods briefly,
explaining in
greater detail the development and appli-

that "walk on two legs," many managers
are more willing to invest in inanimate
hardware and software in an attempt to
improve organizational performance.
It is true that capital equipment can

be used to improve efficiency, product
quality, and even customer service.
But
it is not uncommon for two-thirds of the
cost of a manufactured product to be incurred by indirect labor and materials,
factory overhead, and administrative expenses.
In other words, costs that are

cation of conventional and intelligent
job aids.

Contrasted to conventional job
aids, electronic job aids are electronic
rather than paper, focus on decisionmaking rather than supplementing memory,
are
more
system-directed
than
userdirected, and often accommodate probabilities,
possibilities, and complex

fundamentally related to people -- the
costs of marketing and advertising, sell-

ing and distributing, administering and
managing, etc. -- contribute more to the
cost of many manufactured products than

judgments instead of only dealing with
simple facts and binary decisions. These
intelligent job aids, expert systems as
they are called, are an outgrowth of the
field of artificial intelligence.
The
development of expert systems is briefly

raw materials and labor used to transform
that material.

It isn't so difficult then to understand that improvements in capital equip-

explained and practical guidelines for

even in manufacturing businesses
where they have the most impact, have a
ment,

application are provided.

limited contribution to the success of an
enterprise.
Almost always, by far the
greatest
opportunities
for
improving

organizational effectiveness are those
related to improving human performance.
The astute business person knows, how-

ever, that it is not prudent to indiscriminately invest in human resources for
investment's sake. Investments of money,
time,

and energy must be effective so

there are corresponding increases in the
accomplishments of the performers.

The need to effectively improve the
accomplishments of human performers has
given rise to a discipline called human
performance technology (HPT); those professionals who practice HPT are sometimes
called performance technologists.
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called back for additional repair. Terry
illustrates Allen's performance compared
to the others' with the chart, Figure 1.

Human Performance Technology
Many professionals engaged in training
and development (T&D) will readily see
the value of expanding their vision and
trade to include HPT. While the primary

mission of the two disciplines is the
same -- improving human performance, HPT
has a more extensive repertoire than T&D.

Exemplary Performer

10W.

100%

HPT thus constrains trainers to acquire
new skills and assume new organizational

MiniMUA Acceptable
Performance Level

80%

80%

responsibilities.
Training can be defined as a performance improvement intervention that is
"directed solely at furnishing knowledge

R Performance
60%

60%

\<1\

or skill that individuals need to carry
out present work duties efficiently and
effectively" (Sredl & Rothwell, 1987, p.
390).
Training is the prominent intervention of choice 14 T&D professionals,
but training only improves human performance when there is a lack of knowledge or
skills.
Other possible reasons for poor
human performance include a lack of clear
directions about what to do, a lack of
motivation to perform, and inability to
perform because of physical or other
limitations (Mager & Pipe, 1984; Daniels
& Rosen, 1982).
HPT is more comprehensive than T&D in
that it addresses all the above reasons
for less than optimum human performance
by systematically applying several interventions in addition to training.
These
interventions include feedback and reinforcement systems, personnel selection
methods, organization development (OD),
job redesign, and job aids (Stolovitch,
1982; National Society for Performance
and Instruction, 1986).
At the risk of gross oversimplification,
let's
consider an
abbreviated
(ruthlessly
abbreviated)
hypothetical
case to illustrate a few of the methods
employed by performance technologists.
Midstate Appliance Company sells and
services electrical appliances. The company's service department employs seven
technicians to service and repair everything from microwave ovens to video
cameras to refrigerators. The supervisor
of the department, concerned over a burgeoning backlog cf service work, increasing customer complaints, and a perceived
morale problem, has called in Terry, a
performance technologist, to see if the

qg

40%

407:

20%

20%

11
Allen Petty

Chip

Dana Ernie Fanny Marry

Figuro 1

Betty
in fact,
about as
pered by

is a technician who does well;
Terry believes she would perform
well as Allen if she wasn't hamSince Betty is
back problems.

short, her feet do not rest comfortably
on the floor when she sits at the workFrequently back pain forces her
bench.
to work standing even when the task could
be more easily performed when seated.
Chip has been with Midstate the least
He was hired right out
amount of time.

of high school and has not had formal
post-high school education in electronics
or related subjects like the rest of the
Chip's performance sometimes
employees.

suffers because he doesn't know how and
when to perform some tests during equipment diagnosis. Occasionally he fails to
see the significance of a test he does
perform because he is not grounded in the
theory of appliance operation.

Dana has the ability to do excellent
work but spends an inordinate amount of
time on details and non-essential tasks.
She has heard that the work area should
be kept clean; hers rivals the cleanliShe
ness of a hospital operating room.
learned in vocational school to label
wires and terminals when disassembling an

appliance to facilitate reassembly; she
labels everything in laborious detail,
even simple circuits that she could put
back together with her eyes closed.
In
addition, Dana is continually badgering
the supervisor for advice and assistance

technicians' performance can be improved.
After spending some time with the ser-

vice technicians, watching them at work
and talking with them about their jobs,
Terry has made the following observations.
Drawing on the work of Gilbert (1978),

with trivial problems.
Ernie is a technician with potential
belied by a motivation problem.
Since
being passed up for promotion to supervisor several years ago, Ernie's performance has slipped substantially.
He
frequently complains about the perquisites enjoyed by managers and supervisors
such as reserved parking spaces.

Terry identifies the exemplary performer
who is, without doubt, Allen. Allen has
been with the company for 16 years, con-

sistently performs repair work in the
least amcmt of time and, from service
records, has the fewest number of jobs
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nicians but works in the most difficult

The impact of these recommendations on
as
summarized
might be
technicians

conditions. In the shop, where the other
technicians spend most of their time, the

follows.
Betty's performance could improve sig-

Fanny is one of the most skilled tech-

nificantly because the improvements in

repairs are usually on a limited number

the design of her workspace would remove
the physical limitations that have impeded her performance. Of course, improved
workstations will benefit the other technicians as well.
Providing opportunities for training
and education will benefit all tech-

of equipment brands for which Midstate is

a dealer and authorized repair center.
But Fanny works most often in the field
making service calls where she encounters

a wider variety of equipment and often
must diagnose equipment without benefit
of the manufacturer's service manual.
Harry, the final employee, is poorest

nicians to the extent they avail themselves of the opportunity and that they

He can work well when he
performer.
wants to, but seems to spend more energy

have a knowledge or skill deficiency.

At

getting out of work than in performing
Harry knows just how
something useful.
He is
far he can push the supervisor.
late or absent frequently. He complains

Midstate, the primary beneficiary would
His performance could improve
be Chip.
markedly as his understanding of electrical and mechanical theory caught up

constantly and demoralizes the other six
technicians, especially Ernie. Recently,

with other technicians.

A feedback and reinforcement system
would include a systematic method for

the supervisor found some tools missing
from the workplace and, though he never
confronted him with it, had strong suspicions that Harry was the thief.
The preceding summary of the performance of Midstate's technicians forms the
basis for Terry's response which is presented here as a series of recommendawith severe
(proffered, again,
tions

measuring and providing feedback on all
performance and then reinforcing desired
performance. This would almost certainly
result in improved performance from all
employees; based on the short sketch of
current employee performance, it could
possibly be of greatest benefit to Dana.
Since people pay attention to the things
that get measured, the establishment of
performance measures could help Dana
that
attention on the things
focus

brevity).

Furnish workers with adjustable,
1)
ergonomically-sound stools and a well
designed work area to reduce fatigue.

A feedback and reinforcement
system would see that her desire for
matter.

2) Provide opportunity, by subsidizing
tuition, for employees who lack knowledge
or skills to take evening courses at the

Terry.

attention (inferred from the sketch) is
performance
when her
satisfied only
Rather than reinforcing
warranted it.
(paying her attention) for coming forth
with trivial problems, she would receive
attention when she performed as desired.
The most difficult performance problem
of all those presented is probably that
of Ernie.
Apparently he doesn't perform

4) Cultivate the organization's culture through genuine, active participa-

as well as he could simply because he
doesn't want to.
And while that sounds

tion by top management in OD tasks. These
would include defining, articulating, and
communicating the visions and values of
organizational leadership, reinforcing
the prevailing observable indicators of

elementary, the reasons for not wanting
to are related to the complex issues surrounding Midstate's corporate culture.
An organization's culture is the sum of
the visions, values, and beliefs of the
individuals in the organization -- the
amount any individual contributes to the
culture being roughly proportionate to
his or her leadership role in the organization.
Any corporate culture is reflected in observable indicators such as
the
perquisite/punishment systems
in
place, the customs of dress, speech, and
celebrating, etc., and the physical condition and arrangement of work areas.
Ernie's
motivation problem might
be
solved by a modifying Midstate's vision,
values, and beliefs about employees, and
about Ernie in particular.
For instance,
Ernie's performance might he revolutionized by giving him a change in job title
accompanied by increased responsibility,
supplying him and the rest of the technicians with the same style and color

local community college or to study by
correspondence.
3) Set up a feedback and reinforcement

system which obliges employees to graph
their own accomplishments on performance
measures developed by the supervisor and

corporate culture that should be preserved,
others.

and

eliminating

or

changing

5)
Devise a job aid to assist technicians with troubleshooting tasks on

unfamiliar brands of equipment.
6)
Create, with employee input, a
systematic method for making hiring,
firing, and promotion decisions.
7)

Train supervisors to abandon the

practice of managing for minimal performance.

Rather than working to ensure
that employee performance is above the
least acceptable level, as illustrated in
Figure 1, supervisors should seek to
optimize employees' performance by focusing on the potential performance, the
area on the chart above current performance levels.
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uniform as that currently supplied for

120%

supervisors, and eliminating all reserved
parking for employees.
Fanny is a skilled technician and does

xemplary Performer

New R Performance

1074

120%
--100%

not need most of the information contained inmost service manuals. Her performance could possibly be improved by

BO%

BO%

equipping her with a conventional job
aid, a simple troubleshooting guide to

60%

60%

the "off brand" appliances she encounters
frequently in the field. A well designed
job aid would include specific informa-

40%

40%

tion pertinent to these brands -- the

20/..

20%

kind of information Fanny can not be expected to remember. This type of job aid
Alien Betty

would mean she would not have to carry
complete reference manuals for every conceivable appliance she might work on, but
might include items like the timing cir-

Chip

DATA

Ernie Fanny

Figure 2

cuit schematic for Whammo programmable
washing machines, the test pin/pressure

here as presented in this example.

tap locations on each of the nine models
of Cool-it air conditioners, and specifications for the different voltage

Per-

the reader can see how
these HPT methods could be applied in
haps,

though,

real world work situations with definite

readings at the high frequency-exciter

results.

terminals on the five models of Joponcrop

Continuing the quest of improved human
performance will lead us to further con-

VCRs.

Harry is the only non-exemplary performer that has not been specifically

sider the performance of the exemplary
performer. After identifying and imple-

addressed by the preceding interventions.
It would certainly be horsd, though, that

menting methods to bring other workers up

to the level of the exemplar, it is desirable to consider ways to improve the
performance of the exemplar.
Of course,
as illustrated in the example,
it is
possible, even likely, for any of the
performance
improvement
interventions
described to improve the performance of
all performers, including the exemplar.
Efforts to improve performance will

Harry would benefit from all of the interventions, in particularly the feedback

and reinforcement system and the organizational development/corporate culture
In any case, Harry's poor perchanges.
formance must addressed. He must be made
aware of the need to improve and the conIf positive changes are not
sequences.
forthcoming and lasting, management will
be forced to terminate him. The fact is,

sometimes lead to the application of artificial intelligence (AI) to the task.
AI tools can often be used as electronic
job aids by mediocre performers to raise
their performance level to approach that
of the exemplar. Additionally, AI tools

there are some performers that will not
be helped by any performance improvement
In such cases, the best
intervention.
that can be hoped for is that the incorrigible employee will go to work for the

can even lead to an improvement in the

competition. (Is it ethical to wish that
on a competitor?)

performance of the exemplar.

The new levels of post-intervention
performance might be represented, using

Artificial Intelligence
Artificial intelligence is a branch of

the same scale, by Figure 2. We now see
that all employees (assuming Harry's gone
on to other pastures) have improved, including Allen, the exemplary performer.
Typically what is good for one performer
Additionally,
is good for the others.

computer science that is attempting to
create a machine that emulates human intelligence, a machine that can solve the
sort of poorly defined and general prob-

lems that only humans can now solve.
Efforts to build a general purpose problem solving machine have been rather unsuccessful.
On the other hand, notable

the variance in performance levels has
been reduced; performers not only perform
at a higher level, they perform at a more
predictable level after the application
of human performance technology.
Obviously, the contrived workforce and
the interventions in this example are
much simpler than in the real world.
It

successes have been achieved since AI
scientist began developing expert systems, problem solvers that work in a
restricting knowledge domain.
An expert system is a specialized

computer program that interacts with a

is unlikely to find a group of seven

person needing to solve a problem.

workers displaying the traits described
here.
And it would be extremely rare to
apply all the interventions described

In so

doing, the system appears intelligent.
An expert system embodies an expert's
knowledge and, somewhat like an expert
consultant, interacts with the client to
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The first expert systems were pro-

assist in solving a problem from a specialized knowledge domain.
Expert systems have been used to
improve organizational performance and
wide variety of
a
in
profitability
include the
Examples
applications.
expert system used to assist people who
authorize American Express credit card
Digital Equipment Corporapurchases,
tion's expert system for configuring
computer systems, and an expert system
which assists people at IBM in purchasing
equipment
of _capital
and- disposing
(Feigenbaum, McCorduck,
& Nii,
1988).
These examples are rather large, sophisticated expert systems which often save
organizations millions of dollars each
Other organizations,
year.
notably
DuPont,
have embraced a strategy of
implementing many small expert systems
with aggregate results comparable to
larger systems.
Organizations

grammed in distinctive AI languages, such
as LISP, on mainframe computers or on
specia',ized AI
computer workstations.
Likewise,
the end product had to be
delivered on similar machines.
The

developer had to have a high level of
computer programming skills.
Fortunately, there are now PC-based
expert
system
authoring
tools
that
greatly simplify the development task
(see, for instance, Ruyle, 1987). Expert

systems can be created by non-computer
programmers on desktop personal computers.

This capability opens up a whole
new category of performance improvement
interventions for many organizations.
Traditionally, conventional job aids
have been a favorite tool of the performance technologist. Job aids are instruments used on the job to improve performance, and, though they are instructional
interventions, job aids actually reduce
the need for training.
Some common examples of conventional job aids include
recipes, vending machine displays, troubleshooting guides, and printed step-bystep instructions (Lineberry & Bullock,

that

have
begun
to
job aids are
realizing some very significant benefits
of the technology.
One of the first is
the preservation of corporate expertise.
Since expert systems,
unlike humans,
permanently reside in the organization,
concerns about retirements and employee
turnover are reduced.
Expert systems
leverage the performance of the all
employees with resulting improvements in
product quality, efficiency, and customer
service.
For further information about
expert system benefits, The Rise of the
Expert Commany (Feigenbaum, McCorduck, &
Nii, 1988) is must reading.
So expert systems are a very momentous
and exciting new technology, but what is

implement expert system

1980).

Most job aids are paper devices

which are laminated or otherwise protect-

ed to endure in the work environment.
Expert systems are a new breed of job
intelligent, electronic job aids.

aid:

Besides the material differences in
the media, intelligent job aids differ
from conventional job aids in some significant ways.

Expert systems generally

assist with making complex decisions,
e.g. diagnosing diesel engine problems or

selecting a plastics material for a new
product design.
Conventional job aids
generally are used to reduce the need for
memory; the tasks are generally more

it that really makes an expert system
different from any other computer proIt is the method with which it
gram?

algorithmic

searches for a solution to the problem.
Regular computer programs use algorithmic search methods.
They are exhaus-

and

less prone

to

inter-

ference by contributing factors, e.g. a
pilot's pre-flight checklist or printed
instructions for assembling a piece of

tive and effective but do not appear

furniture.
Expert
systems
are
more
systemdirected than conventional
job aids.

intelligent.
Expert systems, on the
other hand, use heuristic search methods,

rules of thumb and shortcuts used by

Typically, the user is guided through the
consultation session by the expert system, and while the content and ordering

human experts to solve the problem.
are
not
exhaustive
like
Heuristics
algorithms, but they appear intelligent

of the questions vary from session to
session, it is the expert system that

because they limit the search for the
solution.
To illustrate how this makes it appear
intelligent, consider a medical doctor

decides

what
to
ask
and
when.
Conventional job aids are more liable to
be manipulated, for better or worse, by

diagnosing your sore throat.
We expect
the doctor to peer into our throat, make
us say "Ahh," take our temperature, prescribe some pills, and tell us to return
in a week.
The doctor's behavior seems
intelligent because the search was limited.
If the we were given an exhaustive

the user.
Finally,

intelligent job aids are
usually much more able to deal with probabilities and "fuzzy" situations than
conventional job aids.
Just try developing a flow chart that allows the user
to choose a "probably yes, but maybe no"
response at a decision point. An expert
system can be built to accommodate such

battery of tests to diagnose a simple
sore throat, it might make us wonder
about the intelligence and training of

responses.

the doctor.

The decision to implement a conven-
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is possible to develop expert systems
that do other tasks, such as planning,
but it is usually more difficult.
When analysis finally does show that
there is a performance problem that can
be effectively mediated with an expert

tional job aid is not usually too difficult for the performance technologist
If the task is an important one
that has several steps, is not performed
often enough for the performer to remember the steps, and is not precluded .by
complicating factors, it is a likely
candidate for a job aid (Harless, 1986).
to make.

system, the performance technologist will
have to decide how to proceed. There are
several options. There are a few commercial expert system available that address

In addition to the above criteria,
there are considerations which qualify or

widely shared, generic problems such as
making investment decisions. These packages are few and far between, however.
Almost all expert system applications to

disqualify a task for an expert system
The task should be able to
application.
be performed, the problem solved, by the
human expert in a reasonably short period
of time.
If it takes an expert up to

date are custom produced for an organiza-

tion to handle problems that are unique
to the industry or, perhaps more likely,
unique to the organization.
Developing a custom expert system can
be done by contracted assistance from a
vendor/consultant. This is often desir-

several hours, it might be appropriate.
If it takes several days, it is not
appropriate.

The task must be accomplished in an
environment that accommodates the computer hardware needed for delivery of the
expert system.
The hardware delivering
a diesel engine diagnostic expert system
might survive the greasy,
relatively
harsh environment in the service bay; it
might not survive being bounced around in

able for the first expert system applica-

tion, but should not be necessary for
many successive applications. Authoring
tools are easy enough to use, that it is
probably a mistake to not encourage employees to pursue knowledge engineering
skills.
If two or three employees work
with a consultant on the first applica-

a service truck and exposed to the even

harsher elements if used during field
service work.
The task should be important, but not
fraught with urgency. Medical diagnosis
was one of the very first tasks addressed

tion,

they are usually able to create

further expert
systems with minimal
outside assistance. An additional benefit to this approach is that maintenance
of existing systems can be done in-house;

by an expert system application, and an
appropriate one.
However, it would not
be appropriate for a surgeon to attempt

the organization does not need to be

to use an expert system to select a life-

eternally dependent on outside consul-

saving maneuver in the operating room.
The proper method to address such tasks
is training, over-training so the task

tants.

Certainly, the one essential set of
skills required to develop an expert system is that required to do the knowledge
engineering.
It is the knowledge engineer that extracts knowledge from the subject matter expert, manipulates the knowledge with an authoring tool, and creates
the final prqduct that is seen by the end
user.
Fortunately,
many performance
technologists
and
trainers
already
possess many of the skills needed to perform knowledge engineering.
Most performance technologists are

can be done without conscious effort.
Another factor to consider before
selecting an intelligent job aid is the
level of acceptance afforded by users,
the users' peers, and observers.
Some
mechanics wild use the troubleshooting
guide in a service manual only as a last

resort because they feel it reflects a
lack of competence; they don't want their

peers to witness their dependency on a
manual.
If such a phenomenon can happen
(and it does) with service manuals that

computer-literate and will not find it

can be used fairly discretely, it may be

difficult to learn to use a PC-based

even more likely to interfere with the
use of expert systems.
Acceptance can
also be hampered by computer illiteracy

authoring tool. In fact, that's probably
the simplest skill to learn. Performance
technologists and trainers are accustomed
to working with subject matter experts to
obtain content for course constructicn.
This is perhaps the most difficult of the
knowledge engineering tasks because human
experts are sometimes reluctant to part
with their hard-won expertise, and those

and by observers' (clients of the expert
system user) belief that it is inappropriate.

People might not mind seeing a

mechanic use an expert system to diagnose
automobile problems, but might strenuous-

ly object to teachers using expert systems to assign grades to and make promotion/retention decisions about their

that will part willingly with it often
don't really understand their own expertise well enough to verbalize it.
The
expertise is so ingrained, it is transparent to the expert. Once the knowledge
engineer
in
capturing the
succeeds

children.
If all the above criteria are met, the
performance technologist must still exercise considerable skill and creativity in
implementing an intelligent job aid. The

easiest applications are those in which

essence of the expertise, it must be
structured in a way that the authoring

the problem can be structured as a selection problem or a diagnosis problem. It

tool can obtain the same results as the
human expert.
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All these development issues should
discourage the performance technologist from launching into an expert
system project if the opportunity is
ripe.
Expert systems have more than
potential.
If properly selected, developed, and implemented, they will be
tremendous tools to improve the performance of resources that "walk on two
not

legs."
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BASEC
Public/Private Partnership increasing Minority Access To Professional
Jobs
Neal Anderson and Particia Owens

Abstract
demand for BASEC's services
resulted in its incorporation as a

Throughout the early 1980's, various
gubernatorial task forces on economic
development consistently identified

private non-profit organization.

one problem with the state's labor
market:

Introdugtion

managerial and professional

positions were decreasingly filled by

BASEC (Business And State

minorities as a result of private

Employment Collaborative) began as

industry's inability to recruit qualified

a demonstration project nearly four
years ago and now operates as a
successful, independent non-profit

applicants from among these
populations.
In
1986, the
Massachusetts Department of

corporation under the name of

Personnel Administration responded

BASEC, Inc. BASEC's goal is to work
with private corporations to help them
recruit and hire minority management
and professional level applicants for
existing positions.
We believe BASEC to be a highly
unique organization---not because of
the problem it addresses, but because
of the private/public partnership which

by establishing a three year
demonstration program called BASEC

(Business And State Employment
Collaborative).

BASEC's mandate was to facilitate
minority hiring by estabishing a ready

pool of applicants whose skills and
qualifications fit the current needs of
private industry. Because the program

gave it birth and because of the

would benefit both industry and the

program's unusual success. The
combined effort of state and private
interests has succeeded in a way

community at large, it was structured

as a public/private partnership in

which each contributed financially to
the program's support. During its

three years as a
program,

BASEC

neither could alone.

demonstration
achieved

Economics and Politics

outstanding growth in both client
placement and business participation.
In FY87, BASEC had modest success,
with 6 placements among 11 member
companies. During FY88, BASEC
exceeded its placement goal by nearly

Throughout most of the 1980's,

100%---placing 29 protected class

that Massachusetts might once again
be asked to lend a favorite son to the

Massachusetts' economy was growing
briskly. Unemployment was at an all
time low, the market was strong and,

early on, rumors began to circulate

professionals with combined annual

earnings of $935,000 within 19
were made among 21 member

upcoming presidential foray. Life
looked, and indeed was, rosy for a
large portion of the population...with

companies with combined earnings of
$1 ,056,300. At the end of the

one embarrassing exception. Minority
applicants were finding it more difficult

companies.

In FY89, 38 placements

than ever to gain entrance into

demonstration period, continued

professional
positions.
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and

managerial

In April of 1983, the Boston Globe

minority managers for its own

published a six part series on job

operations and believed that area
corporations would benefit enough
from the state's recruiting efforts to

discrimination in the Boston area. The

Globe found that blacks had more
difficulty getting a job or earning a

share the cost of BASEC. Based on

promotion in Boston than anywhere in
the United States...and the civil rights
community wanted to know why.

the enthusiasm of those in attendance

at the summit meeting with the
Governor, it was felt companies would
be eager to participate.

Local corporations came under
intense fire regarding their recruiting
and hiring practices. Many of these
same corporations had already begun
to recognize that extra effort would be

Public/Private Partnership

BASEC was structured as a

needed to attract qualified minority

financial partnership between the
Personnel
Department
of

applicants and had undertaken
aggressive campaigns to recruit

Administration and the private

minority employees. Their efforts met

with

compalies

mixed, often disappointing,

"membe's."

results.

which became its
Each member company

contributed to BASEC's operating

Into this. breach stepped Governor
Michael Dukakis. His strong ties to the
minority community, as well as his pro
business stance, enabled him to bring

budget by means of

a yearly
The Department of
Personnel Administration housed the

membership fee.

program, providing clerical and

both sides together at an executive

administrative support. In addition to
financial support, member companies

summit meeting in an effort to forge a
positive plan of action. Out of this

agreed to notify BASEC of their

process grew a number of exciting

professional level job openings so that
appropriate referrals could be made.

programs. One of them was BASEC.

Company representatives were also

The Emergence Of BASEC

invited to participate in quarterly
business meetings and, later, to take
part in a minority career networking

A directive from the Governor gave
David Haley, Personnel Administrator
for the Commonwealth, the power and

reception.

With eleven companies enlisted
and a veteran placement specialist

authority to establish the Executive
Search Program. This new state entity
became responsible for recruiting and
referring qualified minority applicants
for management and senior executive

hired to assist with the program,
BASEC went into operation early in
1986.

positions within the state's agencies
and secretariats. The recruiting was
national in scope, and was supported
by a computerized applicant tracking
system established to ensure that no

A Tough Job

Very early on, it was realized that
more than just a good idea would be
required to make BASEC successful.
On the surface BASEC seemed like a

applicant would go unnoticed.
In the Fall of 1985, Neal Anderson
was hired by Dave Haley to establish

straight forward program with a simple
job to do---match minority applicants,
whose resumes were already on file in
the state's talent bank, to job openings

a parallel program (BASEC) which
would give private business access to
the state's new talent bank. The state
was already attracting highly qualified
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within

companies which had
committed themselves to affirmative

placement, another shock set in.

action hiring.
worked.

Recruiting Minority
Professionals

But that is not how it

Selling companies on the idea of
joining BASEC proved harder than

BASEC was originally structured
with the assumption that many of its
applicants would come from the talent

anticipated. Many were interested but

few were brave enough to risk the
potential fallout in the press if the

bank the state was compiling.

program should fail.

Unfortunately, although the state's

Once member companies were
enrolled, the job got even tougher.

efforts to recruit top minority managers

The individual(s) responsible for
committing their company to

purposes, those same applicants

proved highly successful for its own
seldom had the technical background
or private sector experience required
to compete for senior positions within
BASEC's member corporations.

membership in BASEC were often too

high up in the organization to have
direct contact with hiring. Before
placements could be made, a working
relationship had to be established with
the personnel department and hiring
managers of each company. Four
years later, these relationship are still
vital to the success of the program and
still requires our utmost care.
We needed to get to know our
companies, to understand the jobs for
which they hired, and to recognize the

BASEC was forced to abandon the

use of the state's talent bank and
begin its own recruiting efforts.

Once again, BASEC's affiliation
with the state helped open doors that
were closed to its individual
companies. Upon hearing about the

program, professional and trade
associations with minority chapters
were willing to get the message out to

skills they sought in applicants. We
also needed to overcome a few
unanticipated hurtles.
Although the
umbrella of the state lent BASEC a
perception of legitimacy and opened

their members. Minority alumni
associations across the state were
mobilized, and more important, friends
began referring friends. At the end of

the first year, enough interested,

doors during the initial marketing

qualified, applicants were surfaced to
hold the first of what was to become
BASEC's primary recruiting event: a

stage of the program, it also proved a
stumbling block when it came time to
working with our companies. The

career networking reception for

personnel directors we worked with

minority professionals.

were all familiar with the state's
various retraining and placement
programs for unskilled labor.

The Receptions

They

were happy to speak to us about
clerical positions but had difficulty

The receptions are not just another
job fair. There are no table or booths

believing we were working strictly with
professional level applicants. Also,

to put artificial barriers between those

in attendance. We sometimes liken

there was some suspicion that there
might be something wrong with an
applicant that had to resort to a state

them to business cocktail parties,
without the cocktails. The atmosphere
is "business informal", with an
unmistakably serious purpose.
Refreshments are served, resumes

sponsored program to find a job.
When BASEC finally got its message
across that the program's focus was
professional
and
managerial

and business cards change hands
business is accomplished.

and
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focus on the placement of professional
level minority applicants and is soley
supported by its corporate members.
If you would like further details on the
program, please give us a call at (617)
451-0303.

Company representatives get a
chance to meet face to face with
individuals who might be interested in
working for their company. Applicants

have the opportunity to be seen as
something other than just another
resume. Something else almost
magical happens

opinions change.

It is not always the opinions of
corporate hiring managers which
need changing. Even some minority
professionals, it seems, do not expect
other minority professionals to be as

sophisticated as their non-minority
counter parts. Nearly everyone who
attends a reception for the first time, be

they minority applicant or corporate
representative, has the same reaction.

They are literally overwhelmed with
the "professionalism" of the group.
This lasting impression does more to

accomplish BASEC's goal than any
other single event.

Success and Independence.

During its three years as
demonstration

a

program, BASEC

achieved outstanding growth in both

client placement and business
In FY87, BASEC had
modest success, with 6 placements
among 11 member companies.
During FY88, BASEC exceeded its
placement goal by nearly 100%.- class
29
protected
placing
professionals with combined annual
participation.

earnings of $935,000. within 19
companies.

In FY89, 38 placements

were made among 21 member
companies with combined earnings of

$!,056,300.

At the end of the

demonstration period, continued
demand for BASEC's services
resulted in its incorporation as a
private non-profit organization.

BASEC Inc., now has 27 member
companies and four full time staff. it
operates out of its own office at 129
South Street, Sixth Floor, Boston, MA
02111. The program continues to
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The Basic Academic Skills Problem:
Minnesota's Study on Standards for High School Education

Office of the Legislative Auditor
Program Evaluation Division

Minnesota's education system has many strengths and often
earns national praise. Legislators and other state leaders have
shown their commitment to public schools through generous fund log and persistent reform efforts. Yet public education here, as in
other states, still faces serious challenges on seviiral fronts.
In recent years, education has been frequently addressed by
national and state task forces, commissions, and study groups.
Most have concluded that our public education system is inadequate, and some have said that the problems are threer3ning social
stability and economic development.
Over the past decade In Minnesota, the pop 'it -ion shifted,
and enrollment dropped from earlier levels. This brought cutbacks
to some districts during a time when students, post-secondary
schools, and business leaders raised theft expectations for public

Business leaders In Minnesota, as in other states, have
alerted state legislators to weaknesses in their new employees'
basic academic skills. The Minnesota Legislature commissioned
Its auditor to independently evaluate high school education and to
make recommendations. Results show that test performance Is declining, and few local districts have policies to ensure that graduates can read and do math at the high school level. The study also
reveals that most high school courses Ile outside the core academic areas of reeding, social studies, math, and science. Policy
changes are recommended to improve high school education in
the future. The evaluation was conducted by Marilyn JacksonBeeck (project manager), Jo Vos, and Dan Jacobson, with assistance from Kathi Vanderwall and Victoria Miller. The full evaluation
or a summary report on Minnesota's high school education system
can be obtained from the Office of the Legislative Auditor, 122
Veterans Service Building. St. Paul, Minnesota 55155. Phone

education.
To assess the situation In Minnesota, the Legislative Audit

Commission asked us to study high school education throughout
the state and determine if changes were needed. The key questions we asked were:

612/296-4708.

How well are Minnesota high school students
performing academically?
What academic standards have been set for high
school education In Minnesota? How do they compare
with standards In other states? Are Minnesota's

standards adequate to prpar students for higher
education?

How much do high school curricula vary In Minnesota?
Do the variations have practical significance for
students?
METHODS AND EVALUATION CRITERIA

Our evaluation is based mainly on data from Minnesota's
school districts. We reviewed curriculum information which administrators routinely send to the Department of Education, and we examined student test results where available. In addition, we sent a
questionnaire to all school superintendents where grades 9
through 12 are taught and made direct contact (In person or by
telephone) with administrators in about 100 districts.
Further, we interviewed national researchers and school administrators in other states Working with the Minnesota Department of Education, we reviewed records of courses which are
offered through Inter-district travel agreements. Finally, we obtained lists of courses available through interactive television networks

Our report documents (1) the number, typo, and level of
courses available to high school students. (2) schedules of instruction. and (3) program standards which school districts meet, exceed, or sometimes lei In addition, we evaluated the relationship
between curricula and education outcomes such as student test
scores and college performance
The evaluation criteria which we ado: ited reflect five aspects
of high quality public education which have gained general acceptance In the United Stales These include (1) individualized student.
teacher Interaction. (2) adequate, focused instructional time at
school. (3) academic classes in the four core subjects of English.
social studies, mathematics, and science, (4) preparation for fur.
trier education, and (5) equal educational opportunities for all public school students
We focused especially on the state's role in education. According to the Minnesota Constitution, the Legislature is ultimately
responsible to see that adequate instruction Is systematically available statewide Thus. among other questions, we asked how well
the Legislature's constriction( obligation Is being met " to estab
1,311 a general and uniform system of public schools and
.to secure a thorough and efficient system of public schools throughout
the state
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PERFORMANCE MEASURES

STANDARDS FOR HIGH SCHOOL-

Among the fifty states, Minnesota ranks high for its college
admission test scores, graduation rate, and low pupil-teacher ratio,
among other positive accomplishments. However, we found
strong evidence that Minnesota's reputation Is overstated and out

We reviewed Minnesota's existing standards and compared
them with standards in other states. Results show:

of date.

Only one other state allows high school students to complete Just one year each of mathematics and science during grades
9 through 12. Forty-three states (and most of Minnesota's local
school districts) require students to take two years of each subject.
However, we found:

Favorable socioeconomic conditions inflate Minnesota's performance on standard education indicators-most notab',./ college
admission test scores. In any event, these Indicators are lass favorable than they were In the past because:

Results on all three college admission tests are
continuing to decline while scores nationally are stable
or Improving.
In 1988, an estimated 44 percent of Minnesota's seniors took
the Armrican College Test, and they earned the lowest score In
state history. For the first time, Minnesota's juniors (51 percent of
whom were tested) scored below the national average on the verbal subtest of the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test. Compared
with the four surrounding states, Minnesota had the lowest average
scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test-below Iowa, Wisconsin,
North and South Dakota.
We found that Minnesota seems to be maintaining its advantage over the nation in basic achievement but falters in tests of college preparation. For example:

Minnesota public school students' average score and
passing rats on Advanced Placement tests has fallen to
approximately the national average.
Part of the reason for this performance decline is that the
percentage of Advanced Placement test takers nearly doubled between 1905 and 1988. Yet Minnesota's participation rate has
climbed only to be about half the national average.
Statewide, few public high schools (27 percent) are accredited through Minnesota's only official accrediting agency, the North
Central Association of Colleges and Schools. Moreover:

Minnesota's percentage of graduates from accredited
public and private high schools dropped five points
between 1980 and 1987.
More than 80 percent of school districts In the Twin Cities
metropolitan area have at least one accredited high school, but in
other regions, the percentage ranges from a low of 8 to a high of

Minnesota has weaker standards-especially student
graduation requirements-than many other states.

Twelve percent of Minnesota seniors from the Class of
1986 completed less than two years of mathematics,
and 17 percent completed less than two years of
science.
Even then, because the state permits school districts to decide which courses constitute mathematics and science, we found
that students may cover vastly different material. For example, districts treat computer programming variously as mathematics or
vocational instruction. Science can include vocational agriculture
(in one district: "hands-on laboratory experience in the field," working with various species of livestock). Similarly, foreign language
may count as English, and driver's education as social studies.
Also under the category of social studies, we found military training
whIcf includes hygiene, flag drills, and weapons safety, among
other topics.
In contrast, many other states adopted aggressive, direct reforms aher national studies disclosed serious educational shortcomings. In Minnesota, we found:

State standards for high school education are not as
high as elsewhere, and In some respects they have
declined over the past few years.
Minnesota's 20-credit graduation requirement is near the national average, but the number of instructional days annually is less
than most states. In all, only eight states (including Minnesota) require less than 175 Instructional days per year.
In 1983, the National Commission on Excellence in Education urgently recommended that all states lengthen the school year
and school day, but we found:

Minnesota school districts now operate for three fewer
instructional days than during the 1968-89 school year.
While the number of instructional days has declined for
students, the average number of non-instructional days for
teachers Increased from three to eight days over the past 20 years.
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By comparison with other states, Minnesota does require a
relatively long six-hour school day. However, we found:

Ninety percent of high school students are allowed to
spend as little as five hours In class, and only 13
percent attend districts which have established formal
homework policies.
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School Districts with One or More Accredited High Schools,
1967.110 School Year (Source. North Central Association of
Colleges and Schools.)

We also learned that many other states require students to
demonstrate a certain level of academic achievement as a condition for graduation. Minnesota declines to require a minimum level
of student performance or to assure through a test that students
have achieved that minimum level 'iNet when we asked local superintendents what policies they maintain on academic performance.
results showed:
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At most, one-third of Minnesota's high school districts
have policies which establish minimum standards for
graduates' reading and mathematics skills.

Although the Department of Education defines a credit as
120 hours of instruction, our evaluation showed that districts have
other expectations. The statewide average Is 147 hours, but a few
districts require even more than 160 hours of instruction per credit.
In addition, most (but not all) districts require more than 20 credits
to graduate. As a result:

Statewide, we found that 67 percent of the high school districts have no general policy on graduates' minimum reading abilities. Seventeen percent of the districts have adopted policies to
ensure that graduates develop reading skills at least characteristic
of Junior-high or elementary school students in grades 5 through 8.
Six percent have policies which set the general level of expectation
within high school grades 9 through 12, and 10 percent maintain
other policies which do not translate Into grade-level equivalents.
Similarly, 68 percent of the superintendents said they operate without any district-wide policy on minimum expectations for
mathematics skills. Twelve percent indicated that their district-wide
general standard Is to expect ciphering abilities at least at the 6th
to 8th grade level. In seven percent of the districts, we found policies which set minimum mathematics expectations at the high
school level, and in 13 percent we found other policies which do
not specify grade-level equivalents.
In addition, we asked superintendents to describe any other
district-wide, established policies they have on the academic level
at which they expect their graduates to perform. Most (61 percent)
indicated they have no additional policies on graduates' academic

Between grades fi and 12, some Minnesota students
must take the equivalent of an additional year of
classes in order to graduate.
Most often, the differences amount to nearly one-third of a
year. We found that about one-fourth of the districts require high
school students to take up to 3,020 hours of instruction to graduate, while another fourth require graduates to finish at least 3,351
hours.

We learned that no one at the Minnesota Department of Education has a full-time responsibility to monitor regular education
programs in local districts. Overall:

State oversight and monitoring of districts' compliance
with curriculum standards Is Inadequate.
The department has a curriculum monitoring project, but it
stopped monitoring districts that met minimum standards in 198687. The department has an Office of Monitoring and Compliance,
but most of its activities concem special education. One person
from another unit spends an average of ten hours monitoring regular education weekly; others are called in on occasion.
Part of the reason for the lack of monitoring is that state curriculum standards are rather easy to meet. Under the existing regulations, districts can (and do) count correspondence and
interactive television courses as their own. If a district offers two
courses every other year, it can count both toward state requirements. Some districts meet state requirements by placing beginners and second-year students in the same class (counting this as
two courses). When students are bused elsewhere for several periods daily, home districts are free to count the classes as though
the students were on site.
Despite the many alternative methods of curriculum delivery,
we also found:

abilities.

INSTRUCTIONAL VARIATIONS

Minnesota districts vary greatly in the amount of instructional
time they require and provide to high school students. Thirtyseven percent of high school students are permitted no more than
5.5 hours of daily instruction, but nine percent of students can enroll in classes for more than 6.5 hours. Most districts provide seven
instructional periods daily, but some have four and others nine. A
few districts are open only four days weekly (but have longer
school days).
High School
Pistricts

High School
Students

MINIMUM CLASS TIME STUDENTS
MUST TAKE DAILY
Less than 4 Hours
3%
4:00-4:30
29
4:31. 5:00

More than 5 Hours
District Average:
District Median:

8%
29
52

44
24

'

During the 1987-88 school year, 19 percent of high school
students attended districts without the Advanced Placement or honors courses which are recommended by Macalester and Carleton
Colleges. Further, 15 percent of high school students attended districts that did not provide three years of a foreign language as expected by Macalester College and recommended for future
admission to the College of Liberal Arts on the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities campus.

10

4:47
5:00

MAXIMUM CLASS TIME STUDENTS
ARE ALLOWED DAILY
5:00-5:30
13
57
5:31-6:00
6:00-6:30
26
More than 6:30
4

District Average:
District Median:

Nearly one-fourth of Minnesota students would suffer a
competitive disadvantage if they applied to selective
colleges because their districts provide them with too
few curricular opportunities.

37
41
13

9

Standard

5:55
5:50

Four years English
Three years social
studies
4-Year mathematics
sequence
Biology, chemistry.
physics
Three years foreign
language
Honors or Advanced
Placement

Nots: Some percentages do not equal 100 due to rounding Figures based on
districts operating on tivaday weekly schedules
Source: Superintendent Survey

Daily Minimum and Maximum Class Tim., 1987-SS
In some cases, the additional time is needed because
students are bused during the day to other districts so that they
can take courses which would otherwise be unavailable However.
instructional time may be lost because districts use different class
schedules Class periods typically range from 46 to 59 minutes
Vacation schedules also are different, with the result that inter-district cooperation can be complicated For example, ir, one district
which opens its classes to students from another district for part or
each day, lessons continue when remote saes do not have school

Total High School
Districts 1987-88

Districts Not

Students in
Districts Not

Itteeting.Llanclaoi

Mixtliotialandard

Number Percent

Number Percent

0

0%

0

0%

0

0

0

0

7

1.7

484

0.2

3

0.8

451

0.2

191

48.5

34,675

15.3

204

51.8

42,701

18.8

(394)

(226,316)

Provision of Courses to Meet College Entrance Standards,
1146-117 or 1917-Se
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On the other hand, we found that over the past ten years,
high school students' educational aspirations have risen so that:

The majority of Minnesota students now enroll in
post-secondary schools after graduation, and the
majority plan to graduate from a four-year college.
During the 1987-88 school year, 64 percent of Minnesota
public school juniors said they plan to earn at least a four-year college degree (Including 13 percent who expect a master's degree
and 8 percent who wish for diplomas from post-graduate professional schools). As recently as 1978, a combined total of only 41
percent of Minnesota juniors planned on this level of post-secondary education.
Our study found that at least some students in every school
district clearly intend to go to college. This contributed to our conclusion that:

Many districts provide too narrow a range of academic
courses.

frA,

While 35 percent of students attended districts that provided
more tWL6flacademic courses on a typical day during the 1987oc4 year, we found that another 22 percent were limited to
fewer than 30 regular classes In English, social studies, mathematics, and science. In 1986-87, the only language available on site in
57 districts was English, but students In other districts could
choose classes In as many as seven foreign languages.
Thus, we concluded:

Some students have unequal access to high school
education In Minnesota.
Among several district characteristics which might explain
curriculum variations, our study shows that enrollment size Is the
single most Important factor. That is, the more students, the more
academic courses. In addition, two Important but lesser factors
are (1) the percentage of adult residents who graduated from college and (2) revenues from local referendum levies.
Number of Core
Academic Courses'
9-19
20-29
30-39
40-59
60-85

Total High School
Districts, 1987-88

High School
Districts

High School
Students

26%

5%

41

17
13

15
13
5

30
35

394

226,316

Source: Superintendent Survey.

'Includes English, social studies, mathematics, and science courses provided
daily.

Variation In Number of Core Academic Courses
Taught on Site, 1987-88
RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the extent and importance of the differences which
exist in curricula and delivery methods, and the need to ensure
students' basic academic achievement, we beilav- that state actions are needed to Improve high school ed.
In Minnesota.
We considered a range of policy °pd.
concluded that
the Legislature should:

Establish more ambitious, uniform state standards and
goals for academic curricula and outcomes.
Provide for systems and staff who would monitor
compliance with the new standsrds on a timely basis.
Ensure full disclosure of comparative information which
would srmmarize each district's high school programs,
populations, and outcomes.
We believe that Minnesota's education policle" need revision, and the three recommendations above, if adopted, would resolve the most pressing problems which our evaluation disclosed.
In our view, a lack of clear, consistent state policies and comparative information has allowed inequities to develop. But in addition, .

the Legislature might also consider the following recommendations
which would address more specific situations:
First, assuming that the Department of Education upgrades
its systems for monitoring regular education and publicizing
districts' compliance with state standards, we recommend:

The Legislature should direct the department to
develop an annual certification program to ensure that
each district in the future provides adequate and
advanced high school courses.
We think that students and parents would be empowered to
exercise the state's open enrollment option more effectively if differences between districts were clearly indicated. We recognize that
some program variations will continue and may be desirable within
limits, but parents and students should be Informed about those
variations.
Second:

The Legislature should encourage gradual
reorganization which would place at least 100 high
school students (grades 9 through 12) in each district.
We found that about 75 of the state's high school districts
have fewer than 27 students per grade and that districts of this
small size give students less choice of courses, less opportunity for
student-teacher interaction, and fewer advanced courses which selective colleges recommend. Also, these districts have the highest
operating costs.
We also recommend that:

The Legislature should enact a program of statewide
universal testing which would ensure that all public
high school graduates have at least 11th grade reading
and mathematics skills.
Currently, Minnesota districts use more than 80 tests to assess curricula and measure students' academic achievement,
skills, and aptitudes. We suggest that the State Board of Education
should select a national test which reliably and uniformly establishes at least students' reading and mathematics skills.
Various standard tests of basic reading and mathematics
skills are widely used in Minnesota, and we found that 17 percent
of high school districts already require students to achieve certain
test scores as a condition for graduation. We think every district
should test its students, thus assuring that high school graduates
throughout the state have universally achieved academic skills in
two vital subjects.
In our view, aggregate test results comparing each high
school to the state average also should be published as well as
other Information to enable parents, the state, and local communities to monitor their schools and take appropriate steps when performance lags.
As an additional measure, we suggest that:

The Legislature should consider a restoration of
Minnesota's Instructional year at least to its previous
length and consider a requirement that districts develop
homework policies.
Our evaluation shows that previous legislation had the effect
of reducing Minnesota's Instructional year by five daysto a level
below what It was during the late 19608. Our survey of superintendents revealed that only 13 percent of the state's high school
students attend districts where homework policies were In effect.
By requiring one hour of homework each week night, students
would receive the full benefit of the state's currently required sixhour school day without additional state or local spending.
Finally, we suggest that:

The Legislature should direct the State Board of
Education to Increase and reconfigure graduation
requirements so that high school students in the future
devote the majority of their time to English, social
studies, mathematics, and science.
We believe two additional credits (equivalent to two yearlong courses) beyond the state's current 20 -credit graduation requirement would be helpful In light of most high school students'
plans for further education. Also, we suggest that state standards
In the future should encourage future students to concentrate their
studies In the core academic subjects of English, social studies,
mathematics, and science. Surprisingly, our evaluation shows that
less than half of the typical high school curriculum now covers
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these subjects which, we believe, should be the heart of public education in the future.

Less Than Half of the High School

Curriculum Covers Core Academic Subjects

Soci,71 Studies

Mathemaics

%liff

Other

English-related
Distribution of High School Courses Taught on She Daily
by Subject Area
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THE BLUE COLLAR WORKER: WHERE DO THEY FITONOUR CAMPUSES AND IN OUR TRAINING

ELIZABETH C. MENSON, PH.D.

It is true that business, labor, and education partnerships are making headway in many
communities and even in many states. However,

Since the initiation of the project, more
than 140 colleges and universities have become
partners with UAW/Ford. In 59 plant locations,
classes have been held with over 22,000
enrollments in these classes. Over 400 UAW
members have received two year degrees and
many are continuing on to four year degrees.

it is only recently that there has begun to
be an understanding of the restructuring of
systems and attitudes that needs to take place
by all parties for these efforts to be successful.
Restructuring of any system seems inevitably
to be more time consuming and more complex
than originally planned, and attitude change
takes patience, communication, and the building
of trust in order to develop working successful

Of course, a project of this magnitude
is not without its problems. And one of the
most time consuming, particularly for the
educational partners, was seeking innovative
to eliminate roadblocks and barriers
to this new group of students and still preserve
academic integrity. A great deal of effort
was put into developing and sharing course
ways

partnerships.

In this presentation, I will be addressing
particularly the educational issues that may
arise

from

collaboration

between

business,

work.

labor, and education by discussing a specific

The

educational

representatives

on

the Regional Council sought out faculty who

project, the UAW/Ford College University
Options Program (CUOP) launched in September
1984. I have served this project as a Regional
Consultant assigned to five plants in Ohio
in three different locations
Toledo, Lima,
and Cincinnati
and have worked with the
plant personnel, educators in the colleges

were

receptive to change and could teach
working adults. The in plant personnel spent
time doing assessments of needs and generally
building an awareness of both the program

and the educational offerings. For many in
the plant, higher education was not viewed
in a positive light. On the other side of the
table, some in the educational institutions
viewed the blue collar population as unable
to cope with any educational program beyond
the high school level. Even the terminology

and universities, and the UAW/Ford National

Education and Development Training Center
Detroit. In each location that
serve there have been joint labor/management

(NEDTC) in

committees with responsibility for the implementation of this creative venture. The major
goals are to become partners in a program
designed to encourage the union worker to
return to learning. In the words of Donald

of the project was confusing. What is the
difference
between
job-related education
and education for personal development?
Many years ago Alvin Toff ler, in his
book Future Shock (1971), caused consternation

Petersen (1988), Chairman of Ford Motor Company, "People are the real resource of any
enterprise, and those people have to be given
every chance to optimize their abilities,

and great discussion in both the business and
academic community. He made three important
recommendations for survival in the future:
we would need to know how to learn, how
to relate, and how to choose. As this CUOP

knowledge, and skills."

As the project developed guidelines in
1984-1985, the NEDTC held numerous briefings

venture began to take hold in the plants, it

became obvious to all the partners that these
changes would need to take place both in the
environments and systems in order for learning
for the future to take place. Some of those
changes have been and are continuing to take
place
new delivery systems, collaborative

with institutions of higher learning throughout
the major cities and states where Ford plants
were located. They were invited to become
partners in this venture both in helping to
design programs and to facilitate participation
in learning by workers in the plants. In Ohio,
Regional Councils were established to assist
the plants in delivery of services. These
Councils usually consisted of plant UAW/Ford

offerings, credit exchange between
institutions, prior learning assessment from
a
technical perspective, and a broadened
approach and understanding within the state
system of roadblocks to innovation. In addition,
course

joint local Education, Development, and Training
Program (EDTP) Committees, the plant Life
Education
Advisor
(LEA),
representatives
of the educational providers in the region,
and the CUOP Regional Consultant in some
locations.

there

have been some new and exciting
approaches to training both within the plants
and within the Regional Council schools for
those involved in delivery of course work in

CUOP.
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For those who have been engaged in
the excitement of this project, are there
challenges still ahead? From my viewpoint,

Toff ler, A. (1971). Future shock, New York:
Bantam Books.

there are indeed many questions yet to be
answered. Can schedules or work both in the
plant and within the educational institutions
be reorganized or redesigned to better accommodate the goals of CUOP? Are local EDTP
committees with their many other assignments
able to spend the time necessary to work out
the roadblocks, or will it be easier to deal
with consultant organizations who offer onetime packages? Do the educational institutions
have counseling and faculty personnel trained
to deal with this population and, if so, do they

have the time to make this a priority? Will

cooperative regional efforts continue if college
enrollments decline, or will each of the colleges
become more concerned with their own vested
interest?

In the words of Dr. Gary Hansen (1985),
Utah State University, an outside appraiser

of CUOP, this project "is a prototype of the
kind of cooperatively run institutions and new
human resource development approaches that
are desperately needed in America if we are
to be competitive in the world economy of
the twenty-first century." It is my hope that
those

UAW/Ford members, Ford

employees,

and educators privileged to participate in
CUOP will share their experiences, ideas,

and research with others in order to provide
a model which will have an impact on not
only the industrial community, but all of society.
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BUILDING AN ETHICAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE WORKPLACE

SHIRLEY R. RICKERT, ED.D.

Background
The
"technology explosion" which emerged
somewhat concurrently with the "information
explosion" has created some new challenges for
managers and workers
alike.
The-Ilack of
emphasis on policy-making from a nioral and
ethical focus is now becoming all too clear.
Business schools, before the 1980's, tended to
take the view that
ethics were something
students learned at a lower level of education,
and felt no need
to include such training in
their curriculums.
And while engineering
schools have included ethical work behavior as
part of a particular course, students seem not
to have taken such training too seriously.
literal
rash of
In
recent years the
ethical/moral problems have produced severe
problems for large international corporations.
The
American
have taken
media
seems
to
uncovering, dissecting
particular delight
in
and reporting on the transgressions of business
and industry.
It is not uncommon to pick up a
daily newspaper from any town in the United
States and find headlines regarding the "bad
deeds" of
Exxon, Lockheed Aircraft, Ford Motor
There seems to be an
Company or Gulf Oil.
almost, perverse delight in the manner in which
reporters write accounts of wrongful business
practices.
This kind of public relations is
not the kind business and industry really want.
such behaviors must
An examination of
the relationship
include a consideration of

Abstract
Questionable ethical business practices plague
most organizations, whether they be government,
ineastry, education or social service agencies.
While much attention if focused on the "big
business"
unethical
behavior,
not
much
attention is accorded to the vast majority of
the workforce in regard to what is and what is
not ethical work behavior.
Periodically one
can read an article about "blue collar crime"
or "white collar crime" which tend to mention
instances of taking home small supply items or
making personal long distance calls at the
company's
expense.
These behaviors are
unethical and
immoral according to the work
rules
in
the United
States as well as being
costly to the company and society in general.
In addition, problems exist such as restricted
output, deliberate sabotaging records, and the
destruction of vital computerized information.
The total cost of unethical work behavior,
including
the
law
suits
and
remedies
experienced by companies and corporations, is
staggering.

between business and government in the American
setting.
With
big
business comes big
or is it vice versa - which tends
government
to complicate life.
And, as can be seen from
very recent happenings in
the Senate and
Executive Branch of United States government,
ethical and moral problems are
not urique to
business and industry.
Indeed, ethical and
moral problems are "equal opportunity" events
in the very true sense of the words.
What can be done?
What can be done to help curb this everincreasing problem? Who should be charged.with
constructing
and
monitoring
ethical work
behavior?
Is any level of the workforce immune
to such
temptations? Where can the line be
drawn? Who decides what
is
and what
is not
proper work
behavior?
How much control can
management
exert
in
attempting to keep the
company's
"slate clean and above reproach?"
These are very perplexing questions which need
to
be addressed
if
the situation
is to be
changed in a positive direction in the coming
years.
Perhaps a look at an informal research
project of limited scale can provide some clues
end ideas
regarding ethical worker behavior at
the entry and middle management levels.
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The Study

DEMOGRAPHICS

The study
involved several Midwestern
business and industry firms. Over 200 entry
participated in
and middle level managers
training sessions focusing on ethics in the
workplace.
The training was three hours in
duration with approximately
20 people in a
session. Using an instrument similar to "Where
Do You
Draw The Line:
An Ethics Game"
published by Simile II
(1977),
data were
gathered from several midwestern companies.
These companies ranged in size from small to
large organizations employing 10 to several
hundred people. The data were generated from
activitie" which were but one part of training
sessions entitled "Ethics in the Workplace."
The results are extremely interesting.
Despite
the
small
size
of the sample,
conclusions can be offered.
Briefly, people
tended to make a "right - wrong" connection to
work behavior when in was direct and involved
another known person (i.e., taking cash from a
co-workers purse).
When
ethical behavior
regarding the
customer whom the worker might
never see was contemplated, the "right - wrong"
connection faded appreciably (i.e., reporting a
batch of contaminated food which might not make
anyone ill.
Most participants felt that
"playing the odds" in such cases was justified
by the adverse financial effects that might
result from any corrective action).
Whether the inability to make such a
connection was lack of knowledge or a product
of deviant behavior was not at all evident.
Workers need a fairly clear understanding of
the goals and philosophy of the company in
order to gain any kind of self-confidence
regarding
such
decisions
in
their work
performance.
The results do suggest that,
given the rules of work behavior in the United
States,
there
is a rather severe problem
relating to workers being able to determine
what
is "right
or wrong" performance in the
workplace. It seems that the lessons that most
people think are taught in the early years are
not lasting, if they took place at all.
Dczographics of the population surveyed are
expressed in the following table:

N = 223

Male participants
Female participants

160
63

(72%)
(28%)

Management levels of participants:
126
Entry level
97
Middle level

(58%)
(42%)

Size of employers of participants:
Over 100 employees
54
Under 100 employees
169

(24%)
(76%)

Types of employers of participants:
Industrial
187
36
Service

(84%)
(16%)

Types of sessions conducted:
In-house
At IPFW

(75%)
(25%)

168
55

Educational backgrounds of participants:
High school graduates
107
(48%)
Some college, no degree
63
(28%)
College graduates
53
(24%)
Data regarding age categories was not gathered,
but the participants were between the ages of
20 and 58.

Additional Training
Additional information presented included
organizational philosophies, codes of ethics of
organizations, common
ethical education of
suggestions regarding the
participants and
development of
an
ethical
awareness for
workers.
This
training focused on the
examination of ethical problems personalizing
the
situations
given,
that is,
"putting
yourself in the consumer's shoes", or in the
receiver of the work decisions made.
The
Golden Rule was mentioned by participants and
instructor throughout the sessions.
The concluding exercise of the training
session was a short vignette which illustrated
not only ethical and moral questions but also
how the United States culture has conditioned
us to adopt certain ideas which may or may not
match the facts of the situation at hand (i.e.,
a situation in which a natural reaction seems
to be to assume that the male and female
involved had no choice of action due to their
biological aspects.
Most participants stated
that "hanky panky" (copulation) was unavoidable
when it really was not the only behavioral
option).
A handout summarizing ideas
and
actions which can promote ethical awareness
regarding one's work behavior in conjunction
with one's personal integrity was presented to
each participant.
The lessons learned by the participants
and the instructor
during
these sessions
produced an awareness than can be of great
benefit to the worker and the company in the
future work behavior of the employees.
If
workers are expected to conform to company
ethical and moral policies, they need not only
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be aware of those policies but also their own
ethical and moral values on an individual and
Education, business and
citizenship level.
the monumental
task of
share
industry
determining and revealing the desired ethical
Yesterday was not
and moral work standards.
too soon to attack this problem.
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CAREER WELLNESS IN HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

DAVID SCHWARTZ

Abstract

American business is getting fit both physically
and mentally. Employers recognize the value of
maintaining the human machine. U.S. companies
have realized that wellness is good business.
Healthy, motivated workers produce more at less
expense. As we enter an age where employers
will be required to compete for a shrinking
workforce, it will be critical to recruit,
develop and retain quality employees. The
Career Wellness Model offers a rational concept
for dealing with American industry's physical
and mental needs.

"Early to Bed,
Early to Rise,
Makes a Man,
Healthy, Wealthy and Wise."

Benjamin Franklin

As an observer of labor market trends and
their effect upon the American worker, I must
disagree with Franklin's classic saying. In
reality, the workplace tends to increase a
worker's likelihood of physical and/or mental
disease.
The U.S. workforce has become extremely
conscious of its individual physical and mental
needs.
American business is quite aware that a
healthy worker is a productive worker. In
response, industry has made a concerted effort
to institute a variety of on-site health related
activities. One recent study (National Survey
of Worksite Promotion Activities, 1988)
discovered that 66% of worksites with 50 or more
employees provided at least one health promotion
activity.
A multiplicity of activities fall
under the umbrella of wellness, however, physical
wellness activities pervade the health promotion
scene (Schwartz, 1989).
Rapid expansion of Employee Assistance
Programs (EAP's) over the past five years
indicates that American employers recognize the
need for employees who are both physically and
mentally fit. Although EAP expansion appears
correlated to organizational size (National
Survey of Health Promotion, 1988; Densford, 1988)
the increase in programs and services denotes a
significant shift in employer attitudes.
One theme recurs time and again; job
satisfaction and increased productivity are
prime motivators for establishing company
sponsored health related activities. American
business has bought into the concept that a
healthy employee is a satisfied, motivated and
productive employee.
I find the wellness puzzle incomplete.
Employee satisfaction and productivity rest upon
the individual's role within his/her environment
and the process of human resources development
within the organization.
Traditionally an individual's life is
analyzed and judged through the separate roles
he/she plays, as if the person is a machine of
many parts (McDowell, 1989). Freud defined
mental health in terms of love and work (LaBier,
1986). People commonly speak in work related
terms when describing themselves socially.
The
indictment against present company sponsored
wellness programming is business' denial of its
integral role in workers physical and mental
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Today's workplace contributes directly
health.
and indirectly to employee wellbeing.
Organizationally, wellness activity seems
to fall into one of three categories (figure 1)

SIX DIMENSIONS OF WELLNESS

PHYSICAL
FITNESS
SLITNITION

00
Figure 1 : Current Wellness Model

mental wellness

VOCATIONAL'

SPIRITUAL
\SLUES
ETHICS

OCCUPATIONAL

.INTELLECTUAL.

EMOTIONAL

SOCIAL
FAMILY

.

COMMUNITY
ENVIRONMENTAL

physical wellness

Employees should enter the organization, be
oriented, trained, developed, retrained and
counseled for retirement all within the work
environment (Schwartz, 1989).
In view of the economic and institutional
climate of America and its workforce, this is
not idealism, but pragmatism. Corporate
training, ranging from remediation to executive
development, is presently estimated to cost U.S.
employers between 40 and 80 billion dollars
annually. Such costs are staggering when one out
of five employees leaves a job every year, and
one in ten switches careers every year (Birch,
1987). Is business getting its money's worth
training and retraining a transient and often
mercenary workforce? What will be the
longitudinal physical and mental expense to
individuals within this rapidly evolving workplace? Career Wellness provides a theoretical
base upon which a process to hire, train,
motivate and retain productive workers can be
developed.
By recognizing human resources as the
engine of the industrial machine rather than just
interchangeable parts we will stimulate motivation, creativity, quality, commitment and
wellness (Waterman, 1987).
As professionals we have a vested interest
in the workplace of tomorrow. We must envision
the work site as a dynamic human community. As
we enter the nineties employer and employee
alike will become increasingly aware of the
human endeavor we call work. We must relax the
bureaucratic traditon of the workplace and evolve
into a more open and holistic system.
To plan
for the future, using the experiences of the
past, during a time of rapid social and economic
change, is shortsighted. The true nature of the
American labor market is creativity and a can do
spirit. The career wellness concept provides a
framework upon which we, as leaders, can build.

career wellness

physical, mental or career oriented. Interaction between components is generally informal,
often reporting to different sectors within the
organization. This is understandable given the
hierarchic tradition of the workplace
(Schwartz, 1989).
From my observations, a holistic model
integrating each wellness component into an
overall employee development package can, and
will, facilitate worker satisfaction,
productivity and good health.
(Figure 2)

Eliminating program diffusion through
segmentation reduces internal competition for
funding and audience while encouraging a
coordinated system of human resource development.
The National Wellness Institute was one of
the early (figure 3) proponents of the wellness
system theory. The Six Dimensions of Wellness
was one of the first models to include a career
related component (National Wellness Institute,
The vocational/occupational dimension,
1979).
characterized as involvement in preparing for
work in which one will gain personal satisfaction and find enrichment in one's life
through work, is visionary, yet incomplete.
Career Wellness should be comprehensive.
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THE CASE EDUCATION AND IMPROVEMENT CENTER:

A PARTNERSHIP IN WORKPLACE LITERACY AND BASIC SKILLS

VIRGINIA VANDENBERG
DON MATT
GATEWAY TECHNICAL COLLEGE
J.I. CASE MANAGEMENT
CARL ZEMPKE
BOB MATELSKI
UAW-LOCAL 180
J.I. CASE COMPANY
RACINE, WISCONSIN
Abstract

As technology rapidly changes the face
of the American workplace, the problems
of an undereducated workforce become
much more evident.
The J.I. Case Company in Racine, Wisconsin, was faced
with the pressures of an increasingly
competitive world economy, and an aging,
underprepared workforce.
In this presentation, the partners in the development of a workplace literacy program
will describe their efforts at establishing an on-site center for employee
education and improvement. The three
partners--Gateway Technical College,the
J.I. Case Company, and the United Auto
Workers Local 180--will each be represented on this panel to share the
history, implementation strategies, and
day-to-day challenges of initiating this
plan.
In addition, an employee who
utilizes the Center will describe his
experience and involvement.

literacy.

Funds became available through
the United States Department of Education, in the form of a grant from the
National Workplace Literacy Program.
A
partnership was formed at the state
level by the Wisconsin State AFL-CIO, the
Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce
Association, and the Wisconsin Board of
Vocational, Technical, and Adult Education which gave impetus to this endeavor.
This seed money encouraged development of the partnership among the
three local groups which resulted in the
establishment of the Case Employee Education and Improvement Center. The
common goal of this alliance has been
their desire to maintain a viable workforce, ready to meet the challenges of
the eighties, nineties, and the year
2000.
It is important to note that it
was the collaboration of the three
groups which made this undertaking possible.
The needs were recognized by the
Case Company, and with management cooperation the financial resources were
provided to identify and develop the
facilities for the Center. The Union
has played a central part by continually
seeking educational opportunities for
the membership, and specifically by promoting the Center within the existing
workforce. Gateway Technical College
was able to provide qualified staff,
generous materials, and state-of-the-art
equipment with which to meet the needs
of those students entering the Center
for service.
In addition, Gateway Staff
provide instruction and support to the
Center students.
It is also necessary
to mention the many 'unseen' collaborators, people from all three groups
committed to the success of the Center,
who gave time and energy to the project
outside of their prescribed roles.
THE CENTER TODAY

INTRODUCTION

The J.I. Case Company was founded
in 1842 to build threshing machines, and
later became the first and largest
builder of steam engines for agricultural use.
Today, J.I. Case produces a
full line of farm and industrial equipment.
As we move through the nineteen
eighties and into the nineties, Case is
faced with a number of challenges.
In
order to keep pace with an increasingly
competitive world economy, production
technology has been continually updated.
Work which could be memori,ed and performed routinely has been replaced with
computer designated tasks and multiple
task assignments.
The aging Case workforce has been unprepared to handle
these changes.
Their underemployability
has been highlighted by their inability
to work with these advancements, making
internal mobility and job preservation
difficult.
The increased need for verbal and written communication skills
within the supervision and productions
staff called for a better- educated
workforce.

The Center has been in operation for
almost one year, and has been successful
in the eyes of the collaborating partners.
Located on the grounds of the
Racine tractor plant, the Center is
available at a variety of times to suit
the requirements of workers from all
shifts.
The Center provides educational
activities designed to upgrade participant skills in reading, written and oral
communication, mathematics, reasoning
and problem-solving, and English usage.

ESTABLISHING THE CENTER

While the Case Company and the
local UAW # 180 were assessing the needs
of their workforce, Gateway Technical
College was moving forward in the community with efforts to promote workplace
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Students who use the services of the
Center usually have specific goals,
whether to upgrade skills for a position
within the company, certification, to
supplement existing skills, or to attain
the basic skills necessary for continued
job performance. Students may complete
work in the Center, or take the work
home and return to the Center for
assistance and additional assignment.
The Union has been instrumental in
developing a "peer advisor" program.
This program is used throughout the work
area to promote the services of the
Center and to identify workers whose
skills are in need of upgrade. Periodic
training for peer advisors is held by
the Center staff.
Open houses at the
Center have been very successful, with
both participating and prospective
students attending.
BENEFITS OF THE CENTER

the more traditionally designed classroom may also discourage some potential
students.

Continuing efforts will be made to
market the Center within the workforce,
including showing of a newly produced
videotape, 'ask me' type buttons, and
further training of peer advisors.
Those students who have participated in
Center programs will also be instrumental
in referring others, and encouraging
them to take advantage of the available
programs.
The Case Employee Education and
Improvement Center is a model for workplace education.
By facing the challenges of the workforce of the eighties
and nineties, Case will be prepared to
meet the technologies of the year 2000.
J.I. Case, the UAW Local 180, and
Gateway Technical College--partners for
success in the ioint effort for workplace literacy.

Since the establishment of the
Center, the benefits have been apparent
to both the company and the workforce.
The Case Company has seen the development of better-prepared, more flexible
workers.
Jobs which may have been sent
to other sites for work can now remain
in the local plant, in the long run
enhancing the productivity and efficiency of the company.
The worker is able
to feel more secure in his relationship
with Case, knowing that jots will stay
with the company, and that the long-term
employment future is a brighter one.
Both employer and employee benefit from
the enhanced self-esteem of a better
prepared, more confident workforce, and
the resulting sense of pride is reflected in the entire company. Workers
who are able to communicate coherently
and effectively become partners in the
decision-making processes of the company, thus breaking down barriers which
may have existed in the past.
THE FUTURE OF THE CASE CENTER
The Case Employee Education and
Improvement Center has already begun to
meet the expectations of the partners
who were instrumental in its founding.
There is more to be done, however, befon_ the arrival of the year 2000.
As
with all changes, particularly those
which evaluate individual skills and
behaviors, the establishment of the
Center creates some uneasiness within
the workforce.
Chaneina expec.tations
may be threatening t.c some employees.
particularly tho:ie win, have been with
the company a humtler of years.
Lack of

confidence and lone-ingratned attitudes
about (.duc,ition may prr_c: ht thai whzmost need these seri,_:e. from tAkihrj

advantagr of them.

fear of enteriha

VIEW.
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THE CHANGING AMERICAN WORKFORCE - A CHINESE PROSPECTUS

MICHAL FORIEST SETTLES

hhy the focus on Chinese Americans?
According to the Wall Street Journal(1)
(May 2, 1989), 4116 of U.S. immigrants
came tram Asia (Latin r.nerica 4316) The
last census (1980) indicated that
Chinese Americans represented 21.8%
(812,178) of the Asian Pacific Islander
population, California was ranked the
#1 state of residence (Georgia was 18).
In 1980 over 35% (35.2) A the residents
of California were Asian and Pacific
Islander, the 1990 projections are
already well above 50% (2). In 1980 over
63% (63.3) of Chinese Americans were born
in foreign countries. Chinese
American top 5 choice state residential
choices are California, Hawaii, New Yorl,
Illinois and Texas (3). The 1980 census
facts (about Main and Pacific Islanders)

America is facing an exciting period in its
By the year 2000, the American
population will be represented by more minority
groups than any other time in its relatively
short history. The Asian workforce will be a
primary factor in this population shift.
According to U.S. immigration records, 4296 of
new Immigrants in 1988 carom fran Asia. This
presentation will present proven strategies
that can assist these new American workers.
history.

include:

over 45% live in just 5 metropolitan
area in 1980 (Los Angeles-Long Beach, San
Francisco-Cakland, New York, Chicago and
Honolulu).
A.

median/age of 28.4 (median of 30 for

B.

the nation)

average family size 3.8 persons
(average U.S. family of 3.3)

C,

education is highly valued
33%
college graduates (161% total population)
D.

participate in the labor force in
larger proportions (671 vs. 6Z% for the
general population
E.

F.

Chinese American family income $22,700

(national median $19,900 - effected by

educational attachment and number of
family members in the workforce)
G. home ownership of 52% (64% for U.S.
population-ownership is concentrated
in urban or western states
where cost of housing is more
expensive

1

tVall Street Journal, May 2, 1989

1980 Cencus of Population U.S.
Department of Commerce, December
2

1983
3

tV eLlhe Asian and

Islander American; l

or Commerce
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According to Peter Friedes,
CEO, these family policies
reflect not just nice things

.Robert Goddard in the February 1989 issue of
Personnel Journal cites numerous suggestions for
firms to initiate in preparing for the workforce

to do

2000.
1.

Move to hybrid matrix structures
(project management orientation).
This orientation is also stressed
in Tom Peters' In Search of
Excellence.

2.

Skill-based pay. (Paying for the
number, kind and depth of skills vs.
job-based pay).

3.

Leasing employees (more than 20% of
the workforce are not full time

Steelcase Company (11,922 employees,
2,571 women) Offers a 5 course
take-home dinner service prepared
in the company cafeteria and sold
at cost to working parents

San Antonio-based Pace Foods
Prints its company publications
in English and Spanish
Conducts its meetings in English
and Spanish

employeesindependent contractors,
consultants temporaries, leasees and
part-timers)

RECOMMENDED KEY ACTION STEPS

Mary Belfry releases an article in Employment
Relations Today (Winter 1988-89), entitled "Managing
the Diverse Work Force". Ms. Belfry stressed the need
for organizations to review and critically assess the
organization's
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

*Develop a corporate statement on
valving diversity
*Communicate that philosophy to the
work force, the community served, etc.

culture
management policies and practices
recruiting efforts
benefit programs
training programs

*Develop and implement new strategies
for recruitment and retention
*Develop and implement support systems
for the new employees along with the
company's employees and supervisors
(training, coaching, mentoring concepts,

it Roosevelt Thomas, Jr., Director of the American
Institute for Managing Diversity at Morehouse
College in Atlanta, coined the "frustrating cycle".

etc.

The "cycle" develops when organizations do not
address the cultural differences and the
expectations of workers and the employer prior to
employment An example is the 1988 survey by the
Harvard Business Review of 50 black MBA graduates
at Fortune 500 companies (all 50 felt support in
words only; only 18 indicated a positive
experience).

*Keep informed of innovations in
other companies, especially those in
your industry (professional publications,
and conferences, etc.)

Establish a company communication system
whereby all employees have a positive
vehicle to communicate ideas, concerns,

MANAGING DIVERSITY - What are some successful

firms doing? The four firms below are using
innovation, creativity and risk-taking that
resulted in payoffs.

fear, etc. (Task Forc^, etc.)

*Formulate a consotion/cooperative ventures
to share resources and support (training,
materials, cost, etc.)

Nancy Woodhull - president, Gannett News Media
USA Today depends on different viewpoints
in its news meetings everyday (women,
minorities, young, old, Ilarward education,

*Establish relationships with civic group
(Asian Business League, Asian Personnel
Association, etc.)

Trenton State education, etc.

*Establih relationship with local community
colleges, technial institute,ete. (N.Y. City

Hewitt Associates (based in Chicago)
Reimburses employees for babysitting
expenses when both parents ac away
overnight on business

Transit High School)

Provides maternity job protection
leave

Provides child care and referral
service
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CHILD CARE AS A VEHICLE FOR BUILDING A QUALITY WORKFORCE

Dr. Judy Herr, Ms. Eileen Zenk,
Ms. JoAnne Brandes, Ms. Sandy Matter, Mr. Ken Riemer

Dr. Judy Herr, University of
Wisconsin-Stout

The number of companies that offer
child care assistance are increasing.
In fact, it has increased 500% between
1982 and 1989. Recent studies show
that employers profit by making child
care available. A study conducted
this year by a bank in Los Angeles
found that for every $3 that they
spend aiding employees with child
care, S4 are saved in reduced absenteeism, staff turnover, increased
productivity, and good public
relations.

Child care is becoming a competitive
issue for companies today. The reason
is that women with young children are
the fastest growing segment of the
workforce.
By 1995, it is projected
that 80% of the women between the ages
of 25 and 40 will be employed, and 7
out of 10 of these women will become
mothers.
Today, according to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, more than
10 million children under the age of 6
have mothers in the workforce.
Usually these mothers work because
they must. Many of these mothers
experience a great deal of guilt,
anxiety, and frustration over their
child care arrangements. Working
mothers are not the only parents
experiencing these effects.
Studies
show that dads, too, seek a balance
between work and family.
Although
fathers still see themselves as
primarily the provider, they, too,
feel the pressure to spend more time
with their children.

As an example of corporate support,
Apple Computer runs an in-house child
care center and provides $500 for each
new employee's baby, along with
IBM grants
adoption aid up to $3,000.
mothers leaves of up to three years,
during which they continue their
benefits and their jobs are
They also provide a
guaranteed.
two-hour window for mothers to arrive
and leave work.
Another study, done on 521 major
corporations, found that 90% of these
companies did offer part-time work.
Other ways that companies are helping
include allowing their employees to
put pre-tax dollars aside to pay for
child care, providing coupons and
vouchers for child care expenses, or
offering the flexible work option.

The stress and effects of managing the
dual roles of work and family have a
bottom line impact on companies.
Concern about children can hurt
performance.
A study conducted by the
Family/Work Institute found that,
among people with children under the
age of 18, 73% of the dads and 77% of
the mothers worried about them at the
work place. Studies have also shown
that parent employees lose concentration at work because of concerns over
child care or unstable arrangements.

Change is also being propelled by
employees themselves. This year two
major unions negotiated a ground
breaking contract, with AT&T providing
$5 million dollars to increase the
supply and quality of care for both
children and the elderly.
This
contract also addressed unpaid
parental leave and was extended from a
6 month period to one year.
They are
trying a new policy, giving parents a
limited time where they can, on short
notice, take an emergency leave.

Employers lose when workers are
stressed.
Stress reduces employee
energy, efficiency, quality, and
productivity.
Individuals, because of
this dual role, have responded to the
work place with increased absenteeism,
tardiness, errors, accidents,
increased health risk, along with
decreased job satisfaction.
As a
result, companies are beginning to see
child care makes dollars and cents (or
sense).

4111111111111110
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Women are concerned about company
Last
policies supporting child care.
weekend I was in Boston talking with a
graduate student at one of the Ivy
League schools and what she said to me
She said "My
was interesting.
contemporaries and I are not just
evaluating companies in terms of the
return on investment. We're starting
to say 'What about day care, and flex
time, and part-time employment?'" She
went on to say that their employers
will be selected based on the support
that the company provides in combining
work with family objectives.

Our first presenter, Eileen Zenk, is
associated with Work/Family Directions
in Massachusetts. A few of the
companies that she provides support to
include IBM, Exxon, Kodak, Motorola
and Xerox.

Eileen Zenk - Work/Family Direction
A lot of us here may have heard that
child care is a benefit point of the
1990s.
Some statistics I would like
to share with you:
between the year
1985 and the year 2000 over 42 percent
of new entrants into the work force
are going to be women.
The fastest
growing segment of this population is
going to be women with children under
the age of six, and 73% of all working
women are of child bearing age.
This
needs to be considered, along with the
fact that employers today are facing a
severe shortage as the labor pool
continues to shrink as the baby bust
reduces members in the workforce.

Child Care is also making hot copy
because of people like this. The
latest issue of Working Mother had an
article on the best companies for
The first line of
working mothers.
the article stated that "Working
mothers are changing the landscape of
the American work place." Ratings of
the 60 best companies for women were
The key to obtaining a
provided.
rating included pay compared to
competitor, opportunities for
advancement for women, support for day
care, fringe benefits including
maternity leave and/or paternity
leave, adoption aid, flex time,
part-time work, as well as job

With these statistics in mind,
how can a company best strategize
itself to have the opportunity to hire
the best and the brightest of the new
employees?

As Dr. Herr stated, salary alone is no
longer the deciding factor.
Employees
today are looking for generous benefit
packages.
This comes into play not
only in recruiting, but also in
retaining quality employees. They're
looking for generous benefits and
they're also looking for a family
friendly corporate culture.
When a
company first considers offering child
care benefits, the most obvious and
visible option that comes to mind is
an on-site center. This is a
wonderful option; however, for many
companies it is not immediately
available to them for a number of

sharing.

This article no doubt stimulated the
media.
For example, I found an
article and cartoon depicting the best
companies for women while reading The
Harvest, which is a weekly newsletter
put out by the Harvard Business
In addition, the same day I
School.
found an article in the St. Paul
Pioneer Press.
This afternoon you will hear from
panel members who are affiliated with
different companies who either provide
direct or indirect child care support.
I will introduce each and they will
give a short presentation. After all
presentations are given, there will be
an opportunity for you to ask

reasons.

There are dozens of options that you,
as an employer, may wish to consider.
There are on- or near-site centers.
Some of my fellow panelists will be
talking about those.

questions.
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A company might decide to offer
subsidies or vouchers to assist their
employees in paying for child care.
They may arrange to offer a discount
at a local child care center. They
may decide to employ a dependent care
assistance plan also known as a DECAF,
which allows employees to use pretax
dollars to pay for child care. They
might decide to use alternative work
times such as flex time or job
And finally, what I'm going
sharing.
to be spending my time today talking
about, resource and referral.

After gathering this information, the
parent counselor within the agency
will offer information on the services
that can accommodate the parents'
needs. They also offer extensive
counseling on what to look for, how to
find it, how to judge the quality of
child care the parent is looking at
--and thus empower the parent to make
an informed decision. Child care is
such a new issue that most parents are
not equipped to make this decision at
R and R's can offer
this time.
They are often
parenting seminars.
available to come to your site and
provide seminars on a wide variety of

What is resource and referral?
Essentially, it is a clearinghouse of
all child care issues and information.
There are many R & R's already
established within the community. For
example, in Milwaukee there is the 4-C
Office of Milwaukee County, and of
There is Community
Waukesha County.
Coordinated Child Care in Madison, and
in Chicago there is the Day Care
These
Action Council of Illinois.
agencies are staffed by experts who
are aware of the local trends, issues,
and needs of child care in your
They maintain a day
immediate area.
to day listing of operating programs
of both day care centers and family
day care homes which, because it is
occurs in a private home, is often a
hidden form of care and difficult for
parents to find. R and R s oftentimes
offer their service to the public
and therefore would be able to provide
their company's statistics on the area

topics.

Why do companies choose R and R's as a
benefit? First of all, the
convenience costs of R and R's are
relatively low; in fact, it is one of
the least expensive of the employer
It has
supported child care benefits.
a relatively brief development phase
and can accommodate parents with very
diverse needs. For example, it can
accommodate parents with infants, with
school age children looking for after
school care, or for surner camps. It
can assist the parent in locating
emergency care if, for example, the
provider cannot offer care that day.
It can also provide information on
sick child care programs in the area.
We are also able to locate care for
parents who are part time, or working
shift hours.

needs.

It
Resource and referral is concrete.
is meaningful, real help to parents at
There is no limit to the
the time.
number of employees that resource and
referral can assist.
It is also
flexible; it adapts to the community's
needs or your company's needs at that

What is resource and referral as an
actual benefit to your employees?
First, it's a service to your parent
Parents will be able to
employee.
contact the agency and their local
child care expert right within the
agency and talk very specifically
about what their needs are; their
needs as far as hours, the age of the
child, the type of care they're
looking for, the location they want
whether near to work, home, or
possibly along the commuter route.

And finally, the utilization of
R and R provides an excellent building
block because they are in touch with
your employees daily. They have
excellent information on what your
employees' needs are and thus it can
be a building block as you pursue
further child care options.
time.

-
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My company is Work/Family Directions,
located in Boston, Massachusetts. We
began six years ago when IBM was
looking for an equitable child care
benefit they could offer to their
employees. We established for them a
national network of resource and
referral agencies. Today we are a
family resource for over 40
international corporations. We have
established a network of over 270
resource and referral agencies
throughout the continental United
States, Alaska, Hawaii, the Virgin
Islands, and Puerto Rico.

Attorney with Johnson
JoAnne Brandes
Wax
(Dr. Herr noted out that Johnson Wax
is one of the top 60 companies to work
for as cited in the Working Mother
article.)

As an international labor attorney, it
still surprises me that I'm talking
about child care, but it's a topic
I've gotten very much involved with.
Johnson Wax has a child care center
they opened in September 1985. At
that time, there weren't many
companies getting involved in child
I can't think of a
care centers.
company of our size that had a child
care center at that time.

We explore extensive counseling and
follow-up, meaning that the parents
will -continue hearing from the parent
counselor.
The parent will also use
resource and referral as a vacancy
check, thus eliminating an enormous
amount of the leg work.
The parent
will no longer have to spend the time
looking for openings.
They will
receive information on programs that
have openings at this time and thus
can begin screening right away.
If
referrals are not available in the
area that parent is looking for,
individual recruiting efforts will be
implemented, if necessary.

Experts told us, if we're lucky, we'll
probably open with about 20 children
and if we have a good first year,
based on our population, we may have
up to 40 children in that center.
We
opened that first day with 77 children
enrolled. We have now expanded and
have well over 100 children and a
summer day camp that serves another
200 plus children.
The company didn't start its child
care center in 1985 because it wanted
to improve absenteeism or to 'mprove
turnover problems.
They've never been
serious problems for the company.
The
company started the center because
they felt it was the right thing to do
for our employees and for their
children, and because of that we would
certainly gain in productivity.

Finally, every employee utilizing our
service receives information from
Work/Family Directions regarding the
advantages and disadvantages of the
child care options they have.
Work/
Family Directions has a strong
emphasis on customer services
our
customers are both the companies we
serve as well as our employee parents.
We are quality driven. Our companies
will accept nothing less from us since
the service that we offer is the xerox
of global child care resource and
referral service.
In addition to
child care benefits, we are also
implementing elder care.
Employees
with elder care responsibilities are affected just as employees
with child care responsibilities.
There is no single answer to child
care benefits and what you, as a
company, might wish to offer.

Many of you are probably familiar with
Johnson Wax.
It is more than 100
years old, and privately held and
owned by the Johnson Family during all
of that time.
Its international
headquarters are in Racine, Wisconsin,
and we have offices in over 50
countries throughout the world.
The
company has always considered itself
to be somewhat of a leader in employee
In 1900 it was one of the
benefits.
first to offer paid vacations and
first to provide profit sharing to all
employees.
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A couple of things came up from that.
Number one, we learned from doing both
of those surveys that it was a child
care center that our employees desired
most, and after a survey of our
community we realized that a child
care center would be the best thing
for us to do. A little bit to our
surprise, it wasn't the cost that was
a big factor to our employees for
child care.
Number one, it was the
quality of care for their children.
Number two was having some control
over the care.
In a few months we put
together a child care center.
I don't
have time to go into detail, but we do
have a packet that outlines the steps

The company has, and has had, other
benefits for the family.
We've
offered adoption aid, we have a child
care leave of absence for mothers or
fathers after the normal maternity
leave, we offer flexible working
schedules, part-time jobs, job
sharing, and also a pre-tax program
that we're just implementing for child
care.
So, it wasn't that unusual for
our company to get interested in
providing child care for our
employees. We see it as part of our
overall employee wellness philosophy.
The company's interest in the program
really started with a survey held in
December 1983.
Every few years, we
survey our employees on every topic
from "what do you think of your
supervisor" to "what do you think of
the food in the cafeteria." One of
the items that came up, they were very
interested in our company doing
something in the way of child care.
So, a task force was appointed by our
president to look study what options
we might have in child care
everything from doing nothing to
resource and referral. A child care
center wasn't really mentioned.

we took.

We developed a structure in order to
avoid liability, which was a chief
concern of mine, but yet give the
quality and control that our parents
desired, and then negotiated a lease.
We put all of that together
the
whole program
leases drafted,
contracts written, and then we went to
our president and chairman, Mr.
Johnson, presented it and said all we
need are your signatures and we'll be
ready to go in three months.
After
about 15 minutes of debate, they
approved the program.

We started our work in October 1984
and did a couple of things that I
think were real important.
First of
all, we surveyed our community. You
hate to compete with the community;
sometimes you can work well with the
existing centers in the community. We
did a survey of our community and
found there were not many child care
openings available and none of the
type that our company indicated they
wanted through our second vehicle,
which was an employee survey.

Now we are starting our fifth year of
operation. We're very, very proud of
the program.
It has progressed much
better than we had even hoped that it
would.
We have a hundred children,
and 200 plus in our summer camp, we
have a before and after school program
where our employees who go to work
early can drop their children off at
the center. We'll give them breakfast
or snack and take them to school, pick
them up from school, and bring them
back to the center. We thought that
was important.
We also have a
kindergarten program because the
public kindergarten lasts 2-1/2 hours
and the day was quite broken up for
those children, so we offer a full day
kindergarten program in the center.

We sent a second survey on child care
to all employees asking them everything from "what are your current
child care needs" to "what would you
like to see the company do." I have a
copy that you can look at and are
welcome to use.
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you're interested in having these give
me your card and I'll send it out to
you in the next couple weeks.
If you
have a center or are interested in
starting one, please feel free to
plagiarize it. We haven't copyrighted. We're so excited about our
program that we're happy to help you
in any way that we can.

We think the program is unique in a
lot of ways. We've done a lot to put
all the money that is made in the
program back into the program, plus
the company subsidy, which is about 40
percent of the total operating cost of
Because of that, we put
the center.
the money into staff. We feel that
quality child care comes with a
If we pay the staff
quality staff.
what they deserve rather than the
minimum wage that is commonly paid, we
think we'll have a quality program.
We have good use of equipment.
Plus,
one of the very nice features is we've
been able to integrate the child care
center into the company and use
company resources such as recreation
facilities, and some of the
international program. We think we're
offering a very quality program. To
prove that, we sought accreditation
from the National Association for the
Education of Young Children and
received that accreditation last year.

There are many topics we could talk
about, especially liability, which is
one I get a lot of questions about,
and financial aspects, but I think
we'll have to save those for the
panel.
Any questions you have I'll be
glad to answer. Thank you.
Sandy Matter, Day Care Center
Director, Marouette Electronics
At Marquette Electronics, we have an
on-site child care center here in
Milwaukee.
We are licensed today for
140 children; we have 158 children
enrolled in our program - approximately 120 per day. We have part-time
students, one day per week students,
those that come one-half day, so we
accommodate any kind of schedule.
That is why we have quite a lot
enrolled.
In our Milwaukee company we
have about 900 employees, and about
1300 worldwide.

We know the child care center has been
very successful for our company.
I
don't have a lot of charts or graphs
to show you so we can show the success
in terms of reduced absenteeism or
whatever. We look at the success in
other ways - the very positive
feedback we've received from our
parents, their involvement in the
program, the very unexpectedly high
enrollments that we've had year after
year from the day we opened the
center, the reaction of candidate
parents who are coming to interview
for a job.
We know in many cases that
was the deciding factor in coming to
work in Racine, Wisconsin, for Johnson
Wax.
Very positive publicity has been
generated by the center about the
company and, of course, that is very
welcome and very beneficial.

We figured out last year that of every
eight to ten employees someone has a
child in the day care center. One
things about Marquette, we are about
two-thirds male and one-third female,
so we're not the pink collar workforce
that needs child care. We are a
family orientated program that needs
child care.
As with Johnson Wax,
absenteeism was not a problem at
Marquette; turnover wasn't a problem.
It was a family support system that we
needed.
That is why in 1984 we
started our day care center.

We do have a number of materials we've
put together for our child care
center.
I have some with me today,
including a summary of the process we
went through in putting it together, a
number of articles, our survey, other
surveys, handbooks, pamphlets, and if

I'm going to talk a little bit about
money and how much everything costs
because everyone asks me that. In
1984, when we were licensed for 25
children and had 1200 square feet. in
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There are weight training rooms for
employees, we have smoking clinics, a
multitude of family orientated things
that we do. We also offer job sharing
and extended maternity leave. We are
now looking at the tax incentives for
the people that use our center as well
as those in the company that don't use
our center but have child care needs.

the company, it cost us about 535,000
for furniture, baby beds, microwaves,
toys, equipment, all the things that
we needed to run our center, and it
cost about $40,000 to bring down a 20
foot ceiling and put in a heating and
air-conditioning system and make rooms
for us.
We also had to put a fire
wall up in our day care center because
we were attached right into the
factory and that is one of the rules
here in Wisconsin.
Everything is
concrete in our center because we are
in the manufacturing plant.
Then we
added on some day care space, another
1200 square feet, in 1985. In 1986,
we added another 1200 square feet and
then were licensed for 94 children.
In 1987 we added on 2400 square feet
and that is where we are today. We
have 7200 square feet and are licensed
for 140 children.

One of the things you need to be
concerned about is what you're going
to do if your company expands. We
were one building in Wisconsin and are
now expanding to Florida.
Our service
department is moving and we're going
to expand the day care down there.
We
are also expanding our Milwaukee
company in the next 1-2 years and the
day care will expand along with
everything else.
lt's one of the
options that our company has chosen.
Those with multiple sights may choose
other options, such as R and R.
Again, once Marquette took that bite
and said they're putting child care in
they've decided to take child care
wherever they go in the country.

The last expansion in 1987 cost the
company $60,000; basically it was
remodeling. It is not cheap to put
together an on-site day care.
Marquette pays start-up monies for us
each time. Now, Marquette pays about
30% of our oudget and the parents come
up with 70%.
The parent portion of
the budget is what we pay out to staff
salaries, benefits, having to do
primarily with staff.
The 30% the
company takes up is that portion that
takes care of the children
food, new
equipment, field trips, consumable art
supplies, etc. Most other day cares
run about 70% staff costs; 30% program

[Dr. Herr noted that we began the
panel with Resource and Referral,
moved to two direct service - when
companies provide their own direct,
on-site child care.
Another option -a company contracting with a large
provider of child care or providing
vouchers -- will be addressed by Ken
RiemerJ

Ken Riemer, Vice President of Human
Resources for Children's World
Learning Centers

costs.

There are a lot of things we talk
about at Marquette about why we have
the day care center. The biggest one
get from people that have children
at the center, that have children that
are eighteen years old, that have
children that are 30 years old, is the
work attitude and how they feel about
Marquette because they are concerned
about the family. The day care center
is one small part of Marquette's
concern for the family. They look at
bringing in speakers to talk abou' an
array of subjects for employees.

It's my pleasure to discuss effective
employer-supported child care with
you.
The purpose of today's
presentation is three-fold. I want to
discuss child care from a human
resource perspective, I want to
identify the principle concerns of
parents regarding child care,
want
to review how to make an employer
supported child care program
successful.

I

I
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So, when a company provides a child
care program, when it subsidizes the
cost, when it sets the hours, and the
location, and they monitor the
quality, these difficulties are
overcome. Secondly, a recruiting
advantage. When you have an on-site
child care program, it's something you
can see, smell, it's there,
believable, it helps you immensely in
your recruiting efforts. And finally,
a sense of security. The corporation
has sponsored it; the employees feel
much more comfortable with that
situation.

It's important that we understand,
from a human resource perspective,
that not everyone uses child care
benefits at the same time. But over
time, the vast majority of the
workforce uses them or believes that
In my 23 years in
they will use them.
human resources in a variety of
industries including manufacturing,
health care, and child care, my
experience and also the research says
that employees believe that child care
is a vital benefit and that belief
just continues to grow and grow.

Without the availability of quality
child care, the mother or the father
may miss work or be less focused while
they are at work. Parents of child
care situations are continuously
trying to make arrangements.
They're
on the telephone, they're going out
and interviewing child care providers,
they're visiting, they're following up
and following up. You and I know
that's not getting done at 8:00 or
9:00 at night, it's getting done
during the work hours and they're less
focused when they have those worries
on their mind.

What about from a parent's
perspective? Parents are looking for
child care that delivers both the
fundamental loving, caring environment
and the extensive resources that are
needed to help the children develop
their fullest potential.
These are not just nice words.
Thorough market research says this is
what is crucial to parents. This is
what is on the minds of moms and dads.
And when we say help children develop
to their fullest potential we're not
talking about babysitting here, we're
not talking about day care, we're
talking about quality child care.
That is what the parents would like.

Child care is recognized as a real
benefit by a growing percentage of
employees.
We were somewhat amazed
and enjoyed a statement in a recent
human resource magazine that said 50%
of male student engineers reported
child care as a very important
benefit, yet most of these people were
not parents.
The bottom line is
people perceive it as a benefit they
will use.

The major motivating factors, research
has told us that these are in the
order of importance as studied and
interviewed with parents over the last
number of years.
They are looking for
1) a friendly and caring staff; 2) a
warm, caring atmosphere; 3) they want
the ratios to be proper, the adequate
number of staff for children; 4) clean
facilities; 5) a creative, well
planned learning program; 6) well
equipped classrooms and a well kept
building; 7) they want it to be
licensed by the state; 8) to have a
good reputation; and 9) the
qualifications of the teachers are
important; and 10) convenient hours.
Approximately 96% or 97% of the
parents surveyed listed these as the
top ten most important factors.

Company child care centers are the
most popular according to human
resource publications. Why is that
so?
Three major reasons. Number one,
it eliminates the major difficulties
for parents.
Inadequate supply, high
cost, inconvenient hours, inconvenient
location, and unacceptable quality
continues to cause duress for moms and
dads, your employees, as they're
trying to solve those problems.
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employer will do. Research the chill
care needs of that group
that's
something the employer could do or the
child care provider, or they could do
that together. Commitment works to
establish an employer data base to
fully evaluate the impact of the child
care and to identify if the employer
That,
will realize its objectives.
too, is something the employer or
child care provider can do, or both.
It's crucial that goals are
established, evaluation occurs, and
the impact is felt.
In other words,
both have to do their homework and
cannot rush into this.
This is a very
crucial decision for a corporation.

Why would an employer support a child
care program for their employees?
Through satisfying the targeted
employees needs, the employer will
realize less tardiness, absenteeism,
turnover, more successful recruiting
efforts, and more positive public
relations coverage.
You've heard this
many times, you've read this many
times.
The bottom line is the
employee is more productive.
Why wouldn't the employees participate? They won't participate if the
quality of the child care program does
not meet their expectations.
They
won't participate if the costs are
perceived as being too high. That's
why it's crucial for the employer to
select the right child care company.
That's why it's crucial that the
proper program and the costs meet the
needs of the targeted employee.

Commitment works to implement a
quality program which meets the stated
needs of the employee.
That we can do
together and also to prepare
communication materials and seek
opportunities which fully explain the
child care program.
Both must tell
employees about the child care benefit
to help the employer reach their
objectives.
Commitment also works to
directly subsidize the cost of the
program to make the target employee
participation realistic.
That is
something the employer is responsible
for.
To periodically review the
employee child care needs and adjust
the program to meet those changing
needs - that is something we would do
together.
In other words, the
employers should accept shared
responsibility with the child care
provider for the program's success.
The employers should aggressively pursue their goals through
communications and continuous support
to the employees.

How can the employer reduce the
obstacles to participation by
employees? First, the employer must
make a commitment to the success of
the program.
Next, they can mitigate
their risk through the selection of
the child care provider. The
participation and the perceptionis
vital in this situation.
What is the commitment? The employer
must dedicate sufficient resources
time, money, personnel, materials - to
establish a position of commitment
that will be recognized by the
employee. That's one side of the
coin; the child care provider must
provide a quality program.
In other
words, we must meet those ten factors
listed earlier. Secondly, an appropriate learning environment. Thirdly,
liability protection.
The child care
provider has to be willing to accept
the liability of the program.

From an overall perspective, effective
child care can meet the needs of
employers and employees.
The employer
and the child care provider each has
to make a commitment to ensure a
successful program.
There is no doubt
in the minds of all that deal in the
child care industry that child care
will continue to be a key benefit
through the 1990's and into the 21st

How does the position of employer
commitment to quality child care
enhance employee participation?
Simply put, commitment works to
identify the target group of
employees - that is something the

century.
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CITIES IN SCHOOLS
"RECONNECTING THE DISCONNECTED"

ALFRED WARD

"Abstract"

This national process of public/private
partnerships,

in operation for over a

Of all threats which put the nation
at risk, few are more ominous than a
permanent social underclass whose growth
is fueled by large numbers of children at
high risk of social and economic failure.
Their hope to escape the bitter fruits of
multi-generational poverty lies in their
education.
However, the forces that
foster
failure
are
frequently more

decade, has been successful in dropout
prevention in over 30 cities, Cities in
Schools

addresses
issues
such
as
attendance, literacy, job preparedness,
remedial education, drug abuse, emotional
and health problems - all of which hinder
school completion and job readiness through the development of an integrated
support system for at-risk students.

powerful than the influence of the school.
National statistics indicate that 30% of
our young people dropout of school before
finishing high school.
In many of our
cities, the dropout rate is closer to 50%.
Dropouts as a group are highly susceptible
to drugs and delinquency. And sadly, they
are all but economically dead, trapped in
lifelong joblessness. Children at highest
risk
of
becoming disconnected
from
mainstream society come from homes headed
by single parents who did not finish

school, hold low paying jobs or are on
Their status typically means

welfare.

that they are unable to provide even the
basic resources and supports necessary for
the
physical,
emotional
and
development of their children.
Typically, health and human services that

could fill the gap are remotely located
and therefore usually unavailable to atrisk youth.
And even when they are
engaged, they do not reach disadvantaged
youth in a timely or coordinated fashion.
Schools, where the youth's needs show up
most clearly, are unable to cope with the
many non-academic problems that seriously
impair their
performance in school.

Highly motivated though they may be,
teachers cannot be expected to spend more

time as social workers, counselors and
keepers of the peace than as teachers.

Traditional educational approaches dO not
work for at-risk youth.
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GETTING HELP IS AS EASY AS GOING TO SCHOOL

HOW TUILSWOA2002La

CIS is a alternative to a "stand alone"
delivery of social services. A number of

to
CIS
by
are
referred
Students
counselors, teachers, and
principals,
parents. Referral often is the result of
poor attendance, disruptive behavior, low
academic achievement, or family problems.
The students participating in CIS normally
the other
attend core classes
with
But, for one period each day,
students.
to
a
team
of
students
report
CIS
professional repositioned adults who are
the
CIS
in
processes.
partners

agencies in the city deal with the many
problems impacting the at-risk youth
population. But instead of expecting that
a

troubled child will

seek help from

social services spread all over the city,
CIS
en1;ats
and
coordinates
these
resources (counseling, education, hee]th,
recreation,
financial,
legal
and
employment) to deliver their services in
the school.

Functioning as case managers, the team
builds relationship with their students,

Using local educational sites as the focal
point is one of the key principles of this

sees that required services are delivered,
and provides lots of encouragement.

unique program.
Schools are centrally
located, easily accessible and are seen

CIS

is
not
an educational
program.
However, it compliments the educational
counselors
work with
experience
as
students and their families, planning
field trips, putting them in touch with
job opportunities, financial and legal
aid, health care and housing, remedial
education
and,
if
necessary,
drug
rehabilitation.
If a CIS student skips
class, they find out why and try to do
Through CIS the
something about it.
child, once at risk of becoming another
dropout, is now a person receiving the
extra attention he or she needs to stay
in school and graduate.
A personalized
relationship
is
developed with each
etudent to motivate achievement in a

a positive institution within most
communities.
Schools are also the one
place where large numbers of at-risk
children can be reached on a regular
as

basis.

almINQ WORXINQ PARTNERS/4a
Partnerships are required to successfully
combat our dropout problem.
No single
institution can cure it by itself. That's
why another key principle of CIS is the
development
of
working
partnerships
between the public and private sectors of
the city. CIS draws together leadership
from the school system, local government,
local human service agencies, the business
community, and volunteer organizations to
focus their talents and resources on the
dropout issue.

caring wey.

PROVIDING UTTER SErtvgaLmil
ruNDINQ

Ituslvz

Whenever possible, staff and resources are
repositioned from existing agencies. The

repositioned school site teams continue
to be employed by and accountable to their
home agencies and organizations while they
deliver their services to students in the
school. The only new funding required is
usually provided by the private sector to
support the CIS management team which is
needed to maintain coordination, training
and communication among all the partners.
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CIS was initiated in 1974.
Since then,
it has been replicated in public schools

CIS OBJECTIVES

in 33 cities though out the country.

*improve at-risk students' school
attendance
*enhance their personal, educational
and social development
*improve their employment attitudes
and skills

CIS,

Inc. is a private nonprofit organisation
located

in Washington D.C..

CIS

has

consistently demonstrated its ability to
keep potential dropouts in school, to
bring current dropouts back to school, to
to
improve
and
increase
attendance,
academic achievement.
THE

CIS

CQNCEPT

IS

BASE

ON

THREE

pRiNcruga
I.

COORDINATIOU

in

QIS HODEL

*working partnerships between the public
end private !sectors for governing and
funding the system
*the
use of
schoole ur
alternative
education sites as the
field of action for the coordinoted,
integrated delivery of human services
*repositioning of staff from existing
human service agencies
and volunteer
to
organizations
more
effectively provide support for at risk

*a
city wide board of directors
comp- and of leaders from education, local

government, the private sector and
human service organizations

*a management team, hired by the
board of
directors, consisting of a
director, an agency coordinator, a project
director/trainer, and an administrative
assistant

students
2.

*increase parental involvement

their education
*increase positive behavior
*assist
the schools'
ability to
address the needs of their students in a
wholistic manner

*education
site
project
teams
composed
of
repositioned
staff
and

ACCOUNTAPILITY!

coordinated

* development of coordinating structures
built
around
small,
accountable and
personalized delivery units of multidisciplinary teams of teachers and social
service professionals

by

the

director/trainer

project

If the at-risk population of students
can be retained in school and prepared for
gainful employment, the benefits are three
fold:

PERSONALISM!
* personal relationships made possible by
the collaborative
arrangement is the
single most important factor
in the success of CIS intervention systems
(When
teachers,
social
workers
and
courselore work as team with the same
vet+ of students daily, they increase the
chances of identifying and resswanding
quickly to s eds that are impediments to
the education of at-risk students. Acting
an
caring
families
with
access
to
resources, they are able to facilitate
positive changes in student's attitudes,
behavior and performance.)

*the tragedy of wasted lives will be
averted

*public assistance costs
reduced

will

be

*employers will gain a pool of entry
level employees

The Cities in Schools procese not
only creates partnerships to support high
at. -rick students but it is also a process
of
systematic
change.
Tho process
improves the way social services deliver
their services, the way communities and
social services interact with schools, the
way social services function together at

THE MI651014_0" CITIES IN SCHOOLS

a common site, and the way a city in
collaboration addresses a whole range of
common problems. The Cities in Schools
process
introduces
the
here-to-fore
missing link for successful partnerships,
the neutral third party. They addition of
a email management team that represents
all partners and sees that the interest,'
of each participant matinfird. Cities in
Sehoolh
is
truly
a
pruuesa
that
-Reconnects the Disconnected"!

CIS act' as a catalyst in assisting
communities .eorganize their educational
and hums.: service delivery around a
collaborative model
in
the
schools.

Through the power of CIS partnerships,
communities are able to leverage the
repositioning of human service providers
to work alongside teachers es intervention
resources to assist at-risk. youth in
overcoming barriers to education.

11111_../
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Developing Instruction For Workforce Literacy Programs

Jorie W. Philippi

Developing Instruction

Developing program of job literacy training that t,
from the charts, manuals, and processes that workers u.-c to

for Workplace Literacy Programs

peforen task; '"contextually functional curricultirn-t
ensures that the instruction will he meaningful to
employees in term of what they are alreadv familiar
e their jobs Using the existing "mental honk;'
!schemata derived from their work environment and

Job specific reading. writing, and computation tasks
require different application; of basic skills from tho,,e
which are taught in traditional adult baste education
,asses or other academic environments To prepare
society's rapidly growing number of intermediate literate t
ti e those who read at nrout the 6th.7th grade l etet) for
entry 'level employ me tit. unoroied jot; pertrivai
retention, and potential promotion. training program; are
needed which 'each baiic ;kill-- tc the cmtext of Joh ta,ki
are
These special workplace applications of baitc
generic to many different .ictupat ions They include

experience to attach new information help's ease the
inc.drie.ration of nest. knowledge into the old iShoeinaker.
1967, Flingeret, 1984, Farr, Carey, & Tone 1931. Valentine,
114'0 And, hat ing the (+portant,. Pr, prarticft the new l;;
learned skills on the job every day in the ;ame contest in
which they were taught helps workers retain new skill; and
continue to L,E them If tri fact, worker, hate '.elicit .fails
learned the job related basic skill; pre4entrd in an effecE.o
workforce literacy program, the re;tilt .; should he cu idencrd
in higher job accuracy, prrxhiett% sty, and e:npli.,,ee
relent ior_ promotion figure';, along with lower accident
rates

jib reading priwes ;es for Itcating information
and for 1.1+11:iv, higher le,,,e1 thinking itrati,i4t i

to problem solve

otcupational writing pres:es, for orgabizing
clear, readahle writing. and fir mastering
tho ;c thinking skills +a hit h enahle analyst.
elaboration. and extension of written ideas

How are onjob applications of basic skills identified?
Prior to itdf2C:M1-10flab rel,Ited1,,4,10

a workfnree literacy progrsm. trainees and educators need
it. oloterit e employee; perform wnrkpalre tasks and to
gather workpalce material; for u.e. in the development of
curriculum w hieh should simulate key basic skills and
problem. solving tasks that workers face on the jab I Drew &
Nlikulecky, 193:31 This ohm-y.10o^. data collection
Similar
procedure is called Literacy

and

workplace applications of Illsitheillattra
process for calculating information and
solving problem; that go beyond haste number
concepts and enable workers to acquire
proficiency ley els in reasoning ire)
inter p,t,t Mr.!,

which re's
t t, of ir,h
used for identifying the
r-ading, writing, computation and problem =rrtt ing

Why should bane skills be taught In Job task context?

The trainer or c I icator «Tioc,..,nduz.!5 the LTA will need to
spend approximately Ii 5 2 0 days at the worksite, arid
tn
r quire tur.e fer follow tip *1,1! !.,t.

;kill with
ztual job materials help workers ate that the parps fir

Teatrhing oc.tipatioitai applteatinn of tasi

Lase' skins initructt-tn is t.:)arhir%e j i> pr, ficiency 1 he.
experience a direct transfer of the reading, writing
computat ten. and pit:-tient toping skin; the% learn to th..r
i'.)6 perform trie,t

rain adnittonal materials and information newton;

targeted for analysis sh,uld he th-. a' entry lei. el .tr
it The I.T.1 prier:lure slotald cntato
pramotable rr td
Pte2,.rt-.

the ado!r

I 47Ci

learners hate not ache& ed acArm!ridexii...suro they h aue had to Reef rai

de%

.05.1c.!;,

Plant Visit

r,

Pr.
within: a traditi,ral PtiLIC,If
Bing. drip out rates ire high i 11,%r4,r0.,11,1ife t; o. ii 1947,
r,..,
and translatym of aCttile'lli"

a

19,42

:0(.re ;Ira{ workfrcr
literacy ta;k; that worker!,
And the neasureorprogrom sot ess

)

it is

h

it,.t o,
d

,

fdriNt 5

roc the pr. ,zam

Ch gr,(rol

Plan' !,.11-!,..

AI d4,, !' .111'1

or other

gsir ; oftAD test
ochir% eir,E,nt 0,attstic
rnt,,,n!

direztor traltiltiV dur,,or

UrdOn

2., J.,For tM
n,.t1 to f

I pant

UNIT inlet% ler+ w ith

manager,

ir efirir,anze i, minimal titi,h! eta; 1017 !hi h, e.,
Mik.,.11!:k1.. 1919 Miltd)ck;

.. 1 isa rri,th to

to tradiii:Inalyq or task artak

f

For eseh wnrk.r

,c;.r.,..,

demonstrated by partietuating ertif
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Observation of worker on the Joh doinv, Ise%

Collating printed joh task material s with
basic 6kills application.; that fleas been
identified. selection of job material:: that an he
used intact, modified, or simulated to provide
sehicle for teaching the basic ;kills as they are

hair

tried ton the joh

Inter% iew with worker to determine a

competent worker; thinking proceitse, for
performing tub tasks

, !ask;

Developing structured job simulation; of
increasing difficulty !containing basic ,kill:
application:0 from joh materials !A minimum
of five simulations or exerci.i.e shoald be
rat 11 joi i nk tu t.-1141Y tote
dk.trloped
for the inotructor to model, one for Aaident; to
try out while learning, and three for t,tudent

it
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per ho tolog joh to -h+

Nlikuleck%,1933

front Drew

practice to reinforce learning Ihe;

flow are workforce Ilteravy Instructional materials

simulations may micon.pasa an entire tub ta,k
or be de% eloped to instruct rolattn :Ara sk
They also may he used a; to and r)ostt-t; for
the instructional program

developed?
Efirctive in tructional material; are derived directls from
the ;,th Leas Atri r the LTA ha been coral-tor the
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of remedial instruction and ()riot, performance procedures
Instruction may be deyeLop -d by an in -house training ...tall'.
educational vendoi., COILMli
-haled .011,..AS, or
hire teacher.; who have receiv.. d pre training on job
material.. En.ploy men! traininid 11".11',,urnal hive
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CREATING A KULTI-CONFICTENCT WORK MRCS FOR THE FUTURE

ROGER A. GERARD

Northern Michigan Hospitals has, for the
past three years, been working toward a
multi-competency approach to staffing a
complex organization delivering hospital
health care services.
This presentation
details the effort at Northern Michigan
Hospitals, outlines various definitions of
multi-competency approaches, discusses
examples of cross-functional staffing
within A h..pital set t ing, and details how
Northern Michigan Hospitals accomplished
it's results.
In addition, it describes
the benefits enic'red
NMH
to it5
multi competency efforts, aa ueli AS
of the problems that were encountered and
how those pr.hiems were 7. dressed.

to employees. Overall, the philosophy
could be phrased as "too little, too late"
in our efforts to accomplish strategic
objectives through promotion and staff
flexibility.

However, as a result of our intiatives, up
now have many examples of staff throughout
the organization who are presently cross
trained. Thos., examples include:
training of transportation clerks fur
dark ra'om and anglegraphv fonettc,ns in
our
and x-ray departments;
obstetrical unit clerk-, have been
trained as notaries;

Definitions:
Multi-ceopetency.employes
generally tend to be employees who root one
of the following four descriptions:
1.

store room staff are cross trained to bp
able ro carry out responsibilities in
central supplies as well as stocking;

Employees uh,) are in training for
one job competency while w,tiihg HI
another only/aced area
Skilird workers heing
cross-trained in related
ip
tt
different job families;
W,rkera with
icd,s and lob

dle!Ar Ildh Air LILS%
lab_.ratory funitions, phlebotomy and
eisition, as 1150 (1Prks
transporters;

t

functions 1.11,;',iLddring across
departmental .cr divisional

our ple.lrl,iAht have
(ross trained
to support co.struction staff and
pneumatic controls engineers;

r;

Workers uhcse jobs ate beteg
enlarged, expanding the scope of
limited job functions to include ne.
and unretated axills.

our mechanic has hpen trained as a
loksmithi
and in the er

Michigan Hospitals Int'indet exa:Ars fr.,all fear of thear areas.
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systems began to naturally occur,
encouraging people to Lecone more flexible
and more useful to various departments.
Nursing established a bonus point system
which was designed to encourage more RNs to
work cross shift and cross functionally
than had been previously experienced in the
Overall, as employee
institution.
understanding of the effort increased, elle
program accelerated, and literally drove

This committee failed
As we learned later, crass
training and multi-functional approaches
are best cultivated as a "bottom-up"
function in the organization, where people
can seek training to improve themselves, to
add to their job security and to grow
professionally in the organization.
organization.
wirer-ably.

The real catalyst for multi-functional
approaches at NMH sac our Gainsharing plan.
Gainsharing taught our organization that
the business side of the business was
important, that it was crucial for every
employee to contribute to gainsharieg and
that the employee get something in return
That raised
for that contribution.
awareness among employees regarding the
need for pieductivitv and efficiency
imprevement and raised everyone': attention
to evil inplevepeue at the same time,

itself.

We have realized many benefits from this
effort. These include a highly improved
retention of trained, highly-competent
employees.
Our turnover rates at Northern
Kichigan Hospitals is around 8 - 9Z in most
functiune and IIZ within the nursing
function, which is markedly lower than the
turnover experienced nationwide.
We also
have a heightened ability to "stretch"
staff, rather than add personnel for
ahem -tern needs - reel,
ienty,
We have heightened staff satisfaction and
challenge, creating higher levels of Job
security and this has been reflected in an
annual employee upinion survey that is
conducted In our organization. We are
showing signs of much irproved teamwork as
a result of people knowing MOVr abet? orip
another's jobs and departmental
eequiremente. And probably nest
significantly, we are able to put mere
nurses at the bedside while other
non-nursing support personnel take en
duties that RNs need not du, We have
improved planning and paving of the work
throughout the orgaeizatlee beedeep of the
expanded knowledge base, ant our quality
has Improved measurably. We have larger
pools of trained, exierienred staff to
cover for tine eft, and we have created,
through this effort, rein promotional
advantage fet Crow-traieing staff. We
have promoted pterple from the laundry area

the 'IAI risk trre did arromplith rismo
IL created a "jeb jar" function
wench is now managed hy the Human Resources
bepartnent.
The job jar is available to
all empleyeen with extra tine on their
hands who want to ensure a full paycheck.
In addition, the TAP task force identified
areas in which it was appropriate and
things.

proper to ertnaider (-1.11st-training activity

A fqhalir..el emplaymeid activity,
he vend that, the ceranittee met frequontly
err,

but felt peweiless to bring about any
rhahgee, uetil employees began doing it
thee:vivre.

and Gainsharira, the job
In allitiun to
pistteg proeewe WA% actelerattil. SU that

every veeleve received a yeited notice of
available hob positions.
drior to TAP this
In add it ion, a second

tele not kaJti,sring.

unployee task force way created to begin
the distussien of a "full employment"
philesiphy (nu laoffe). iteeause of use ef

late the gtprile pre,essine 'telt tqcauw.
We have pron-Jtei
their croAs training.
preple out of dietary into the fat- later,:
And we
because of their treat: training.
have mere vpportunitt to cir3le
t Ira
fer staff, where In !Av7, post wry
wild have tot t. s.. er these , feet
eart-timeis workihg eart-time pesitioes.
We have lie:teased flexibilite, enure cc ill
thruegh Letter understanilhit of one
au qber's jebs thongh,11.

c.,sksthing callel "alequite 4talf dAys" (one
day ilycsffs), empit,yeq were highly
eceleit iced t,

the fd-t that thee ceuld ho

given a day off settle-et pay.
The Full
-uiggentrA a no layoff
lerteloymeet cask
in the
ani wcAt
jddles

the language fit quA

full

t,11

that philesephy staterote hal tendit :r1
U:1V Of the t,:Ltitluns wasi a wnilinouss on
the parr rst e7pipypy,, to cross trakti and
therefore hr seed cresa feretitelil/y for
For instanLe, if we
ViELDUS tett duties.
'

'These effects have created many success
t
is
stories in the organization.

1,,i eyeele tape, it'. lea ,er cterlie
pr,,. essling MVP'

rather than sending staff

lei rrant

h eie with a sh et piy, we W .114 nor' thee
r r taking leveler-ye or -..ro:king shrive;.
r we-eves-sr.
ihit, in fact, in what
'he cvn/Yst
3
bi,ere! ant that hr: 1,
rks0
fL D rAlti
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P . theeegh thrtt
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relations between the liespital and the
adjoining clinic organization because our
cross-trained staff have improved ability
to serve our physician population. The
cross training in our Mental Health Unit,
where nurses are handling phlebotomy and
EKG duties, has moved nursing staff from a
position of resistance to change to that of
"embracing" change.
Nurses there now would
Our
not have it any other way.
housekeepers feel more part of the clinical
team on the floors, particularly in our OB,
Pods, and NICU areas where they were used
as a pilot group for training housekeepers
to do some of the patient care functions.
A dietary assistant who went through
comprehensive cross training within our
dietary department, and, in
some of
the floor responsibilities, !ater left the
organization and became a dietary
supervisor in another facility, and then

done", "i4e tried before", "It ain't An
the budget", "It's not logical", "It
doesn't make clinical sense to have
non-clinical people doing clinical
things", etc., etc., etc.
These are
all killer phrases, every one of them
patently untrue.
We had brain
storming efforts where we collected
lists of killer phrases, and then we
invited people to draw big "Xs"
through them, and it became great fun.
6.

her.ine dietitian GI 1111, yeal.
!die
attributed that award I7. the supervisor of

our dietary department and that
supervisor's willingness to lei her learn
new skills and new abilities within the
department.
Our nurses are reporting more
time at the bedside.

7.

Considerations:

Thei air riany celo.deratiens tu
impleventing a rti-,,,mpotenry work force
In c. 1r .rgonization.
These considerations
result tram experience lied teed to
(ntritmtv to the central prntc10.1 it anv

We encountered sows problems in our efforts
to create a multi-competency work force.
These profilers infiti,lod accountability
problems.
When peop!e have multiple

). /Jam,

competencies they somettmes had multiple
supervisors.
Wh3 Is responsible for the
employee?
In whith elece of the lob?
It
is important that very clear lines of
authority and accountability are created
and well temmunicated to all imparted
people.
Also s.ree functions can "drop
through the cracks". When vue begin
t,ribining functions and eliminating single

first of all, go f,lw and don't force
the pro.,_es.
let the pi-0;ms drive
itself through erphyee InPere.tt and
need.

the ttgt!. johs.
Make safe y,u
-0 n,h4 that are. ,cullocive
crwts !raining, ilrhies jobs that have,
ac.thru or That
ct:Ii: skills that KA;I:
cveriap

;t

t,h.

ruw,' Or ;11.
411' 1(t ^p,tri, v frAkuing

f
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with pc.,; le wh. ate ,avatl...
bacIli/1g
plieg a .1,11

.it Le

t(

PO
let

cre,..1,,vreq lead.

Lc:rut--

Finally, recognize that this rake,,
time.
Multi-competency work forces
are not something that can he put In
place over night.
In fact, you have
probably a two-to three year
progression ,f activity before it's

seicsstui.

(

1,

Watch for "false laws".
It was very
common for managers or supervisors or
even some employees to say "We cannot
do that because it's against the law,
or against policy or against some kind
of state regulation".
When we went
hack and investigated, we found out
again that thin was patently untrue.
There are nanv false laws out there
governing what we d,, and how we do It.
In people's minds they art' very true,
but they are without substance,

fun,tioe job., le 1,1voi of suit epic [unction

!ohs there are times when some of the
hilien fee.rion-, that pv,ple perform. rr
,u4htle things that people de, r,p
lighr
of the ricture.
We teen{ this
when we merged the tanspartation functi,ais

Iv:.

hest 4,ne

hum three ur luau different departments
If Iv '.

into one transport alien function.
in additioe tic transporting
1.1tients. radiology transporters would d.
s.lne of the radiological filing or wJnEd
handle sc.me of the film work in ralilegy,
rhp, Wiq0 pars of a large
r ansp,rf
funz-t t!'11,
111(Pf ac.one withir.
radi/ogv
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seemed to some employees that we were
"dumping" on them, asking them to work
harder rather than giving them an
opportunAty to grow. These perceptions
must be met early on with the commitment to
employees.termove at their speed, and in
ways in which there is a perceived value on
the part cf the employee.

now connections and new ways of thinking
There are
and new ways of doing things.
times when they wish to do more than the
process or system intended them to do.
Within reason that is all right and is, in
But it can be
fact, desirable behavior.
allowed to go too far. There are certain
things within a hospital setting that only
an R.N. can do, and just because a unit
clerk is cross trained to do some of the
patient care functions, like bed baths or
back rubs, it does not mean that they are
capable of doing some of the more clinical
things that R.N.s have been trained to do.

There are pay issues with cross training.
It has to be determined somewhere along the
line how people are going to be paid for
working across several functions,
particularly in systems where the job
functions are within a very formalized,
structured pay system. Do you pay the
individual at the pay rate for the highest
level of task or job being performed, or at
an average of the highest and the lowest,
or at the lowest rate? These kinds of
decisions should be made on the basis of
organizational/cultural dynamite and
philosophical positions.
In our
organization we elected to pay people at
varying pay rates, depending on what kind
of task or function they are accomplishing,
but again this varies from manager to
manager, and very often there are
exceptions to this position based on deals
that are cut between managers and

Multi-functional staffing requires
That means the
multi-functional training.
organization must make a commitment to
It also means time away
training staff.
from work, and budget dollars. That means
commitment. Another problem is peak time
Multi-functional training
availability.
and staffing works best between the peaks
and the valleys of the work flow rather
than at the peaks and the valleys. At peak
times everyone is demanding the same group
of people who have been cross trained, and
there isn't enough talent to go around.
At
the valleys, everybody has more time than
they have work and is trying to move their
cross-trained people to aeothe, coat
center. The real value comes during the 80
percent of the year when you are between
the peaks and valleys and there Is lot of
room to move people from one function to

employee's.

When you get into multi-competency
structures, you begin opening people's
awareness to larger systems and procedures,
and, in some areas, turf issues go array and
in other areas they rear their ugly head.
This causes much conflict but also value to
the organization.
In addition, if everyone
wants the lame talent at the same time,
that means planning has to take place.
People sometimes begin the planning process
in the wrong place, generally with the
schedule instead of the cospetenclea
Themselves.

another.

One problem encountered is the loss of
competent people from one area to another.
Cross training opens people's awareness up
to other possibilities
other departments,
other cost centers, other functions end so
on.
This awareness creates movement of
rtaff from one department to another in the
Betawie of
normal progression of careers.
that some departments, like dietary and
housekeeping, find thenaelves continually
replacing conpeteet talent and therefore
beaone "feeder" departments for other mare
techalcalle trained departments. There is
alsa tecreaseJ pressure on managers to
manage the basiness as a result of areas
training. Managers need to increase their
flexibility. reduce their reliance on
pAlcy and procedure and ens' take e-eb
situation one situation at a tine to
determine what is is the best interest of
the customer
in our case the patient) arid
what's in the tact interest of staff.
a4.-ttaieing effsets

Malti-coraetenty training causes many
people to be doing mans of the same things
mare sa Phan in the prat, Phi,; is
valuable, taut ir also causer people to
begin wondering where they fit in eel L24
important they are in the grand scheme of
things.
TIAN tiurring of roles needs ta
a3lresneJ thro'!Fh very clear coemunitatise
between rarage:c and eeplovers about who is
accountable to whom. who is responsible for
what and what Is their eperific
visaoizati,o.
The r-,re 'his 4in1
osemunicat ion faX.,5 plane, the less stress
erapie experience.

Ir
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CREST:

A Pilot/Demonstration Project For
Prevocational Literacy Skills Inr.truction To Urban Adults

CARIDAD DEPAOLA

ABSTRACT

CREST-The Center at Rutgers for
Educational Skills Teaching-addresses
the national crisis of poor adult
literacy skills which prevent
economically disadvantaged minorities
from entering vocational training. Poor
literacy skills also cause the adults to
fail literacy skills tests necessary to
obtain employment upon completion of
vocational training.

There were several underlying
factors and assumptions which impacted
upon the type of instructional program
and environment being developed and
implemented by CREST to meet the
literacy skills needs of its intended
population needs for adequate skills to
qualify to enter vocational or
apprenticeship training programs or to
pass tests required by employers hiring
for entry level positions.
the data which formed the
for the conceptualisation of these
factors have been acquired through:

CRkST addresses these problems by:

basi! ,

1.
Providing an innovative
research -bared program of
literacy skills in reading, writing,
thinki.ng, oral communication and
mathematics for economically
disadvantaged adults.'

1.
Statistics from school districts, employers, unions, CREST intake
forms and community agencies regarding
the levels of reading and math achieve-

ment.

Providing instruction and
support activities in areas other
than literacy skills designed to
enable participants to function effectively once they have acquired
the literacy and vocational skills
necessary to enter the labor force.
2.

Qualitative data obtained by
2.
CREST administration in informant interviewing conducted with urban minorities participating or desiring to
participate in vocational or apprenticeship programs, and potential
trainers or employers (principally) human resource staff.)

3.
Offering courses to prepare
teachers of literacy skills to function
effectively when instructing
prevocational economically disadvantaged
adults.
Enrollment in the
course, Poaching Till Miukt, Lesrner,
is Open to instructors from industry and
community service organizations.
(There is a tuition fee for instructors
sent by private industry.)

3.
Extensive experience by CREST
personnel as educators of urban
adults, as researchers in the field of
educational anthropology and as teacher

trainers.

rectors taken into consideration
in the development of CREBT include
the following:
1. Potential program participants
have generally completed at least tenth
or eleventh grade with a large majority
having graduated from high school or
received a U.E.D. diploma. They are
aware of their own weaknesses in reading and math for several reasons including inability to comprehend every day
reading materials, failure to pass
tests for entry, level jobs or failure
to pees tests jsquired to enter vocational or appienticeship training.

Providing means for on-going
4.
cooperation and articulation among
education, business and industries,
government and community agencies to
address the literacy skills problem
as related to economically
disadvantaged adults entering
vocational training.

2.
program
tretion
because

The majority of the potential
participants experience trueover their inadequate skills
they had been passed in their
clams despite inadequate performance
And often after extensive involvement
in remedial programs,
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3. Potential program participants generally exhibited poor self
concepts stemmim, from school tracking
systems which early on had caused them
to perceive of themselves as "dumb" or
"stupid", low teacher expectations resulting in students feeling inadequate,

constant track records of not being
hired from jobs or not functioning well
on the job when hired.
4.
Many potential program participants who had participated in vocational training programs were often given
remedial classes for literacy skills
which they dropped because teacher
attitudes and approaches were humiliating and made them feel like
"little children." Such feelings
were also prevalent among adults who
participated in G.E.D. and A.S.E.
programs.
In addition, students with
experience in both types of programs
indicated they sensed teachers were racist and exhibited insensitivity to who
they were, their values and lifstyles.

CREST assumes that if our schools
are graduating barely literate adults,
we must examine the nature of the education they receive as we seek to improve
academic achievement.
2.
CREST assumed that individual
academic achievement will increase in
a motivational environment where students can begin to feel positive about
themselves.
Students, particularly
adults, will be motivated to learn where
the learning seems relevant and purposeful.
3.
For learning to be purposeful,
curriculum and instructional methodologies must be geared to adults and the
world in which they live.
4.
Teachers from middle class
backgrounds must exhibit sensitivity to
the cultural backgrounds of the lower
social world in which they live.
5.
Newly acquired knowledge and
recent learning and instructional theory
make it imperative that teachers don't
teach as they were taught, but instead
acquire instructional skills that assure
that their instruction is effective in
enabling adults to learn.

5. A survey of programs teaching
literacy skills to adult populations
revealed two approaches used in hiring
teachers.
Since most A.B.E. and G.E.D.
programs require state certified teachers and since the state of New Jersey
does not have a category for certification of teachers of adult education,
most programs hire teachers with elementary education certification.

6.
Success for economically disadvantaged adults iu today's job market
necessitates not only literacy skills
and vocational skills, but also the ability to think and solve problem. both
outside and at the workplace and to be
able to communicate and interact effectively with fellow workers and job
supervisors.

Assumptions of CREST administrators
and faculty which also contributed to
the program planning and implementation
included the following:
1.
According to the human resources
director of one nationally known company
located in Newark. Three hundred graduates of the 1928 graduating class of
ono Newark high school were tested for
entry level clerical positions. Only
seven of the three hundred tested were
reading and doing math at the seventh
grade level required of beginning level
clerks.
In structuring its program,
CREST assumed that in a normal class,
most students should be able to read
and do math at a seventh grade level.
our approach, therefore, was to utilise
a structural approach rather than just
the strictly psychological approach used
to seek solutions, to problems of economically disadvantaged urban minorities.
The thrust of education has been a
psychological approach of explaining
individual failure in terms of the
individual's weaknasees rather than

The educational component of CREST
was developed to include learning
experiences and a learnlig environment
that address the issues discussed previously under factots and awsumptionsi
1. All teachers in CREST were recruited on the basis of personality,
motivation, sensitivity, willingness to
innovate and be flexible in teaching behavior and curriculum development, and
above all-- willingness to work herd to
make a difference.
Most CREBT instructors have at least
Prior teaching expea Master's degree.
rience and certification were not required
because teachers had to complete a 30
kgeivaL.
hour course in "Teaching the
pr" later to be offered to teachers
of adults employed by industry and community agencies). The course content is
The first,
divided into two categories.

mat

to examine the implicit of the school

system in which the individual must
function upon that individual.
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"Role of Minority Groups in American
Society," is heavily oriented toward anthropology and sociology concepts with an
e mphasis upon understanding the structural
as well as psychological approach in
trying to provide effective learning experiences.

In addition, curriculum content is
based upon materials related directly to
the students own lives, their relationships
with family and friends, and their eventual
world of work.

The second part entitled, "Effective Teaching and Learning With Adult
Populations," includes theories of
characteristics of adult learners,
e ffective instructional techniques for
adults and application of Madeline
Hunter's model for effective instructional behavior.

4.
Instructional goals involve
content as well as basic reading, writing,
communicative and thinking skills integrated
into each lesson. classes involve small
group activites, students sharing work and
ideas as well as laboratory learning
Provisions is made for periods
situations.
devoted to individualized instruction with
college students in a tutorial capacity assisting instructors.

Listed below are the objective, for
teachers taking the course:
a.
To develop the ability of
teachers to analyze the problems of
e conomically disadvantaged adult from a
structural as well as psychological
perspective.

b.
To develop an understanding of
cultural dynamics with emphasis on the
problems of acculturation and the school
as a agent of socialization (onculturation, acculturation).
To develop the teacher's sensic.
tivities to his/her own cultural values
and the subsequent impart of these values
on relations with economically disadvantaged adult learners.
d.
To identify the characteristics
of adult learners with specific emphasis
upon economically disadvantaged
pre-vocational populations.

e.

3.
The program began without one
textbook for teachers to use. The word
"remediation" was not to be used.
Teacher approaches were to be positive
and reflect confidence in the ability
of students to achieve.

To know how adults learn,

To identify necessary skills for
f.
effective instruction of economically disadvantaged adult populations.

Currently, faculty is assessing
all curriculum material and instructional approaches with the hope of developing an instructor's manual and collection of effective and relevant reading
material for pre-vocational adult populations requiring literacy skills instruction.

Mathematics instructors are
cooperating with the language
team in presenting math in a nonthreatening way and utilizing life experiences to develop math comprehension
as well as math computational skills.

CREST is a program that focuses
S.
on individual growth and development
over the lifespan that has implications
for learning opportunities at each stage
Adults must cope with their
of life.
personal and career renewal, their
changing sexuality and their reaction
to aging.

In addition to initial training,
teachers have a weekly team planning
period in which curriculum materials and
e ffective instructional procedures are
developed and later assessed.

School shapes the early lives of
young people. For many, school influences self-esteem and competence; and
work is essential to economic survival
and personal fulfillment.

To help build positive self2.
concepts, in addition to positive
and encouraging attitudes exhibited by
instructors, life skills seminars and
group counseling periods are planned to
address issues in the students' lives
which May prevent them from achieving
in response to input from
academically.
human resource fersonnel, personal behavior problems Duch as reacting to authority
tardiness, dea ing with ricies and
sexism) which ay adversely affect job per'so addressed in seminars and
formance are
counseling.

The New York Times article,
Septaaber 25, 1919, "U.S. Jobs'
Disaster' Work Force Unqualified to
Work," stated that population statistics
and new research suggest that "American
schools are graduating students who lack
even the skills needed to fill existing
assembly line jobs." The article also
points out that in the future jobs will
requir even more technical knowledge
a nd problem solving abilities, end
employees will Alec, have to better
prepared to interact with cus tomers,
This indicates a need for our
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students to be able to communicate and
develop competencies in working with
others, in searching for jobs, in
applying for jobs and in presenting
a positive image.

f.

Developing an understanding of
rapidly changing environment created
by technology.

CREST'S COLLABORATION EFFORTS

CREST is an attempt to close the
gap between the educational and work
lives of individuals.
CREST staff
members are sensitive to the multiple
obstacles that the disadvantaged
population face to achieve a decent
life and labor market success.
These obstacles range from
poor education, lack of income, small
children to care for, lack of experience in either securing or holding a
job to health problems.

Twenty to thirty million adult
americans Yack basic literacy skills and
that makes adult literacy a life-anddeath economic and social issue for this
county." (1)
Since August of this year, CREST has
an used aggressive approach to create
partnerships between the project and
sensitive employers in the hope to
ensure a quality workforce for Essex
County.

These obstacles "are often accompanied by a low sense of confidence,
an eye quick to spot defeat and, sometime an unrealistic notion of the time
and effort required to achieve selfsufficiency." One of CREST's goals is
to provide instruction and support activities in areas other than literacy
skills. CREST will cover a broad six of
services and support, mostly
individually tailored, in order to
develop individual competencies.

CREST staff is motivated by the
belief that employers will support
training programs and on the job
training programs if the programs have
the added value of quality education.
Therlive a number of factors that make
CREST not only a quality instructional
program, but a model of educational,
community agency/industry collaboration.

Because theme support services may
mean the difference between success and
failure in their future career training.
The Life Skills Workshop involve
participation by CREST Staff Role
Models, Employers and most important
by the students themselves.
Each workshop or group counseling will utilize
student interaction techniques.
The interaction will allow
for individual students experiences to
be used as a learning tool. Adult
learners learn more effectively when
they can relate concepts of learning'
to their every day lives.

The need for a program like CREST is
supported by data and is encouraged by
Quality
the report, ',Building
Joint report by the US
Workforce".
Department of Labor, US Department of
Education, and the US Department of
In this report, we see
Commerce.
recoamendation for training programs
like CREST having as their goals:
Strengthening the content of
1.
the curriculum and improve its
delivery.
2.

The life skills workshops will involve:
a.

"Improving educational

opportunities and perforate:loss of
the disadvantaged.

Motivating CREST students to the
importance of the development of
long and short term goal.

b.

Developing a positive self concept.

3.
Developing community-wide
Jollaborativo efforts that increase
communication and decrease isolation
of the education and business.

c.

Developing attitudes and behavior
necessary to cope with stress and
conflict.

Working to improve business's
4.
labor force planning for the shortand-long term.

d.

Developing interpersonal skills for
group participation and in the labor
force.

e.

A.

COMMUNITY

CREST has established 11:IL:igen

with key community based organizations
and training service providers through
out the community of Essex County.

Developing ability to
understand the impact of the
dominant group's values, attitudes
and behavior upon the participation
of economically disadvantaged minority in societal institutions.

Organizations, including La Casa
de Don Pedro, FOCUS, and El Club del
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Barrio are agencies that serve the
needs of tho Hispanic community in the
county.
These partnerships are important since Essex County has the second
largest population of Hispanics in the
state of New Jersey.
Essex County
also has the second largest population
of Hispanic females single head of
household. These minority women are
disadvantaged twice.
They have been excluded from societal
activities that lead to the development
of functional problem solving skills.
Hispanic women, like Black women,
have received inferior educations in
the inner cities due to lack of sconemio resources for the school districts,
teachers low expectations and other
social variables that affect students'
performances.
The Hispanic dropout
rate is alarming and, for those that
are in school, the success rate is

B.

GOVERNMENT

Hr. Ulysses X. Jordan of the Bureau
of Apprenticeship and Training U.S.
Department of Labor, Newark Office
identified poor literacy skills as the
major deterrent. in the entry of urban
minorities to apprenticeship positions
within Craft Unions.
Craft Unions are mandated by the
court order to give entry level tests
which effectively have resulted in few
minorities being able to serve in union
apprenticeship.
In 1988, Women On The Move, a
vocational program for minority
disadvantaged single parents in Essex
County, serviced 110 women in one year.
Not one of them was able to p s an
apprenticeship exam in carpentry duo to
inadequate literacy skills.

very poor.

A significant factor that impacts
on this situation is the lack of cultural sensitivity of the educational
systems toward this population.
CREST partnerships with these
community based organizations and its
culturally sensitive staff combine
their efforts to create a program that
undorstands the individual as well as
family values of the Hispanic population.

Training service providers including Urban League, Training
Incorporated have experienced
inability to serve many of their
applicants, predominately Black woman,
because they lack reading and math
levels needed for training in the
programs.

Both agencies have expressed the
need for a center to deal with the lack
of basic skills in an innovative
approaci. This approach they feel
must su.cpass the current focus on
remediation. CREST partnership with
these providers facilitates the
preparation for employment training to
include critical thinking skills
appropriate to the "service economy" job
Health care delivery providers,
market.
University of Medicine and Dentistry of
New Jersey and East Orange Hospital,
have made CREST their screening center
for on the job training programs
in Acute Nursing Aseisstance PrOgrALLS.
Students who test below the required
tenth grade math and reading levels
After
rill enter the CREST program.
they complete CREST, students will
start their vocational training at the
Health Care Providers facility.

The national education director for
Chrysler has indicated
that it is
not unusual for Chrysler to interview
and test 700 applicants before finding
before finding thirty who are reading at
the tenth grade 'eve, rcluired for
admission to the program.
CREST', partnership with Mr. Ulysses
Jordan and the U.O. Department of Labor
means that CREST students will be participanting in training programs sponsored by Chrysler Training Centers for
Mr. Jordan is
Automobile Mechanics.
presently developing this Chrysler
Training Center for Automobile
Mechanics to be located in an inner
city area-Newark.
CREST will provide the needed
prevocational literacy skills
instruction to the urban economically disadvantaged minorities.

CREST partnership with Urban League
Center includes a partnership with the
Newark Mayor's Office of Employment and
Training and the Private Industry
Council.
This partnership facilitates
free training at the Urban League in
typing and computers.
C.

INWEIRX

Rrements Jewelry Incorporated, one
of Newark's oldest residan industries
has been forming a partnership with
CREST, Mayor's Office of Employment
(JTPA) and Pic Council.
and Training,
This project, will provide on the
raining for 10-15 CREST students at
These students will work
)(temente.
during the day for $4.00 an hour and
attend literacy skills training et
Rutgers during the evening. The project
is a model project.
job
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The model will be duplicated with East
Orange General, (Nursing Assistant
On The Job Training Program at
Program.
$6.00 per hour),
and US Post Office (Equipment Repair).
D.

MNI9141

Partnership with Sheet Metal Union,
Rutgers CREST, and the Small and
Associates Incorporated (community
service provider for disadvantaged and
disabled urban minority.)
small and Associates will place interested CREST students that have completed the literacy program into the
This
sheet metal union apprenticeship.
apprenticeship will pay students $6.00
an hour while they work three weeks and
go to school one week.

I.

Edward D. Fiske, "Impending U.S.
Jobs "Disaster":WorkYorco Unqualified to Work, "YS bark Time
25 September 1989, lated ed.

2.

Kathleen Teltsch "Help for Workers
in a Couples world" KIN York Timm
is September le$11:

3.

US Department of Labor, U0 Department of Education, US Department of
Commerce "Building a Quality WorkForce," 1555. P.5-10

CONCIATION

In terms of Bulling a Quality
wqrkfqrow, the government has emphasized the need for business and education to cooperate in identifying
applicant deficiencies in work place
skills which educators must address.
Business and education must develop
mechanisms to reduce the isolation of
their Jrlds in order to better prepare
tudents for the workforce. CREST is an
aggresive and innovative initiative
needed in the state by businesses and
the disadvantaged Urban Minorities.

Given the crucial need in
the Newark area to enable adults
entering the labor force to develop
adequate literacy skills, given tie
past r .:ord of inadequacies resulting in the failure of programs
of remediation, given the desire by
business, industry, community and
government agencies to work cooperatively with Rutgers Continuing
Education to help alleviate the
literacy problem, and given the
resources and research skills at the
university which would facilitate
development of innovative approaches
to literacy education, the establishment of the Center at Rutgers for
Educational Skills Teaching (CREST)
is a most worthwhile endeavor.
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Eifty-one percent of all working wofflen are
married.
tqhty-four percent of their children
are not In government licensed or government
Tnese statistics range from
regulated day care.
(After the co-pietion of the 1990
198.)-19a6.
census next year, newer data ;hyoid he availaPlel.

1-H La: ions for the Wary Force
One of the major reasons that dial-career
such Attention In the in,,reasel
couples
stress and conflict that the dual-career lifestyle
This has implications for such
carrieS with It
diverse areas ranging from productivity to child
are arranqements.
This areas 1: seen as the most difficult one
to manage din] resalve fur the dual-career couple.
With the tremendous premix-%
Manaqc.-igit,
placed upon "tic-0" as ah entity in the dual-career
lifestyle, time nanagement oecomes a values
confrontation (Setden, 19J01.
There are always
more thin3s to be done than there is tire to do
and how the tire is allocated can become a
then,
power distribution issue in the household,
uifferent tasks ray De ranked differently oy each
partner, causing -unflict in such areaS as:
(al spending tirce., alone versus Soending tint, with
(0) ',Pending tiite with relatives versus

spending tire with snase and cc) spending roney on
5ervire5 n savp tiro, vorsis spending the ti70 tr,
do the actual Casks; such as cooking, ironing, etc.

ern parrct,

tr,

7i', Chi': the faimile ha;

OA* to spend cu.
Competition,
in previous ve.arS when rules
were mre r14Arl, defined, and the wife was either
in a non-career or subordinate career Status,
interseoose Cu'Oetition ma; non-existent. It is
the rust recent of the three conflict areas.
In
tne hypotheseS proposed by Hall and Hall, the
author would live to go so far aS to qualify
tilimor four, and stipulate that although Zw.)
nYlre co'5'ittbte *ten in siltiar
rAr""S
they become lesS compatible when In the
care field.
this 'would he even more pronounced if
DO:ii partners are In the same career glevelOP !nt
stage, and/or In the Same OrganilatiOn.
Loruetitive feelings are a natural mil
inevitable part of hi-tan nature (kre, 19/9),
C,pecIally wher. .Joe considers that two
high-atmieverS 'son as career Professinnais
x:oally ate) are expected to hone their
etypetitive Skills in rollene. gradoato -:nonl,
and In the organization. Humever, thiS emotion
ooes Drinj added goilt to the relation".'liP, Causing
Even more conflict and dissonance.
oes,. and 07g-inflict in the Dual-rareer
.

titress and confrict can tie
three maJor areas in the ',irk

t r Cti trJ

and

sfriiy c:

family arena:
role 0ve11raJ/role cycling, time management, and
interspausal chrpetitinn,
Miltiode-rolp
Mocreas fa tly
were once separate 'PI Ji3tin::t, they ue:O."h
Glurreid in the doal-tAreer 0'01y. The r,e4
of Loth wJ-en utilized an extr,Igrdicary
aloont of tire, energy, and versatility.
dissonant cultural mandates still exist that nakm
change difficult, oringing pressure bath on *amen
who want to achieve th the 'cork force and on rein
who want to Play a larger role in raising their
families.
There Is still, in many cases, a hign
normative expectation for wimen to continue to
perform cyast hr ail of the householo duties as
well as her career-related unties, rising rule
strain even greater on these women.
Ir any C,1;P,
roust - career parent., h'PerienCe a 'proliteratipnn
ca roles (dunnson & Johnson, 1990) rather than a
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ED-Net sponsored three regional econo;:i,
development conferences In the Spring of Pitik,
Individuals representing colleges, btate and

.0 ED-hel. eiononic development contact
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ihr i1J-Nrt

11r0

Pe-ional and Statewide Conference -:

tohta(t Persons
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training and technical
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to the Spring of 1989 showcakAng Eli -Nct
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l2eu divided into five geographic regions.
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development 3_tivitie amkrig tha co.smunity
calleves, has allowed for mare efficient
trafainA
,konk:!si,r development contact
persons, facalty and staff and has reduced the
ev:;t,; assyelted with statewide training,
technical assistance and meetings.

economic development initiative!"
Each Regional Host institution wit/ h,,t
five economic development related workshop,
to the (o.^.-unity mince ;ca in It ;- region crriu.;
the 1989-9H program year.
Workshyp:; and If.-

services will include such t
as h,w to
access Eh-Net's database and electronic
ulletin hoard, how to Impleclent an,s!ci
contract education programs, and other
customized topics around international trade,

In addition, fc,gional host in5titutions
1,..fve been Felect,i ':one for each of

the

five geographical regions) to coordinate
and deliver the EP-Net training and technical

small business assistan,:e program:: and thr
applied competitive technologies.

assistance around economic development lE_Are..,.

inn president of the host ED-Net Institution
serves on the ED-Net \dvisory rouneil and an
economic development faculty or staff person
at the host instituion serves as the Regional
CcmmIttee Chair and as such serves on the

Marketing materials
Marketing materials, brochures, and a
thrice annual newsletter are being devel-vid
to assist colleges in telling the "COM7W1LtV
college story" to business and Industry in
their local communities.
In addition, the
ED-Net office in Fresno acts a.; a clearin.-house for reque,,ts frn business and indu,tr,
around the state.

ED-Net E:.:ecutive Committee.

ED-Net Database
One of toe
of the ED-Met Project was
..reation of a dataLase and electronic bul'utin
board/retrieval ,sy,..tew. that would serve the

Liaison With Others

entire LD-Net membership.
Initially, the
databaAe held the results of a statewide
skirey ct* current econwaic develor.ent

ED-Net has provided a vehicle fur
developing liaisons with other economic.
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ELDERCARE: A GROWING DILEMMA FOR EMPLOYEE. AND EMPLOYERS
Vicki L. Schnall, Ph.D. and Ruth Stiehl, Ed.D.

In addition to raising her two
children and working full time
Mary, 48, spends 20 hours a week
providing care and support to her
mother who had a stroke a year ago.

Abstract

Due to longer life expectancy, the
rising median age of the labor force,
and the increase of wxnen in the labor
for
corporations, in the 21st century
will find it in their own best interest
Lo provide employee assistance programs
that focus on eldercare. Education and
iraLning is the best way companies can
get ready for aging concerns in the 21st
century.
This presentation describes
seven multi-media training packages that
companies are presenting through
employee assistance programs. The
highly creative materials are available
to any company at the cost of
duplication.

Bill, 56, receives several calls
daily at work from his wife, who
has Alzheimer's disease.
Because
her memory is failing, she calls
bill for reassurance.
Jane, 52, receives an emergency
call that her father has just been
This is the
taken to t: - hospital.
third time iii less than two months
she has had to take time off from
work to assist older family members
in crisis,

The experiences of Bill, Mary, and
Jane are increasingly common among
employees.
For many employees, the
issue is no longer how to provide child
care, but rather how to provide care to
aging relatives in need of assistance,
The American workplace will be
increasingly affected by eldercare as we
move into the 21st century because of
longer life expectancy, the rising
median age of the labor force, and the
increase of women in the labor force
(Scharlech and Boyd, 1989). Most
workers era likely to find themselves in
a support role or providing caragiving
to an elderly relative at some time
during their work history.
Caregiving responsibilities
frequently conflict significantly with
an employee's work. As one female
employee stated, 'I'm in constant
conflict about shortchanging my mother
on the one hand and my job on the
other." Sometimes caregivers are forced
to educe work hours or quit jobs
be':ause they cannot manage both work and
eldercare responsibilities (Enright and
triss, 1987).
Studies of major corporations show
that one of every four employees already
provides care to an elderly spouse or
parent (Fernandez and Pinnisi, 1989).
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Corporations with a high proportion of
female employees and a higher average
age among their workforce are more
likely to have a higher percentage of
their workforce faced with eldercare
(Creedon, 1988).
Not only are employees affected by
eldercare, but so are the businesses and
corporation where they work.
Eldercare
frequrntly interferes with employee work
Employees
performance and productivity.
who are caregivers /*morally mime more
days of work, are interrupted more often
at work to deal with caregiving issues,
require more time off during the work
day, and take more unscheduled time off
(Enright and Friss, 1977; Wagner and
Creedon, 1988; Scharlach and Boyd,
Estimates are that about 12
1989).
percent of employees ultimately leave
their jobs to become full-time
caregivers (Employers, 1989).
Coworkers sometimes are stressed by the
responsibility of assisting or covering
up for the employed caregiver (Warshaw,

help employees understand and better
deal with concerns about aging relatives
is When Dependency Increases. Developed
by gerontology and instructional design
specialists at Oregon State University,
it is a comprehensive, multi-media
training series that is being used by
many companies :, and can be purchased at
minimal cost through Oregon State
University.
111E OREGON EDUCATIONAL SEIL/L1

When Dependency Increases consists
of seven comprehensive multi-media
workshops that can be presented to small
groups of employees or viewed by
individuals.
Handout materials can be
copied and taken home for discussion
with other family members. A video tape
is also appropriate for home viewing.
By following the workshop guide, a
company trainer can conduct a 1 to 2 1/2
hour workshop with minimal preparation.
Each of the seven different programs can
be used independently or together as a
training series.
Each training package includes the
following material:
Visual media
* 15-18 minute slide sound
program
* Videocassette
* Overhead transparency
masters
Comprehensive presenter's guide
* Program objectives
* Instructions for organizing
a workshop
* Workshop activity guide
* Instructions for localizing
resources
* Slide tape script
* Participant worksheets
* Participant handouts
* Program announcement copy.
Why the Programs are Xffective. At
the con' of each training package is a
dramatic production, presenting the
story of at least one older person and
the problems the family faced. This
"stor!!" provides a common frame of
reference for the audience and

1988).

ADDRESSING THE PROBLEM
How can an employee assistance
program in a corporation address
eldercare needs and concerns? One
method is through education. All
employees, not only current caregivers,
can benefit from information and
training concerning the issues they are
likely to face in the future with an
older relative. The information and
training might focus nn living
arrangements, financial problems,
caregiving, or how to deal with a parent
who has experienced a significant loss
or is depressed.
Educational programs of this nature
will also assist employees by providing
an opportunity for them to ',ilk with
others experiencing similar situations.
Learning 0I am not alone" can help
normalize a person's experience, and
reduce personal stress that contributes
to low productivity (Rzetolny and
Mellor, 1981).
One educational series designed to
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encourages discussion and problem
solving.
It's also less threatening for
employees to initially discuss someone
else's situation than their own. In
addition, people remember concepts much
longer through the personalities they
meet on the screen and discuss in
workshop activities than they remember

families face financial concerns.
Through Isabelle, viewers learn
about the problems low-income
elderly face and available
resources.
Carlos has multiple
health insurance with duplicate
coverage and is a prime target for
sales agents.
Eventually, Carlos'
children get a conservatorship and
face nursing home costs.
Fred and
Maggie have a sizable estate. When
Fred dies, Maggie knows nothing
about their finances and faces
major financial decisions.
Guidelines are presented for making
financial decisions.

through lecture. MO audience interest
Is generated because the media provides
real people stories, visual drama,
audience participation, and guidelines
for action.
Each of the programs in the series
is described below.
pest Wishes Edith and Henry,.
(Family Relationships)
Edith and
Henry have been married 53 years.
Through their family, viewers learn
about the social and demographic
changes impacting families in later
life.
Decisions are faced when
Edith should no longer drive and
Henry experiences a health crinis.
Viewers look at the impact of
decisions on all family members and
explore approaches for resolving
concerns.

ILe5gconpUtory,

(Loss & Grief)
Following the death of his wife,
William Sanders, 70, tried to "be
strong' and didn't talk about his
wife's death. Six months later he
experiences additional losses.
Througn Bill's story, viewers lean
about the grief process, how
multiple losses in short succession
can overwhelm a person, and ways to
support the bereaved.
(Depression)
Us Final CeUrse.
Mrs. Murphy, 72, took great pride
in her roles as wife and mother and
her ability to make the finest
desserts.
Following a mild stroke,
which limits the use of her left
arm, she is devastated and becomeu
depressed.
Viewers learn about the
signs of depression, how to
recognize a potential suicide, and
ways to help the depressed person.

(Housing
2§0 FriMrOme Lane.
Decisions) Through the lives of
Claire, Ethyl, Sara, and Norman,
viewers learn about the impact a
change in living arrangements can
have on an older person, factors to
consider is selecting housing in
later life, and living arrangement
options available to older people
with different needs for support.

The Coilmakerc

(Stress from
Caregiving) The caregiver's health
is et stake when Alyce provides
care for Ernie and refuses help and
respite.
Alyce becomes isolated
and loses her health. Her business
suffers.
Guidelines are suggested
for making caregiving decisions and
reducing stress for the caregiver.

Minter Comforts.
(Alcoho
Problems) Following her retirement,
Phyllis' one class of wine extends
to several glasses to "drive away
the loneliness.' Phyllis becomes
forgetful, develops unexplained
bruises, calls at odd hours, and
exhibits other behavior changes.
Eventually the family recognizes
Phyllis has an alcohol problem and
an intervention follows. Through
Phyllis' story, viewers examine the

pue Upon_ReCeiet.
(Finances)
Isabelle, Carlos, Maggie, and their
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development of alcohol problems in
later life and learn about
available resources and how to
intervene.

Enright, R.B. and Friss, L.
1987.
Employed careotivers 9f brain-damaged
adults.
San Francisco, Family
Survival Project.
Fernandez, J.P. and Pinnisi, A.L. 1989.
Eldercare vs. childcare: defining
the difference. Aging Network News.
August 1989, pp. 9, 17-18.
Rzetelny, H. and Mellor, J.
1981.
Support groups for caregivers of the
aged.
New York, N.Y., The Natural
Supports Program, Community Service

CONCLUSION

Due to longer life expectancy, the
rising median age of the labor force,
and the increase of women in the labor
force in the 21st century, corporations
will find it in their own best interest
to provide significant eldercare support
services.
In time, oaregiving benefits
for employees could include options such
as adult day oare, time off to care for
older relatives, or expanded counseling
and referral services.
The best thing corporations can do
now in preparation for the next century
is to educate both workers and
management in the issues of an aging
population. Use of the When Dependency
Increases training series is an easy and
effective way to do it.

Agency.

Scharlach, A.E. and Boyd, S.L.
1989.
Cargiving and employment: results of
an employee survey.
The Gerontoloaist
29(3):382-387.
Wagner, D. and Creedon, M.
1988.
Eagived caregivers. Bridgeport, CT.
Warshaw, L.
1988.
The Aalna Workforce
2(2):3.

The development of these program
has been subsidized through financial
grants. Therefore, each program is
available for purchase at cost of
duplication. The cost of each slidesound program with the comprehensive
presenter's guide is $67.50. The
videotape sells for an additional
$17.00.
For more information, or to
order, contact:
When Dependency Increases
c/o Vicki L. Schmall,
Gerontology Specialist
Milan Hall 161
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 07331-5106
(503) 737-3211
REFERENCES
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The corporate
Creedon, M.A.
response to the working caregiver.
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Seployees and Eldercare.
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ENTRY-LEVEL WORKER STUDY

THOMAS OWENS, FRANCIE LINDNER, CAROLYN COHEN

Abstract
As the available pool of entry-level workers
decreases, businesses are beginning to hire
employees who, less than five years ago, may not
have even been considered for a job interview.
Employers and educators are expressing a need to
learn about exemplary practices of companies in
working effectively with what might be considered
"at-risk" employees. A study of entry-level
workers, conducted jointly by the Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL) and the
Northwest Policy Center (NPC), was conducted
based on a review of the literature and on
personal interviews and observations at 58
companies, representing small, medium and large
firms or organizations. These companies include
construction, manufacturing, retail trade,
health, public utilities, child care, financial
and insurance industries, local, state, and
federal government, food and hospitality
industries, other service industries, and higher
education.
Employers reported experiencing
shortages in number of qualified applicants for
entry-level positions.
The growing gap in the
level of basic skills needed by employers and
those available in the applicant pool is of
great concern to the business community.
Employers mentioned serious deficiencies in
reading, writing, mathematics, and communication
skills.
Other areas of concern included critical thinking and problem solving skills, ability
to work in teams or as a group, motivation and
attitude, and flexibility.
Promising practices
used by businesses are described in 10 areas:
employee involvement, child care, family and
community concerns, recruiting, training,
supervision, motivation, the new basics,
business-education partnerships, and handicapped
and special needs employees.

For too long, education, training, and workplace practices were regarded as someone else's
problem: basic skills and training were the
schools' problem; children were their parents'
problem; workplace policies were business' or
labor's problem.
Now, society can no longer
regard education, social welfare, and economic
development problems as separate. Instead,
society's ability to have an educated workforce,
to protect children from poverty, to raise our
quality of life and standard of living, and to
increase productivity, rely in part on a recognition that social, educational, and economic gains
are integrated. The attention paid to public
education, to youth at risk, and to children in
poverty affect the quality of America's future
workforce and its ability to compete in the world
marketplace.
Policy makers have begun to acknowledge how interrelated their goals are: that
investing in education and training is an economic development strategy as critical as job
creation or retention strategies; that the new
welfare programs designed to move clients successfully into the world of work depend on a
workplace that accommodates the needs of families;
that those preparing youth and adults for the
world of work need to stay attuned to the changing needs of employers.
One of the primary purp 3es for this study
of entry-level workers was to identify promising
business practices affecting these employees.
In considering promising practices, efforts were
made to identify exemplary policies or procedures not alre.dy in common use that would be
beneficial both to the individual worker and to
the company. After discussing the findings, nine
areas for promising practices were identified
that other businesses may want to consider.
These areas are: a) employee involvement, b)
child care, c) family and community concerns,
d) recruiting, e) training, f) supervision,
g) motivation, h) business-education partnerships,
and i) handicapped and special needs employees.
Shown here is a sample of these promising
practices.

Promising Practices

Employee Involvement
Rewards of bonus money
Conduct employee surveys
Offer cafeteria plan of benefits
Provide workers with decisionmaking opportunities
Offer child care assistance
Enhance worker skills
Child Care
Dependent care account
On-site child care center
Sick child care arrangements
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Child care referral
Summer day care referral

The report also identified the implications
of the study's findings for consideration by those
responsible for prudding education and training.
Ten areas were cited: 1) new skills, 2) peer
influence, 3) common purpose, 4) expanded learning opportunities, 5) i;.yolvement, 6) accountability, 7) cross-training, 8) special training,
9) career paths, and 10) business partnerships.
A copy of the complete report can be ordered
from the NWREL Marketing Department, 101 S.W.
Main Street, Suite 500, Portland, Oregon 97204,
for $9.85 including shipping and handling.

Family and Community Concerns
Courses on issues of concern to women and
minorities
Recognition and support for responsibilities
outside work
Provide leadership for community responsibility
Recruiting
Minority organizations
Hire relatives of refugee employees
24-hour phone line
Bonuses for recommending family or friends who
get hired
College scholarships
Bus passes or free parking
Drug testing
Training
Tuition reimbursement programs
In-house training programs
On-the-job training
Employee personal development course
Training passports
On-site or off-site language instruction
Remedial training in basic skills
Classes on customer relations
Team/group problem solving skills
Team building skills
Culture of the workplace

Supervision
Assign new employees to a buddy
Assign new employees to the team leader
Place individual team members responsible for
supervision of new employees
Place supervisory training in different
cognitive/communication styles

Motivation
Monthly attendance lottery with rewards
Profit sharing
Share of stock
Employee of the month
Pay bonuses
Promotions
Free trips
Cross-training

Business/Education Partnerships
Employees volunteer as tutors of at-risk
students
Paid vocational technical courses (pre-employment, basic skills, manufacturing, etc.)
Summer internships for high school teachers
Work-experience for secondary students
Handicapped/Special Needs Populations
Refugees
Limited English speaking
- paired with buddies
-ESL instruction

Learning disabilities
- works by himself/herself
- one task at a time
- instructions clearly explained one step at a
time
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"Facilitating Partnerships to Address Workforce Issues: A Pennsylvania Experience"

Carlton R. Berger
Executive Policy Specialist
Pennsylvania MILRITE Council

The idea for the MILRITE Council evolved
from the deteriorating economic
conditions
Which prevailed in the state during the mid and
late 1970s. A mature and declining industrial

Abstract

base and a tradition of extremely adversarial
labor-management relations combined to produce
idle factories, dislocated workers,- and depressed manufacturing regions. Labor problems
were also growing as evidenced by the number of
public and private sector work stoppages.
In recognizing these factors, the leaders
of the AFL-CIO and the PA Chamber of Business
and Industry met to discuss the state's economic future. What evolved from these discussions was a proposal for a business-labor-government council, created in statute and funded
by state government. The council would serve
as a forum for representatives of business, labor, and government to meet on a regular basis
to
address
issues
facing
and
problems

The MILRITE Council is an eleven year old business, labor, and government partnership, formed
in response to the deteriorating economic conditions affecting the state's industrial base
and the adversarial labor-management climate of
the late 1970s. Created in statute by the
Pennsylvania General Assembly, the Council was

dharged with identifying the key barriers to
economic development and presenting solutions
through the cooperative efforts of business,
labor, and government. MILRITE is an acronym
Which stands for Make Industry and Labor Right
in Today's Economy. The Council relied on the
partnership approach in all of its projects and
spent the bulk of its years addressing such
issues as assisting the development of advanced
technology firms, developing new sources of
growth and venture capital using pension fund
monies, developing ways to encourage school

Pennsylvania's economy.
The MILRITE Council was created in 1978 by
legislative act. The makeup of the Council is

fifteen member body with fourteen members
from business, labor, and the General
Asembly and one member named by the Governor.

cooperation committees to lessen strikes and

a

improve the quality of education, and administering the Area Labor Management Committee
Grant program which pursues cooperation between
labor and management statewide. More recently,
the Council has turned its attention to issues
of human capital. In June 1989, the Council
convened a forum "Maintaining Pennsylvania's
Quality Workforce". The forum brought together
fifty of the state's top business, labor, education, and government leaders to develop new
strategies and ways to strengthen existing programs to net the education and training needs

drawn

Each sector chooses its own representatives for
membership on the Council.
Muds of the Council's early work focused on

analysis of the state's economy to identifl,
trends and problems and initiate research and
innovative programs aimed at stimulating economic development. One of the first initiatives
resulted in the creation of the Ben Franklin
Partnership. This $100 million program grew
out of legislation developed by two representatives of MILRITE and has been described by some

of a quality labor force. The objective of
this paper is to stimulate thinking among the
audience about the potential for a similar
partnership as MILRITE in their own states by

observers as "probably the most comprehensive
economic
development
institution
in
the
country." Four advanced technology
centers
across
the state
further business-academic
partnerships for advanced technology projects.

describing the types of efforts this business,
labor,
and government partnership chose to

become involved in and secondly to offer insight into how a regional forum on workforce

The $30 million state support for the program
is leveraged with three times as much private
sector money for a total of over $100 million

issues
might
be
accomplished. The common
thread throughout the presentation will be the
partnership approach to problem solving. This
is a very appropriate approach for the 1990s
because business, labor, government, and education must work in partnership to address and
hopefully impact on the problems they helpee. to
create. The paper also includes an overview of
the workforce forum speakers and panelists' key
points to give the reader a feel for what those

available annually. MILRITE maintains an ongoing
involvement
in
the operation
of
Ben

Franklin Partnership by virtue of the Council
chairperson's permanent seat on the Board of
Directors.

The types of businesses involved in Ben
Franklin Partnership projects, advanced techfirms,
led
nology
the Council
to
create
partnerships
to
address business
financing
problems. The Council developed legislation to
allow the state's public pension pension funds
to invest up to one percent of their total as-

close to the issues believe to be the major
problems and potential solutions.

sets into venture capital in 1984.
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The MILRITE Private Placement Fund
partnership of public, private, and union

is

a

Some of the key points of the various
speakers at the forum will provide the reader a

pen-

sion funds to provide up to $72.5 million in
loans to to mid-sized expanding firms.

sense of what those close to the

issue of

workforce quality see as the main focuses.
The Director of the US Commission

In 1984, the Council was assigned responsi-

on

bility for administration of the Area Labor -

Workforce Quality and Labor Market Efficiency

Man gement Committee (ALMC) Matching Grant program. The objective of this program is to help
communities strengthen their economies through
improved
labor-management relations at
the

offered
remarks
later
in
reflected
the
Investing in People report. Recommendations
included: Presidential leadership in developing
national education goals; continued efforts by

worksite and community levels by encouraging

the business community to work with schools;
creation of incentives to inspire the best

the formation of partnerships to create forums
for business and labor to collaborate to reduce adversaral relationships. Presently, 13
committees receive $825 thousand from MILRITE.
In 1986, the Council was asked to determine
if the Commonwealth could more effectively use
its
mediation services to discourage
and
shorten the duration of labor management disputes. One of the key preventive measures suggested was the creation of a statewide school
labor management committee with the objective
of reducing adversarial relationships and public school impasses and improving the quality
of education.
In 1987, the Governor established a Schools Cooperation Committee composed
of top leadership of organizations representing
public schools in PA.
Currently underway at MILRITE is a project
to increase business competitiveness by improving the quality of products and services
through employee involvement.
The second part of this paper involves the
MILRITE
forum held
June
1:
"Maintaining
Pennsylvania's Quality Workforce." During a
1988 December strategic planning meeting, the
Council turned its attention to the subject of

efforts
of
teachers,
administrators,
and
students;
and ecouragement of experimental
restructuring of schools.
The
report
encouraged
creation
of
a
business environment that encourages employers
to invest more in their workers, including
lifetime
education
and
The
training.

Commission also recommended: encouragement of
flexible employment arrangements; assistance
for employers and employees as they explore the
potential gains from worker participation,
innovative
compensation
arrangements,
and
pension portability; and a review of policies
related to labor-management relations.
The high school principal believes that we
need more programs which assist the transition
of young people from school to work.
Such
transition programs require the cooperation of
schools and businesses to increase apprenticeship
opportunities,
and
provide
community
service work opportunities to allow interaction

with people in the real world. He contends
schools must include socialization as one of
its major objectives and community service is
one of the best ways to accomplish this goal.
Schools must find other ways besides paren-

the quality of the state's workforce and the
shortage of skilled labor afflicting certain
parts of the state. Whereas earlier economic
development efforts focused largely on short-

tal support to motivate students to learn and
behave in an acceptable fashion. He feels that
teaching using books alone is not meaningful or
well tolerated and evidence shows that hands on
involvement and learning become synonymous.
Community service learning, apprenticeships,
and actual participatory activities become crucial to the learning process.

ages of financial capital for business, the emphasis now has become more a problem of shortages of human capital,
the most important
capital in any economy.
Recognizing that no group had ever brought
together the four sectors for a dialogue about
workforce quality, MILRITE decided on a forum
of 50 leaders. In developing an agenda, we decided to utilize the following format. We
wanted to include speakers and panelists from
each sector. The forum commenced with a keynote address followed by a panel discussion of
a businessperson,
labor leader, high school

principal, and a state senator.

Business and education must become mare
flexible by diminishing bureaucracies and then

effectively utilize the problems inherent in
change as a spring board to future action.

The corporate panelist suggested an uncommon solution to a common problem: bringing
people together from the 4 systems to analyze,
identify, implement, and measure with a long
range goal of continual improvement, the problems,
issues,
and opportunities associated
with a quality workforce. The prime emphasis
be
must
training,
retraining,
and
more

Next we di-

vided the participants into three brainstorming
groups on issues relevant to workforce quality.
Potential participants were identified using MILRITE members and ALMC networks. Education
sector
participants
identified
were
through staff of the House and Senate Education
and
the
College
of
Committees
Community
Philadelphia, the organization which contributed the facilities for the forum.

training.

The legislative panelist argues for a
proactive approach to the problems. He stated
"if we come out of this forum with nothing more
than realizing the necessity for business and
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education to work hand in hand with assistance
from the government, we accomplish something."
The dinner speaker,
from
the
National
Alliance of Business, described the lessons
learned from the Boston Compact, a business/
education partnership where businesses are

expected to supply jobs and the schools are
The
business
community is now saying they made mistakes in
the process such as not coordinating with
public officials. Businesses are now requiring
schools to restructure and decentralize as
expected

to

provide

a

better

product.

experience has been mixed and the

companies have in the past ten years if they
are to remain involved.
Lessons
.learned
from
the
experience
include: most business people don't appreciate
the magnitude of the education crisis; busi-

ness people don't ask the same hard questions
about running education as they do about their
businesses; something different is needed to
maintain the momentum of partnerships in the
future; it's important for business people to
coalesce among themselves on issues like school
restructuring; the business community has left
the governing of the schools; and business must
work at the state level with chief state school
officers,
local
school
boards,
elected
officials,
actions.

and

build

trust

through

joint

The discussions of the groups reflected
many of the issues just mentioned: a lack of
dialogue between business and education and
community; lack of flexibility in education;
term focus;
lack of accesibility of
training programs especially for unskilled and
semi-skilled, difficulties with JTPA, and the
need for businesses to identify job and skill
needs and communicate those needs to schools;
outreach
to
minorities
through
community
service programs to increase contact between
business
and
minorities. Other
possible
solutions include changes in child care and
legal and tax systems.
In summary, this presentation has hopefully
demonstrated the appropriateness of partnerships
in
attempting to deal with
complex
problems such as declining workforce quality.
short
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HIGH-TECHNOLOGY TRAINING MODEL

HOWARD LEE

J. TIMOTHY MERO

ORVILLE. NELSON

To be competitive in the world
marketplace, technology is not
enough.
The nation must have the
present and future labor force
equipped with the high-technology
competencies needed by business and
industry. This calls for an
innovative program that ensures
that high-technology competencies
are being taught at all levels of
education to guarantee the
prosperity of the nation.
To address these needs, the
University of Wisconsin-Stout is
working on a High-Technology
Training Model Project funded as a
Cooperative Demonstration Program
from the Department of Education.
The purpose of the project is to
develop a model for effectively
identifying high-technology training
needs of business and industry and
to use these needs to isolate
competencies that are relevant to
secondary and postsecondary
curricula.
The identified
competencies were coordinated to
establish an articulated network
between educational systems and
local business and industry.
Continuous involvement by local
education agencies (LEA's) and
vocational, technical and adult
education (VTAE) districts ensure
that the needs of business and
industry are being addressed.
Based on the identified
needs, training programs will be
designed and conducted for business
and industry, and concurrently,
potential curriculum modifications
will be -:ommunicated to technical
colleges and local school
districts. This coordination is
critical for establishing an
educational base for including the
identified competencies in the
educational programs at the
secondary and postsecondary levels.
The model will establish a
networking system that will
identify the current and projected,
local high-technology skill needs
of business and industry and
articulate these needs to the
secondary and postsecondary
educational systems.
A graphic conception of the
high-technology training model is
given in figure 1.
Cooperative
efforts of individuals in business
and industry and education,

Abstract

This cooperative demonstration
project being conducted by the
University of Wisconsin-Stout is a
collaborative effort between the
public sector and public agencies
in vocational education to
establish a high-technology
training model to meet the ongoing
national skill shortages in
business and industry.
The
project, being conducted in rural,
West Central Wisconsin, involves
the planning and cooperation of
large and small business and
industrial firms, three
technical colleges, three
Cooperative Education Service
Agencies which include 12 local
school districts, the State
Department of Public Instruction
and State Board of Vocational,
Technical and Adult Education.
The
project is developing a model for
effectively identifying
high-technology training needs of
business and industry, establishing
a viable articulation network,
isolating competencies that are
relevant to secondary and
postsecondary curricula, and
facilitating direct implementation
into on-going programs.
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fact, several other countries often
lead us in the application of new
technology.
It was within this context
that UW-Stout became active in
economic development and technology
transfer.
In the early 1980's many
manufacturing companies in
Wisconsin faced significant
problems in being competitive in
the international marketplace and
with products imported from other
For example, the J.I.
countries.
Case plant in Wausau, Wisconsin had
to become more efficient in order
to compete with foreign
Unless the plant
manufacturers.
became more productive and
efficient, there was a real
possibility that production would
be shifted off shore.
UW-Stout, with the aid of a
state grant, worked with the staff
at J.I. Case in Wausau to implement
a new manufacturing system.
A
staff member from the School of
Industry and Technology at UW-Stout
worked almost full time within the
J.I. Case plant at Wausau to
institute the value added
manufacturing (VAM) system.
As the system was implemented
there was a need for additional
technical assistance.
The project
provided two engineers who worked
full time at J.I. Case.
Also,
several UW-Stout students majoring
in industrial technology completed
their cooperative education
experiences at the J.I. Case plant.
Another facet of the development
was the need for technical
training.
As the system was
implemented, needs analyses were
conducted to determine the types of
staff competencies required to
operate it.
UW-Stout and Northcentral
Technical College in Wausau
designed the training program and a
variety of sources to include
members of the corporate staff, as
well as outside consultants, were
employed to deliver training
programs required to develop the
necessary competencies. The areas
of interaction and assistance

identify training needs in business
and industry. This knowledge base
is be used to design valid training
programs for B/I.
In addition,
this knowledge base is utilized to
identify new content requirements
for elementary, secondary and
postsecondary programs.
FIGURE 1:

HIGH-TECHNOLOGY TRAINING
MODEL

During the past fifteen years
there have been a number of
significant changes and events that
have had major impacts on business
and industry. In the mid-seventies
the rapid escalation of oil pLices
created energy shortages, escalated
the cost of most goods and
services, and helped to push our
economy into a recession.
Within that same time frame we
have become a part of a global
marketplac.. Our manufacturers and
many of ou.
ervices providers must
compete not only with other
companies in the United States, but
with products and services imported
from a variety of international
companies.
To be profitable in
this marketplace, U.S. companies
must also export and be competitive
in a variety of foreign markets.
In addition to these changes,
there has been a rapid change in
the technology used in business and
industry.
The application of
technology has not been the sole
province of the United States.
In

included:

o CAD--Plant layout and all
development
o Work standards and process
routing
o Automated material handling
o Industrial simulation
o Just-in-time manufacturing
o Material analysis/dynamic
nesting
o CNC programming
o Management and technical
training
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o Develop processes to
determine where these
competencies fit in school
programs and design
relevant instructional
materials.
o Improve the processes used
to design and provide
training programs in
business and industry.

o Market analysis/option
packaging
o Air quality analysis
o Robotic and other flexible
automation
The project turned out to be a
real success story, and VAM was a
Products
critical element.
produced at the plant have become
competitive in a worldwide
marketplace, and the number of
employees at the plant has
increased significantly. Moreover,
the project illustrated how
industry and education can work
together for mutual benefit.
As the J.I. Case/UW-Stout
project progressed, it became
apparent that there was a
significant knowledge base being
created as a result of these
First, we were
activities.
learning how several institutions
could work together effectively
even though their purposes,
organizations, and goals were
The people
somewhat different.
involved worked to find the common
ground between the various groups
Second, the competencies
involved.
required to operate new
manufacturing and management
systems were being identified and

FIGURE 2:
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The identified competencies
were those required to operate new
management systems and technology
in the plant. We thought that it
would be unfortunate if this
knowledge base were overlooked and
Therefore,
lost in the process.
one of the major goals of the
High-Technology Training Model
Project is to determine ways in
which the training needs analyses
and training done in business/
industry can be used to identify
competencies which have relevance
for elementary, secondary and
postsecondary educational programs.
The High-Technology Training
Model Project has several major
components. These components are
They
depicted in Figure 2.

1........

1..._..

VV. SCHOOLS
SELECT

and INFUSE

110A-1744gv irovkleagy

The High-Technology Training
Model Project was based on the
successful training programs at
J.I. Case and another project with
SNE-Crestline. The current
high-technology project has
demonstrated that this knowledge
base can be effectively used for
these purposes.
Projected staff
are now working to develop more
effective procedures and processes
for joint business/industry, labor
and education participation in
determining training needs,
isolating new competencies required
of workers, and designing training
and educational programs.
As part of the project, staff
members and participating teachers
have conducted interviews of local
business and industry to identify
new technology and management
systems that are being used. Also,
three surveys have been conducted
to further identify areas in which
training is being done, how it is

include:

o Build techniques that can
be used to effectively
identify the new
competencies needed
in business and industry.
o Devise ways to foster
interaction between
educators and people in
business and industry in
order to more clearly
identify the types of
competencies needed in
business and industry.
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being accomplished, and the extent
to which educational institutions
are participating in these training
Companies were also
activities.
asked to identify the important
characteristics of a good training
program and the barriers they
encounter when trying to work with
an educational institution in
providing training.
Our surveys and interviews
have identified that cross
sectionally, the following areas
have been receiving the most
attention in business and industry
training.
o Quality control
o Specific technical training
o Computer usage/applications
o Problem solving
o Interpersonal skills
o Participatory management
o Self-management teams
o Train the trainer
o Career planning
o Automated manufacturing
o Basic literacy
o International marketing
Participating teachers at all
levels in a variety of subject
areas (English, math, science,
technology education, business
education, etc.) have visited local
business and industry to identify
needed competencies. Many had
never visited business and industry
before to identify content for
The information
their courses.
learned was found to be beneficial
to both the teachers and business
Teachers at the
and industry.
secondary and postsecondary level
also participated in a curriculum
workshop, where industry
representatives and educators spoke
on relevant business, industry and
education issues related to
Each of these
high-technology.
teachers is presently engaged in
the development of a module which
is based on needs identified in
business and industry. The modules
will be pilot tested, revised and
shared with all participants of the
Teachers will also share
project.
information gleaned from business
and industry with staff members and
students at their local school. An
additional component of the project
requires the participating
technical colleges to train
technical workers in specific
skills based on needs identified by
business and industry.
Significant involvement is
assured by having a representative
advisory committee and a
high-technology forecasting
committee providing direct and
continuous input for the project.

The participation by these various
components were assured by the
letters of agreement between
UW-Stout and the participating
educational agencies. Educational
agencies have made considerable
effort to work together and with
business and industry to keep the
work force up-to-date. Keeping
present and future works up-to-date
will require further cooperation
among agencies and focused effort
in specific areas. This project
proposes to have education work
closer with business and industry
than ever before.
Business,
industry and education will
collaborate to identify
high- technology competencies
employees need, provide on-the-joh
training for these competencies,
and infuse instruction of these
competencies in elementary,
secondary and postsecondary
educational programs.
The project outcomes will
establish a transportable model
which can be adopted/adapted by
other sectors of the state and
nation.
Application of the model
will facilitate maintaining a
responsive work force and the
curriculum content of secondary and
postsecondary educational systems
which is in concert with current
business and industry needs. The
involvement of appropriate state
agencies and institutions ensures
that instruction on high-technology
competencies is included in school
curriculum as a focused effort to
keep educational programs current
with technological developments.
The High-Technology Training Model
Project will result in a handbook
(to be published) describing the
procedures to be imp'omented for
establishing an interactive network..
between the private sector, public
agencies, and vocational education
focused on the national
high-technology skill needs for a
competitive national work force.
The High-Technology Training
Project is funded as a cooperative
demonstration program from the
Department of education under grant
number V1999A90151.
For more
information contact the Center for
Vocational, Technical and Adult
Education (CVTAE) at (1W- Stout.

Dr.

Orville Nelson, Project Director,
(715) 232-1362 or Tim Mero,
Research Associate, (715) 232-3793.
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HUMANIZING WORK:

THE CHALLENGE FOR EMPLOYERS, MANAGERS & MANAGER TRAINERS

DONALD BAUGHMAN, PH D.

ABSTRACT
I,

BUILDING AND MAINTAINING A QUALITY WORKFORCE IN THE 21ST CENTURY IS DEPENDENT
ON RECOGNIZING RADICAL CHANGES IN HOW WE
THINK ABOUT WORK, WORKERS, THE WORKSITE
AND THE COMMUNITY AND SOCIETY IN WHICH
ALL OF THESE COMPONENTS EXIST.
NEW
MODELS OF MANAGEMENT AND TRAINING ARE
NEEDED THAT ARE CONSISTENT WITH OUR EVOLVING WORLDVIEW AND CHANGING HUMAN NEEDS.
HUMANISTIC PSYCHOLOGY AND SYSTEMS THEORY
PROVIDE GUIDING VALUES, PROCESSES AND
SKILLS FOR EDUCATING, TRAINING AND MANAGING A QUALITY WORKFORCE IN THE 21ST
CENTURY.
THIS PRESENTATION APPLIES KEY
CONCEPTS FROM SYSTEMS THEORY AND HUMANISTIC PSYCHOLOGY TO THE EVOLVING ROLE OF
MANAGEMENT AND DISCUSSES THE IMPLICATIONS
OF NEW MANAGEMENT ROLES FOR THE EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND SELECTION OF MANA-

INTRODUCTION

THE UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES AND PROCESSES FOR BUILDING A QUALITY WORKFORCE
AND FOR HUMANIZING WORK ARE NOT MYSTERIOUS OR DIFFICULT TO UNDERSTAND.
THEY
ARE THE SAME PRINCIPLES AND PROCESSES
THAT FORM THE FOUNDATION OF POSITIVE,
GROWTH-PROMOTING HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS AND
THAT OPERATE IN ALL THRIVING ORGANISMS OR
SYSTEMS,

ONE OF MY EARLIEST FORMAL LESSONS IN
THESE PRINCIPLES AND PROCESSES OCCURRED
IN A FIRST GRADE. SCIENCE EXPERIMENT IN
WHICH WE PLANTED TOMATO SEEDS IN LITTLE
CUPS OF POTTING SOIL, HOPING TO RAISE
TOMATOES,
NOTHING HAPPENED FOR A LONG
TIME.
ONE CHILD, UNABLE TO CONTAIN HIS
IMPATIENCE ANY LONGER, DUG AROUND IN THE
DIRT TO SEE IF ANYTHING WAS HAPPENING,
THE SEED HAD SPROUTED BUT, BEING TORN
FROM ITS LIFE-GIVING RELATIONSHIP WITH
ITS ENVIRONMENT, SOON WITHERED AND DIED,
A FEW DAYS LATER, SOME OF THE PLANTS STARTED TO COME UP AND WITHIN A WEEK OR SO,
THEY ALL WERE UP AND, THOUGH LOOKING
ALIKE, EACH WAS DIFFERENT,
EACH PUT
FORTH ITS SHOOTS AND LEAVES IN ITS OWN
WAY.
WE EACH HAD NO DIFFICULTY RECOGNIZING OUR OWN UNIQUE TOMATO PLANT FROM
ALL THE OTHERS,
WE WERE BEGINNING TO
LEARN GROWTH IS A PROCESS, NOT AN EVENT;
THAT YOU CAN'T PREDICT THE SPECIFIC TIME,
DIRECTION, OR EXACT NATURE OF GROWTH;
THAT GROWTH SEEMS TO HAPPEN FROM WITHIN
AND, ALTHOUGH YOU CAN'T KNOW WHEN OR
WHERE OR HOW, YOU CAN TRUST THE PROCESS,
EACH CHILD CARED FOR HIS/HER TOMATO
PLANT IN HIS/HER OWN WAY.
SOME LOST
INTEREST AND NEGLECTED TO WATER THEIR
PLANTS,
OTHERS WATERED THEIRS 2-3 TIMES
A DAY, OFTEN "PETTING" THEIR PLANTS IN
THE PROCESS.
MOST ATTEMPTED TO FOLLOW
THE TEACHER'S GUIDELINES OF ONLY WATERING
EVERY FEW DAYS AND KEEPING THE PLANTS IN
PARTIAL SUN,
WE SAW PLANTS, EVEN UNDER
THE MOST UNPREDICTABLE AND HARSH CONDITIONS CONTINUE TO STRIVE TO REACH THEIR
INNATE POTENTIALITIES.
WE SAW PLANTS
UNDER OPTIMAL CONDITIONS THRIVE AND EXCEED THE TEACHER'S AND SEED COMPANY'S
INITIAL ESTIMATES OF THEIR POTENTIAL.
WE
WERE TAUGHT THE BASICS OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS
AND HOW PLANTS USE UP CARBON DIOXIDE AND
CREATE OXYGEN.
WE WERE BEGINNING TO LEARN
ABOUT THE ONGOING INTERACTION OF LIVING
THINGS AND THEIR ENVIRONMENT; HOW EVERYTHING EFFECTS EVERYTHING ELSE, ONE CHILD,
DETERMINED TO PUSH HIS PLANT'S DEVELOPMENT

GERS.
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ANY ORGANIZATION
IN MUTUAL INTERACTION.
OR ORGANISM IS A SYSTEM (VON BERTALANFFY,
THE STATE OF A SYSTEM OR CHARAC1966).
TERISTICS OF A SYSTEM AT A POINT IN TIME
REFERS TO THE RULES, FUNCTIONS AND PROCESSES WHICH RELATE THE PARTS OF THE SYSTHIS SET OF RULES,
TEM TO ONE ANOTHER,
FUNCTIONS AND PROCESSES IS THE STRUCTURE
OF THE SYSTEM AND THE MEANS BY WHICH THE
SYSTEM IS CREATED, DEFINED, MAINTAINED,
ALTERED AND TERMINATED (BATTISTA, 1977).
ANY ORGANIZATION FUNCTIONS AS A SYSTEM.
WHOLENESS OR NONSUMMATIVITY MEANS
THE WHOLE IS MORE THAN THE SUM OF THE
PARTS WITH THE PARTS BEING SO INTERRELATED
AND INTERDEPENDENT THAT NO PART CAN BE
UNDERSTOOD IF CONSIDERED IN ISOLATION FROM
THE WHOLE,
THE WHOLE DETERMINES THE NATURE OF THE PARTS FOR "THE PROPERTIES OF
A SYSTEM ARE AS MUCH A FUNCTION OF THE WAY
IN WHICH THE SYSTEM'S PARTS ARE RELATED TO
ONE ANOTHER AS THEY ARE A FUNCTION OF THE
ACTUAL PROPERTIES OF ITS PARTS," (BATTHERE ARE NO INDEPENDENT
TISTA, 1977).
CONSEQUENTLY, A
VARIABLES IN A SYSTEM,
CHANGE IN ONE PART OF THE SYSTEM RESULTS
IN A CHANGE IN ALL THE OTHER PARTS AND IN
THE TOTAL SYSTEM,
To UNDERSTAND THE SYSTEM ONE "';ST UNDERSTAND THE DYNAMIC PATTERNS OF INTERACTION AND INTERRELATIONSHIP
OF ITS PARTS, CHANGING THESE PATTERNS
CHANGES THE SYSTEM, THERE ARE ALSO LEVELS
OF SYSTEMS OR SYSTEMS "NESTED" WITHIN SYSTEMS SUCH THAT EACH SYSTEM MAY FUNCTION AS
A PART IN THE NEXT LARGER SYSTEM,
FOR
EXAMPLE, THE INDIVIDUAL WORKER IS A SYSTEM, WITHIN THE SYSTEM OF AN IMMEDIATE
WORK GROUP, WITHIN THE SYSTEM OF A DEPARTMENT, WITHIN THE SYSTEM CF A COMPANY,
CIRCULAR CAUSALITY OFFERS AN ALTERNATIVE TO SIMPLE STIMULUS-RESPONSE AND
LINEAR CAUSE-EFFECT MODELS (WATZLAWICK,
1976).
IN CIRCULAR CAUSALITY MODELS EACH
EVENT, BEHAVIOR, OR PROCESS IS SIMULTANEOUSLY A STIMULUS, RESPONSE, AND REINFORCEMENT. THERE ARE MULTIPLE SIMULTANEOUS INTERACTIONS, MULTIPLE CAUSES,
MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVES DETERMINED BY THE
OBSERVOR'S VIEW OF THE DYNAMIC PATTERNS
OF INTERACTION BETWEEN SYSTEM PARTS.
ATTEMPTING TO ESTABLISH CAUSE OR BLAME AS
RESIDING IN A SINGLE SYSTEM PART IS NOT
ONLY USUALLY UNHELPFUL, IT IS ALSO A
DISTORTION OF SYSTEMS REALITY, CHANGING
A SYSTEM PART DOES NOT CHANGE A SYSTEM
UNLESS WE CHANGE THE PROCESSES BY WHICH
SYSTEM PARTS RELATE TO EACH OTHER. THIS
OPENS THE POTENTIAL FOR MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVES AND OPTIONS FOR PROMOTING SYSTEMS

BEYOND ANY OTHER PLANT IN THE ROOM,
BROUGHT IN SEVERAL PLANT FOOD SPIKES,
SURROUNDED THE YOUNG PLANT WITH THEM, .ND
WITHIN A FEW DAYS
WATERED IT HEAVILY,
HE
THE PLANT TURNED BROWN AND WITHERED,
HAD NURTURED AND NOURISHED THE PLANT THE
WAY HE THOUGHT IT SHOULD BE NURTURED AND
NOURISHED WITHOUT REGARD FOR WHAT THE
PLANT ACTUALLY NEEDED,
BEFORE SEMESTER'S END, THE WELLCARED-FOR TOMATO PLANTS HAD ACHIEVED FULL
DEVELOPMENT,BOUNTIFULLY GIVING US FRUIT
AND THE SEEDS THAT WOULD INSURE FUTURE
THEN THE PLANTS
TOMATOES INDEFINATELY,
SLOWLY WITHERED AND DIED.
WE WERE LEARNING ABOUT THE EVER-PRESENT CYCLES OF
BIRTHING AND DYING, BEGINNINGS AND ENDINGS
THE ONGOING CHANGE OF LIVING
THINGS.
IN RETROSPECT, IT SEEMS STUDENTS
TENDED TO ACT TOWARD THEIR TOMATO PLANTS
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THEIR MODEL OR WORLDVIEW OF PLANTS. HOW THEY THOUGHT ABOUT
THIS GROWING THING INFLUENCED HOW THEY
RELATED TO IT AND THIS HAD PROFOUND CONSEQUENCES FOR THE ULTIMATE OUTCOMES,
IT
IS NO DIFFERENT IN ANY FIELD OF HUMAN
OUR PREFERRED MODELS, PARADENDEAVOR.
IGMS, THEORIES, AND WAYS OF THINKING BOTH
GUIDE AND LIMIT OUR EXPERIENCE AND POTENTIAL FOR ACTION,
YET, ONCE WE ASSUME
SUCH MODELS, THEORIES AND PARADIGMS, WE
TEND TO ACT AS IF THERE IS NO OTHER SANE
WAY TO EXPERIENCE, THINK ABOUT OR ACT IN
A GIVEN SITUATION, YET OUR FACTS, OUR
TRUTHS, ARE SIMPLY THEORIES TO WHICH WE
HAVE BECOME SUFFICIENTLY ACCUSTOMED
ANY CHANGE OR RE-EVALUA(KUHN, 1974).
TION OF AN ORGANIZATION'S OR CULTURE'S
"FACTS AND TRUTHS" IS USUALLY ACCEPTABLE
IN DIRECT PROPORTION TO THE DEGREE THAT
THE CHANGE OR INNOVATION DOES NOT REQUIRE
A CHANGE IN THE ROLES OR SOCIAL ORGANIZATION OF THAT GROUP OF PEOPLE. FOR SOME
EMPLOYERS, MANAGERS AND TRAINERS THIS
MAY MAKE BUILDING A QUALITY WORKFORCE FOR
THE 21ST CENTURY THROUGH HUMANIZING WORK
A CHALLENGE THEY ARE UNWILLING OR UNABLE
TO UNDERTAKE,
FOR THIS CHALLENGE INVOLVES SOMEWHAT RADICAL/REVOLUTIONARY
CHANGES IN OUR VALUES AND BEHAVIORS IN
ORGANIZING, MANAGING, AND TRAINING WORKERS,
IT WILL ASK MANY TO OPERATE QUITE
DIFFERENTLY THAN THE WAY THEY HAVE BECOME ACCUSTOMED TO OPERATING AS MANAGERS,
TRAINERS, EMPLOYERS, AND EMPLOYEES. WE
MUST OVERCOME THE HUMAN TENDENCY TO
BLINDLY WANT WHAT WE KNOW RATHER THAN
EXPLORING THE POTENTIAL OF KNOWING WHAT
WE REALLY WANT,
THE PRINCIPLES AND MODELS OF SYSTEMS THEORY AND HUMANISTIC PSYCHOLOGY
OFFER FERTILE GROUND FOR RE-THINKING THE
VALUES, PROCESSES, AND SKILLS THAT WILL
BE NECESSARY FOR CREATING A QUALITY
WORKFORCE IN THE 21ST CENTURY,
II.

CHANGE.

OPEN SYSTEMS RECOGNIZE THE PRINCIPAL
OF EQUIFINALTTY WHICH, SIMPLY STATED, IS
THAT THE 'SAME FINAL STATE MAY BE REACHED
FROM DIFFERENT INITIAL CONDITIONS AND IN
DIFFERENT WAYS" (VON BERTALLANFFY, 1956).
IN THE OPEN SYSTEM THERE IS THE POTENTIAL
FOR CHOICE AND CHANGE IN THE PROCESSES
AND RELATIONSHIPS RELATING SYSTEM PARTS
TO ONE ANOTHER, THIS ALLOWS DIFFERENT

KEY CONCEPTS FROM SYSTEMS THEORY

A SYSTEM IS A COMPLEX OF COMPONENTS
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RESULTS FROM THE SAME INITIAL CAUSES.
FOR EXAMPLE, IN A CLOSED SYSTEM A WORKER
BRINGS A MANAGER A PRODUCTION PROBLEM.
THE MANAGER IS CLEARLY DISTRESSED AND
IMMEDIATELY TRIES TO EcTABLISH WHAT WENT
WRONG AND WHO'S RESPOW,IBLE (CAUSE AND
BLAME) SO SHE/HE CAN REPRIMAND THE GUILTY
AND MAKE THEM RESPONSIBLE FOR "FIXING IT"
THEREBY RETURNING THE SYSTEM TO THE
IN AN OPEN SYSTEM THE MANASTATUS QUO.
GER IS PLEASED THE WORKER HAS BROUGHT A
THEY KNOW
PROBLEM TO HIS/HER ATTENTION.
THE PROBLEM IS SIMPLY GIVING 1t.EM VALUABLE INFORMATION ABOUT WHAT'S WORKING AND
NOT WORKING WELL IN THE ORGANIZATION.
THEY EXPLORE THE PROBLEM IN THE CONTEXT
OF ALL INVOLVED SYSTEM PARTS AND PROCESSES (EVERYONE CONCERNED IS LISTENED
TO) TOWARD THE GOAL OF SEEKING CREATIVE
NEW PROCESSES AND INTERACTION PATTERNS
TOWARD DEVELOPING A SYSTEM THAT EXCEEDS
THE PERFORMANCE OF THE STATUS QUO AND
PREVENTS OR LIMITS FUTURE OCCURRANCES OF
THE OPEN SYSTEM ENTHE SAME PROBLEM.
COURAGES AND SUPPORTS RELATIONSHIPS AND
PROCESSES THAT LEAD TOWARD GREATER DIFFERENTIATION, GROWTH, DEVELOPMENT AND
IT IS OPEN TO POSITIVE SYSCREATIVITY.
TEM EVOLUTION THROUGH NEW WAYS OF DOING
AND BEING.
CLOSED SYSTEMS THAT OPERATE PRIMARILY ON LINEAR CAUSE-EFFECT MODELS IN
ATTEMPTING TO CONTROL THINGS HAVE LED US
TO SOME LARGE SCALE, LIFE-LIMITING PARADOXES.
IN MEDICINE AND HEALTH CARE WE
SPEND EVER-INCREASING DOLLARS WITH EVERPOORER RETURNS IN OUR NATION'S HEALTH.
PART OF THE PROBLEM IS OUR PURSUIT OF THE
MEDICINE
ILLUSION THAT MEDICINE HEALS.
DOES NOT HEAL, THE BODY HEALS AND WE
ARE SLOWLY FINDING OUT THAT MANY SYSTEM
PARTS ARE NOT HONORED BY MEDICAL APPROACHES (I.E., OUR THOUGHTS, BELIEFS,
FEELINGS, SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS, DIETS,
LIFESTYLE PATTERNS AND SPIRITUALITY) ARE
IN
INTEGRAL TO THE HEALING PROCESS.
AGRICULTURE EVER-GREATER EXPENDITURES ON
CHEMICALS AND TECHNOLOGY LEAVES OUR FOOD
LESS HEALTHY AND OUR PRODUCTION CAPABILITY MORE VULNERABLE BECAUSE WE PURSUE
IT
THE ILLUSION THAT FARMERS GROW FOOD.
IS THE EARTH THAT GROWS FOOD AND IF WE
DON'T LEARN TO HONOR THE RELATIONSHIPS
AND PROCESSES INHERENT IN THAT SYSTEM,
WE WILL SLOWLY DESTROY FOOD PRODUCTION
CAPABILITY ON EARTH. FINALLY, WE SPEND
MORE AND MORE ON DEFENSE AND ARE LESS
AND LESS ABLE TO DEFEND OURSELVES WHILE
REFUSING TO MAKE ANY SIGNIFICANT INVESTMENT IN THE RELATIONSHIPS AND PROCESSES
THAT ARE THE FOUNDATION OF PEACE BETWEEN
PEOPLE AND THE SYSTEMS TO WHICH THEY
CLAIM ALLEGIANCE.
KEY CONCEPTS FROM HUMANISTIC
III,
PSYCHOLOGY (TAGESON, 1982)
THE PHENOMENOLOGICAL APPROACH OF
HUMANISTIC PSYCHOLOGY STRESSES THE
INDIVIDUAL'S UNIQUE EXPERIENCE OF

REALITY AND THE IMPORTANCE OF UNDERSTANDING THE INTERNAL FRAME OF REFERENCE OF THE
THIS REQUIRES AN EFFORT OF TOTAL
PERSON.
LISTENING TO THE OTHER PERSON TO EXPERIENCE WHAT THEY ARE EXPERIENCING; TO
UNDERSTAND WHAT IT IS LIKE TO BE THEM IN
THIS POINT IN TIME,
THERE MUST BE AN
OPENNESS TO MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVES AND
MULTIPLE AND EVEN CONTRADICTORY TRUTHS,
IN A SPIRIT OF ACCEPTING AND AFFIRMING
HOW THrOTHER IS DIFFERENT FROM YOU.
HUMANISTIC PSYCHOLOGY- ACCEPTS THE
SYSTEMS THEORY CONCEPT OF WHOLENESS
THAT THE WHOLE IS GREATER THAN THE SUM OF
ITS PARTS AND THE WHOLE CAN ONLY BE UNDERSTOOD BY EXPLORING THE RELATIONSHIPS AND
PROCESSES BETWEEN THE PARTS.
THE POWER
OF EACH PART IS IN ITS RELATIONSHIPS AND
PROCESSES WITH ALL THE OTHER PARTS. A
SIGNIFICANT CHANGE IN A PARTICULAR PART
AND PROCESS CAN CHANGE THE WHOLE,
THE
IMPLICATIONS FOR PEOPLE SYSTEMS ARE THAT
MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT OF EACH PART FACILITATES MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT OF THE WHOLE
AND POSITIVE RELATIONSHIP PROCESSES SUCH
AS ENCOURAGEMENT, AFFIRMATION, RESPECT
AND DIGNITY FOR THE UNIQUE CONTRIBUTION
OF EACH PART INCREASES THE PERFORMANCE
AND POTENTIAL OF THE WHOLE,
THE ACTUALIZING TENDENCY REFERS TO
THE POSITIVE FORCE IN ALL PEOPLE TOWARD
GROWTH, DEVELOPMENT AND REALIZATION OF
HUMAN BEINGS ARE
THEIR FULL POTENTIAL.
THEY POSSESS A
NOT STATUS QUO ORGANISMS.
POTENTIAL (A WILL) AND DRIVE (OR STRIVING)
TO CREATF, TO LEARN, TO EXPLORE, TO KNOW,
TO FIND MEANING, TO LOVE, TO CONTRIBUTE,
BECAUSE HUMAN NATURE IS
AND TO SHARE,
BASICALLY GOOD, THIS DRIVE TOWARD POSITIVE GROWTH, DEVELOPMENT, AND POTENTIALITY CAN BE TRUSTED IN EACH INDIVIDUAL.
THE TASK OF A LEADER (OR MANAGER) IS TO
ENCOURAGE AND NURTURE THIS ACTUALIZING
TENDENCY TO GET PEOPLE FROM WHERE THEY
PRESENTLY ARE TO WHERE THEY HAVE NEVER BEEN
-- TO GET ORDINARY PEOPLE TO DO THE
EXTRAORDINARY,
To THE EXTENT EACH PERSON
BECOMES ALL SHE/HE CAN BE (I.E., FULLYFUNU.'IONING IN REALIZING THEIR MANY POTENTIALS) THE ORGANIZATION BECOMES ALL
THAT IT CAN BE.
IN ACCORDANCE WITH CIRCULAR CAUSALITY THIS IS AN CNGOING
INTERACTIVE PROCESS IN GROWING, VIBRANT,
HEALTHY ORGANIZATIONS.
UNFORTUNATELY,
LEADERS/MANAGERS WHO ARE NOT FACILITATING
THIS PROCESS IN THEIR OWN LIVES DON'T
JUST GET IN THE WAY OF OTHERS BUT, DUE TO
THEIR KEY POSITION IN THE SYSTEM, THEY
ACTIVELY THWART THIS CREATIVE, ENHANCING
PROCESS IN THE ORGANIZATION,
A CLOSELY RELATED KEY CONCEPT TO THE
ACTUALIZING TENDENCY IS SELF-DETERMINATION,
ON A GLOBAL LEVEL, AS FAR AS WE
KNOW, HUMAN BEINGS ARE THE FIRST SPECIES
ON PLANET EARTH TO CONSCIOUSLY EFFECT THE
DIRECTION OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THEIR
WORLD AND THEIR OWN POTENTIAL TO SURVIVE.
ON AN INDIVIDUAL LEVEL, THE PRINCIPLE OF
SELF-DETERMINATION ASSUMES EACH PERSON
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HAS THE CAPACITY TO DETERMINE THEIR OWN
BEST CHOICES AND TO MOBILIZE THE NEEDED
RESOURCES TO POSITIVELY RESOLVE THEIR
OWN PROBLEMS. EACH PERSON IS ABLE TO BE
AN ACTOR, NOT JUST A REACTOR, TO BE SELF
"RESPONSE ABLE", AND TO OPERATE FROM AN
INTERNAL LOCUS OF EVALUATION AND MOTIVATION. RECOGNITION OF THIS PRINCIPLE IN
ACTION IN ORGANIZATIONS LEADS FROM A
SELF-DENYING TO A SELF-FULFILLING WORK
ETHIC WHERE EMPOWERED WORKERS CREATE AN
EMPOWERED ORGANIZATION.
EACH EMPLOYEE
IS TREATED AS AN EQUAL ADULT WITH RESPECTED UNIQUE EXPERTISE FULLY CAPABLE OF
SELF-MANAGEMENT AND QUALITY CONTROL.
THOSE WHO IMPLEMENT THE PLANS MAKE THE
PLANS IN AN ATMOSPHERE OF COLLABORATIVE
PROBLEM-SOLVING, CONSENSUS DECISIONMAKING AND EQUITABLY-SHARED REWARDS. EACH
HAS A RESPONSIBLE ("RESPONSE ABLE") ROLE
THAT EXERCISES THEIR UNIQUE TALENTS AND
CAPABILITIES IN A DEVELOPING WAY.
THERE
IS AN ASSUMED SYNERGY BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL
BEST-INTEREST AND ORGANIZATION BESTINTEREST.
THE MANAGER/LEADER IS NOW MORE
INTERESTED IN FACILITATING, DEVELOPING,
AND LEARNING THAN SHE/HE IS IN CONTROLLING.

FINALLY, THE PERSON-CENTERED FOCUS
OF HUMANISTIC PSYCHOLOGY SUPPORTS THE
PREMISE THAT THE MOST IMPORTANT RENEWABLE
RESOURCE IN ORGANIZATIONS ARE THE WORKERS
OR EMPLOYEES. VALUING THE INDIVIDUAL,
UNIQUE PERSON AND THEIR DEVELOPMENT IS
NOT ONLY MORALLY SOUND BUT IT IS GOOD
BUSINESS.
PERSON-CENTERED POLICIES,
PROCEDURES, AND STRUCTURES CREATE AND
SUSTAIN POWER, POTENTIAL AND DEVELOPMENT
IN ALL PARTS OF THE ORGANIZATION THEREBY
MAXIMIZING THESE POTENTIALS IN THE ORGANIZATION AS A WHOLE.
THE FOLLOWING TABLE (CHANGING VALUES
IN NEW MANAGEMENT/MODELS) ATTEMPTS TO
ELUCIDATE THE DIRECTION OF CHANGE NECESSARY IN ORGANIZATIONS INTERESTED IN
HUMANIZING WORK THROUGH OPERAIIONALIZING
THE ABOVE VALUES, PROCESSES AND CONCEPTS
OF SYSTEMS THEORY AND HUMANISTIC PSYCHOLOGY.
FOR DESCRIPTIVE PURPOSES THIS
CHART SETS UP AN EITHER/OR OPPOSITION
BETWEEN TRADITIONAL MANAGEMENT AND
ADMINISTRATION AND HUMANISTIC MANAGEMENT
AND ADMINISTRATION APPROACHES.
IN REALITY, THERE ARE GIFTS AND LIMITATIONS IN
ANY APPROACH ESPECIALLY WHEN TAKEN TO
THE EXTREME.
CONSEQUENTLY, A PRODUCTIVE
GOAL MAY BE TO HAVE SOME LEVEL OF BALANCE
AND CHOICE IN APPROACH IN ORDER TO BEST
ACHIEVE DESIRED SHORT AND LONG-TERM OUTCOMES.
HOWEVER, HISTORICALLY, MOST U.S.
ORGANIZATIONS HAVE TENDED TO OPERATE
OVERWHELMINGLY IN THE "TRADITIONAL MODE"
WHICH CAN SERIOUSLY HAMPER POSITIVE PRODUCTIVITY, GROWTH, DEVELOPMENT, AND
HEALTHY DAILY LIVING FOR THE ORGANIZATION
AND ITS MEMBERS, AS WELL AS THE ENVIRONMENTS AND COMMUNITIES IN WHICH THEY
EXIST.
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IV.

CHANGING VALUES IN NEW MANAGEMENT MODELS

TABLE I

TRADITIONAL MANAGEMENT & ADMINISTRATION

VS

HUMANISTIC MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION

A.

FOCUS ON PRODUCTS AND OUTCOMES

A.

FOCUS ON PROCESSES, RELATIONSHIPS AND

B.

DOMINANCE/HIERARCHY/SEPARATION
*US-THEM; WIN-LOSE
*DIVIDE AND CONQUER
*ONE-UP/ONE-DOWN RELATIONSHIPS
*EXCLUSIVITY

B.

EQUALITY/COOPERATION/CONNECTION
*WE; BOTH WIN
*UNITE IN COMMON PURPOSE
*MUTUAL AND EQUAL RELATIONSHIPS
*INCLUSIVITY

C.

DECISION-MAKING BY THE POWERFUL
"ORDERS AND DIRECTIVES
*HIRED HANDS
*IMPOSED SOLUTIONS
*OUTSIDE ACCOUNTABILITY

C.

CONSENSUS DECISION-MAKING
*FACILITATION OF SHARED SOLUTIONS
*PROFESSIONAL PARTNERS
*COLLABORATIVE PROBLEM-SOLVING
*SELF- AND MUTUAL-ACCOUNTABILITY

D.

RESPONSIBLE FOR OTHERS
*PROBLEMS = BLAME & RETURN TO
STATUS QUO
*PROBLEMS ARE "HEADACHES"
*AVOID PROBLEMS

D.

RESPONSIBLE TO/WITH OTHERS
*PROBLEMS = MUTUAL ACCOUNTABILITY &
NEW OPTIONS
*PROBLEMS ARE GIFTS/OPPORTUNITIES
*LEARN FROM PROBLEMS (LET THEM TEACH

SERVICES

YOU)

*FEAR RISK-TAKING

*ENCOURAGE RESPONSIBLE RISK-TAKING
LAY MANAGERS
*POWER AND AUTHORITY FROM WITHIN
*INTERNAL QUALITY CONTROL
*EVERY EMPLOYEE A MANAGER

E.

PROFESSIONAL MANAGERS
*POWER AND AUTHORITY FROM WITHOUT
*EXTERNAL STANDARDS
*THE ELITE FEW

E.

F.

MOTIVATION BY EXTERNAL REWARDS AND
PUNISHMENTS
*SELF-DENYING WORK ETHIC
*FORCED TRUST AND COMMITTMENT
*FOCUS ON PRODUCTIVITY/PROFIT

F.

MOTIVATION BY INTERNAL INTERESTS AND
SELF-FULFILLMENT
*WORK AS PERSONAL FULFILLMENT
*MUTUAL TRUST AND COMMITTMENT
*FOCUS ON QUALITY/SERVICE

G.

THE OWNERS AND THE OWNED

G.

JOINT OWNERSHIP AND SHARED GAINS

H.

SELF-DEFINED BY DOING AND OWNING
'POSSESSIONS AND EXPLOITATION
*FOCUS ON OUTCOMES

H.

SELFDEFINED BY BEING AND BECOMING
*SHARING AND REGENERATION
*FOCUS ON PROCESSES AND RELATIONSHIPS
IDENTITY BY RELATIONSHIP/UNIQUE
CONTRIBUTION/DIVERSITY
INTUITIVE, SUBJECTIVE, DIVERGENT

I.

IDENTITY BY POSITION/WEALTH/
CONFORMITY

I.

J.

RATIONAL, OBJECTIVE, LINEAR THINKING

J.

THINKING
*MULTIPLE TRUTHS AND PERSPECTIVES
*EACH PERSON HAS A PART OF THE TRUTH
OR BEST ANSWER
*ACCEPT AND AFFIRM DIFFERENCES

*ONE TRUTH OR ANSWER
*ONE OR LIMITED SOURCES OF TRUTH AND
ANSWERS
*DENY AND EXCLUDE DIFFERENCES

MINE
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V.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATING, TRAINING
AND SELECTING MANAGERS

IN ALL LIVING SYSTEMS CHANGE IS
MAKING POSITIVE USE OR CAPITALIZING ON CHANGE REQUIRES FLEXIBLE,
CREATIVE AND DYNAMIC PERCEIVING, THINKING
ACTING APPROACHES, ALL SITUATIONS
ARE SEEN IN THE CONTEXT OF ONGOING PROCESES THAT ARE CONTINUALLY OPEN TO INFLUENCE AND CHANGE.
THERE IS SOME ROOM TO
"WIGGLE" IN ANY SITUATION AND FAILURES OR
MISTAKES ("MIS-TAKES") ARE VIEWED AS IMPORTANT LEARNINGS ON THE ROAD TO SUCCESS,
EACH SETBACK IS VIEWED AS A NEW OPPORTUNITY WITH ADDED VALUABLE INFORMATION FOR
THE NEXT ATTEMPT.
IN PROACTIVELY DEALING WITH CHANGE THE GOAL IS NOT REACTIVE
PROBLEM-SOLVING, (ALTHOUGH THAT WILL
OFTEN BE NECESSARY), BUT RATHER THE GOAL
IS PROBLEM-FINDING
RECOGNIZING PROBLEMS NEEDING SOLUTION BEFORE THEY BECOME
PROBLEMATIC, ANTICIPATING NEW DIRECTIONS
AND OPPORTUNITIES.
THERE IS A SHIFT IN
FOCUS FROM ONLY REACTING TO THE SITUATION
AT HAND TO ANTICIPATING AND CREATING NEW
SITUATIONS
FROM FOCUSING ONLY ON HOW
TO DO WHAT WE ARE PRESENTLY DOING RIGHT
TO HOW TO FIND THE RIGHT THINGS TO DO.
THESE KINDS OF PROCESSES PROMOTE CAPITALIZING EVEN ON UNPREDICTABLE CHANGE, SUCH
THAT CHANGE BECOMES A POSITIVE CHALLENGE
AND OPPORTUNITY RATHER THAN A FORCE TO BE
RESISTED AT ALL COST.
5.
STRONG BACKGROUND IN LIBERAL ARTS
DISCIPLINES.
THE SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES BRIEFLY
OUTLINED ABOVE AS WELL AS THE PERSONAL
QUALITIES OUTLINED BELOW ARE VERY COMPLEX
AND NOT SIMPLY AND EASILY ACQUIRED,
I
BELIEVE THE LIBERAL ARTS DISCIPLINES PROVIDE THE BEST DEPTH OF BACKGROUND OUR
FORMAL EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM HAS TO OFFER IN
TEACHING THESE SKILLS, COMPETENCIES, AND
PERSONAL QUALITIES.
MODELS AND APPROACHES TO UNDERSTANDING HUMAN NATURE AND THE
"WONDER OF BEING HUMAN"; RIGOUROUS TRAINING IN THINKING CRITICALLY, CLEARLY, AND
SYSTEMATICALLY FROM MULTIPLE AND OPPOSING
PERSPECTIVES; EFFECTIVELY COMMUNICATING
WITH DIVERSE PERSONS AND POINTS OF VIEW;
BEING ABLE TO IDENTIFY AND ARTICULATE THE
UNIFYING THREADS WITHIN INCREASING DIVERSITY; THINKING HOLISTICALLY ABOUT SYSTEM
RELATIONSHIPS AND PROCESSES; AND BEING
CONTINUALLY AWARE OF THE NARROW LIMITS,
ASSUMPTIONS AND PERSPECTIVES OF ONE'S OWN
POINT OF VIEW ARE ALL PROCESSES INHERENT
IN A QUALITY LIBERAL ARTS EDUCATION,
CROSS-CULTURAL EDUCATIONAL AND LIFE EXPERIENCES ARE AN ADDITIONAL POWERFUL WAY TO
PROMOTE THESE LEARNINGS.
B.
PERSONAL QUALITIES OF THE
HUMANISTIC MANAGER
,
J1.
MATURE, SELF-CONFIDENT AND SELF-AWARE.
MATURE INDIVIDUALS DEMONSTRATE INDEPENDENCE, RESPONSIBILITY AND ACCOMPLISHMENT IN MULTIPLE AREAS. THEY WILL HAVE
SOUGHT OUT VARIED LIFE EXPERIENCES AND
FEEL POSITIVE ABOUT THEMSELVES AND THEIR
BACKGROUNDS, WHILE ACTIVELY ENGAGING IN
A PROCESS OF CONTINUAL LEARNING. THEY
INEVITABLE.

IF AN ORGANIZATION DESIRES TO MOVE
IN THE DIRECTION OF HUMANISTIC MANAGEMENT
VALUES AND PRACTICES, WHAT ARE THE
FOR EDUCATING, TRAINING AND
HIRING
NUMBER OF KEY SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES AS
WELL AS PERSONAL QUALITIES ESSENTIAL TO
BEING ABLE TO FUNCTION AS A HUMANISTIC
MANAGER,

SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES OF THE
HUMANISTIC NANAGER
1,
THE ABILITY TO ACQUIRE AND EFFECTIVELY USE LARGE AMOUNTS OF NEW INFORMATION,
THE INFORMATION EXPLOSION MAKES
LIFELONG LEARNING AND THE ABILITY TO
KNOW HOW TO LEARN QUICKLY A NECESSITY FOR
THE 21ST CENTURY.
EFFECTIVE MANAGERS
WILL BE SKILLFUL AT DISTILLING OUT KEY
IDEAS FROM THE CONTINUOUS FLOW OF NEW
AND COMPLEX INFORMATION.
THEY WILL BE
ABLE TO INTEGRATE DISSIMILAR AND SOMETIMES CONTRADICTORY POINTS OF VIEW
TO
ALLOW FOR PLURALISM, DIFFERENCE AND
DIVERGENT PERSPECTIVES AND YET COHERENTLY ACT IN THE FACE OF THIS AMBIGUITY AS
ONE WAY OF FOCUSING, REFINING AND TESTING POSSIBILITIES.
2.
A COMPLETE REPERTOIRE OF EFFECTIVE
INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS.
EFFECTIVE MANAGERS WILL BE SKILLED
LISTENERS, SPEAKERS AND WRITERS,
THEY
WILL BE ABLE TO INTEGRATE THESE BASIC
COMMUNICATION SKILLS IN IMPLEMENTING
COLLABORATIVE PROBLEM-SOLVING, CONSENSUS
DECISION-MAKING AND POSITIVE CONFLICTRESOLUTION PROCESSES. THESE SKILLS WILL
BE UTILIZED IN A MANNER THAT ENHANCES A
TEAM EFFORT OF PEOPLE WORKING TOGETHER
RATHER THAN ONLY INDIVIDUALLY, OR WORSE,
AGAINST EACH OTHER.
LISTENING BECOMES
THE FOUNDATION SKILL THAT ENABLES EACH
PERSON TO BE GENUINELY HEARD AND THEIR
CONTRIBUTION AFFIRMED,
THE SIMPLE TEST
OF EFFECTIVE UTILIZATION OF THESE SKILLS
IS:
DID THE COMMUNICATION PROCESSES LEAD
TO GREATER OR LESSER UNDERSTANDING?
3.
PERSONAL AND INTERPERSONAL USE OF
POSITIVE MOTIVATIONAL STRATEGIES.
THE EMPHASIS HERE TS ON FOSTERING INTRINSIC MOTIVATION OR MOTIVATION FROM WITHIN.
THE GOAL IS NOT TO TELL OTHERS WHAT TO DO
BUT TO AWAKEN THEIR AWARENESS AND DESIRE
TO DISCOVER WHAT TO DO AND THE BEST WAY
TO DO IT,
RESPONSIBILITIES ARE DELEGATED
AND EMPLOYEES ARE CONTINUALLY ENCOURAGED
AND PROVIDED OPPORTUNITIES FOR PERSONAL
AND PROFESSIONAL GROWTH (I.E., GAINING
NEW SKILLS AND ABILITIES) LEADING TO GREATER
RESPONSIBILITY,
ANY PROBLEM OR SITUATION IS
VIEWED FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE OPPORTUNITIES, CHALLENGES, AND/OR LEARNINGS IT PROVIDES,
THERE IS AN ATMOSPHERE OF REACHING
OUT AND MOVING TOWARDS EVER-NEW POSSIBILITIES RATHER THAN AVOIDING OR MOVING AWAY
FROM NEGATIVE OR LEARNED OUTCOMES,
PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCES
4.
POSITIVELY DEALING WITH CHANGE.
A,
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ARE NOT EXCEPTIONAL DUE TO GREATER INNATE
POTENTIAL THAN OTHERS BUT RATHER,
THROUGH MORE COMPLETE UTILIZATION OF
A SENSE OF INDEPENTHEIR POTENTIALS,
DENCE, SELF-CONFIDENCE AND UNLIMITED BELIEF IN THEMSELVES AND THEIR PERSONAL
POTENTIAL FACILITATES AN ATTITUDE OF
FAITH AND TRUST IN OTHERS' POTENTIALS AS
THE FOUNDATION FOR INTERDEPENDENT EFFORT,
LEVEL OF SELF-ACCEPTANCE IS DIRECTLY RELATED TO LEVEL OF ACCEPTANCE OF OTHERS,
THESE SELF-ATTITUDES ARE HELD IN A HUMBLE
SPIRIT OF SELF-AWARENESS ABOUT ONE'S OWN
"GROWTH AREAS" AS WELL AS ONE'S
THE MORE AUTHENTICALLY THE
STRENGTHS,
PERSON IS SELF-AWARE AND SELF-ACCEPTING,
THE GREATER THEIR ABILITY TO HONESTLY
CONNECT WITH 0',IERS,
THEY WILL NOT NEED
OTHERS TO BE A CERTAIN WAY FOR THEM SO
THAT THEY CAN FEEL ^,K. THEY WILL BE
LESS INCLINED TO TAKE OTHERS' ACTIONS,
BELIEFS, AND PERCEPTIONS PERSONALLY EVEN
WHEN DIRECTED AT THEM, AND, INSTEAD,
REALIZE THAT THE OTHER'S BEHAVIOR IS PRIMARILY A STATEMENT ABOUT THEM,
THIS
PERSPECTIVE ENABLES THE REP IZATION THAT
THE OTHER PERSON'S BEHAVIOR DOES NOT
NEED TO DETERMINE THEIR RESPONSE,
2.
COMMITTMENT TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
FULL HUMAN POTENTIAL OF SELF AND OTHERS,
THE HUMANISTIC MANAGER REALIZES
SUPERIOR WORK COMES FROM SUPERIOR WORKERS
WHO ARE SUPERIOR PEOPLE,
THE EMPLOYEE/
WORKER IS CLEARLY VIEWED AS THE ORGANIZATION'S GREATEST RESOURCE,
THE CONTINUAL QUEST IS FOR AVENUES TO ENCOURAGE
AND SUPPORT THE ONGOING PROFESSIONAL AND
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT OF EACH EMPLOYEE,
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT IS AS IMPORTANT AS
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR WHEN EMPLOYEES' PERSONAL LIVES ARE SATISFYING AND
WORKING WELL THEIR PROFESSIONAL EFFORT
BEGINS TO REACH ITS FULL POTENTIAL,
THIS
IS NOT JUST A PROCESS OF TEACHING NEW
IDEAS OR CONTENT BUT, RATHER, NEW SKILLS
AND LIFE-COPING AND ENHANCING PROCESSES
THAT CAN CREATE NEW WAYS OF PERSONAL AND
RELATIONAL BEING,
FOR EXAMPLE, THERE MAY
BE NO MORE POWERFUL PRODUCTIVITY INTERVENTION THAN TO HAVE A KEY EMPLOYEE WHOSE
MARRIAGE HAS BECOME PAINFULLY DYSFUNCTIONAL LEARN HOW TO CREATE A MUTUALLYSATISFYING, LOVING, AND GROWTH-PROMOTING
RELATIONSHIP WITH HIS/HER SPOUSE,
TO PROMOTE THE MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT
OF EMPLOYEES, THE GOAL OF DELEGATING IS
NOT TO CONTROL BUT RATHER TO EMPOWER
WORKERS IN WAYS THAT CONTINUALLY STRETCH
THEIR ABILITIES AND SKP_LS.
EDUCATED
"RISK-TAKING" IS ENCOURAGED AND "PERFECT
FAILURES" ARE SUPPORTED AND EVEN

IN THIS PROCESS, YOU MUST BE WILLING TO
LET EACH EMPLOYEE BE YOUR TEACHER AS YOU
LISTEN, HEAR AND LET THEM KNOW YOU HEARD
THEIR PART OF THE "TRUTH". THIS REQUIRES
WORKING AT UNDERSTANDING UNTIL THEIR PERSPECTIVE MAKES PERFECT SENSE TO YOU, NOT
BUT THAT YOU FULLY
THAT YOU AGREE
UNDERSTAND.
IN APPRECIATING OTHERS'.
CONTRIBUTIONS IN THIS WAY, WE REALIZE OUR
OWN LIMITATIONS AND POTENTIALS FOR GROWTH,
EACH PART OF THE SYSTEM HELPS THE OTHER
PARTS AND THE SYSTEM AS A WHOLE TOWARD
POSITIVE FUNCTIONING AND DEVELOPMENT,
THE MOST ROBUST AND EFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS
GROW OUT OF THE INTEGRATION OF THE GREATEST DIVERSITY,
4,
PERSONAL INTEGRITY, VALUES, & ETHICS
THERE ARE CERTAINLY AMPLE CONTEMPORARY EXAMPLES OF AN ETHICAL CRISIS IN
MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP IN THE UNITED
STATES IN BUSINESS, POLITICS, HUMAN SERPEOPLE WHO
VICES AND EVEN THE CHURCH.
DEFINE THEMSELVES PRIMARILY BY WHAT THEY
DO AND WHAT THEY OWN RATHER THAN WHO AND
WHAT THEY ARE TEND TO BE EXTREMELY VULNERABLE TO PERSONAL SELF-INTEREST AND GREED
PEOPLE WITH A
AT ALMOST ANY PRICE.
STRONG SENSE OF SELF, PERSONAL PURPOSE
AND MEANING, RESPONSIBILITY TO IMMEDIATE
OTHERS AND THE WIDER COMMUNITY, AND AN
INTERNAL VALUING PROCESS WILL CONSISTENTLY DEMONSTRATE CONCERN FOR THE SHORT AND
LONG -TER' CONSEQUENCES OF THEIR ACTIONS
IN THE CONTEXT OF THE EFFECTS ON ALL
CONCERNED PARTIES,
THEIR GOAL IS TO FIND THE ELEGANT
SOLUTION WHERE EVERYONE'S NEEDS ARE
AFFIRMED, WHERE EVERYONE WINS,
THE SURVIVAL OF THE HUMAN SPECIES AND THE PLANET
CLEARLY DEPENDS ON THEIR MODELING AND
THEIR LEADERSHIP.
THIS BRIEF AND GENERAL LIST OF KEY
SKILLS, COMPETENCIES AND PERSONAL QUALITIES OF THE HUMANISTIC MANAGER IS ASKING
A LOT OF OUR MANAGERS,
YET, FOR YEARS
IN THE UNITED STATES, TOP-LEVEL MANAGERS
TN ALL FIELDS HAVE BEEN TAKING A LOT IN
STATUS, POWER AND FINANCIAL REWARD RELATIVE TO THE WORKERS WHO MAKE THEM SUCCESSFUL,
IT HAS OFTEN BEEN SAID, "TO THOSE
OF US TO WHOM MUCH HAS BEEN GIVEN, MUCH
IS ALSO REQUIRED.",
I
THINK WORKERS HAVE
A RIGHT AND RESPONSIBILITY TO HOLD MANAGERS ACCOUNTABLE IN THESE WAYS
TO
INSIST THEIR MANAGERS LEARN HOW TO MANAGE
HUMANISTICALLY,
THIS IS A MUTUAL INTERACTIVE PROCESS INVOLVING ALL PARTS OF THE
WE CAN ONLY MOVE FORWARD
SYSTEM,
TOGETHER,

REWARDED,

AWARENESS OF PERSONAL IGNORANCE AND
VIEWING THAT AS A RESOURCE.
REALIZING ONE NEVER HAS THE FINAL
ANSWER, TRUTH OR BEST SOLUTION ALLOWS FOR
OPENNESS IN CONSTANTLY SEARCHING FOR NEW
BETTER AND MORE EFFECTIVE ALTERNATIVES,
ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS. TO BE EFFECTIVE
3.
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IMMIGRANTS - CAN THEY PROVIDE THE FUTURE LABOR FORCE?

BRENDA DICKEN
AND
ROBERT BLOMBERG

Abstract

Many public and private sector labor economists
are forecasting labor shortages for business and
industry which stretch through the year 2000.
This article briefly examines the demographics
which underlie these "shortage" predictions and
suggests that proactive business leaders might
wisely focus planning efforts on legislative
reform in areas of immigrant labor. Conclusions
drawn suggest that the high quality human capital
which immigrants can provide supplies one leverageable human resource pool during times of labor
shortage.
However, current immigration policies
and practices can prove an impediment to the
attraction and retention of high quality immigrant

unavoidable trough in the labor supply curve - a
"baby bust" promising labor scarcity and sometimes severe shortages. As baby boomers move
from the ages of labor force entry into the prime
employment ages of 35 to 64, the baby bust
generation of 1965 to 1976 will drop the number
of 16 to 24 year-olds entering the labor force by
10 percent (Bernstein, 1987). At the same time,
the moderate growth in GNP predicted by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics (Fullerton, 1985) will
increase the numbers of jobs available by 10 percent.
This will, in turn, increase the percentage of prime working-age civilians in the labor
force from 63.8 percent in 1980 to 73 percent by
2000 (Fullerton, 1987). Simply translated, these
projections forecast fewer people available for
more jobs.

labor.

Introduction

Between now and the year 2000, immigrants will
represent the largest share of increase in the
U.S. population and work force since World War I
(Johnston and Packer, 1987). Therefore, a closer
look at the impact of immigrants and immigration
policy on the work force provides insight into
one solution to an impending domestic labor
shortage.

Labor Supply
America is rapidly becoming a service economy.
Service delivery has always been labor intensive
and, therefore, vulnerable to fluctuations in
labor supply. An aging population, defined and
credentially restricted professional boundaries,
and accelerating rates of technological change
have all worked to restrict job entry and occupational mobility. A new and inescapable reality is
emerging which is likely to amplify "spot" labor
shortages of the past into system-wide problems.
That reality is found in the work "demographics"
and the two major demographic factors that determine labor force growth: changes in population
and changes in labor force participation rates.
Changes in Population
The domestic population and work force is
growing more slowly than at any time since the
1930s, effecting a net reduction in total labor
supply (Johnston and Packer, 1987). Only
21 million people will be added to the labor force
in the 14 years between 1986 and 2000 as compared
to 31 million added in the previous 14-year span
(Fullerton, 1987). At the same time, the domestic
population and work force is aging. The baby boom
generation (all those born between 1946 and 1964),
which has provided American business and industry
with a steady 30-year supply of quality labor, is
maturing. Following this baby boom comes an

Changes in Participation Rates
Compounding labor supply problems are changes
in labor force participation rates.
The labor
force aged 55 and over declined from 39 percent
of the total in 1970 to 30 percent in 1984, and
this decline is predicted to continue to 25 percent by 1995 (Fullerton, 1987).
White males, who
dominated the U.S. labor force prior to 1985,
will only comprise 15 percent of new labor force
entrants from 1985 to 2000. The remaining
85 percent of new workers will be comprised of:
U.S.-born white females, 42 percent; immigrants,
23 percent; and minorities, 20 percent. This
represents a dramatic change for immigrants whose
participation rate will grow from 7 percent to
23 percent from 1985 to 2330 (Nussbaum, 1988).
Labor Demand

Skills Paradox
Two basic trends seem evident based upon predictions for the future job market. The first,
as has been mentioned, is an economic shift away
from manufacturing and goods production into more
labor-intensive human and professional services.
The second trend is a marked shift toward higher
level technical skill and educational requirements with the fastest growth at the highest
levels of educational attainment.
According to the Hudson Institute, more than
half of all new jobs created from 1984 to 2000
will require education beyond high school and
almost one-third of those jobs will go to college
graduates. While a significant share of
expanding service occupations falls in the lowto mid-skill level range, (e.9., fast food
preparation), a far greater proportion occurs in
high-skill areas including computer technology,
education, health care, and finance. Careers in
all of these areas command relatively high wages,
the use of advanced technology, and higher basic
worker competency levels in reading, writing, and
math.
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Immigrant Numbers
An estimated 600,000 immigrants are arriving
yearly in the U.S.; an annual rate that is predicted to continue until the end of the century.
From 1970 to 1980, the number of entering
immigrants was more than a third greater than in
the previous decade, increasing the U.S. population by about 4.5 million people (Johnston and
Packer, 1987). While proportionally smaller than
the numbers of immigrants who entered at the turn
of the last century, current immigrants represent
about one-third of U.S. annual population growth
impacting on both the country's labor force and
on its demographic profile (Holden, 1988).

Labor is in short
Dual problems are created.
supply, and an increasing gap is created between
the skills workers have and the skills employers
need. Annually, half a million high school dropouts enter the labor market along with 700,000
graduates who possess only minimal literacy
skills (Bernstein, 1987). The number of collegeage Americans is declining at the same time that
industry is demanding better educated workers.
Nursing, for example, is currently experiencing a
13.6 percent shortage in labor supply (Nurses,
1987), and similar shortages exist or soon will
exist in computer technology, teaching, paralegal
professions, and other specialized areas (Cetron
and Appel, 1984; Manpower Argus, June 1989).
And, although the overall U.S. employment rate
fluctuates around 6 percent, the rate is 2.4 percent for managers and 2.6 percent for administrators (Bernstein, 1987). Simply summarized, work
and demographic pattern shifts indicate fewer,
less qualified employees will be available for
larger numbers of more knowledge-intensive jobs.

Immigrant Origins
The origins of the U.S. immigrant population
have changed dramatically in the past 20 years.
Prior to 1960, 79 percent of the foreign-born
came from Europe and Canada.
Since 1970, 78 percent have come from Asia and Latin America
(Johnston and Packer, 7.'87). According to Dr.
Leon Bouvier, retired Population Reference Bureau
Vice President, Hispanic Americans will shortly
comprise between 17 and 20 percent of the U.S.
population.
The impact of this unprecedented
influx (Asians and Hispanics) has been dramatic,
in part, because these minorities have historically experienced disproportionately high birth
rates.
Asians, for example, with a birth rate 14
times greater than Anglo-Americans, are the
fastest growing ethnic group in America.

Labor Shortage Remedies
Four common remedies are generally offered
during periods of labor shortage:
(1) use of
technology as a substitute for labor (e.g., computerization); (2) expanding the labor supply
through immigration; (3) encouraging older
workers to stay in the work force longer; and
(4) increasing competitive efforts to attract
nontraditional workers into the labor force.
While all of these remedies provide some relief
for labor shortage, only one provides i.. in large
members and relatively quickly. That one is
immigration.

Settlement Patterns
Arriving immigrants continue to settle in the
same areas of the country with more than half of
all foreign-born residents electing to live in
California, Texas, and New York (Hudson, 1987).
California, and Los Angeles in particular,
attracts an unusually large share of both legal
and illegal immigrants. Statistics from the 1980
census indicated that over 22 percent of Los
Angeles County's population is foreign -born with
Asians comprising 20 percent and Me...icans
comprising 42 percent of the immigrant population
(Goodis and Espenshade, 1986). The impact of
immigrants settling in Florida has been magnified
by the heavy concentration of Cubans in the Miami
area where they have created their own subculture
- carrying the colloquial title "little Havana."

The Immigrant Profile
If immigrants, by their sheer numbers, are
making an impact on the work force, their presence invites several questions including: What
is an immigrant?
How may immigrants are there?
Where do they come from and where do they settle?
How do they affect local economies? What skills
and education do they have? How well do they
assimilate?
What is an Immigrant?
According to the Immigration and Naturalization Service, immigrants are nonresident aliens
(i.e., non-U.S. citizens) admitted to the U.S.
for permanent residence.
This category includes
persons who may have entered the U.S. as nonimmigrants or refugees but who have subsequently
changed their status to that of a permanent resident (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1987). Although
refugees are considered nonimmigrants upon
admission to the U.S., they become eligible for
immigrant status after one year of residence.
Immigrants can be divided into two basic catethose whose immigration is subject to
gories:
numerical limitations (allocated on a basis of
six preference categories) and those exempt from
numerical limitations including refugees, immediate relatives, and "special status" immigrants.

Economic Impact
There is a common public stereotype that
immigrants adversely affect local economies by
contributing to unemployment, lowering base
wages, and increasing public expenditures on
welfare programs. The California experience is
proving quite the opposite. The economy of the
Los Angeles area, for example, is flourishing.
From 1978 to 1983, 35,000 new small companies
were created and Los Angeles county now contains
some 7,000 Korean-owned businesses.
Similarly,
the Mexican-American Grocers Association has
grown in the last four years from 260 to 860 members (Hartman, 1986).
In addition, an Urban
Institute study has found that California's
unemployment rate fall from above the national
rate in the 1970s to below the national rate in
the 1980s even though arriving immigrants during
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This value set is not necessarily shared nor
admired by other cultures.
Many examples can be cited. A recent and
relevant one is provided by Hmong (Laotians) as
Hmongs were
compared to Vietnamese immigrants.
slash and burn nomadic farmers who had no written
language until the 1950s. A very gentle (and
particularly traumatized people by warfare), the
Hmongs have had difficulty assimilating in Ameri
They have often been preyed upon and vicca.
timized by urban neighbor as violence and the
competitiveness of Americ
society is contrary
to traditional Hmong culture. Vietnamese, by
comparison, have in general, assimilated with
comparative ease. The Vietnamese culture seems
to have prepared many immigrants for a capitalistic American society and many have melted well
educationally, economically, and socially.
To this point it should be clear that:
(1) a
labor shortage is imminent for the U.S. which
will extend to the year 2000, (2) immigration
offers a primary labor source, (3) immigrant
labor, in general, continues to have a positive
social and economic impact on the American way of
life, and (4) immigrants vary in job skills and
culture. Given this foundation, it is
appropriate to next explore the implications of
using immigration policy as a means to attract
and select, in a macroeconomic sense, the types
of immigrant labor most needed.

that time period took one out of three southern
A study on
California jobs (McConnell, 1988).
the economic consequences of immigration (1987)
by Borjas and Tienda has concluded in part that
the negative impact of immigrants on the earning
of native workers is quite small and that as a
nation we have not yet exceeded the absorptive
capacity of the U.S. labor force.
This viewpoint
is shared by Demetrios Papademetriou, director of
immigration policy and research for the U.S.
Labor Department, immigrants "invite more investment, create their own businesses, and act as
consumers and taxpayers" (Labich, 1989).

,

Immigrant Skills and Education
There exists some evidence to suggest that
interests and abilities as illustrated by educational attainment, language skill, and perhaps
vocational motivation are higher for initial
immigrant waves than for successive waves.
First
immigrant waves, it is argued, are often
comprised of a disproportionately high percentage
of skilled and motivated workers.
Subsequent
immigrant waves often prove more average both in
skill and attitude mix, prompted to immigrate for
purposes of family reunification rather than job
opportunity (McConnell, 1988; Borjas and Tienda,
1987).
Literature reviewed by these authors
suggests this wave/quality theory to be situational and group specific rather than generalizable.
Some immigrant groups tend to follow the
pattern, others do not. A comparison of Asian
and Hispanic immigrants illustrates this point.
In general, first-wave Asian immigrants have
been well educated, have a high degree of English
competency, work in professional or technical
fields and exhibit a high savings rate with disIn 1980, 73 perposable income (Knowles, 1987).
cent of Asian immigrants had completed high
school and almost half of Indian adults had college degrees plus some graduate school (Holden,
1988).
Since that initial entry wave of talented
ambitious, entrepreneurial immigrants, however,
has come an influx of immigrant relatives whose
entry may have been largely motivated by an interest in maintaining family unity rather than
It is interpursuit of vocational opportunity.
esting to note that the average educational level
of Asian immigrants has now dropped by about two
years over what it was in 1970 (McConnell, 1988).
Different from the Asian profile, first-wave
Hispanics as an immigrant group averaged only an
8th-grade education, had a limited command of
English, and took primarily low-skilled jobs.
According to the most recent government study,
however, Hispanics have experienced a significant
rise in educational level and a concomitant rise
in the number of Hispanic workers in managerial
and professional jobs. Census Bureau figures
from 1984 through 1988 show a 34 percent increase
in the number of Hispanics completing high school
and a 51 percent increase in the number of
Hispanics with four or more years of college
(Schwartz, 1989).
In addition to immigrant motivation, cultural
imperatives have a strong impact on assimilation
into a capitalistic American culture.
Americans
pride themselves on being entrepreneurial,
hardworking, and driven toward economic success.

Immigration Policy
Policy Background
Since current U.S. immigration policy affects
the immigrant mix which, in turn, affects the
labor supply, a closer look at that policy and at
recent proposals for change is in order.
As previously stated, immigrants entering the U.S. can
be divided into two general categories:
those
subject to numerical limitations and those exempt
from numerical limitations. Exempted immigrants
include immediate relatives of U.S. citizens,
comprising 65 percent of the 1986 quota; refugees, 32 percent of the quota; and special
immigrants of various types, less than 1 percent.
Refugees are not considered as numerically
limited, presumably because the Refugee Act of
1980 "provides for a uniform admission procedure
for refugees of all countries" (U.S. Bureau of
th2 Census, 1987). However, refugee admission
ceilings are set annually by the President in
consultation with Congress. Since 1980, immigrants who are subject to numerical limitations
have been divided among six preference categories.
Four of those preferences apply to relatives of
U.S. citizens or resident aliens (80 percent in
1986) and the other two preferences apply to
occupations (20 percent).
Translating these
regulations into actual numbers of immigrants
admitted, evidences the following for 1986:
total immigrants
601,708
relatives
429,760
refugees
104,383
occupational preferences
53,625
professionals
11,763*
other workers
11,399*
spouses and children
30,463
*601,708 c (11,763 + 11,399) = 4%
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With close to 80 percent of all immigrants
entering the U.S. for the purpose of family reunification and only 4 percent entering for occupational reasons, Congress is taking a closer
look at reforming current immigration policy to
change those percentages. The present policy
appears so weighted toward admission of family
members that job-skilled foreigners who could
ease American labor shortages - but who have no
relatives here - are unable to enter the country
or do so illegally. An estimated 100,000 young
Irish, for example, have entered the U.S. illegally since 1982 seeking jobs that Ireland's depressed economy and 20 percent unemployment
cannot provide. Because their illegal status
often keeps them in jobs for which they are
overqualified, many are now openly lobbying
Congress for policy changes through the Irish
Immigration Reform Movement (IIRM) (Tumulty,
1989).
Recent legislative trends suggest IIRM
lobbying efforts have been effective.
In October
1988, HR 5115 was passed by the U.S. House and
Senate making 10,000 additional visas available
in 1989, 1990, and 1991 to Irish persons and
others from countries which have been unable to
take advantage of the existing visa preference
system (Cohodas, 1988).

effects of the 1986 amnesty law for illegal
aliens before changing the legal immigration
system (Cohodas, 1988).
Skills-based immigration versus family reunification is an issue that will not easily be
resolved. Lobby groups actively support both
sides of the issue. Any new immigration policy
may likely result in a compromise, allowing for
some increase in skills-based immigration without
drastically reducing family entrants. Priority
ratios - family reunification to skills-based
immigrant selection - must optimally balance both
changing human and business/economic interests.
Conclusions

Analysis of figures from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics and other government studies indicate
a labor shortage, especially of skilled workers
and professionals, continuing from the present to
the year 2000 and beyond. How much of the
country will experience this shortage and to what
intensity is difficult to predict. At the same
time, immigrants are entering this country in the
largest numbers since the turn of the last century.
Immigrant influence on the future labor
force will depend on several factors:
(a) moti
vation for emigration, (b) motivation for
immigration, (c) area of settlement, (d) ease of
assimilation, (e) education and job skill levels,
and (f) the direction taken by federal immigration policy.

Proposed Legislation
Of two immigration reform bills introduced in
Congress in 1988, the Senate bill passed with
relative ease but the House bill never reached
the floor, leaving the issue unresolved but
likely to resurface again in 1989.
The KennedySimpson bill, passed by the Senate on March 15,
1988, was designed to create greater flexibility
in the admission of immigrants with needed skills
and to stimulate a regrowth in immigration from
Western Europe. The Senate bill makes the
following changes:
(a) imposes an overall annual ceiling of 590,000
visas, including immediate relatives who were
previously exempt from numerical limitations;
(b) allots 470,000 of the total visas to relatives of citizens and permanent residents;
220,000 for immediate relatives, and 250,000
to be divided among four preference categories (e.g., brothers and sisters);
(c) creates a new 120,000 - visa "independent"
category consisting of 5 elements:
(1) exceptional abilities including professionals
with advanced degrees - 27,600 visas;
(2) special work skills currently in demand in
the U.S. - 27,600 visas;
(3) investors willing to invest $1 million in a
business and create 10 new jobs - 5,000 visas
(4) special category immigrants - 6,000 visas
(5) point system entry based on age, education,
and job skills in an area currently in demand
in the U.S. - 55,000 visas
A significant aspect of the Senate bill is
the provision for periodic Congressional review
of immigration levels (Cohodas, 1988).
A second similar bill was introduced in the
house by Representative Charles Schumer (D-New
York). The House bill had little chance of
passing because those members in charge of
immigration legislation are waiting to see the

Recommendations

In order to adapt immigrant labor supply to
domestic labor needs, the following actions are
suggested:
1.

2.

Increase research efforts to produce more
accurate predictive systems for labor supply
and demand.
Increase research efforts for tracking
immigrant occupation and assimilation patterns.

Create a more flexible and responsive
immigration policy that will match entering
immigrants to current labnr market conditions.
4.
Increase cooperation among business, public
education, and community services to provide
more appropriate education and training for
both domestic and foreign workers.
5.
Explore the formation of an international
commission to monitor immigration on a broad
basis to meet the needs of both host
countries and potential emigres. Linked to
this must be the development of policies
which strike an appropriate moral balance
between the immigrants pursuit of opportunity
through migration and a homeland's need for
high-quality domestic labor.
It has been said that demographics is our
destiny. The preceding pages illustrate the need
to proactively address an impending domestic
labor shortage.
Immigrants and immigration
reform legislation provide one means to address
the economic, social, and poPtical ramifications
of this shortage.
3.
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Implementation Strategies for Employer-Supported Child Care Programs

Alfred James, Ph.D.

Increasing numbers of companies are
considering how to respond to the child
care needs of their employees. This new
primarily
has
occured
involvement
because of the changing demographics of
By 1990, for
the American workforce.
example, 66 percent of all new entrants
into the labor force will be women.
Additionally, 70 percent of all women in
the workforce are cf childbearing age,
and 80 percent of them are expected to
their work
pregnant
during
become
American
careers (Galinsky,
1986).
families are increasingly pressured by
the
national
shortage of available,
affordable and quality day care services
for their children. Employer-supported
child care provides benefits for both
employees
employers
and
(Mies and
Stolar, 1986).
will
This
article
describe
for
planning,
suggested
strategies
establishing and promoting an employersupported child care center that is
located either at the place of business
(on-site) or near the workplace (nearsite).
The strategies are based on my
planning
a
experience as member of
committee for such a center, as well as
experience
of
planning
the
shared
and staff of the
committee members
Menninger Child Care Center in Topeka,

Abstract
recent years, increasing numbers of
employers have responded to the child
A small but
care needs of employees.
by
growing
number
are
responding
establishing on-site or near-site child
This article describes
care centers.
by one employer to
the process used
establish a child
care
center for
employees.
The steps involved to
implement an employer-supported child
care center are described--from initial
consideration to the formal opening--as
well as areas of particular concern to
both employers and employees.
In

Kansas.

Building a
Child Care

Case for Employer-Supported

No matter what the
size of a
corporation,
the process of planning,
establishing and promoting an employersupported child care center is greatly
expedited if there is strong support f..)r
the program from at least a few members
of top management.
If such support is
lacking, then generating support will be
the first task of a planning committee.
Support from margrimitigmem= can be
increased
by
with
summaries
of
national
and
local
statistics in the following areas:
(1)
Changing nature of workforce
(2)
Emerging family trends
description
(3)
A
of
the
availability,
affordability and general
quality of local child care programs
A frequent administrative response
to a proposed child care program will be
along the order of "the bottom line is
cost."
Advocates will need to know the
goals and missions of the corporation
and speak to these when responding to
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question of cost.
Inclusion of non-cost
and
cost-saving
data
from
other
employer-supported programs will also
increase
the
credibility
of
the
proposal. Regardless of the level of
administrative support at this point,
advocates should request permission to
conduct a needs assessment survey of the
company's labor force to obtain more
specific information.

or
appropriate"
"developmentally
"academic skills" program in regard to
Although the
children and families.
Statement of Philosophy need not be more
it should be carefully
than one page,
and thoughtfully constructed since it
will be
used for guidance in such
matters as personnel standards, purchase
and
and
materials,
of
equipment
relationships
between
parents
and
teaching staff.

Needs Assessment Survey
Analysis of Data
The Needs Assessment Survey will
frequently be
the
first "official"
contact that the advocates will have
with most of the other employees.
The
survey should be brief--no more than one
page front and back--and contain an
attached
tear-off
sheet to recruit
volunteers to serve
on
a planning
committee to put together a proposal for
a
child care
program.
Soliciting
volunteers will help the original group
of advocates build support for the child
care program.
It
is,
of course,
preferable that the planning committee
be broad-based
in its membership with
all major divisions of personnel having
representation.
It is important that
the planning committee elect a recording
secretary to maintain a written record
of the committece;s work.
There are' numerous examples of
needs assessment surveys for child care
that can be adapted to meet the data
requirements of the planning committee
(e.g., Leon,
1989).
The survey itself
should solicit information about the
employee's current child care needs,
types of arrangements presently being
used, and the amount of fees paid. This
sort of data will give the planning
committee a more precise understanding
of the number
and range of child care
arrangements currently be used by their
co-workers.
One of the questions of the
survey should ascertain whether or not
the employees would use an on-site or
near-site employer-supported child care
center.
False conclusions can be drawn
from responses on this part of the
survey.
To get a clearer determination
of respondents' needs and interests, it
is
important to interview interested
employees to determine their current and
projected child care needs, as well as
their level of
committment
to the
proposed center (Mies and Stach, 1988).

Data obtained from surveys should
carefully interpreted.
The reason
for selective interviewing, for example,
is
to increase the validity of
the
written
survey
responses.
The
experience of many planning committees- including that of Menninger Child Care
Center--is that parents are reluctant to
commit themselves to using a prospective
child
care
arrangement.
Although
parents may not be pleased with the
child care arrangements they currently
use, most of them have an investment of
time in locating those services.
It
should be no surprise to anyone that
parents are hesitant about pre-enrolling
their children in a center they have not
inspected.
By keeping these factors in mind,
data figures can be more responsibly
handled by the committee.
Even if the
numbers of employees who indicate they
would use the new center appear to be
extremely low, the experiences of other
employer-supported child care programs
can be
considered.
The planning
committee for the Menninger Child Care
Center
found,
for
example,
that
employee interest in using the center
steadily increased as building plans
progressed.
The center was filled to
capacity in less than a year after its
opening.
The most useful information for the
committee to gather from the employee
surveys is the following:
(1)
Numbers and ages of preschool
children of surveyed employees;
(2)
Days and hours of preferred
child care services;
(3)
Any
desired
child
care
services that are usually difficult to
acquire--such as sick child care and
school holiday care;
(4)
Median cost of current child
care services used by employees.
An
important
additional
item
generally considered for inclusion in
data base at this point is an evaluation
of
the quality of child care services
currently available to the employees. A
useful indicator of quality of child
care programs is that of accreditation
by the National Association for the
Education of Young Children (NAEYC).
The numbers of these accredited programs
be

Developing a Philosophy
One of the first tasks that the
planning committee should accomplish is
the drawing
up of a "Statement of
Philosophy" for the proposed child care
center.
Such a statement typically
presents
the
general
goals
and
objectives
for
the center and its
theoretical
position--e.g.,
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especially during the first year of
The remaining costs will
operation.
also need to be paid by the employer;
Costs of Operation should
(A)
the
savings
to
include projected
corporation in employee salaries for
tardiness and leave time due
reduced
child care
to unstable or inconvenient
arrangements;
Projected income from fees or
(3)
tuition should be derived from a formula
which considers both the structure of
programs for
local quality
fees of
of fees that
levels
and
children
employees have indicated as desirable.
This derived fee structure should also
permit a sliding scale based on family
with the budgetary planning
income.
completed, the committee members can now
they will assemble their
how
plan
proposal to approach members of top
management.

in the community can be indicated.

Preparing a rudget
Start-up Cosi s
Before C 'pairing a final "go ahead"
for the project, the committee members

will need to prepare a general budget
which covers line items such as start-up
and fees and
costs, costs of operation,
other sources of financial support for
The local state government
the center.
department for licensing of child care
facilities can be contacted to acquire
information about licensing standards.
Requirements for staff/child ratios, for
numbers and ages of children served and
the space requirements will need to be
factored into the budget projections.
The planned enrollment capacity for
the center multiplied by the square
footage of space required for licensure
for that number of children will offer a
general total square footage figure.
of
building
or
Estimated
costs
refurbishing can then be made.
Finally,
the total start-up cost for the project
can be calculated by adding estimated
costs of furnishings and supplies to the
building costs.
Again, the committee
can use the services of a state child
care licensing representative to assist
them with these calculations.

Presenting the Proposal
presented to the
The
proposal
should
decision-makers
appropriate
contain the following parts:
A general summary of data from
(1)
employee survey to document child care
need and interest, as well as specific
examples of employee descriptions of
child care difficulties;
(2)
of local resources
A summary
for child care, including availability,
cost, and levels of quality;
(3)
A description of demographic
changes that will effect labor pools in
the near future;
(4)
The "Statement of Philosophy"
for the proposed child care facility;
(5)
Projected budget that includes
operating costs and
start-up costs,
income sources.
be
The
proposal
should
not
presented to the key decision-makers of
the planning
the organization unless
committee has in mind a good "Plan B."
For example, if the projected budget is
an
exhorbitant,
alternate
considered
proposal might be one whose budget was
based on serving fewer children during
the first few years. Another example of
an alternate plan might involve leasing
a nearby facility rather than building a
new center.
planning committee members
If the
have worked closely with their various
department heads, then they will be able
some
the probable
predict
of
to
responses to their propo: ,..
Department
heads should be regulat.Ly informed of
the planning committee's progress
in
order to build and to maintain support.

Operating Costs
Because child care programs are
"labor intensive," estimating operating
costs can be guided by numbers and
categories of employees planned for the
center.
Human resource or personnel
the
planning
representatives
on
committee can analyze job descriptions
and
for
equivalent
qualifications
the
existing
categories
within
corporation.
Local directors of high
quality child care programs can also be
resources for
helping the committee
develop a projected budget for operating
costs.
It

is
important to keep in mind
that the operating budget is a concrete
representation
of
the Statement of
Philosophy.
If,
for
example,
the
philosophy stresses quality care, then
the budget for personnel costs should
reflect the center's commitment to the
recruitment and
retention of highly
qualified staff.

Summary of Budget Planning
The following points can serve as a
general checklist
for
the planning
committee's
projections of budgetary
requirements:
(1)
Start-Up Costs (e.g., building
acquisition and furnishings) will need
to be paid by the employer;
(2)
Operating Costs can be only
partially supported by parents' fees,

Building Support for Approved Programs
After gaining approval for a child
what are some of the
care center,
steps
important
involved
in
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celebrate the opening of the center.
As
a significant event in the life cf any
workplace, the opening should be handled
as a "big splash." Local television and
newspaper coverage can be invited and
significant
amounts of media coverage
should be anticipated.
The planning
committee will have a center stage role
to play for all celebratory activities.
All employees
should be encouraged to
participate in
activities asscciated
with the opening.

implementation?
One cf
the first
priorities of the planning committee
will be
to build
support for the
venture.
Some employees are likely to
be
opposed to the center. Opposition
may be especially high at work places
that do not offer a "cafeteria benefits
plan" whereby employees select from a
variety of benefit offerings.
Reducing opposition will be MC.3
easily
accomplished
by
regularly
communicating to employees the progress
of the center's
development.
The
committee can use existing communication
outlets such as company newsletters and
bulletin
boards
as
vehicles
for
distributing news about the stages of
creating the center.
In a work place
with more than 100 employees, regular
meetings with departments or divisions
can be more workable.
A slide/sound
show that
describes the child care
center's
philosophy,
location,
and
planned services will also be helpful
in building support.

Maintaining Support
Once there are real children in the
center, the tasks of building support
will be much simpler.
It will be
simpler because the children can be
incorporated into the workplace by such
means
as
regularly
reporting
the
center's
activities
in
employee
newsletters and
by
encouraging all
employees to visit the center. When
carefully
planned,
groups
of
the
children can be brought into work areas.
Such visits are especially welcomed as
part of company holiday celebrations.
All departments or divisions of the
company need to be involved in the
ongoing life of the center.
Janitorial
and maintenance services, accounting and
other necessary components of the center
can be incorporated into the routine of
the company.
The staff and parents can
work
together
to
develop
special
activities that involve a cross-section
of employees with the children. Based
on the
experience of other on-site
centers,
a
conscientious
effort to
create high visibility for the center
will result in increased good will from
all
sectors
of
the company.
An
achievable goal is to influence the
perception of employees so that most of
them will begin to think "our children"
rather than
"those children at the
center."

Hiring Staff
The first staff person to be hired
should be a director for the center.
Members of the planning committee fol
the child care center are ideally suited
to
contribute
guidelines
for
the
recruitment
and
selection
of
the
center's director. The state licensing
representative can furnish any required
minimum standards for center directors.
Local
chapters
of
the
National
Association for the Education of Young
Children
(NAEYC)
can
also provide
professional literature on the subject
of desirable qualificatiors.
A minimal
qualification
would
be
a
person's
willingness to support and to implement
the Statement of Philosophy that the
committee developed.
Ideally,
the new director will be
working at least three months before the
center's opening.
He or she will have
the major responsibility of helping to
select staff for the program.
The
director can also be expected to work
closely
with
the
state
licensing
representatives to
ensure compliance
with building codes, space requirements
and
other
necessary documentations.
Increasing employee
support for the
center will be more easily accomplished
with the director on board. He or she
will quickly become identified as the
primary spokesperson and advocate for
the center's goals.
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Planning the Opening
The
planning
committee,
the
director and the newly hired teaching
and support
staff can cooperatively
develop
a
schedule
of
events to
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COMPUTER-BASED CAREER GUIDANCE AND OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION

AMIEL T. SHARON

Abstract

A microcomputer-based career guidance
and occupational information system is
being developed by the U.S. Office of
Personnel Management to assist present
Federal employees and job-seekers in
their career planning and in accessing
information about Federal careers and
occupations.

The software will make it

possible for users to obtain detailed
information on some 360 Federal whitecollar occupations such as the kinds of
jobs that are available, where they are
available, and how to apply for them.

salaries, number of people employed,
related
college
majors,
employing
agencies, and locations and addresses to
contact for employment information. Also

the database are descriptions and
addresses of approximately 400 Federal
organizations.
The system does not
provide information on job vacancies as
in

these tend to vary from day to day.
Employee counts by occupation, location,
and organization are good surrogates for
vacancy information as they are highly
correlated with turnover and retirements

of employees who must be replaced.

In

general, the larger the number of people
in an occupation, the better are the job
opportunities in it. The timeliness of
the occupational data will be insured by
the annual updating of the information.

Computer-based career guidance and
planning in the workplace is a relatively
new but growing trend that is benefiting
both the work organization and its
employees.
It
assists employees in
making effective career transitions,

The software is menu driven with no
prior experience on a PC needed by a
user.
Context sensitive help screens
enable the user to quickly locate the
information desired.

helps job-seekers find satisfying and
productive
occupations,
and
aids
organizations in redeploying workers in
times of change.

Four general paths or approaches can
be taken in conducting a search of the
database.
Users can begin their search
with a college major, an occupation, a
geographic region, or a Federal agency.
For example, college graduates may want

The
U.S.
Office
of
Personnel
Management (OPM), the central personnel
agency of the Federal government, is
currently developing a computer-based
career
guidance
and
occupational
information system. The function of this
system will be to assist present Federal
employees as well as job-seekers to
identify
Government
careers
and
occupations that best match their work
values and preferences, interests and
skills.
The system being developed by

to start their search by choosing a menu
by which they can specify their college
major.
They then can obtain a list of
Federal occupations which are appropriate
to their majors and
continue their

exploration using additional selection
criteria.

Those users who have a fairly good
idea of the kind of job they want can

OPM actually consists of two separate

the occupational information subsyst,m
because this software will be ready for
distribution shortly.

quickly access information on one or more
specific Federal occupations. They would
first call up the occupational group menu
that displays the 22 Federal white-collar
occupational groups.
By selecting a
specific group, the user is able to
access the individual occupations within

The Federal Occupational and Career

the group and then obtain the following
information for each occupation:

subsystems. One is career guidance and
the other is occupational information.
Discussion here will be limited only to

Information

System

(FOCIS)

makes

it

possible for users to access detailed

Description of the work

information, using a PC, on approximately
360 Federal white-collar occupations.
These occupations and their specialties

The qualification requirements

account for most of the Federal whitecollar jobs.
For each occupation the

The
starting
salaries
and
salaries of present employees

user can obtain description of the work,
minimum qualifications, grade levels and

The number of employees at all agencies
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average

agency information.

The number of employees at specific
agencies by specific geographic
locations

The organizational
users include Federal agencies and job
information centers, Federal and state
employment services, college counseling
and placement offices, public libraries
and professional associations.

Job-seekers who are not geographically

System specification
The FOCIS software package includes three

The number of employees at specific
agencies or their subdivisions

software diskettes and a user's guide.
It requires an IBM (AT/XT) or compatible

mobile may want to start their search by

specifying a particular region of the
country such as a city or a state. This
will limit their search to agencies and
occupations
only
in
the
specified
regions.

PC with a color or monochrome monitor and
a 10 megabyte or greater hard disk. The

software package will be available from
the
Federal
National
Teckinidal
Information Service in early 1990. The
career guidance portion of the system is
expected to be ready in late 1990.

Some job-seekers may be interested in
exploring career opportunities in a
specific Government agency, such as the
Department of Treasury, or a specific

bureau within an agency, such as the
Internal Revenue Service.
They can
obtain a description of the agency and
its mission as well as descriptions of
its subdivisions and mailing addresses
to write for employment information.

One advantage of FOCIS is that the
user can obtain as much or as little
information as is needed very quickly.
Using the on-line instructions and help
screens it is possible to obtain answers

to some of the following questions in
just a few seconds: What is the starting
and average salaries of Air Traffic
Controllers? What is the function of the

Farmer's Home Administration? What are
the qualification requirements for a
Which
Federal
Customs
inspector?
agencies employ accountants in Georgia?
Where are they located? Which ones are
likely to have the best opportunities?
Which Federal
How do I contact them?

occupations are related to my college
major?
In addition to providing the user with
answers to specific questions, FOCIS also
makes it possible to browse through the
occupational database without searching
When used in
for specific information.
this fashion, FOCIS can open new vistas
for Federal job applicants by informing

them about occupations and agencies of
which they were not aware.
System users

FOCIS users are both individuals and
Individual users are
organizations.
present Federal employees who may want
to change occupations or geographic
locations; college students and members
of
the general
public who may be
employment
with
the
considering
Government; and Federal personnelists and
managers who may require occupational and
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INTEGRATING CORRECTIONAL

CLIENTS INTO THE WORKFORCE

GARY GRUETER, DIVISION OF CORRECTIONS
WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & SOCIAL SERVICES

Research predicts an increasingly
heterogenous workforce involving greater

participation among females and minorities.
This represents a window of opportunity for
It also represents an
those groups.
for correctional
opportunity
excellent
clients, forty percent of whom are minority,

fifty percent of whom are twenty-five or
younger with obviously limited prior work

predicts an increasingly
This may
workforce.
represent a window of opportunity for the
growing correctional population, 80 percent
Research
heterogenous

histories, and twenty-nine percent of whom
test at the sixt'i grade level or less.

Unfortunately, co. rectional clients are not
often looked
resource.

of whom in Wisconsin are supervised
outside of the confines of correctional
Wisconsin's Department of
institutions.

upon as an employment

What comes to mind when someone
mentions corrections? Whether it's gothic
looking prisons or modern institutions,
most probably think about bars, walls and
other accouterments of confinement. And
why not? What else is there?

Corrections offers a variety of employment
and training programs to enhance the
employability of its correctional clients.

Actually,

Wisconsin's

correctional

system is much more than bricks and
mortar. At its best, ifs about helping

offenders change, helping them become
productive members of society.
Consider, for instance, probation and
Approximately 80 percent of
parole.
closely
are
offenders
Wisconsin's
of
confines
the
outside
supervised

correctional institutions by probation and
parole agents. In addition to having lower

supervision costs, many are employed and
paying restitution. Others participate in a
variety of community treatment programs.

Local communities also benefit from

the selective use of community corrections.
For instance, many clients are required to
perform community service Flours as a form
of community restitution.

But what about the earlier alluded to

correctional

institutions

where

approximately 20 percent of the offenders
are incarcerated? What really happens
behind the walls and fences?
First, it's important to realize that most
inmates are eventually released back into
their communities. The real question is
t h lemthprepare for life after
h owt o besep
Wisccvnin's correctional system
prison.
has a variety of treatment programs which
o

at.
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Consider, for instance, the educational

But correctional assistance has not
been limited to off-grounds work. For
instance, inmates at Oregon and Sanger
Powers Correctional Centers help raise
pheasants for Wisconsin Department of

opportunities which are available. The
Department offers programs ranging from
Adult Basic Education all the way through
post high school programs. And there are
almost twenty cliff:rent vocational offerings
including Auto Body and Auto Mechanics,

Natural

Cabinet Making, Data Entry and Word

Corrections has also been handling

and does data entry for the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resouces.
Then there's work release, a program
under which minimum se!curity inmates can
hold jobs in the community. Almost 960

inmates participated on work release in
1988. From earnings of over $1.7 million
dollars, they paid more than $320,000 in

taxes and reimbursed the state more than
$371,000 for their room, board and
transportation. They also paid restitution
and child support costs and are required

staggering.
For instance, almost six
thousand meals are prepared three times a

day. Jobs range from cook to dishwasher.
Then there is all the other work that has to
be done. In most cases, inmates do a lot
of the institution jobs.

to save a portion of the money for their
release.

As should be evident, Wisconsin's

Inmates also work at Badger State
manufactures

correctional system offers a variety of
employment and training programs. In

various

items that are sold to both governmental
and private, nonprofit agencies.
For

addition to those mentioned, Wisconsin has

several programs which primarily serve

example, Badger State Industries prints the
deer tags worn by thousands of Wisconsin

probationers and parolees.
One of these is the Community
Service Corps. The Department organized
the corps to help generate additional jobs
for offenders. It has worked with various
agencies around the state in providing both
paid
and
unpaid
opportunities for
probationers, parolees and inmates. In

hunter each fall. They also print fishing
and hunting pamphlets and signs for the
Wisconsin
Department
of
Natural
Resources.
Then there is the wood
furniture operation at Fox Lake Correctional
Institution.
Besides
Badger State

Industries, corrections has a major farm

Dane County, for instance, a Wisconsin

operation which employs between 125 and
150 inmates.

Conservation Corps corrections crew
worked on a Nature Conservancy Prairie, a

There are also various off grounds
projects where correctional crews help
other agencies accomplish projects that

Dane County ski trail, a Department of
Natural Resources bike trail as well as the
Ice Age Trail. The Community Service

might otherwise not get done. The crews
often work on Wisconsin Department of

Corps has also worked with the the

Wisconsin Department of Transporation, the
Nature Conservancy, and the Job Training

Natural Resource as well as local and
county projects.

In

Green

Bay,

programs.

bulk mailings for the Badger State Games

work. Obviously, the amount of work that
must be done to maintain an institution is

which

stocking

Thompson and Oakhill help renovate picnic
tables for Dane County.

Processing, Welding, Small Engine Repair
and Horticulture, with many meeting VTAE
certification. Clearly inmates can use their
time to upgrade their education.
Nor has training been limited to
schools.
Consider,
for
instance,
employment. Because so many offenders
lack basic job skills, correctional schools,
industries, institutional jobs and work
programs all emphasize the advantages of

Industries

Resources

There is also a project where inmates at

for

Partnership Act system among others in
providing employment opportunities for

instance, Sanger Powers Center inmates
have worked at a variety of Brown County
sites including the Barkhausen Waterfowl
Preserve and at Heritage Hills. Obviously

offenders.
As another resource, Corrections also
runs the Transitional Employment Program
which primarily works with recently
released parolees. The program includes
both work experience and on-the-job
components.
Under work experience,

relationships like these are mutually
beneficial.
For while the sites get the

advantage of additional help, the clients
learn invaluable skills.

clients are placed at public or private
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nonprofit agencies for limited periods.
give clients the
placements
opportunity to earn money while improving
These

their job seeking and job keeping skills.

The job sites, meanwhile, benefit from the
additional help.
In fiscal 1989, 325 parolees completed
their work experience participation. Thirty

day follow ups were done on 197 (60.6

percent) of them, revealing that 51.7
percent positively terminated from the
program.
The
Transitional Employment

Program's on-the-job training component
operates

a

little

differently in

that

it

reimburses businesses up to half of a
client's wages for a negotiated period of
time. In fiscal 1989, corrections wrote over
150 on-the-job training contracts with

various businesses around the state. One
hundred and sixty-four clients terminated
their participation during that period.
(Some of those who terminated began their
participation during the previous fiscal
year). One hundred and ten (67 percent)
of the participants. were employed within
thirty days of termination.
Corrections also has the ability to help
probationers and parolees get additional
For example, the Training
training.

Opportunies for Placement Program (or

TOPP) provides eligible clients scholarship
assistance to attend local Vocational and
Technical Adult Education colleges. TOPP
has helped people who have been out of
school for long periods of time to return.

As should be evident, Wisconsin's
correctional system is much more than
bricks

and

mortar.

With

its various

treatment programs and with its strong
community corrections focus, the system
continues to provide a positive setting for
clients to change their lives, to become
productive members of society.
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INTEGRATING REFUGEES INTO THE WORKPLACE THROUGH WELFARE REFORM INITIATIVES

DIANE PAVELSKI
JACK O'CONNELL
JOYCE PHILEN

Introduction

of the Vietnamese War in 1975. They
played a key role in the war by fighting
as members of the CIA Secret Army in
Laos.
They fought infiltrating North
Vietnamese soldiers who entered South
Vietnam through the Ho Chi Minh trail in

Former Secretary (.,f Labor, Ann

McLaughlin, noted in 1988 that "we are
rapidly approaching a new century and a
vastly different labor market from the
one we know." Today, our remarks will
focus on one aspect of that "different
labor market," the Asian Hmong
population.
For the U.S. population as a whole,
worker education, training, and
retraining will be critical to meeting
the challenges of a rapidly changing,
technologically advanced economy. This
is even more true for the minority
populations, particularly the immigrants
who face not only a rapidly changing
economy but also the integration into a
society that is culturally and socially
alien to them.
Less than 10 years ago, with high
unemployment rates, the U.S. was of the
mind-set that these immigrants were a
population to be taken care of through
welfare reform and some special
initiatives to provide basic English
speaking skills. The doors were pretty
well closed for good job opportunities.
Today, that mentality has reversed
itself.
Today, it is a fact that there
will be greater employment opportunities
for this previously "underused" segment
of the population. And there will be
pressure to utilize this segment of the
population to fill the "skill gap" that
is being created by the slow growth of
the U.S. work force.
Our presentation today will center
on a model that has been created to
provide a wider array of services to the
Hmong population with the end goal of a
skilled job.
A model that other
communities and organizations can use to
help fill the "skill gap" increasing in
our country.
Jack O'Connell and Joyce Philen
work directly with our Hmong population
and along with many others, have
contributed hours of time and creativity
of mind to implement this comprehensive
program of services. At this time, I
would like to call on Jack and Joyce to
get to the guts of this presentation and
some actions that may also work for you.

Laos.

When the communists took over Laos,
the Hmong ethnic group, which mainly
consists of hill tribesmen, was forced
into prison camps because the Hmong were
known to be fierce anti-communist
fighters. Hmong refugees have escaped
to Thailand by secretly crossing the Me
Kong River.
The Hmong population in
Laos has been devastated by the war.
Nearly one third of the population has
died, another one third has fled to Thai
refugee camps, and another third still
remains in Laos.
Hmong refugees have settled in
states such as California, Wisconsin,
and Minnesota. Currently, 25,000 Hmong
live in Wisconsin which has the second
largest Hmong population in the U.S. and
is second only to California. They
bring with them special problems due to
a lack of education opportunities;
cultural isolation in the mountains of
Laos and the devastation of their
lifestyle because of the Vietnam War.

Figure I-Flow Chart of Refugee Training
Flow Chart of Refugee Training
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Table I-Employment Competency Checklist

ESL Levels

Chippewa Valley Technical College
Motor*, CterrITOPCM CaCCTLIST/Leval I
in Eau Claire has a comprehensive
*on *2,16 perform*.
itatlefecta7 perform*
_A,. Little or no akill
?CACHO,:
English as a Second Language (ESL)
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CL
LOLL:
SOCIAL SIeUWPfi7
program enrolling over 200 Hmong
complete dote snd *re
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students each time.
JO. Sraccli
3 JOS 71111MI0C SIro ROOTIMES
:OCTAL INTratt071.1
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13. Rm
teak
4. Learn
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uca b1m/norThe Mainstream English Language
question. about previous
mother person *plate It and/or by
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occopation
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Respond
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...tie.
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Curriculum (MELT) is a standardized
le. *pond to Isple
inetrectiene
questions about previous
7. Sock clarification by making
). Respond politely In
education nd lanevave
competency based program used by
eking aaeonno
VT repetition
i-Zariety of situation
stony
to spook OlevAv
4. Undrstnd common
job
Chippewa Valley Technical College.
It
__.0. Me basic question word. for
gesturet such 6e hand.
m
;anV. In taple tern.
infwmetiara and ..ificatlon
4hoing. he*** to
S. M. for aseistance
Indicate ,l /eat, beckonine
is designed specifically for Southeast
Vert to be check.
and pointing
test
has
bean
It.
indicate
Nat
7;u:inT.:le
about
daily
Asian refugees. Seven levels of English _
co
U. AA elm. the *nine of
as a Second Language instruction are
irgfr OS *lose la the vorkpleas.
IS. helt fey the locating of
Students are placed in the
available.
ZiZmon ohJorte .rd place. nd under* elleple oral tirectIone
levels through an in-depth assessment of
rte4. Gino *pie mrplenetiona for
elmewoe
IS. eat for perulaelon to leave
oral, written, and community survival
wort eerly or be eacumitt fobs cork
14.
V*
a
simple wort echeaule
skills via the BEST test.
The Chippewa Valley ESL program has
COMM.
groups at the following levels:
intake,
very beginning I and II, beginning I and
II, intermediate I and II, advanced,
prevocational, vocational, and
workplace.
These classes usually meet three
hours three to four times per week.
The
ESL program also offers an applied
English class which meets weekly at
various levels.
Community living skills
such as budgeting, cooking, parenting,
and housing are taught based on student
needs.
Math and computer literacy classes
specifically designed for ESL students
are taught at all levels.
Intermediate
Vocational ESL and Career Planning
and advanced ESL students are eligible
to enroll in the Adult Basic Education
Throughout the ESL curriculums,
learning center.
Prevocational ESL
from Very Beginning ESL to Advanced,
students enroll in credit and noncredit
emphasis is placed on practical,
vocational classes. Tutorial services
applicable vocational ESL and oareer
including peer tutoring is also
planning.
available as needed.
As students progress and are
Work skills are integrated into the
tracked for a degree program, they meet
ESL curriculum.
Student competencies at
with a specialized teacher who schedules
seven levels of the MELT curriculum are
them for specific courses to increase
assessed in the areas of on-the-job
their level of "readiness" for further
social interaction, job seeking skills,
training.
Initial classes are noncredit
and an understanding of career
continuing education classes to expose
development.
them to a variety of occupations.
As
ESL students identified as
they progress, general education classes
mandatory participants in the WEJT JOBS
are added, where they can attend regular
Welfare Reform Program are enrolled in
ESL classes and "branch out" to credit
classes.
weekly career classes which teach work
This assures the student
competencies.
A sample of a level 3
begins regular credit classes in a
work competency sheet is illustrated
systematic manner, to ensure their
(see Table I).
success.
2

J.

I.

.
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Program Components

Various components are available to
assist students in finding the
educational level or methodology that
works best for them. Placement into the
various components is dependent on many
factors, which are reviewed by staff and
agreed upon with the student as the most
appropriate.
The following is a brief
description of each component:
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JTPA 8% Cross Cultural Cleaning Services
A combination ESL class and
cleaning service is sponsored at
Chippewa Valley Technical College under
JTPA funding. Refugees participate in 8
hours of weekly ESL instruction in the
instructor's home, and in addition,
receive up to 10 hours a week of
cleaning service instruction in an
actual home setting.
As students progress in their
understanding of English, instruction is
given on following cleaning supplies
manufacturer's directions, cleaning
private residences and commercial
buildings.
Students follow a rigorous
training program before actually working
in a private home. They are paired with
others who are trained and checked
carefully by their supervisor before
ever working independently.

Long-term Training
Consists of degree program
training; one-year diploma or two-year
associate degree programs.
Assistance
is provided by a specialized ESL teacher
who meets weekly with each of the Hmong
students to problem-solve issues, to
provide tutoring, and to assist with the
registration/financial assistance
process.
Also, when a student is selected
for the welfare reform program,
assistance is given in the form of an
on-site counselor/facilitator to
intervene on their behalf with accessing
school and community resources and in
funding assistance for books and
tuition.
Short-term Training
Consists of short-term training
classes in high demand areas.
Enrollment in noncredit continuing
education classes is encouraged as an
exploration tool useful for refugees
with little or no work experience.
Students gain experience in classroom
settings but as a no grade, noncredit
situation.
Examples of training areas
in demand are: keyboarding, welding,
machine tool, woodworking, beginning
clothing, and blueprint reading.
As more referrals are made into the
welfare reform initiative program,
additional short-term training sessions
in nursing assistant training have been
held.
There is a critical shortage of
trained nursing assistants, and the 8week course offers an avenue to provide
skilled workers within a short
turnaround time. As of yet, refugees
have not entered this area, but it is a
viable option that is being explored as
more people progress from ESL to
training programs.
Chippewa Valley Technical College
has initiated a yearly survey to area
employers to assess their need for
trained workers of a short-term training
nature.
The survey will assess the
local labor market's shifts and
hopefully identify skilled worker
shortages long before they become
critical.
The welfare program
referrals, of which a portion is
comprised of the refugee population,
will be targeted to meet those training
programs.
The last survey, conducted in
April 1989, confirmed that 53 percent of
Chippewa Valley Technical College area
employers were experiencing some
difficulty in recruiting workers, but
the survey did not indicate any clear
occupations emerging as shortage areas.
Chippewa Valley Technical College will
continue the survey annually to assess
the situation and act quickly with
training sessions if the need arises.

VEA Fire Fighting/EMT
A one-year fire fighting and
emergency medical technician program is
offered to 15 Hmong refugees. They
enroll for a semester in each area.
In
addition to classroom preparation, the
students intern with ambulance services
and fire departments. Most of the fire
fighting instruction is taught in a
local fire station.
The major challenge
of this program is the fact that Hmong
refugees need to have a very high basic
skill level in order to enroll.
Two
thirds of the students enrolled have
already completed other training
programs such as machine tool operation,
automechanics, and data processing.

Work Experience Linked With Training
Some refugee students attend ESL
classes while simultaneously working at
a job, either in the public or private
sector.
Under the new welfare
initiative reform program, a work
program began that developed work sites
in the public sector (schools,
hospitals, libraries, etc.) where an
AFDC recipient would work up to 28 hours
a week for 16 consecutive weeks. The
work is unpaid, in lieu of the already
existing monthly AFDC payment the
recipient receives. Support services,
such as transportation and child care,
are provided, and -11 insurance costs
are covered by the program operator.
The goal is to provide up-to-date work
experience and the development of
current work references.
Welfare reform program operators in
Eau Claire, Wisconsin, went one step
further with the work experience
program.
While the Hmong refugees were
working at their public work sites
during the summer, they also attended a
weekly vocational English class at
Chippewa Valley Technical College.
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Work site chosen for interest and
All insurance costs
aptitude areas.
covered by program operator, no costs
to the employer.

Discussion and exercises centered on
their experiences while on the job;
problems encountered were language
barriers, "fitting in" at the work
environment, both vocationally and
socially, short- and long-term goal
planning, and understanding the world of

* 4 hours - attend job seeking skills
class with work program operator.
Emphasis on resume writing, interviewing, job development, etc.

work.

In addition to Chippewa Valley
Technical College's weekly vocational
English class, the students/employees
attended the work experience program
operator's weekly Job Club, where
additional practical information on
resume writing, interviewing, and other
job seeking skills training topics were

* 2 hours - attend Chippewa Valley
Technical College Vocational English
Review past week's progress,
class.
discuss issues related to English
comprehension on the job, practical
applied English exercises used.

covered.

34 total hours for 16 weeks.

For most of the refugees, this was
their first job in America. The
positions were entry level in nature
which reflected their lack of work
experience.
The important value of the
job was to develop practical work
experience and utilize the job as a
stepping stone to future employment
possibilities.
Overall, the refugees were given
high marks by their work supervisors and
were assured they would be getting
favorable references to use in future
job searches. Plans are underway to
continue this program on a year-round
basis (see Table II).

Goals

Career planning, development of current
work history, establish work reference,
increase positive work behaviors and
work tolerance levels, enhance
development of English skills by
practical application with others at
work sites, assimilation of refugee into
the workplace (i.e. coffee breaks,
etc.).

Employment Competencies
In conjunction with the mainstream
ESL program, an employment related model
is used to identify and develop
employment related competencies. Six
levels are identified, each with clearly
delineated, higher degrees of
complexity.
The intent is to match
people to jobs where the competency
level can be documented as attained.
The mastery of the skill level is
shared with job development/placement
personnel for planning purposes.
Reinforcement of skill attainment
is stressed with the refugee to increase
their perception of the following: 1)
their English is at an acceptable level
for employment at various levels; 2)
they need to disclaim the notion they
cannot get a job until their English is

Table II-Work Experience Linked With
Training - Welfare Reform
Initiative Project
Chippewa Valley Technical College
Eau Claire Department of Human Services
Western Dairyland Project Employment
June - September 1989

Target Group
Hmong students enrolled in English as a
Second Language who are in the
Intermediate and Advar.Jed levels.

Additional Prerequisite Coursework

better.

Participation in "Introduction to the
World of Work," welfare initiative
reform selected students were required
to attend class to develop a greater
awareness of work demands, appropriate
behaviors, and career planning
strategies.

Community Network of Services
Special emphasis needs to be placed
on the challenge of introducing ESL
literacy skills and vocational training
to a group of people who have had little
formal education in their home country.
'qy also need to enter the job market
d reduce their welfare dependency on
AFDC-U.
However, due to large family
suns and a tradition of early
marriages, it is difficult for Hmong
refugees to become self-sufficient.
The
new JOBS legislation which introduces
welfare reform initiatives will help in
this process by providing more funds for

Time Frame
Summer recess from regular ESL.
Structure
34-hour week comprised of:
* 28 hours
working at public work
site, no pay, in lieu of AFDC payment.
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child care, training, aLd work
experience opportunities.
In order to implement the welfare
reform program, a network of community
groups and agencies works together to
provide services such as intake,
assessment, training, ESL, vocational
training, work experience, and job
Community services such as
placement.
assistance with health, housing,
personal adjustment, and cultural
adaptation play a crucial role in this
transition from welfare dependency to
self-sufficiency.
Groups in the Eau Claire area which
are involved in this network of
community service include (see Table

University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
* Assessment of Special Needs
* Teacher Preparation
* Hmong Community Tutoring Center
Eau Claire School District K-12

* Transition to Voc. Ed. Program
* Parent Involvement in Schools
City of Eau Claire
* Minority Intern Program
k Housing Assistance
* Community Services (i.e. Health,
Police, Library, etc.)

III):

Hmong Americans:

Joining the Work Force

Table III-Community Network of Services
In addition, students are
introduced to the Hmong language video
series, "Hmong Americans: Joining the
Work Force." This series of eight
Hmong-language video programs and
accompanying facilitator's guide uses a
positive approach to a discussion of
welfare, the work ethic, and the
initiative needed to succeed in America.
Extensive consideration is given to the
major obstacles to Hmong selfsufficiency.
The programs and accompanying
materials are designed for use by Hmong
immigrants, ESL instructors, vocational
counselors, refugee advocacy groups,
social service providers, and job
placement personnel.
Each session provides a minimum of
45 to 55 minutes of educational
Videos run 10 to 20
programming.
And, the
minutes in length.
facilitator's guide includes pre- and
post-viewing activities, along with
program summaries and objectives,
vocabulary, preparation notes for the
facilitator, and English-language

Department of Human Services
* Financial Assistance Payments
* Comprehensive Family Services
* Employment & Training Case Management
(WEJT) (JOBS)
* Supportive Services (child care,
transportation)

Hmong Mutual Assistance Association
* Key States Initiative J.B. Development
* Southeast Asian cultural Understanding
* Referral to Community Programs
Chippewa Valley Technical College
*
*
*
*
*

Assessment/Skill Identification
English as a Second Language
Skill Training
Vocational ESL & Career Planning
Basic Skill, Adult Basic Education
Job Service

*
*
*
*

Motivational Training
Job Seeking Skill Training
Job Placement Assistance
Work Supplementation (WEJT)

scripts.

Elements of Hmong culture are woven
into the scripts, with frequent
comparisons made between Hmong and
Whenever possible,
American cultures.
emphasis is placed on similarities
between the cultures in an attempt to
lessen the refugees' sense of alienation
while increasing their confidence and
self-esteem.
In each program, Hmong viewers have
a chance to observe Hmongs like
themselves who are succeeding in the
struggle to live independently in the
U.S.
Viewers are reminded that
adaptation is an ongoing aspect of Hmong
history--not something that is being
asked just of their generation. The
series titles include:

(JOBS)

Volunteer Organizations
* R.S.V.P. Hmong Tutoring Center
* Lutheran Social Services (mentoring
program)

* Diocese of La Crosse (sponsorship
program)

* Literacy Volunteer of America
* Church and Service Clubs

Private Industry Council/CBO's
*
*
*
*
*
*

Assessment/Skill Identification
Job Seeking Skill Training
Job Placement Assistance
Community Work Experience
Educational Funding
Employer Incentives

-"Immigrant Expectations, Immigrant
Experiences, Goal Setting"
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-"What is Welfare and Where Does it Come
From?"
-"Some Welfare Regulations Affecting
Education and Work"
-"Reasons to Learn to Live Without
Welfare"
-"Learning English"
-"Job Assessment and Training"
-"Getting and Keeping a Job"
-"Child Care"
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INTERCULTURAL TRAINING FOR THE 21st CENTURY:
ONE CONSULTANT'S EXPERIENCE

Selma Myers

MULTICULTURAL ISSUES IN THE WORKPLACE

By the year 2000, Blacks, Hispanics, Asians
and other minorities will be the majority in
the California workforce. Nationally, it is
projected that in the next decade, the
percentage of Blacks in the U.S. workforce
will increase by 28%, Hispanics by 75.3% and
Asians and others by 80.6%
(Statistics from
the U.S. Bureau of Labor)

Incorrect assumptions about diverse
cultures

Expectations that others will conform
Biases against the unfamiliar
Language problems leading to miscommunication and misinterpretation

Organizations who value and learn to deal
effectively with the multicultural workforce
will be in the best position to benefit from
cultural diversity.

Traditional American values in conflict
with values of other cultures

Through training, an organization's level of
awareness can be raised to appreciate cultural
differences in terms of their positive
contribution.
THE VALUE OF A MULTICULTURAL WORKFORCE
Exciting mix of ideas from different
orientations

Wider pool of skills from which to draw

Growth in the
U.S. Minority Workforce

Synergy

Broader perspectives
Greater group effectiveness
Better decision-making

Millions of
Employees

Increased creativity
More success in international and
multicultural marketplace

THE KEYS TO INTERCULTURAL TRAINING

INCREASED AWARENESS

Asian/
Other

Hispanic

1.
2.
3.
4.

Black

Impact of culture
Your organization's cultural baggage
Others' cultural baggage
Stereotyoinq

ALTERNATIVE BEHAVIORS

a 1986

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Develop patience
Empathize
Build trust
Find commonalities
Learn about different cultures and
values
6. Be nonjudgmental

3 2000
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NEW SKILLS
1. Test accuracy of inference and
assumptions
2. Develop active listening skills
3. Check for understanding
4. Recognize different nonverbal behavior
5. Respect others - see them as
individuals

What assumptions about values, motivation,
perceptions and communication does your
organization now hold in its cultural baggage
which may be interfering with its ability to
effectively deal with other cultures?
Participative management
Say what you mean
Public recognition
Ambition
Egalitarianism
Individualism
Mobility
The assumptions, expectations and biases in
the American mainstream business community are
not always reflected in other cultures.
Authoritarian managment
Avoidance of conflict
Self-effacement
Hierarchal management
"Don't make waves" approach
Collectivism
Stability

THE BENEFITS OF INTERCULTURAL TRAINING
Lower turnover
Reduced miscommunication and
misinterpretation
Lowered frustration
Attraction of the best workers from other
cultures
Increased productivity
Improved morale
Better performing teams
More creative problem-solving
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Abstract
:t Ls now said tna:
Etates'
business
global business tAlbeit.
1983:
19E7; ,:,_:dydunst
Hammer.
1)83).
This brings cross-cu.tui-a_ or
Intercultural training zc the forefront
of business inte:acti,:ns.
Top:us
discussed during this presentation
Include:
1; cross-c._litural training
approaches. 2) an _n- depth lock a:
attribution training, 3: the advantages
and limitations of attribution training
using the "Intercultural Sensitizer"
training tool, and 4) each participant
was able to sample tne intercultural
sensitizer. and a discussion of its
various uses followed.

Cross-Cultural Traininc Approaches
There are many typologies available
in the literature that address training
approashes and methods- ogles.
The
categorization chosen for review to
listed below (Brislin, et al., 1983;
Gudykunst -rld Hammer, 1983; Triandis

E.

377.

':.,E.cussion included the advan-

tages. :_advantages, and various
training techniques that can be employed
for each approach.
This
Connitive/Fact-OL-lepted.
approach include: lectures, videos,
readings, group discussions, a list of
This has been proven
do's and dont's.
to be a very efficient approach tc
training, but it is possible that it can
cause memory strain when trainees are
not accustomed to this informationpacked style.

Cross-cultural training deals with
problems that have become central to
today's world: how can we live and grow
with others from various cultural backgrounds? Despite its importance, no
widely accepted procedures or instruments for intercultural training
techniques have been identified, other
than the intercultural sensitize:
(Gudykunst b Hammer, 19831.
The intercultural sensitizer is a cross-cultural
training tool whIch to designed to
Increase the likelihood that trained
individuals can make accurate interpretations concerning behavior observed in
individuals from other cultural groups
(Albert, 1983;.
Cross-cultural training encourages
more open learning.
For our purposes,
cross cultural training was defined as

This approach
Culture Awareness.
introduces the complex concept of
culture to participants BEFORE they
experience life abroad. This is a study
of one's own culture, followed by a
discussion that addresses the complex
concept of culture. Culture was defined
as the beliefs, values, attitudes and
characteristics that underly a group of
people.
There are many exercises
publ :shed :n the literature (:ntercultura: Press and SAGE Publications) that
can be used for this approach.
An
aivar.tage of this approach is that it
brings the issue of culture to the
forefront, yet there is no research that
supports whether this approach assists
trainees in adjusting to the new
culture.

the torn-oalized. snort-range, planned

programs that prepare people to live,
work abroad successfully. There is a
four-part critetia that defines tne
success of cross-cultural training
programs Stislin. 1388). Those four
elements are: 1. the Individuals fee:
comfort at home in the new ct.lture
(absence cf sickness. etc.,. 2; the
hosts also feel that same level of
comfort.
task effectiveness
(maintenance of p:o3ect, budget, ,2tc.;.
and 4; the absence cf invisible symptom:
(a. physical
high blood pressure. eye
problems, ulcers, and b. psychological
assessment
is may be .used to identify

Behavior Modification. This
approach is based in psychology,
therefore it requires trainers that are
knowledgeable about the learning
principles necessary to successfully
imp:ement the techniques.
This approach
focuses on the other culture, therefore
the trainers must have a wide knowledge
base of otter cultures.
One technique
that can be used in this approach begins
with asking participants to analyze the
rewards and punishments they receive for
certain behavior: in their own c-Iture.
The participants then read materials
about the target culture or talk to
individuals from, or who have expetlenced. the tatqet culture. Ttaineez

individuals that ate mote any.10.1i than
they may admit;.
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best approach; these approaches provide
the most benefit when combined.
They
need to be mixed and ordered according
to the target audience, training goals,
monies available, experience of the
trainer(s), and time allotted. Each
approach has its pros and cons; when
these approaches are mixed
appropriately, they produce the best and
most favorable results.

compare the target culture's reward/
punishment system w;.:h their cwn, and
list the heitavicrs that lead to positive
This
and negative reinforcement.
technique helps trainees to narrow down
their interpretations of situations and
put the:.: own actions/behaviors into
perspective.

The approach
Attribution Training.
helps people to make isomorphic attribuIsomorphic attributions allow
tions,
people to see the same situation from
another person's point of view; in other
words, to make inferences about the
causes of behavior (Albert, 1983). One
technique for this approach is the
culture assimilator, or the intercultural sensitizer instrument (Albert,
1983; Brislin, et al., 1986), which
utilizes the critical incident method.
The culture assimilator is a short story
revolving around a cultural misundeifollowed by 4-5
The story
standing.
possible explanations for the cause of
the conflict. Each explanation is
followed by a rationale which gives the
readers immediate feedback on their
performance. As with cross-cultural
training, it is possible to have
culture-general and/or culture-specific
assimilators.

Advantages of the Intercultural
Sensitizer. There are several
advantages of the Intercultural
1) exposes trainees to a
Sensitizer:
wide range of situations and behaviors,
2) can be facilitated in a short period
of time, 3) is cost-effective, 4) can be
broad, focused, or tailor-made, 5) is a
very flexible training tool, 6) no
additional resources are necessary--it
is easy to use, 7) can be used over and
ever again, 8) can be combined easily
with other cross-cultural training
approaches, 9) has been shown to be
effective through various research
studies (Albert, 1983).

.

Limitations of the Intercultural
Sensitizer. As with all other training
techniques, there are limitations to the
Intercultural Sensitizer:
1) some
causes of misunderstanding may not be
covered, 2) what can be taught is
limited to what can be imparted
verbally, 3) the trainees may put too
much empahsis on the more obvious
aspects of the episodes and not on the
more important underlying principles, 4)
may be difficult to convey complex
interactions to the trainees, 5) for
behavior and attitude changes, there are
other approaches that may be more
effective, 6) as culture is an
everchanging part of our lives, the
culture-specific sensitizers require
constant updating, 7) constructing an
intercultural sensitizer is a timeconsuming, labor-intensive and difficult
task (Albert, 1983).

experiential. This approach
introduces the nature of the lifestyle
in the target culture by imitating that
culture. A high immersion experiental
technique may involve recreating the
culture in a "mock island" setting where
the participants are immersed for a
given time period (usually 2 weeks).
This level involves a great risk and can
1 a very intense experience for the
p,
ticipants. A medium-risk technique
for this approach may be a field trip; a
low-risk experience may be a role-play
situation where trainees act out
specific roles. Researchers contend
that it is most beneficial to begin with
the lower risk techniques (role-plays)
and move into the ''gher risk
techniques.

Venezuelan Intercultural Sensitizer
This author has researched, written
and validated a series of episodes
towards the creation of a Venezuelan
Intercultural Sensitizer, designed
specifically to assist U.S. business
professionals in conducting business
with Venezuelans.
The research was
based on a five-stage design by Albert

Interaction.
This approach works
well when combined with the experiential
approach.
Trainees interact with host
nationals and "old hands" or expatriates.
This approach is generally easy
to build into training programs,
however, the nationals or expatriates
may not be good public speakers or may
concentrate too heavily on the list of
"don'ts" for the trainees.

(1983).

It is important to point out that
there is no panacea for effective crosscultural training.
Of the approaches
listed above, they should not be singled
out and used alone.
There is no one
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For further information on the
research or cross-cultural training
program designs, please contact Amy S.
600 Cleveland
Tolbert, Ph.D., A.B.D.
Ave. S.W. #5 New Brighton, MN. 55112,
or call (612) 636-4842.
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LINKING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT LOANS, JTPA AND VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION IN NORTH PHILADELPHIA ENTERPRISE ZONES
W. M. Christman, III

Vice President, Research and Planning
Philadelphia Industrial Development Corporation

Abstract

Economic Context

Philadelphia has forged a demonstration
linking JTPA-eligible job seekers to
businesses receiving economic development
incentives. New collaboration has been
established with the voc ed department of
a largely minority group high school located
nearby two Enterprise Zones. Further
linkage with employers and an industrial
resource center assists in keeping
curriculum state-of-the-art, and may
provide new training and employment
opportunities.

The coterminous City and County of
Philadelphia is the center of an eight-.
county regional labor market which also

includes Bucks, Chesterelaware, and

Montgomery Counties, Pennsylvania;
and
P
Burlington, Camden, and Gloucester
Counties, New Jersey. Estimated
nonagricultural payrolls for the labor
market totaled 2,182,800 jobs in July 1989,
with Philadelphia (779,300 jobs) holding a
share of 35.7 percent.
The regional economy is in the sixth
consecutive year of expanding payrolls.
Philadelphia-has added 41,000 net new jobs

(+5.5%) during this expansion. While
payrolls have grown at over twice this rate
in the suburbs, the years since 1984 still
stand out as the first period of sustained
employment growth within the central city
in over two decades.
Resident labor force in Philadelphia
has remained relatively static at the same
time that establishment employment has
been expanding. The current Philadelphia
County resident labor force of 732,000
workers is characterized by sub-sets
including 36.6% Black 4.1% Hispanic
49.2% Female, and 6./% aged 16 to lo
years.

This combination of expanding
employment opportunities and (at least in
the city) a static labor force has produced
low unemployment rates: 3.4% for the
labor market and 4.7% for the city in
March 1989. Setting aside the issue of
labor force drop-outs, this unemployment
rate for the city actually was lower than
the equivalent percentage (5.0%) for the

U.S. economy.
Finally, structural change has
proceeded even further in Philadelphia than

it has in the U.S. economy, with the
employment share of the Manufacturing
Sector standing at 17% in the labor matIcet
and 12% in the cityorersus about 20% at
the national level. These broad sectoral
numbers, however, mask the vigor which
appears in a more-micro analysis of
manufacturing In the five counties of
Southeastern Pennsylvania, for example,
there are 120 sub-industries in which
employment or the number of
establishments has expanded in recent
years.
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Institutional Context

supportive administrative services, and
students. Business and industry provide
the Academies with managerial expertise,
curriculum advice, help in creating work
opportunities for students, and financial
support.
The Delaware Valle Industrial
was esta fished
Resource
as a .usiness-to- usiness economic
in '
development organization which provides a .
comprehensive range of programs and
services that enable small and medium size
manufacturers in the Delaware Valley to
strengthen their competitive position
through increased productivity, efficiency

The Philadel hia Industrial

Detre lo ment
organize in

or oration 1,ICI

was

as a non-pro it
partnership of the Greater Philadelphia
Chamber of Commerce and the City of
Philadelphia. Over the past three decades,
PIDC has participated in 2,900
transactions, accounting for $3.4 billion in
total investment. Activity in 1988

encompassed 73 projects, $314.0 million in
total investment, 4,647 existing jobs, and
1,879 projected new jobs. In addition to
financial services, PIDC has developed a
network of industrial parks; manages the
Philadelphia Food Distribution Center; and
provides project management services for
major real estate developments such as the
expansion of Philadelphia International
Airport, and Penn's Landing on the Central

and quality. DVIRC is one of a network of
nine IRCs created across the state under a
recent initiative of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania. Substantive services were
provided to 74 establishments throughout
Southeastern Pennsylvania during the first
year of operation.

Business District waterfront.
The Private Industry Council of
Philadelphia (PIC) placed a record number
a 5,562 unemployed residents in full-time
jobs during FY1988, the most-recent time
period for which a complete analysis of
program participants is available. The
profile of Philadelphia participants is
weighted more to groups most in need than
the national profile of JTPA participants:
89% Minorities (versus 50% nationally),
55% Welfare Recipients (versus 43%
nationally), 55% Females (versus 52%
nationally) and 56% under 22 years old
(versus 446/a nationally). In 1988 the
National Alliance of Business selected the
Philadelphia PIC as "PIC of the Year," the
highest honor which can be achieved by a
Private Industry Council.
The Philadelphia High School
Academies Program was initiated in 1969
by the Philadelphia Urban Coalition, in
collaboration with the School District of
Philadelphia, in order to provide
disadvantaged, inner-city high school
students with marketable job. skills. The
Program emphasizes active partnership
between business and industry, and the
public schools. Beginning with the first
Academy at Thomas Edison High School in
North Philadelphia, it has expanded to six
Academies operating in eleven high schools,

PIDC/PIC Collaboration

PIDC's introduction to the skills
training system came in 1976 with the Area
Manpower Planning Council, the old
CETA Prime Sponsor. An external
stimulus to breaking down traditionally
compartmentalized mindsets among
different agencies was provided by
Philadelphia being_ selected as one of ten
cities across the United States to
participate in a Federal Commerce/
HUD/Labor "Joint Economic Development"
demonstration program. In 1978 PIDC
shifted its institutional relationship to the
newly-organized Private Industry Council.
At about the same time during the
late 1970's, PIDC was active in developing
a direct loan and grant capacity. Because
the source of funds was Federal in origin,
firms using these programs have a
contractual obligation to submit three
annual employment reports. In addition to
information on low and moderate income
Lobs as required by the Federal
Government, PIDC also took this

opportunity to begin to track Minority
Group and Female employment. To cite
the most-recent year, for example, PIDC

knows that 41 firms receiving direct
assistance in 1988 had an aggregate
employment including 44.8y/ri Minority
Group and 50.9% Female, both higher than
the respective labor force benchmarks.
The objective of PIDC/PIC
collaboration is to maximize the
opportunity of disadvantaged groups to
benefit from employment created by firms
receiving direct loans and grants, and to
assist these clients to obtain a qualified
workforce.
Towards this end, the commitment
package sent to a firm after its transaction
has been approved by the PIDC Board
includes the requirement that they contact
the PIC, and give the PIC the right of first

and enrolling 1.500 students.
Functioning as "schools within
schools," the Academies provide vocational
education and career development by
relating the study of basic skills and social
studies to the vocational demands
associated with a chosen career path. The
Academies Program is directed by the
Board of Directors of the Philadelphia High
School Academies, Inc. Each individual
Academy is managed by a Board of
Governors which oversees the day-to-day

operations of its Academy. From the
School District, the Academies receive
academic and vocational instructional staff,
facilities, equipment and supplies,
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refusal in filling the new employment
requirements created by their PIDCfinanced expansion. PIOC provides the
PIC with a copy of this correspondence, so
that the PIC can follow up if the firms fails
to contact them. Following a lead time to
enable the firm to physically carry out the
financed improvements, PIC staff calls
upon the firm to provide the appropriate
job development services. PIDC staff may
accompany and introduce PIC staff in the
case of a major client. These efforts have
produced a bottom line of 2,532 PIC
placements with PIDC employers during
the three most-recent fiscal years ending
June 30, 1989.

Focus on North Philadelphia
While PIDC has a charter to develop
jobs and tax rateables city-wide, and while
the largest concentrations of industrial park
acreage are located at the northeast and
southwest peripheries of the city, the
inner-city neighborhoods of North
Philadelphia have emerged as the single
most-important locus of firm-specific PIDC
activity . In 1988, for instance, one-third of
all PIDC transactions were located in North
Philadelphia or the adjacent River Wards.
North Philadelphia begins just north
of the Central Business District and
continues about four miles along North
Broad Street, which roughly bisects a land
area of approximately 14 square miles. By
a variety of measures, North Philadelphia
and the contiguous Kensington
neighborhood in the River Wards exhibit
the most serious social and economic
conditions of any section of the city.
North Philadelphia neighborhoods
developed during the 19th century as a
crazy-quilt of mixed industrial and
residential land uses. The close proximity
of places of residence, work, and worship
constituted a highly functional paradigm of
social and economic organization, which
exhibits residual strength today even after
decades of battering by structural change.
Despite an area context exhibiting obvious
physical and social problems, employers
still cite central location, real estate values,
and labor force access as site location

exhibit markedly different textures.
American Street is heavily industrial in land
use, and dominated by small
establishments. In contrast, Hunting Park
West is characterized by mixed industrial
and residential uses, and is anchored by
several extremely large manufacturing
plants.
In iiAl7 the City Administration
directed all (epartments and agencies to
commit new resources on a coordinated
basis to address the problems of North
Philadelphia. The response of PIDC was
to budget its new annual allocation of
Community Development Block Grant
dollars to North Philadelphia (and a third
Enterprise Zone located in West
Philadelphia), and to increase its maximum
loan participation from $350,000 to
$500,000 a project for transactions located
within the target area. Since July 1987,
PIDC has participated in over 50
transactions in North Philadelphia,
involving over $100.0 million in total
investment, 2,900 existing jobs, and 850
projected new jobs.
Can't Anyone Here Play This Game?
A new reality dawned early in 1988, as
without prior warning clients began to call
their PIDC loan officers to request
assistance in finding qualified workers.
They were talking union manufacturing
jobs, not short order cooks, and not finding
any takers. Spot labor shortages clearly
had reached the inner city, and businessas-usual (the PIDC/PIC collaboration)
would have to be augmented.
Discussing these new circumstances,
staff at the Philadelphia High School
Academies suggested that PIDC contact
Thomas Edison High School, which was
about to dedicate a new educational plant
at 2nd and Luzerne Streets in North
Philadelphia just north of the American
Street Enterprise Zone. The new facility
was enabling Edison to expand its voc ed
curriculum, in over two dozen trade
laboratories fitted out with state-of-the-art
machinery and equipment.
Working with Edison made sense to
PIDC in terms of the superb resource of
the new facilities; the target population (a
student body weighted 65% Hispanic and
27% Black); the size of the established
client base of North Philadelphia firms to
serve as potential employers; and the 1987
policy direction of the City Administration
to emphasize North Philadelphia.

advantages.

PIDC has over 200 clients with active
financing located in North Philadelphia,
weighted approximately 50% to the
Manufacturing Sector and approximately
25% to the Wholesale Trade Sector.
Two of the four Enterprise Zones in
Philadelphia are located within North
Philadelphia. The American Street
Enterprise Zone is home to approximately
400 firms in a north-south corridor in the
quadrants east of Broad Street. The
Hunting Park West Enterprise Zone is
home to approximately 260 firms in an
east-west corridor in the quadrants west of
Broad Street. These two Enterprise Zones

New Adventures in Voc Ed

An immediate PIDC /Edison strategy
is to capitalize on the resource of
graduating seniors. Because the new
Edison facility was not fully operational in
September 1988, and came on-line only
piece-by-piece during the academic year,
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there were not that many graduatjog voc
ed seniors in June 1989. However, the
groundwork for future years has been put
in place by developing a procedure in which
PIC staff come into the school as early as
April to pre-certify seniors as JTPAeligible. Also, PIDC has begun to promote
the resource of Edison graduates in its
quarterly newsletter, which is sent to all
clients with active financing.
After inspecting the new CAD/CAM
equipment being installed, PIDC requested
the Delaware Valley Industrial Resource
Center to advise Edison on machine shop
curriculum. Metalworking is an area of
special concern to DVIRC-, which has
organized a group of two dozen small
machine shops, and is looking to explore
some of the strategies developed abroad
under the rubric orflexible manufacturing
networks."
This initial contact between Edison
and DVIRC quickly led to additional
collaboration. Looking to meet its longterm need for qualified workers, the DVIRC
group is working towards establishing a
Metalworking Academy at Edison to open
in September 1990. This would be the first
metalworking unit within the High School
Academies network. To meet shorter-term
needs, the DVIRC group is finalizing a
demonstration proposal for state and
foundation funding, involving the training
of Hispanic women at Edison in this nontraditional occupation.

Urban practitioners in particular
should recall the paradigm programs
established as early as the 1960s by thenrural states such as South Carolina that
lacked an established base of qualified
workers. Different cities may forge
different demonstrations based on differing
economic and institutional contexts, but it
is likely that most economic developers will
be turning back to the future to emphasize
work force readiness and skills training.

Back to the Future
A quick review of abstracts suggests
that many Special Sessions at this National
Conference are rooted in the supply side.
Workforce specialists are seeking ways to
enhance this workforce to meet the
demands of the 21st century.
This session. however, provides the
contrast or relief of a demand-side
perspective. PIDC, an old-line economic
developer, has real companies with real
demands, desperately seeking supply and
seeking it now.
Economic developers, especially
economic developers in older industrial
cities, have done many things in recent
decades. We have run site location
analysis for out-of-town prospects;
processed tax-exempt transactions when
we had the tool; developed subordinated
direct lencling and leveraged special
programs such as Urban Development

Action Grants. Throughout all this
activity, however, we took as given an

abundant supply of surplus labor.
But today the profession faces a
watershed. Surplus labor, - at least
qualified surplus labor, - has dried up.
There is a real and growing market for
labor market services at precisely the time
when we face diminished opportunities to
provide traditional financial incentives.
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MEETING THE WORKFORCE NEEDS FOR
A TRAINING MODEL
CHILD/ELDER CARE:
FOR WORKERS WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
SCOTT MEYER, MSW, Ph.D. and SUSAN L. BABIN, MPA

Introduction
The population of our nation is
aging at a rapid pace. Currently one
out of every eleven Americans is over
65; by the year 2030, one out of five
Americans will be over 65 (UNH News
Service, 1988). This fact has multiple
effects upon the growing demand for both
child and elder care services.
Regarding child care services,
changes in the average age of marriage
and child bearing are creating older
grandparents.
Given the fact that the
majority of child care in our country is
provided by relatives (Reiss and Lee,
1988), this change in demography may
influence the physical ability of
grandparents to be a part of this most
common form of child care.
The issue of elder care is impacted
by our aging society in several ways.
First, the fact that longer life is
correlated with the likelihood of
developing some form of chronic illness
which limits activity capabilities,
indicates that increasing numbers of
elderly in our nation will require some
form of care in their daily activities.
In 1980, 10.8 million people over 65 had
some degree of limitation in daily
activity due to chronic illness.
By the
year 2000, this figure will rise to an
estimated 16.4 million and by the year
2050 to an estimate of a staggering 31.8
million people over age 65. The second
issue is the young and elderly support
ratio.
In 1900 there were about 7
people over 65 for every 100 persons
ages 18 to 64 years.
In 1982, that
ratio was almost 19 people over 65 per
100 persons 18 to 64 years old.
By the
year 2000 the ratio is expected to
increase to 21 per 100 and then surge to
38 per 100 by the year 2050 (U.S. Senate
special Committee on Aging, 1984).
Our rising costs of living have
changed the role of the woman in the
American family. By 1982, 53% of all
married women in the U.S. were either
working for pay or looking for work;
this compares to 14% in 1940 and 22% in
1948 (Reiss and Lee, 1988). The absence
of the female from the home for economic
reasons has diminished the ability of
the American family to provide both
child and elder care.
The elder care
dynamics are also influenced by the
relocation demands of corporate America
which have geographically displaced
couples from their communities of origin
where their aging parents remain.

Abstract

The current demographic trends in our
nation indicate that as our population
ages, our current workforce will not be
sufficient to meet the market demands.
This problem is compounded with our
current economic demands on the modern
family.
Child and elder care, once
functions of the family, are rapidly
becoming institutionalized services due
to the need for dual wage earner
families. Therefore, it is imperative
that we seek to train new untapped labor
sources in order to meet these growing
needs.
People with developmental
disabilities are one such population of
an untapped labor source. With the
creation of a training program which
competently prepares people with these
disabilities for the responsible jobs of
caring for our nation's children and
senior citizens, our country shall be
better able to utilize our current
population to meet the mounting demands
for the quality provision of these
services. Beyond the obvious labor need
which is met, this model also improves
the quality of life for people with
disabilities while simultaneously
decreasing the taxpayer burden
(disability benefits) previously thought
to be the only solution to the
"problems" of people with disabilities.
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One additional point regarding the
aging population and child and elder
care is the fact that many people over
65 who either want to work or who
financially must work, may not be
physically able to withstand many of the
particular rigors and risks of child
care and elder care.
This fact
continues to highlight the need to
develop new able-bodied and well trained
personnel to meet these needs.
In 1980, 51.7% of all children in
two parent families had mothers in the
labor force. By 1990, it is estimated
that there will be 10.4 million
preschool children and 19.6 million
school-age children from 5 to 13 years
of age who will have mothers in the
labor force.
These facts have strong
implications for corporate America.
Many companies which have developed
forms of employer sponsored child care
report it having a positive impact on
areas such as staff recruitment and
retention, absenteeism reduction,
morale, public image and productivity
(Burud et. al., 1984).
Given the problems highlighted by
the young to older American support
ratio projections, it is clear that new
labor sources must be identified in
order to meet the future demands for
child and elder care services.
This
paper suggests that workers with
developmental disabilities have been
long overlooked as being a viable source
of labor for this level of responsible
position in our society (Meyer, 1988).
With proper training, supervision and
support services, people with
developmental disabilities can move
beyond the roles in the workforce that
our society has traditionally placed
them into.
It is a small percentage of people
with disabilities who are in our
workforce. Among disabled people, 41.5%
of men and 24% of women are in the labor
force compared to the figures for the
non-disabled population which are 89% of
the men and 64% of the women (U.S.
In most cases it is not
Census, 1980).
the person's disability that prevents
employment but, rather, discrimination
(Dahl, 1982). This issue of
discrimination makes a strong argument
in favor of assuring a professional
training program model in order to add
credibility to the image of workers with
disabilities.

A training program model which is
affiliated with an institution of higher
education serves to add the legitimacy
needed to this undervalued population.
The next section on the People in
Partnerships program model will explain
how to establish the linkage with higher
education, funding sources, referral
sources and field based training sites.
The People In Partnerships Program Model

Economists have predicted that Rhode
Island's capacity for economic growth
and development is extremely limited by
the severe shortage of workers with
adequate skills and that gap will
increase during the 1990's.
In response
to this crisis Rhode Island designed
Workforce 2000, a job training program
established by the legislature in June,
1988 at the behest of Governor Edward D.
DiPrete. The goal of Workforce 2000 is
to institute creative and effective
programs that will recruit and train
thousands of new workers and upgrade
skills of our present workforce.
In
addition workforce 2000 addressing the
challenges of a rapidly changing
technology which is stimulating a need
for a more educated and skilled
workforce and addressing opportunities
for women, handicapped persons,
minorities, immigrants, older workers
and underutilized segments of the
population. Workforce 2000 has an
annual budget of $4 million dollars
which comes from a payroll tax paid by
employers. One innovative project
funded since 1987 by Workforce 2000 is
People In Partnerships.
"People In Partnerships" is an
exciting statewide collaborative
training venture between the Community
college of Rhode Island (CCRI), the
Department of Mental Health, Retardation
and Hospitals (MHRH) and various
businesses in Rhode Island to prepare
people for interesting as well as
realistic jobs within our workforce.
The project is administered by the Rhode
Island Association for Retarded
Citizens.
Training programs have been
developed in four distinct areas- elderly health care, day/child care,
office receptionist and the building
trades.
Programs consist of 12-15 weeks
of a combination of classroom work at
the college and field placements in the
selected industry. Eligible
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The training address the following
appropriate dress and work
areas:
habits, values, career goal, learning
styles, socialization skills, personal
traits and strengths, assertiveness,
individual expectations, selfevaluation, attitudes and interests and
skills identification.
For many of the students the
opportunity to participate in a college
atmosphere is a significant and exciting
opportunity. Many of the students with
severe disabilities have been in
segregated programs all of their lives.
To be included in an integrated college
setting is a tremendous boost to one's
feelings of self-worth and pride.
Students generally purchase a number of
items from the bookstore, i.e.,
sweatshirts, pens, notepads, etc. to
further identify themselves with the

participants are consumers from agencies
primarily associated with the Divisions
of Mental Health, Substance Abuse and
Retardation and Developmental
Disabilities. Other referrals are
accepted if space permits. After
successful completion of the 12-15 weeks
of training, participants receive a
Certificate of Achievement from CCRI to
market themselves for jobs in Rhode
Island's workforce.
Referral & Selection Process
Applicants are referred to the
program by vocational rehabilitation
counselors or case managers from various
agencies, families, friends or through
themselves. All applications are prescreened by the Program Director.
Criteria for selection includes:
- stable medication use
- stable residential living
(6 months-no changes)
- personal recommendations from
professionals
- genuine interest or experience
working in the training area
- ability to successfully complete
the requirements of the
training
Individuals meeting the criteria
participate in a personal interview with
the Program Director and Job Coach to
ascertain their interest in the program
and to discuss specific training
requirements.
VR Counselors, case
managers and families generally attend
the interview with the applicant. The
Job coach and Program Director select
finalists after the interview to
schedule an appointment for them to
visit the work site of the training
program of their choice.
This gives the
applicant a good sense of the program
and the staff an opportunity to directly
observe the applicant in the workplace.
The Program Director makes the final
decision on each applicant for
participation in the training.

college.

Training materials for orientation
include a number of films, videos, and
other visual aids as well as specific
After the two week
written materials.
orientation has been completed students
are assigned to their respective job
sites.
The training then consists of 15
hours a week of on the job training and
7-8 hours a week of classroom
instruction.
As mentioned earlier People In
Partnerships offers individuals to
participate in job training in four
distinct areas:
Building Trades, Office
Receptionist, Elderly Care, and
Day/Child Care. For purposes of this
paper the latter two will be discussed.
Elderly Care

Rhode Island is somewhat different
than the rest of the country in that we
have a much higher percentage of
citizens over the age of 65 than the
national average.
Presently we have
over 100 nursing homes with 10,000 beds,
over 30 shelter care facilities, over 50
elderly day care/senior citizen centers,
and a number of Community Action
Programs or United Way agencies that
serve elderly persons.
Rhode Island has
15% of our citizens that are over 65
years of age (over 150,000 people).
Many people who are over 65 are
either retired or widowed. Their lives
are generally quite lonely and sometimes
depressing.
Senior citizen centers
offer people social and recreational

Program Content
Summary
All participants attend a two week
orientation and social skills training
program at CCRI from 9AM-2PM.
All
receive identification cards from the
college and become familiarized with the
facilities and services of the college.
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programs, opportunities to meet other
people, to feel productive and be happy.
Rhode Island has been developing more
and more activity centers or elderly day
care programs in the past few years to
accommodate our increasing population of
elderly residents. The current and
projected labor market for jobs working
with the elderly is indeed quite
promising. Families are beginning to
speak out for the critical need of inhome supports for families to care for
their family member in the community
verses a skilled nursing setting. The
Rhode Island legislature is currently
considering a number of bills relating
to increased dollars for home health
care and community programs as a cost
effective alternative to the high costs
of nursing homes.
People In Partnerships (PIP)
designed a specific training program to
address this labor shortage as well as
to provide citizens with disabilities an
opportunity to pursue a career which
will offer both a rewarding job
experience and career development. The
general program features includes:
two-three weeks of classroom
*
instruction in issues related to
aging, family support, ADL,
nutrition and exercise, first aid,
various medications, common
diseases, community resources,
positive attitudes, etc.
*

senior citizens, participating in this
program is the cornerstone of their
social life and provides the central
ingredient for a well-balanced diet.
In addition, St. Joseph's Hospital
shelter care facility--St. Joseph's
Living Center--in Providence has also
made a commitment to providing this
project with programmatic instruction
and to also act as a site for field
placements of students.
The center has
been operational for close to two years
and provides residential living for over
40 elderly people and 10 respite beds.
The program assists people with ADL
skills such as dressing, showering,
exercise, arts and crafts, etc. and
staff function as Living Center
Companions to the residents.
Occupations that will be available
to the graduates will include a variety
and range of positions such as:
*Elderly Aides
*Homemaker Aides
*Living Center Companions
*Nursing Home Aides
*Activities Personnel
*Day Care Assistants
Day/Child Care

Rhode Island licenses over 100 day
care centers and 90 private care homes
for children birth to five years of age
throughout the state. Workforce 2000
recently completed a study of close to
900 child care providers in the state.
The major highlights of the study
include these findings:
* The median starting salaries in
day care last year were $7.03 an
hour for teachers and $4.84 for
assistants.
* Day-care providers who work in
their homes made an average of
$4.30 an hour, a nickel more than
the minimum wage.
* Fast-food restaurants offer
starting employees $5 to $5.50 an
hour attracting many young people
who find it easier to flip burgers
than to get down on the floor with
young children.
* Staff turnover at day-care centers
was 32 percent last year; at
afterschool programs for older
children, it was 43 percent.
On
the other hand, turnover was just
17 percent at the federally
financed Head Start preschool
program, which pays wages similar

ten weeks of on -the -job field

placements at a Senior Day Activity
Center and Sheltered Care Facility
(if time permits and interest is
expressed placements will also be
available within a skilled nursing
facility) working directly with
elderly persons.
Nickerson Community Center in
Providence presently collaborates with
P.I.P. and other agencies on this
project in both providing instruction to
students and use of their facility for
part of the field placements. The
Center was established in 1883 and
offers a variety of social services
including day care, senior citizen
programs, education, social casework,
recreational programs and a food closet.
The center was the first social service
agency in Rhode Island to offer a Senior
Citizen Center. Today, the Center has
more than 800 senior citizen members who
participate in activities such as day
trips, art classes, recreational
programs and health services. For many
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to privately run day-care centers
but offers more benefits.
People In Partnerships designed a
training program in day/child care again
to address a statewide labor shortage
need and to provide people with
disabilities an opportunity to
participate in a job training program
that will offer them a practical
experience and credentials (a
certificate from Community College of
Rhode Island) at the successful
completion of the program.
Initially everyone receives an
overview of child development competency
standards by an instructor from CCRI as
well as an orientation to day care
standards using materials from the Child
Development Associate National
Credentialling Program also provided by

*Child Care Aide
*Day Care Aide
*Bus Aide
Assessment
The Rhode Island Coalition of
Consumer Self-Advocates (CCSA), an
organization which includes people with
mental illness, designed and coordinated
a "Consumer Satisfaction Questionnaire"
with all of the participants in the
program to identify their initial
expectations as well as their own
personal feelings of self-worth. The
survey is conducted again at the end of
the program to analyze the impact of the
program.
Three types of assessment have been
developed:
a weekly progress report for
consumers, a weekly evaluation on job
coaches, and a final assessment of
competencies.
The weekly progress report for
consumers is completed by the consumer
first indicating their feelings on what
they perceived they did well that week,
any problem areas or training necessary
and what they learned both in the
classroom and at their field placement.
The instructor from their field site
also comments on what they did well and
what they need additional assistance in.
The job coach also comments on the same
areas.
The consumer and job coach go
over the completed form and all sign
off.
(Note:
This format has been
helpful in both providing immediate
feedback to consumers on how they are
doing as well as assistance to us in
tailoring classroom instruction in areas
they need more training in.)
The weekly evaluation for job
coaches was designed by the consumers
themselves. Job coaches are rated on
how well they understand each consumer's
needs, how sensitive they are, their
level of support, and their style of
providing both reinforcement and
constructive criticism to each consumer.
The consumer explains to the job coach
their comments and both sign the form.
(NOTE: This form is important because
the match between a consumer and job
coach is one of the critical elements
for assisting a consumer in becoming a
successful employee.
The comments are
helpful in that they sensitize job
coaches to areas they need to work on
with consumers and areas they need to
phase out of.)

CCRI.

Students are placed within day care
centers throughout the state and are
assisted by a Job Coach as well as the
day care teacher in the classroom.
Students initially observe the children
and their interactions with their
teachers and then become more involved
with individualized work with a child or
small group of children. Students work
together with teachers to make it
possible for children to develop special
friendships as they eat, play, learn and
encounter new worlds together.
The
focus of everyone is on the development
of the children and each child is
encouraged to grow at his/her own pace.
The afternoon classroom instruction
covers a variety of child development
material including presentations from
consultants in a number of different
areas such as:
* Early Childhood Health & Safety (a
9 hour training program resulting
in each student receiving a
certification card after
successful completion of an exam.)
* Appropriate Behavior Management
Techniques
* Developmental States of Early
Childhood
* Creative Dramatics & Telling A
Good Children's Story
Abuse & Neglect of Children: What
to Look for and What to Do
* Nutrition
* Healthy Family Relationships
Occupations graduates are eligible
for at the completion of the program
include:
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"If I wasn't in this child care
program, I'd probably be in a
factory--a boring factory. Child
care is for me. I love working with
children either in a school or
privately. I'd rather be doing this
over anything."
"If I didn't go through this program
I would be a nobody, a nothing, a
waste.
I would in be a mental
institution.
It made me feel it is
reality. Before I came into this
program I was lost in my own little
fantasy world. I have to say this
program gave me hope where there was
none.
Now I feel there is miracles.
Because I feel like one from this
Program."
"P.I.P. has given me a chance to
redirect myself, to refocus my goals
and objectives of life. Before I
started in P.I.P. I was pretty such
willing to either sit around doing a
whole lot of nothing or work at a
very menial job. Now I've got a
chance to prove to myself that I can
be a productive person."

The Final Assessment of Competencies
is extremely important for each
consumer.
The assessment will indicate
each person's strength's, areas needing
additional training and an overall
recommendation.
It is expected that the majority of
the consumers will be ready to market
themselves for jobs in Rhode Island's
workforce.
A small number of people
will further their training through more
advanced education or continued field
placement experience.

Consumer Changes
Enhancing personal feelings of selfworth and a sense of achievement have
been the single most important benefits
of "People In Partnerships." Every
single person has commented on how they
feel that this program has given them
hope for a better life with a meaningful
career.
Initially the three population
groups--substance abuse, mental health,
developmental disabilities--naturally
segregated themselves from one another.
Each was somewhat unsure of the other
two.
As time goes on separations
disappear--all people socialize and
A number of people
support one another.
have become friends and socialize on the
weekends.
People have definitely changed--they
look and dress better, show more
assertiveness, communicate more, show
more initiative, appear more positive
about themselves, learned new skills and
feel proud of their accomplishments.
Another significant benefit has been
the experience of the direct association
with CCRI for each of the consumers.
Attending classes at a college setting
has been instrumental in increasing
consumers' personal feelings about
Everyone eats lunch in the
themselves.
cafeteria, uses the library, socializes
with other students, attends certain
presentations by outside speakers
offered by the college and purchases
various items from the bookstore, i.e.,
sweatshirts, bags, ashtrays, pencils,
notepads etc.
Feeling like you "fit in"
with everyone else are new feelings for
many of the people in the program.
Everyone is proud to say they attend
classes at CCRI.
Perhaps the program benefits can
best be expressed by these comments from
a few consumers:

Job Placement
Because different sites are utilized
for each semester students are often in
a good position to receive job offers
from the site they are placed in. The
Program Director and Job Coaches of
P.I.P. do assist consumers in securing
jobs--filling out applications, going on
job interviews and working out
transportation problems.
Staff also
work with agencies who initially made
the referral of the individual to P.I.P.
to assist each person in achieving their
dream--to get a job in a meaningful area
and to be compensated accordingly.
P.I.P. has graduated approximately
50 students since the training semesters
To date close to
began in August 1988.
40 students have secured jobs, three
have pursued additional training or
education and seven are presently
looking for work.
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Summary

Reiss, Ira L. & Lee, Gary R.,
Family Systemsin America, Holt,
Rinehart-& Winston, N.Y., 1988.

Current data and projections
regarding our aging population combined
with the changing nature of our family
structures and the role of women in our
workforce, indicate that demands for
child and elder care services will
drastically increase in future years.
The support ratio of younger to older
Americans paints a dismal picture
regarding who will be able to care for
our senior citizens in need. Qualified
licensed childcare services are already
becoming a scarce commodity for working
mothers.
It is exceedingly clear that our
nation must begin to explore and develop
untapped labor sources in order to meet
The information regarding
these needs.
the People in Partnerships program model
shows that with proper training,
supervision and support services, people
with disabilities can be professionally
educated and placed into child and elder
care service positions. This model may
be able to be utilized with other
untapped labor sources such as displaced
homemakers, disenfranchised youth,
welfare mothers, etc. The beauty of the
model is that is not only meets the
outstanding needs of our workforce for
qualified personnel in child and elder
are; it also moves people with
disabilities out of the shadows of our
society and into productive work which
improves the quality of their lives
beyond measure.

UNH News Service, Hard Questions in
Health Care, Durham, NH., October
1988.

U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging
Report, Aging America: Trends and
Projections, Washington, D.C., 1984.
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THE MINNESOTA PLURALISM COUNCIL: A MODEL FOR SHARING

DAVID P. FRANZEN
MANAGER U S WEST

Abstract

The Minnesota Pluralism Council exists as two
entities in the Minneapolis
St. Paul metropolitan area. The first of these is composed
of a diverse group of U S WEST employees.
This corporately sponsored group represents a
variety of departmental organizations. It's
primary objectives fall in the areas of awareness, training, special events, and recognition.
The second entity is composed of representatives from 14 large business and governmental
agencies in the Twin Cities area. It's
objectives are similar to the U S WEST council
but also include sharing of positive and
negative factors which impact diversity/pluralism efforts.

The Mission Statement for the Minnesota
Pluralism Council is:
We, the Minnesota Pluralism Council, champion behavioral changes needed
to achieve a pluralistic culture.
The Minnesota Pluralism Council's definition
of "Pluralism" is:
"PLURALISM" is a state of
mind that embraces a convmn belief that all human
diversities are to be valued, recognized, and
appreciated.
Individual desires and abilities
are the sole consideration in dc!finlny access to
opportunity. Caring behavior is rewarded and
consideret.ion for differences in individual needs
is the norm.
The Minnesota Pluralism Council goals are:
1.
Heighten employee awareness.
1.
Through formal education opportunities.
2.
Special Events months.
3.
Measurement.
4.
Impacting U S WEST's awareness
programs.
2.
Influence and impact pluralism across
the 14 states of U S WEST, decide what
stays in Minnesota, nurture two-way
communication from other states and U S
WEST councils.
1.
Examine our biases and prejudices.
Representative from the MPC attes]
2.
U S WEST Pluralism Council meetings.
3.
Definition of authority (calendar,
funding, workshops).
4.
Assessing impact of regionalization.
S.
Appraisal issue.
3.
To promote pluralism outside the
company.
Special pr, gran:.
Influenco Commuhiti -,JL :ice teams

1.
2.

4.

on needs of pluralism.
Create effective council to champion
our mission statement.
Planning functions (in.71tlin-,J

1.

follow up on agenda).
Active participation by all members.
3.
Timely monitor agenla.
4.
Restructure of committees.
Educate ourselves.
S.
6.
Networking/team building.
7.
Receive support from ravager eht at
all levels.
Recognize and reward outstanding individuals for their contributions toward
the corporate vision.
1.
CEO reception.
2.
Volunteer/employee of the mnth.
2.

5.

Letter of reL:.dyniticm sent tu the
employee ahJ supervis,Jr.
Define romsArenunt pL-ortrar.

3.
4.
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The membership of the U S WEST Pluralism
Council shall consist of representatives from
each establishment, U S WEST Communications
and U S WEST, Inc., Support Groups, CWA, EEO/AA
Consultant, and Pluralism Workshop Facilitators. The Council has the option of adding
representatives as it deems necessary.
Consideration should be made for a race/gender
mix; craft and all levels of management.
The support grcups within U S WEST include
the following:
EAGLE
Minnesota Black Managers
Pacific/Asian-American Network
- U S WEST SOMOS
U S WEST Veterans

SOMOS had its beginnings in 1979 when a
small group of Hispanic managers met to determine how they could develop the leadership and
managerial skills which they would need to meet
their own career goals as well as contribute
more effectively to the achievement of U S
WEST's corporate goals.
The purpose of SOWS is twofold: (1) to
promote our membership's professional development and (2) to seek the development of employment opportunities for SOMOS members throughout
U S WEST Communications and it subsidiaries.
U S WEST Women
Our purpose is to provide career assistance
and developmental opportunities for all women,
to achieve fair and equal representation of all
women in every category and level of the U S WEST
family, and in doing so, to enhance the value of
U S WEST and its subsidiaries."
Benefits of membership include:
- Network lunches
- Membership meetings
Brown bag seminars
Community service
- Committees
The VOICE

U S WEST Warren
-

Voice of Many Feathers
Facilitators Committed to Pluralism

EAGLE-Employee Association of Gays and Lesbians
EAGLE 's non-political mission is To
strengthen the supportive environment within
U S WEST so the unique issues of Gay and
Lesbian employees are addressed and resolved
while furthering the corporate goals and
VISION." EAGLE aspires to achieve this goal
through educational events, social activities
and service to the community, while working
within a corporate framework which, for the
past five years, has protected and supported
the rights of all employees, regardless of
sexual orientation. EAGLE exists as an effort
to establish Gay and Lesbian people as valuable
and worthy members of the corporation and
society and to create a working environment of
mutual respect between ourselves and other
members of the corporate community. We will
seek opportunities for our members to improve
their careers and their personal lives and to
do so with pride in who they are.

Voice of Many Feathers
Voice of Many Feathers is an American
Indian support group dedicated to building an
understanding between cultures, supporting each
other's efforts to continue education and
advancement within the business world, assisting
other Indians in education and career development
and representing American Indian employee
concerns.
Voice of Many Feathers was formed out
of a need to help bridge the gap between the
corporate world and the Indian community.

In 1988 the concept of a multi-company
pluralism council was explored. As pluralism/
diversity issues increasingly received mainstream attention, the support for this idea
grew.
The Minnesota Pluralism Council i.e composed
of 10 large businesses, 2 Governmental agencies
and 2 not for profit entities. The following
issues make up the agenda of the somewhat
loosely organized council.
- Glass ceiling for women - it is hard to
break into senior management.
People of solos are required at all
levels in order for cultural diversity
to be possible.
Retention is a significant issue.
Determining why people are voluntarily
leaving will be a major challenge.
-Selective retention is an issue
because of the impact of losing key
minorities and/or waren when large
investments have been made.
Assuring that management is pre; gyred to
ranage diversity. The movemeet of
women within the organization is less of
a problem than minorities. Most ranasers
feel that by roving warren within the
business they satisfy all other affirmative action/EEO requirements.

Minnesota Black Managers
Minnesota Black Managers is an organization of black employees of U S WEST and its
subsidiaries residing in Minnesota: including
retired refhers of Minnesota Black Managers.
The purpose of the organization is to:
Act as a resource of information that
is useful to all black employees in
the achievement of their career, goals.
This includes the sharing of racial
experiences as well as the sharing of
Company policies and practices which
affect our future.
Serve the membership and community in
both a professional and social
capacity.
Provide black high school seniors
scholarship assistance after graduation
in an effort to further their education
at an institution of higher learning.
SOMOS

SOMOS translates, "We are."
We are a resource organization fur Liss
employees of all of U S wEST CQevmlb:ationa,
and its o...'Jsidiaries.
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Diversity encompasses too many issues
to be effective. There are a multitude
of differences to be considered; i.e.,
race, sex, age, religion, gays,
straights, Minnesotans, non-Minnesotans,
etc.

Formal EEO compliance vs. pluralism -a requirement vs. the right thing to

-

do.

Bridging awareness training into strategic actions. Management feels they
have received enough information on
demographics; they now want to translate that information into specific
actions.

-

Management/employee behavior change is
an issue. How do we get there?
How did this thing called diversity
evolve? Some companies are at ground
zero and need more specific examples
to begin the process.
Training for employees in general is
required, not just management training.
The impact is broader for the entire
employee population because of the
potential employee relations issues.
-- Employees are concerned and
confused regarding how diversity
might impact them. The general
question is, "Is this something
that will pass in time like other
affirmative action/EEO programs?"
-- Create levels of understanding
throughout the population base.
Support groups/networks concern
regarding the diversity issue. There
is a fear that diversity may be taking
away from existing activities. On the
other hand, other formal support groups
have responded favorably and there
doesn't appear to be a conflict.
Management succession planning, both
formal and informal, definitely impacts
diversity especially if segments of
the population are not included.
Board of Directors - bottom-line
orientation vs. pluralism and its longterm impact.
A publication titled "Black Book
International" identifies talent
nationwide for Board of Directors
consideration.
Getting people to see that it is not a
social issue but a business issue.
Missed opportunities because of the
lack of diversity; standing committees,
management committees, executive
committees, etc. - all should be
reviewed for possible inclusion.
Lack of human resources/budget to do
the work that is required.
Mentor program for all employees, which
is voluntary, has had a positive impact.
Division president has the responsibility for the success of the program.

Human Resources personnel is an issue.
The commitment to pluralism seems to
be questionable. The key to any
successful endeavor as relates to
diversity requires Human Resources
commitment and support.
Pluralism Council direction
A
question was raised whether or not the
Council was headed in the right
direction. It was decided that the
meetings are meaningful and beneficial,
and the exchange of ideas and dialogie
satisfies what the Council should be
about. The general consensus was that
we should continue because we are a
valuable resource organization to each
other.
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CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY PRODUCTIVITY AND WORKFORCE QUALITY OF UFE: A THEORETICAL RESEARCH MODEL

by Gilbert Browning
Texas ABM University

Construction is the Nation's largest private sector

Abstract

employer. It is a seminal industry that affects the lives of
everyone. In recent years the industry's productivity has
been questioned. The Business Roundtable's comprehensive

The competetive position of the U.S. construction industry

study of construction, the Construction Industry Cost-

and its productivity have declined, according to the
Business Roundtable's comprehensive study of

Egactiveness Project (CICEP), attempted to pinpoint the
extent of the productivity decline and to single out causes.
One major cause found was a less productive labor force
(Business Roundtable, 1987; 1982a; 1982b).
To comprehend construction's labor force and the
relationship which exists between management and labor,
it is necessary that the industry's diverse nature be placed

One reported cause is labor productivity.
Few empirical studies of labor productivity based upon
behaviorial constructs have been done in construction. A
construction.

theoretical model suggesting a framework for such
investigation is proposed. The model presupposes industry
uniqueness as a constraint to the adaptation of findings in
other Industries. Work outcomes are conceptualized as
resulting from states of worker competence and levels of
effort. Worker quality of life is conceived as an outcome
which covaries with work output as a function of
competence and effort. Worker recruitment, training,
performance evaluation, and membership in an employee
stock ownership plan are suggested as treatment elements
which shape the power of the variables, competence and

effort,

Difficulty

with

construction

- -in perspective. The CICEP description of the industry is an
appropriate characterization:
.

.

.(construction) has been a $300 billion a

year activity involving close to 1 million
contractors, over 70 national contractor

organizations, more than 10,000 local and
national labor organizations, about 5 million
workers, and more customers than anybody

Industry

counts. Amid such splintering as these numbers
assure, it is arguably more amazing that the
Industry makes the progress that it does rather

Interpretations of the term, productivity, are addressed.

than that progress, or at least change, comes
with glacial speed... .despite the sophistication
of glantcorporate clients for construction whose
annual bill runs to billions of dollars, too much
of the Industry remains tethered to the past,
partly by Inertia and partly by historic
divisions -- management vs. labor, union vs.
open shop, business vs. government, sometimes

one union vs. another or one contractor
association vs. another. ... the bottom line of

this adverserial dance is a constant state of
confrontation (Business Roundtable, 1986, p.
12).
ASSUMPTIONS AND IMITATIONS

The model proposed here presupposes that
improved productivity for employer companies and
enhanced quality of life for employees is largely dependent

upon the Industry's adoption of management practices
developed and proven elsewhere. That the Industry has

been very slow to recognize such practices Is well
established (Business Roundlable,1987).
The model proposes a structure for Investigating

the effects of hypothesized causal agents on worker
productivity and worker Quality of Life (QL). There is
assumption that, without evidence, industry management
practices are not likely to change at a rate commensurate
with changes taking place In other major sectors. The
assumption is supported by a literature which provides a
bleak picture of management change In construction,

except where the adoption of technology Is concerned
(Browning, 1988). Additionally, the model offers no
consideration for the special difficulties that likely would

arise where Investigation would involve a unionized
II Is assumed that the power of the

workforce.

hypothesized causal agents Is dependent upon parent
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companies being the dispensers of the rewards of work, and

order of consideration for the various meanings exists.

the managerial agents which determine work structure
and assignment. Thus, with few exceptions, the model's
application is intended for the study of non-union work
environments. Application in unionized work settings
would require significant concessions by unions to permit

PERSPECTIVE 1: Productivity as a Measure of How Well
the Building Needs of Society Are Met

This order can be expressed as a hierarchy of
considerations which logically follow one from another.

the hypothesized causal agents to operate full force.

The first measure of productivity (or its increase)

must assess society's needs for the products of

PRODUCTIVITY: A CONCEPTUALIZATION

construction. These have to do with quality and volume.
The measurement standard derives from the questions,

What productivity means is critical to an assesment

'Whet kinds (of products) ?', 'How much r, -How
many ?', and, "How good?" Cost is vital, but it is

its hypothesized cause-. In construction, this all
important term has come to mean different things to
different people (Business Roundtable, 1982b). Four
perspectives for measuring productivity are described
below. Two of these are measures which apply to the
of

secondary issue, for without need cost is irrelevant. In
this context, productivity refers to housing availability,
transportation infrastructure, office space, recreational
facilities, and so on.

model. The other two are presented to provide context and
meaning for those which do apply.

PERSPECTIVE 2: Productivity as a Measure of Profit

Productivity is the primary concern of investors,
owners, and builders, those who risk the capital and effort
required to build society's desired structures. To these
groups, productivity is largely a matter of cost-

The second productivity measure is profit earned.

Here, the chief concern for the industry is costeffectiveness and the test involves determining

effectiveness, which (like productivity) Is a term with

affordability -- The critical question is, Can the needs of
society be met in a cost-effective manner?"
Conceptualized as a variant of cost-effectiveness, profit is
earned on the basis of how well a company executes the

more than one meaning -- owners want products built to

standards, as cheaply and quickly as possible, while
builders want to make a profit.

Traditionally, labor productivity Is assessed in
terms of input-output ratios (Bal!ou, 1985; Business

building process after the work has been obtained by bid or

through negotiation.

Roundtable, 1982b; McNally & Havers, 1967; Fabricant,
1962).
Productivity (or cost-effectiveness) can be
achieved when output Is increased while input is held
constant; when input is reduced without a proportionate

Activity required to execute the

building process is called project management and includes

development of a viable project plan, purchase and
allocation of materials and equipment, and selection,
training, utilization, and evaluation of a workforce, among
other vital aspects (Stuckenbruck, 1985).
Implicit in the question of affordability, then, is
profit to be earned. Thus, cost-effectiveness is crucial in

decline in output; or when input is increased with a
proportional increase in rate of output (Browring, 1988).
Input-output measurement focuses or efficiency
and accounts for the use of productivity interchangeably
with profitability or cost-effectiveness, a practice which

another context -- the survivability of the industry itself
(in capitalistic economies businesses do not survive
without earning profit). Therefore, the question here
really asks, Can the construction industry operate at a
level of profitability sufficient to sustain itself while it

has become somewhat customary in the
When most jobs are estimated,
(Browning, 1988).
Industry

anticipated profit is figured as a percentage of total project
cost. Similarly, during the building process itself, profit
is viewed as an Increasing or diminishing percentage of

does the work required to meet society's building needs?"
In this context, then, profit (or cost effectiveness) is one
of the two outcome measures the model is concerned with
The actual measurement of profit or costeffectiveness for research purposes is envisioned to be
largely a matter of translating data from financial and job

cost, depending on how cost-effectively the process is
implemented. Thus, cost-effective operations are a major
determinant of productivity, or profit. However, in this

context cost-effectiveness is less critical to society in
general, or to workers themselves. Society does not fail on
the basis of production costs alone and, In the short term,

cost records of companies which would participate in
specific investigations. As an incentive to companies.

workers are almost certain to get paid even when

treatment elements such as those suggested in the training
component (described elsewhere) would be offered.

profitability (or cost-effectiveness) is low or non-extant.
Thus, input-output measurement serves to
determine one aspect of productivity -- costeffectiveness, but it offers little to account for
productivity's broari3r context meanings, such as in terms
of number of jobs produced, or Quality of Life (QL) for
workers (Browning, 1988). To get at the complex issues
inherent In these other meanings, white maintaining
perspective of the Importance of cost-effacilveness end
Thus, profitability, requires acknowledgement that an

PERSPECTIVE 3: Productivity as a Measure of Number and
Kinds of Jobs Created

The third measure of productivity relates to work
opportunities for citizens.

In U.S. society, the expectation

is that profitable ventures, which depend upon human
resources, must provide work opportunities for the
citizenry. To a great extent, this expectation is satisfied
by what Is revealed by answers to the first two questions.

IMINPOWPGRIONIIIK
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Necessarily, work opportunities are defined at the time

quality standard: The question now asks, "How many and
what kinds of jobs that produce an acceptable QL should
construction provide?" This is the second outcome

project plans are developed. As this takes place, workforce
requirements are defined. Critical to the process is the
relationship between labor costs and other project costs.
The productivity question, then, is, "Flow many and what
kinds of jobs does (or should) construction provide while
it administers to society's building needs and while it earns
a profit ?" This measure is indirectly related to the second
outcome variable in the model, worker quality of life.

measure in the model.
WORKER QUALITY OF LIFE: A GONCEPTUAUZATION

For most individuals, achieving a satisfactory OL is
an end in itself. How one perceives one's own OL is clearly
an individual matter. One person may view acquisition of
wealth as virtually the only means of achieving
satisfactory OL. Another may feel differently. For all,

PERSPECTIVE 4: Productivity as a measure of Quality of

Life for Workers

however, accepting the adequacy of one's OL certainly

The order of consideration suggested thus far
reflects what is valued in capitalistic societies and

depends upon the perception that one's needs are being met.

This conceptualization follows Maslovian (1954)
theory, which holds that individuals are motivitated by
their desire to satisfy needs. Implicit in this view is the

accounts for consistent use of the first three measures as
strong indicators of society's general state of prosperity
(for example, a bellwether index of economic "health" over
a given time period is number of housing starts)
Obviously, such a measure is also an indicator of industry
viability.
There is, however, another measure of

existence of a need hierarchy where satisfaction of basic
needs preempts desire to satisfy "higher order" needs, and
where, in the context of work (following Herzberg,
1966), various potential satisfiers exist in the work
environment. These proceed from satisfiers with potential
to meet basic needs all the way up the hierarchial ladder to
those with potential to satisfy concerns which are largely

productivity which should be given significant weight.

That measure is worker Quality of Life

.

Unfortunately, as a direct index of construction
productivity, QL is not used with the frequency or fervor
other indices are to characterize construction's needs or

esoteric.
Since work is a means by which needs are satisfied,

its accomplishments. Two reasons, chiefly, are apparent:
First, OL is a difficult concept to deal with -- certain
aspects of QL are intangible and, therefore, are not easily
measured or explained; hence, the intangibles are likely to
be valued differentially (for example, compared with pay,
which is highly valued by virtually all wage earners, value
ascribed to,"working in a pleasant environment," or "being
assigned, 'challenging work tasks," is likely to vary from
individual to individual). Second, assessing the value of OL
requires that comparisons be made with other forms of

most jobs are expected to provide certain direct rewards
associated with QL. In general, these direct rewards

adequate pay, retirement plans, health and accident
insurance, and so on -- are quite tangible and are a
primary source for satisfying basic needs. In Herzberg's
conceptualization, these tangible outcomes of work are the
primary sources of the necessary but not sufficient
conditions which must be in evidence to ensure the chance
that workers might be motivated to optimal efffort. But,
they do not assure that result. To increase the probability
of high level worker performance, work must provide the

work, but such comparisons run the risk of obscuring
factors which might be the true causal agents of the
differences -- factors operative in one form of work, but
not another, are likely determinants of how worker's

means by which higher order needs are satisfied.

construction as an occupation (wages are good in

Jobs provide a setting where individuals develop
and refine certain knowledge, attitudes and habits which
constitute a good portion of the basis for higher order need
satisfaction. The rewards Mat satisfy here extend beyond
pay and benefits. It is, for example, largely through one's
work that one earns the respect of significant others. This
is a powerful ingredient of self-respect, which is assumed

construction). The problem is that reward contingencies
other than pay -- those typical of comparable occupations

to be significantly related to the satisfaction one feels about
life in general. Positive self-image, no doubt, is a state of

perceive that Job.
With the

exception of wage comparisons,
construction industry leaders have not been disposed to

promote OL as a reason for choosing or sticking with

-- are not usually available to construction workers.

mind which strongly influences QL, and likely, is very

It is

as though the construction worker must "trade off' the

much responsible for motivating an individual to strive for
respected position and stature within community, that in
itself, being yet another element in satisfactory QL.
In U.S. Society, attributes and behaviors such as
*self-sufficiency' and "setting good example for others"

advantage of receiving more pay for the disadvantage of not
getting benefits. It is a tradeoff many people seem willing

to accept, and perhaps more importantly, to welcome,
especially when they come from minority backgrounds or
families which have struggled economically.
To sum up, construction workers generally do not

are highly valued. How one goes about one's work
assignment Is a strong Indicator of these esteemed
attributes and behaviors.
Where one enjoys good
reputation, that end become a means for sustaining and
improving a preferred stale of OL. The effort to do so

enjoy a secure job tenure over time with a giver:
employer, or retirement considerations like those of their
counterparts in other industries (in the latter case, union
membership constitutes an exception).
As a measure of productivity, then, the question
posed In Perspective 3 changes with the addition of a

generates what could be termed a cycle of reinforcement,

where pleasure and satisfaction derived from esteem
become the motivational press that stimulates yet more
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productive effort, which in its turn, generates yet more
respect. Treatment elements (defined below) which would
constitute the activities that would actually take place with
the model's implementation are envisioned as having the
potential to generate this reinforcement cycle. The

VAFIABL ZS
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importance of this is crucial because evidence of the
cycle's presence confirms the power of the variables (job)
competence and effort.

INCREASED

TPAININn

CEMIZIOMB

VARIABLES AND TREATMENTS: SUGGESTED MODEL
ELEMENTS

WORKER
COMPETENCE

stc..nc

PUITOR,s4CC.-CVALUATION

The model presumes that any given worker's
potential to do his job well Is dependent upon his or her
knowledge and skill levels and job habits, on one hand, and

IMPROVED

his or her motivation to work on the other. Knowledge
skill and job habits, collectively, constitute job
competence. Motivation to do work is conceived as the

WORKER

ssDP
011(CRSHIP

EFFORT
IVANAOLICKT

factor which accounts for effort . Competence and effort
constitute the variables which account for worker
productivity. By increasing competence or effort or both,
productivity can be increased and QL can be enhanced.
Under this reasoning, the outcome measures, productivity

PARTICIPATION

Figure 2.

Treatments

(or cost-effectiveness or profit) and Quality of Life are
variants of worker competence and effort [Figure 1].
VARIABLES

Recruitment:. In construction, the prevailing mode
of hiring craftsmen and workers has followed no pattern.

OUTCOMES

Characteristically, on non-union jobs, companies hire
persons who have worked there before, when they can

PROOUCTTIRT

locate them. Otherwise, they resort to hiring on the basis

IC61.

of word of mouth recommendation and by 'pick -up."
Typically, little or no screening is done (Business
Roundtable, 1983). Justification of recruitment as a
model element rests with the fact that Industries, other
than construction, have experienced successes with
recruiting. Recruiting is seen as a means of ensuring
minimal levels of competence among new hires.

Figure 1.
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In the model, competence and effort are manipulated

by the variables, recruitment, training, performance
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evaluation, and ESOP membership. The power of these
variables, either alone or in combination, is assumed to
derive from their ruspective treatment elements,
identified in Figure 2.
Selection of each treatment element is justified on
the basis of one or more of three reasons: 1) there is
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evidence that the element has been used to improve worker
competence, or to Induce heightened states of motivation In

work environments other than construction; 2) the
element, prima facie, is a powerful leaching or training
medium, or a means by which Individuals can be motivated;

Figure -.

3) there is evidence that, In construction, the element Is
poorly defined or has boon Inadequately tried.

A short description of the suggested component

variables and treatment elements, with abbreviated
discussion of the justification for their inclusion follows:
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Training: Inclusion of the element, training, is
justified prima facie. However, it should be noted that

Employee Stock Ownership Plans (ESOP's):

training programs in construction have been a significant
concern for leaders. Existing programs tend to be limited
and there appears to be some agreement that results have
fallen short of expectations (Browning, 1985). A major

necessary for bringing ESOP's to their potential as
motivational agents have been neglected, a circumstance
not unique to construction (Scarborough & Zimmerman,
1988).
For Intrepreneurs, ESOP's are attractive
primarily because of their tax advantage and their promise
of increased productivity, the latter being an expectation

concern is the replacement of skilled people, whose
numbers continue to decline (National Alliance for
Buslnes, 1986). Figure 4 illustrates the suggested
treatment elements in Training.

based on the belief that ownership Is an Inherent
motivator.
In the case of Increased motivation deriving from
ESOP membership, expectations have not materialized as
expected. In separate studies, Rosen, Klein and Young
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(1986) and Qaurrey (1986), found extent of worker
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involvement in decisions to be the factor which made the
greatest difference among ESOP workers These findings
generally support the contention held by many that the
shortcomings of ESOP's are the result of management
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failures to institute practices which confirm workermembers as legitimate, full-fledged 'partners' In their
respective organizations.
Indirectly, other reported uses of the ESOP provide
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further suggestion that empolyee participation has nut
been a priority. Other reported uses include use as
employee benefit plans (Ludwig, 1977), as a market for
departing owners (Lee, 1985), and to 'save" floundering
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Figure h.

In

construction, ESOP's have been tried with limited success,
probably because the management philosophy and practices

businesses (Rosen, et.al., 1986). It would appear that the
use of ESOP's for their potential as motivation builders has
not been a matter of Importance for Intrepreneurs.

Training

Performance Evaluation: The evaluation of worker
performance in construction is largely a subjective

In the model, elements which are suggested as
treatment components of the ESOP variable are intended to
ensure that ESOP potential as a motivation builder is given
a fair test. Figure 6 illustrates suggested elements which
might constitute the ESOP treatment.

matter, with supervisors often being forced to pass

judgment on the basis of short term observation alone and
usually by word of mouth (Hensey, 1980). Advantages
which might be gained from objective or comprehensive
employee evaluations have received little consideration
from industry leaders (Browning, 1985). Suggested
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elements which constitute performance evaluation are
illustrated in Figure 5.
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OLDER WORKER "RECYCLING":
ONE KEY TO A QUALITY WORKFORCE

DR. NOREEN HALE

demographics suggest the
evolution of a multicultural, multigeneraticr-7.!
workforce. Creative and informed managanent
Changing

Abstract

Mini-lecture, visuals, and group discussion will
describe: (1) corporate retraining programs for
older employees, including the most appropriate teaching methods; (2) unique characteristics of mature employees as adult !earners; and
(3) company re-careering activities for retirees
and pre-retirees.

of such diversity requires understanding of
several segments of the 'labor pool, one of
which is older workers. The training and educa-

tion of this group as well as commitment to
their career development are deemed by this
author to be both advisible and desirable as
the population ages.
Demographic and sociological projections
portend a future with 38 million Americans over
age 65, a decrease in the percentage of available 16-24 year-olds from 30% in 1985 to 16%
by 2000, high potential costs to companies for

literacy education for immigrants who might
assume entry-level jobs, and escalating costs
in a retirement system that will place a disproportionate- burden on fewer younger workers. These predictions, coupled with the fact
that recent surveys of older workers indicate a
desire to maintain even part-time employment
for self-fulfillment and/or economic need,
support the case for reinvesting in this talent
bank of mature employees and retirees through
training, education, and recareering efforts. This

may be especially crucial for older women
whose numbers will greatly increase, while, at
the same time, they are more likely than men
to be poor; i.e., women are more often without
adequate Social Security benefits as a result of
having low income jobs or discontinuity in their
work history due to raising a family.

This workshop touches on these demographic trends, then moves on to consider the
following topics: why employers are beginning

to show interest in hiring or retaining older
workers; types of alternative work options
currently available to them and vanguard
companies implementing these options; retrain-
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ing of older workers with an emphasis on what
effective strategies companies are using; and,

tric, Crouse-Hinds, and Pitney-Bowes. Most

finally, suggested teaching methods for

re-

facilitated by someone experienced with the

careering programs for mature adults. Corporations are coming to recognize that reinvesting

equipment or process to be taught. Among the

training is on-the-job and hands-on practice

There are a variety of alternative work
options that firms are currently utilizing for
older workers and other segments of their

"gerogogical" principles which may be incorporated into such learning are the establishment of a non-threatening, supportive psychological climate; adaptation to vision and hearing loss, such as full spectrum lighting and
speaking in a clear, well-modulated voice;
making sure the physical setting is comfortable; providing the chance for periodic moving
around to avoid stiffness; allowing the learner,
whenever possible, to go at her own pace;
breaking the task into short units of learning to
allow for mastery, and encouraging reinforcement opportunity for immediate and regular
feedback of a constructive nature; using
mnemonic (memory) techniques to help older
students organize what is learned in such a
way that it can easily be recalled when needed; repetition of key points and periodic sum-

employees, especially young women who wish

marization; involvement in their own learning by

both to stay employed and also to raise a
family. In addition to job banks, e.g. one

asking for students' input using a discovery

administered by Travelers Insurance; temp
pools; or permanent part-time arrangements,
such as the programs of McDonalds Corpora-

and knowledge when teaching older workers

in older workers can have a positive bottomline outcome in terms of reduced turnover, less
absenteeism, and reduced frequency of tardi-

ness as well as maintenance of desired productivity levels. There are also less tangible but
acknowledged "payoffs" such as Western

Savings and Loan of Arizona found when it
hired older persons for teller and clerical
positions: customers who were retirees seemed

to feel more comfortable relating to ersons
close to their own age. Mor
-rfosters a
corporate image of caring about people in the
community; therefore, doing smart business
,

generates a public relations gold mine.

approach and building on their past experience
something new.

"Older Worker 'Recycling"' utilizes and
applies to retiree retraining the concept of

tion and other quick service giants, companies
may provide job sharing wherein two part-time

recareering. Robert Krannich in his book, Recareering in Turbulent Times (1983), describes

persons share one full-time job. Some companies such as Corning Glass and Control
Data expend the time and effort to engage in
job redesign, using, for example, flextime or

this as "the process of repeatedly acquiring
marketable skills and changing careers in
response to a turbulent job market." It amends

flexplace arrangements to make more effective

the 1970s approach to job searching which

use of employees. Transition to retirement is
facilitated through educational programming
and tuition reimbursement, phased retirement,
and/or paid leave to learn a new career in the
not-for-profit sector. Among the companies
known for such efforts are Polaroid, Varian,
and Wells Fargo.
More and more corporations are retraining
older employees. Examples of such firms are
Grumman Corporation, AT & T, General Elec-

consisted of identifying one's personal selling
points and marketing oneself with the concepts
of second and third careers, ongoing retrain-

ing, and better utilization of communication
networks.

The workshop offers a philosophically
positive model of recareering programming in
counterpoint to various theoretical models
which hypothesize a loss-focused, past-centered, and, in general, negative cast on later life.
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It is the position of this author that the retiree
has a constructive future in terms of recareering should he or she choose that alternative.

Companies learn, as have the firms described
earlier, that mature employees are an asset,

explore career

older workers is beneficial to the seniors them-

change at any stage in life as part of the

selves. Studies show that older men, in particular, experience an "existential vacuum"

Participants

in

the

model

process of life planVng; it takes them through:

not a drain. Finally, broadening options for

1. How I Got Here: Participants look at
past successes and skills amassed through

apparently due to role loss and reduced active

one of these two mechanisms and share them

monstrate a need to exercise influence and to
derive meaning from current not past attainments. Reinvesting in the older worker can be
a means of addressing these issues for both
sexes in later life.

in dyads: a. career success milestones and
datelines or b. functional, transferable skills
inventory.

2. A perspective on Where I Am Now

participation; at the same time, women de-

would involve session attendees in assessment
"a" and either "b" or "c" following: a. what is the
meaning/satisfaction work holds for me at this

point in time; b. personal qualities/strengths
listing; c. feelings, thoughts inventory about
opportunities available in later life.
3. What Want To Do Be directs participants to construct their ideal job. This will
be accomplished through their completion of a
I

visual which will help them piece together
aspects of their job (e.g., the kinds of people
one would prefer to work with and for; kinds of
activities one would perform, etc.).

4. How to Become What I Want To Be
consists of two sections: First, using the information in 1, 2 and 3 above, participants will
look at what gaps in their learning they need to
fill

in order to reach the goal identified

in

number 3; then, they complete an action plan

set up on 1 week,

month, and 6 month
intervals and based on goal-setting to attain
the kind of job desired. This segment also
1

takes up networking and traditional and nontraditional job search strategies.
Retraining, recareering, and other opportunities made available to the elderly make a

contribution to society, to the individual corporation and to the individual older worker. A
benefit to society-at-large is that it does not
lose a pool of present and future talent; "recycling" them produces a quality-conscious,
productive and motivated human resource.
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OLDER WORKERS IN A HIGH-TECH WORKPLACE

GLORIA BITTNER HAY
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON

Introduction
If you are drowning in data about tomorrow's
dwindling workforce, take heart. The statistics you read
are to be looked at as only partial information, calling for
what Amitai Etzioni (1989) calls "humble decision
making."
This paper recommends that each reader use
Etzioni's mixed scanning, in this instance the
consideration of a broad range of information about
demography and the work force, together with a focused
subset of information about your own area's needs,
projections, and willingness to work with nontraditional employees.
How many employers would like to hire new
workers who show up when they're expected, have skills
in English and mathematics, need no health insurance
coverage or retirement benefits, and are willing to work
whenever there is a peak demand or special project? This
paragon is the older worker--possibly your own retiree.

ABSTRACT
National population projections tell employers to expect a
significant decrease in the numbers of young job
applicants throughout the decade of the 1990s. During the
same period the numbers of older workers and retirees will
increase. The demographic trends differ somewhat from
one geographical area to another, as do the skill levels of
the potential new members of the work force. Industry
needs also vary, though all employers say they require
verbal and mathematical competencies that many young
applicants cannot offer. Following a decade in which
early retirement options were made available and
encouraged, employers in the 90s are likely to ask older
employees to stay on and master new skills. In areas with
few acceptable youth applicants, retirees are already being
asked to return on a flexible schedule. In a culture that has
previously placed a high value on youth, many employers
still have reservations about the ability of older workers to
master new skills. Where new skilled workers are not
available, employers have already begun to hire their own
retirees and other older workers, giving them new training
and self-selected schedules. They report remarkable
results. This paper summarizes interview data from
human resources personnel who hire and retrain older
workers. Their successes verify lifelong learning research
findings about learning potential across the total life span.

Demographics
Figures abound, and no matter whose projections
you use, the projections tell a story of fewer entry-level
young people and an increasing abundance of older
Americans.
Table 1

U.S. Population by Age (Thousands)
18-24

45-64

65+

1987
1990*
1995*

27,336
26,140
24,281

45,303

2000*

25,231

61,381

29,835
31,559
33,764
34,882

46,851

52,622

* projected
From Current Population Reports, Journal of the American
Statistical Association, Vol. 71, No. 355.
The figures given for national population trends
arP not suitable, in many instances, for specific local work
force decisions. Aggregate figures do not necessarily give
an accurate repre,..entation of local population facts and
local employment needs. The aggregate figures may or
may not describe the situation educators and employers
face in a specific geographical area. For example, five
states (California, New York, Texas, Florida and Illinois)
fall outside the norms in regard to the age categories of
their populace. The same five states also contribute an
inordinate number of entry-level youth lacking
employability skills. At the same time, several midwest
states produce high school students who score well in
achievement tests and who need minimal on-the-job
training to succeed in business and industry.
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Population trends in Wisconsin follow the pattern
of the U. S. aggregate projections with one exception: the
number of Wisconsin residents in the 65-80 category is
expected to decrease from 1995 to 2000.

Table II

Companies having experience with older workers
offer entirely different perceptions:
(1)

Wisconsin Population by Age (Thousands)

1985

1990*
1995*

2000*

(2)

15-24

45-64

819
695
659
686

651

471

888

496
502
488

65+

(3)
976
1140

(4)
(5)

* projected

(6)

From Wisconsin Population Projections 1980-2020,
Wisconsin Department of Administration, 1988
Individuals nationwide who are over 65 in the
1990s have attained an education level far exceeding that
of previous generations. Beginning with the GI Bill after
World War II, a substantially higher percentage of men
and women attended college and followed professional
careers. As retirees, these fortunate thousands possess
broader backgrounds and higher expectations for extended
productivity. Their expectations are not vain. Better
understanding of lifelong learning potential combined with
advances in health care make extended usefulness a reality
for many retirees.
Currently the U. S. has an exceptionally large pool
of younger retirees. Corporate downsizing during the
1980s offered employees the option of early retirement.
At many companies far more people took advantage of this
offer than management expected. Economist Jane Bryant
Quinn (1989) says "Today older workers are still paid to
leave. Tomorrow they'll be paid to stay." The
countertrend is inevitable as the flow of young people into
the work force declines. For the next several years,
however, younger retirees will be available to businesses
who seek their services.

Employing_Oldu Workers Successfully
Interviews with firms that are already using the
services of older workers provide enthusiastic responses
and encouragement to other employers.
In Connecticut, Combustion Engineering Inc.
solved the problem of recruiting competent secretarial
employees by reaching out to their retirees. Three years
ago Combustion Engineering offered an early retirement
package to all levels of employees, an option many men
and women accepted. New contracts and the absence of
suitable new applicants necessitated their inviting retired
secretaries to come back to work part time, flex time or
full time. In the interim, new computers and new software
had been purchased, which meant the secretaries would
have to be retrained. Combustion Engineering provided
tutorials in a learning center where an instructor is
available to answer questions. The returning secretaries
have been able to master the new technology
quickly--some in one day in training, others in two!
The use of their retirees has been so successful that
Combustion Engineering now hires other older workers
who are new to their company. Combustion Engineering's
Carol Jackson asserts that their retrained secretaries are
competent, dependable, have high self-esteem and
company Ir jalty, virtually no absenteeism, and organize
their time well. In one instance three retirees developed a
creative job-sharing arrangement for a single position.
Benefits are a non-issue.
Combustion Engineering has had similar success in
employing retired engineers for short-term assignments
and consulting on special projects. The engineers are
offered positions in their own discipline and are
familiarized with the current project by project engineers.
In Wisconsin, Wausau Insurance Company
employs retirees in all phases of their corporation up to 40
hours per month. The time limitation deals with pension
and social security restrictions on earnings. Retirees work
in Wausau's training department, welcoming, orienting,
and training new employees. "Impressive," is the
description Wausau insurance offers regarding their older
workers' accomplishments.

EmplDyQr Attitudes and Perceptions

While the population is changing, many
employers' perceptions about older workers are inflexible:

(5)
(5)

Training older workers is often more economical
because young employees average only two years
on their first job.
Older workers have absentee records virtually
identical to the work force in general.
Older workers prefer part-time work and generally
have social security and pension-plan health
insurance.
Older workers have been found to learn high-tech
skills quickly and in matter-of-fact manner.
Retirees know full well and accept that their
supervisors will be younger.
Healthy early retirees tend to enjoy approximately
six months of leisure, after which they seek out
new work ventures.

Retraining older workers is a poor investment
because they may work only a few years.
Older workers will have frequent absences because
of illness.
Older workers will require higher cceporate
investment in health and liability insurance.
Older workers will be slower and more reluctant to
master new technology.
Older workers will resent younger managers.
Older workers took advantage of early retirement
because they want endless leisure.

11611111111111M111111010111111.
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In Connecticut all major insurance companies now
actively recruit, train, and extoll the praises of older
workers.
Parker Pen Company is increasing their reliance on
retirees who work pan time. Now British-owned, Parker
Pen executives make many flights to and from England.
They use retirees to drive managers to and from Chicago's
O'Hare Airport. Parker finds the older workers
dependably on time, and they value the older workers'
exemplary safe-driving records. Their retired employees
are eager to work occasionally because they can
supplement their incomes and still reserve time for their
leisure pursuits.
But can older employees master totally new,
complex skills? Reviewing a retired physical therapist's
new career gives a positive answer. Upon her retirement
at 63, Jean Rowland learned to read Braille, studied but
did not complete a course on transcribing print into
Braille. Now 77, she has worked for 13 years at the
complex task of thermoformingthe process by which
masters arc made for Braille books. She manually
operates a heat unit with suction to produce the raised dots
that form Braille letters and characters. Over the years she
has thermoformed novels, textbooks, and she has recently
completed the first microwave instructions and cookbook

Economic Disadvantages

During each interview employers us re asked to
describe the disadvantages of training, ._rd employing older
workers. Each pondered this, and none offered a negative
experience. It is difficult to envision an employment
situation that poses no difficulties. Apparently the human
resources managers view the older worker as close to the
ideal!

Evidence in the literature exists to suggest that
employment in the later years is available
disproportionately to certain groups. In Social
aerontology.11ooyman and Kiyak (19881 point out that
older workers arc generally concentrated in jobs that
initially require considerable education and a long training
process (managerial and supervisory positions). Such
workers may define themselses by their work efforts and
may choose to work long, work in a consulting capacity,
or transfer 'hell skills to a related field. Dyelowald
)I
agrees. He points out that judges, politicians, professors,
musicians, artists, physicians, and entrepreneurs tend to
stay in their careers as long as they can '[his relatisely
elitist situation could encourage fierce competition
between the middle-aged and the old in prestige
occupations.

in Braille. Complicated? Yes. Painstaking? Yes. The
entire process was learned when she was in her mid-60s.

Cone lusion

Economic Advantages

Demographic/reographie differences dictate that
certain industries will need to retrain and restructure their
work schedules to accommodate the older worker. Mixed
scanning of the employment scene is necessary, with a
concentration 011 local circumstances. The Northeast is
already facing a limited supply of young employees with
basic skills, and it is in the Northeast where retraining and
arranging work schedules for older employcc,, is a priority
Occupations where English usage, grammar ,icJ writing
skills are required will be amcag the first to look to
retirees and will be among the in st to aciannmodate
flexible schedules. This is nut ni accord with the tendency
for older employees to he concentrated in the piofessions,
for many of these new positions are secretarial.

All employers interviewed speak of the cost
savings because their firms do not need to provide health
and retirement benefits to the retiree workers, who already
possess these benefits. Each employer spoke of the
dependability, verbal skills, and positive attitudes of the
older workers who want employment. Altogether, they
pronounce their older workers a good investment.
The financial advantages must be viewed from the
older worker's vantage point as well as from the
employee's. Retirees often need or desire to supplement
their income, and they value the opportunity to do so.
Even in low-inflation periods, modest price increases are
difficult for older people on fixed incomes.
Frances Leonard (1989) points out that working
women may have gone in and out of the paid labormarket
over the years while balancing family responsibilities.
These women have earned substantially less than men.
Their retirement income is small, and their longesity long.
For these women the opportunity to earn money working
full or part time is not a diversion. It is a godsend.

Age \Vase smos up the change: "Later life is
rapidly becoming a time when you do not stop working
completely, but instead shift gears to part-time. seasonal.
or occasional work, mixed with pr x.hit se and ins ols
leisure activities."
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Opening Eyes, Opening Hearts

Karin Worthiey
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Abstract

We have all heard about the,
changing work force, and the necessity
of preparing ourselves to work in a
multicultural environment. We are
learning to open our eyes to
differences, to recognize that cultures
are diverse, even the subcultures within
the American culture.
Teachers and
managers are starting to understand the
cultures of their students and
empinyeee. Yen, eyes are neginnlas ze
open.
but, opening eyes Is not enough.
Over twenty-five yearn
Dr. Ina
Corinne Brown, widely travelled
anthropologist, said, the notion that
if people would juut get to know one
another they would be friends and
everything would be all right 15 as
dangerous as It Is sentimental.
Getting
to know people Is a necessary prelude to
understanding and respect, but such

Opening Eves. Opening Hearts: A
ZImulation of the Problems of Ethnic antj

Cullzzilthaulliztinitaals122=2M

is

an experiential woreshop designed to
help participants develop their
sensitivity to the culturally- generated
learning problems of immigrant/refugee
students.
Because many educators and
employers are unaware of the extent to
which differences may occur ameng
cultures in areas of expectations,
knowledue 044P, etyle, And values, they
disregard the Importance of these
elements in tne learning environment.
Tne workshop focuses attention on these
factors with a series of exercises that
encourages participants to figure out
what to do when people don t share the
same knowledge bare, how to accomodate
differences in style In various cultural
groups. end to understand the role of
value asnumptions that cultures make.

knowledge alone will not CO,.4(1141e

atffeiences or insure our liking people
whose ways are alien to us' ( 1963).
People from different cultures will
Inevitably have differences, some of
them major.
But we can acknowledge
differences and still respect each
other.
We can open our hearts to each
other.
Opening hearts, however, is
often a slower process than opening
eyes.

This workshop Is an effort to
incre.se your sensitivity, to open both
your eyes and your hearts ever wider,
through some Informal exercises, to the
culturally- generated learning problems
of ImnIgrant/refugee students and
employees.
irst, let 9 define an Important
term.
Just what are we talking about
when we talk about culture'
Formally
defined, "culture Is the deposit of
knowledge, experiences, beliefs, c'alues,
attitudes, meanings, hierarchies,
religion, timing, rotes, spatial
relations, concepts of the universe, and
material objects and possessions
acquired by a large group of people In
the course of generations through
Individual and group striving (Samovar.
Porter, & Jain, 1981).
ror many people.
however, culture is 'the strange thiega
other people do."
it.
Involves eating
unusual footle l:ke into ur partially

rI

cooked t'ahicken eMbryoe or wearing
unusual clothes or no clothes.
For many
people It Is the opposite of 'nur way".
(a,r1,irg that our way
natural' or "right' way to live.
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the.

Participants will
2. Vac, of Laos.
earh rerelve an outline map of Laos,
with instructions to fill in the names
of the two major cities indicated by
dots on the map (Xiang Khoang and
Vientiane), the mountains and the major

For our purposes. let us use a very
o:mp'e of fioirion and oefoly curture as
the shared assumptions of a group of
people about how they should live."
We begin our enculturation the day we
are Dorn, whether our birth takes place
in a hospital room cr a field, whether
our mother carries us In her arms or on
her back.
And, we learn our culture as
we grow through childhood and into cur
it becomes the bedrock that
adotthooa.
Culture is
gives our lives stability.
how we know wnat to expect, especially
In new situations. And, therefore It
must follow, it is a great source of
confusion and insecurity for those who
enter a new culture and attempt to live
in it successfully without the same
For our refugee and
shared assumptions.
Immigrant Students particularly, because
their contact with mainstream Asierican
culture is so new or so tangential or so
fragmenteo, it can be a cause of great

rivers.

3. Following Instructions. The
following instructions will be given to
the groups: a) arrange yourself In the
standard 8H order, b) Compare the rice
planting method discussed In your
textbook with the rice planting method
used In your own home town.
Homework. assignments. The
following assignments will be made: a)
for tomorrow, bring your grandfather to
class with you. Anyone who doesn't have
him/her grandfather will Inlet SO points,
lo)
Identify who has studied a foreign
language.
That person ehould tonight
call the airport in the capital of the
country In which that language Is spoken
and arrange for our class to be met at
the airport there next week.
No one at
the airport speaks English.

frustration.

During the more than eight years
have served as the
Reading/Writing specialist in the
Academic Skills Center at the University
of Wiecoomin-Stout, my work has put me
In contact with many ethnic minority
students, with many international
otudents and eepesially with many
refugee and Immigrant stuiente.
The
teachers who serve them bent seem to
understand that their students do not
necessarily share the same knowledge
Oast that their mainstream American
students oo, that Immlgatitfrefuoee
students have learning styles which may
have been c-A least partially culturally
Induced, and that acknowledging and
respecting their students' deeply held
values Is of critical importance.
So, let s spend some time opening our
eyes a little wider to some of the
situations immigrant/refugee students or
employees might face.
Tne first set of exercises will
help um look at what to do when people
dunrt share the same knowledge base, the
second at how to accomodate differences
in style in varloun cultural grcolps, and
the third at our own awareness of the
role Of value assumptions that cultures
We.il spend some time after each
net of exercises to process your
re atlas In the large group.
Please
arrange yourselves In small groups of
that

I

Uarnilio Style EXtrUsta
Participants will identify whether
they prefer to work in groups or
Individually on problem solving taeas.
Triose who prefer to work In groups will
be required to do the following task
individually, and those who prefer to
work individually will be required to do
it In groups.
Answer the following questions.
I. A large tree limb became heavily
covered with snow last winter.
The
weight of the snow was so great that the
limb eventually broke off the tree and
fell to the g:oand.
[lid the limb break
because it wac weak or because it was
strong? Explain your answer.
2. Explain why you would eat cold
fruit juice, fresh fruit, boiled eggs,
cereal with milk ana sugar, or pancakes
with syrup for breakfast, but would
probably not eat fruit salad, ice cream
or cake for breakfant?
3.
Is there a difference netween
foot binding in old China. stretching of
the lips with plugs by the Ubangi.
elongation of the neck by the addition
of braes rings by tribes In Burma.
wearing of a tight corset to attain an
abnormally tiny waist in loth Century
England. implanting artificial silicone
tissues to Increase the size of a
woman n breasts or injecting collagen
under the skin to augment the lips In
20th Century America?
If you anwdece0
'yes,' explain the difference.
If you
anarlered "no,' explain why there is no
difference.

four or five.

WlaricallgR_Usl_clata
Lz r c_l_g_a_Q
A,

Participants will each receive an
oJtline man of Osotheast Asia. with
spaces to insert the names of the
foilowing countries: B,Jrma, ThaHans,
Mtayell. Caro, Yampuchea,
ietnam,
OtOria.
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A

D

15. Politics and religion are
topirs to avoid In frirno!y
conversation.

A

D

16. Girls deserve the same
chance to go to college as
boys do.

A

D

17. Heroes are usually people
who stand out from the

12311,eli2211rulatiO011

Participants will receive a sheet
with the following statements. For each
statement they will either circle A for
agree or D for disagree.
(All
statements represent value assumptions
made by those In the mainstream American
culture.)
A
D
I. Facts speak for themselves.
A

D

A

D

2. Hunting and fishing are
leisure time activities.

crowd.
D

18.

A

D

19. People should De fret to
make their own choices la as
many areas of their lives as
possible.

A

D

20.

3. You should work before you
play.

A

P

A

1)

4. A woman shoolo not be
emoarrasseci or ashamed If
she has twins.
5.

don't regularly wear a
costume.
I

I would like my children to
become independent,
self-reliant adults.

A

If someone says I'm not
telling the truth,
would
talk to them to explain that
I

D

A

A

D

6. Death can be explained my
physical causes, not by evil
spirits.

7. The proper response to belno
given a gift Is to say
"thank you anu open the
present so the giver can tie!e

your response to the gift.
A

D

8. Young people who are
finished with college and
who have jobs should find a
place of their own ts live
and not 'mooch' off of their
relatives.

A

D

9. Everyone needs a place where
d -'he can get away by

her/h1mMelf fO a while.
A

D

10. The appropriate term for the
brothero of m,' parents and
the brothers-IN-law of my
parents In 'uncle.'

A

0

II. When a child lc being
scolded my an adult. s he
should looe at "Jae adult an
A sign that s-he is
tleitenIng.

A

D

12. A large cut or wound in your
body will not allow your
"spirit to escape."

A

0

1. If ml teenaged enild hal
offenelve b-di oJor,
I

try to teach her hie
bathe daily and use
(
oer Ton
deodorant 3n part
personal hyglene plan.

I

am.

conOLusloo

then, can teachers and
managers do to help open thelr own eyes
First, and
and their own hearts wider.
perhaps must Important, make no
Lion't assume your stunents
assumptions.
unoerstano everything that is said In
class or your employees everything In
Help them by ocitlho
the oorkplace.
Important things down on the board or by
olvno them handouts or- written
Instructions they can follow as you
Wake up to your oon cultural
talk.
biases and don t assume that everyone
else shares them. Wake up to the
realltatton that mirth of what you assume
everyone knows, everyone does not know,
Acknowledge the aroltracloess of
the deelslone Made by a culture about
how its people shalt live.
Peal ice that
no culture has made all tie 'right'
Accept differences as
decisions.
InterestIng, not as threatening.
aeo, uhen It is iraportaot to: you
etudente or your employees ti, know the
assumptions of the mainstream culture,
snare ''hose asonlotInne ultra then.

ue call a,Itures and ree,Ind yr, 4'

ntodents or reployeen th5t they can be
flexible without konloo themselves, .o,nt
an

CgM.

Finally. celencate diffecencee, al
encichlno.
when
lived lo ro;ea,
noticei rani. rani happy Oaules carried
aromd on the torae of the'.( oothers,
I

A

LI

14. Mature people nettle their
differe,:es throJre,
dtsoonsion aria oor.prtoier-.

Be

the perenn who car be asked 'comb
questions.'
Become a 'culture mediator'
for then'.
Help pair them up with others
who can help then.
Find them volunteer
Hover between
"ori.
workm,,te.
these arbitrary systems for Ilaing that

'heir oraroloottPlers, or their older
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brothers and sisters.
decided that
when
had x enIld, ;, too, would carry
tnat cni:a on ry back.
Several years
later when my daughter was born, I
remembered my decision and for her first
two years, Laura spent many hours a day
in a soft cloth tied to my back. We did
housework, weeded the garden, went
grocery shopping, cooked meals, mowed
the lawn, took walks that way. Today.
at sixteen, she Is a confident American
teenager, with an extremely
well-developed understanding of other
people and their behavior.
Maybe that
has something to do with the time we
spent bound together, closely tuned In
to each other.
Our otudents and employees who come
from other cultures need nurturing In
order to succved In this culture.
Yet,
even an we nuture them, we enrich our
own liven. We have so much to learn
tr'n e,ven other.
All we need to an io
open uur eyes and open our hearts.
I

;
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THE PIVOTAL ROLE OF "EMPLOYMENT SECURITY" IN FORMULATING TOMORROW'S WORKFORCE STRATEGIES

DR. DAVID GORDON
University of Dallas
Graduate School of Management
CHARLES E. DAVIS, JR.
Bell Helicopter Textron
Deputy Director-TQM

Abstract
The need for sustained growth of organizational productivity has captured our
attention. Achieved only with the
realization of high levels of worker
participation, this issue centers on
the operational question of "employment security." A model for needed
operational reality will be presented.

and then solicit your "Buck-A-Day"
ideas in token exchange for coffee
mugs and rubber dollars.
Statistical
Process Control (SPC) is the historian
of manufacturing processes. Fishbone
diagrams control white collar derision
making.
Accountability for these many
forms of 'total Quality expands well
beyond functional walls of the Quality
Department.
And we understand clearly
the ingredients for activating employee

IN1RODUCTION

A management focus on quality
flourishes amhng u. S, producers subject
to the last decade of foreign competition.
The genocide of poor quality
goods and services taught them expensive
lessons.
As a result, many corporations
now resolve to defend 1'.1:. markets
by a continuous "process" (not program)
(A qsaittv improvement.

involvement.
(Jr do an!
A 19hu study by the Carnegie- Mellon

University found 75 percent of the
"quality of wart: life" program, that
had been operating at least five years
were no longer functioning. Several
reasons are cited for this, fai lure.

The 198o-i;2 rep eshion is, behind

The program had a single sponsor
within top management whose tenoro
or interest could not sustain
involvement.

current interest rates, inflation
and unta,ployment are at some of the
lowest levels known in resent memory.
Change-. In monetary and fiscal policy
support recover'. of our halanee of
trade.
And most important, the "quality
yap"
heginnin to close in some
Yet I-41f, I-Titles)
product mari.ts,
lesson we have not learned from foreign
compititors
the need for employment
us.

Worker'.

Ili show- us

t he loot

, :fifer
in exchani
the inecntie and prote-rion of steady
i(anlio,rent"
altheot this basis trust,

commitment II 'indexed when the
company's attention -.hifted to
other "hot" probirrs.1

even the mkIst skillfully managed attempt
at quality improvement will fail from
the simple lack of work force involvement.
frploi(rent security is the missing
ILI:
(r.r,
prart
t.. ,Albrk
t 0./1 In
the

f rvatit,.!t t

'''111"

Hut the most Iti' I'Ii'its of seasons
For failure is ingrained in the hark
at
of manse'- rent,
Authoritarianism, mistrut, 10111 top-down hierarchy
runs counter to tor' "quality ef alk
life" nhiloonh%.
that workers should
have mire aontrol, respow,ifility,
and autonnmy over their aerk pia -e,
that drision by ionsensus should rniest derision by command.

nt

I

-Total Quality."
At this rAnt in our ererging re-revery, we should begin conti.ngewY
nlanning for the next economic downturn-anA for the protection of our most
I

ralaed re,,earce.

The glue of an oil q-lization is
ho

1116141C1)1104-rv, Or ToTAl. YU/SLIT(

participation by erTloyes.
fi.nktir.1

pre
roc.

fe!e-.

sTr tic,

a tron rear

and rie-4

1,rir

for, s..

7/4,

r 'fleet

.

r.''

'r'

r F ice

ion or

ployer's percerrin (d

bannelr- of (.enruni,,a-

an avialt sough7 affIliattor won ottP,
by thr. sharel resflostbilJry For
ftiou
raking.
ire mir,ion, r.hte
ri
of n vinbtr errani:ation.

tien in Vile -linkinr pins" to "huhhlo
nr"p t,
le-J: A,
rih, A, rhs
A

thy.

the firm- V: ttihr seek sta:le personal
rain that werk:', aratnst itFiatainel
In a favorable orientation is the vo-

,f Total Quality take-,
oryanlir quality
awl have "'.uh-

htioi

inc erased

conflicts of ints,est arose when
the nro,:ram was not offered to
all groups within the company.

necurity,
Quite literally, how can we induce
workers,
of ,.!tr

inter(a.t

output was not rewarded by financial incentives,

I'

th- "big Q it:
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like the ingredient= of Total Quality,
are bonded together by people:

"employment at will" is
the standard contractual agreement
by which workers accept employment.
The American employer can cancel the
contract -- lay off workers -- for
any reason other than capricious discrimination. Outside this country,
and in a handful of U.S. corporations,
the standard is continuous ongoing
employment --insulation from business
and product cycles exclusive of "severe
economic declines" and "acts of God."
The role of employment security
is to promote stability in an unstable
It is a basic trust between
world.
employee and employer that ensures
the vested interest of both parties.
Each individual becomes a "stakeholder"
participating in the acceleration of
business at hand,
Without employment
security, the willingness of workers
to contribute slowly erodes.
Although
in the short run the threat of losing
one's job may actually increase productivity, as a continuing diet. (i.e.,
"employment at will") it reinforces
an organizational malaise by which
all business performance declines.

THE ROLE OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY
Even a mature, participative management philosophy may fail to instill
trust in its work force. The reason
lies in the lack of provision and planning for stable employment. "Today's
layoff is tomorrow's profit performance"
-- this is our historical response
to changes in product life cycles and
While
fluctuations in market demand.
valid in the short run, such management
practice diminishes and decays work
force involvement in Total Quality
initiatives.
Case in point:
Work simplification
ideas solicited by company aulmeation
flitutcp,

Without policy and practice that
clearly protect employees from the
efficieny of their own invention,
recommendations for labor savings
will be scarce.

Figure 1.

A process of quality improvement
esteems "total involvement" as the
source mf performance advanc ement.
"We want to tap the expertise of our
work force."
And so we install suggestion boxes, advertise voluntary
participation in quality circles, and
organize myriad forms of other small
problem-solving groups.
Inentives for involvement are
equally diverse -- from a pat on the
back to a percentage of profits generated.
Hoever, even the most elaborate
system of recogniAon and reward will
not cloak the inevitable fear of "suggesting" oneself alt of a jeb,
For
without employment, what good is an
"expense-paid trip to Ha,.ail" or even
"ten percent of the annualized savings"
nuggestlon systems and small group
activities are vital element , of a
fetal retatity process, but only 11
tqicked by a hiVtic agreement for pretecaguisst productivity imprevemnts
pecially those specific to labor

LA0014 liAS6 DiffilliNTIATK)N
cima,pct.hatawa,
Gr.yarw

WHAT_ KMPLOYWHNT SWTHITT ff; N
INAT IT is

Imployment security in not lifetime
employment,
Nor ic; It is guarantee
that a wurkcr will continue in a partic!tattler, employular Jr.!. classification.
ment security Is a corporate strategy an'l

Irtvings,

Clair F, Vough, former vice prfesidont of ID4's office products division,
explains the role of emplovrc'nt
in productivity irprp...mnnt art fr.klIf64:
Volt tmploymvnt
}nth-(1 110

ntion plan to ensure ongoing employment
for a /r(0.0,AA zJeii,m!>n or "core grasp''
it t4W.kg f0
within Its work tone
manage layoff aoldanfc For a raxiram
number ef employees,
Iew onpantes can afford It

lb.' vvtv foumiation
5

,rf re,lpfe
lr.te =re
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pr,-.111tiviiy.
It thf,e
whrli wr, had 'e

tins epld wr,
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ployees are other segments almost always
excluded.
Following
extractions,
however, a core group must be carefully
differentiated from the present labor
This group represents a lean
base.
staffing level justified by historical
business growth and long-range forecasts.
An effective employment security policy
will generally protect 85 percent of
the full-time "regular" labor base.
(See Figure 1.)
The company's commitment and the
specific actions it takes to manage
these guarantees must he explicitly
documented by policy and procedure.
A plan for employment security locked
in the files of a select few will only
perpetuate mistrust between work force
and management.
One exemplary case
of policy writing at McDonnell Douglas
Electronics Company (MDEC), St. chitties,
Missouri, includes the organization's
Girjre! t 1%4.!
fee employment tier nr'1ty,
profit sharing ti.e "gainsharing"),
and expansion of job responsibilities
(i.e., "job flexibility") an integral
methods in its Total Quality process:
We at MDEC firmly believe that
our people are the most important
longterm assets of the comPRhY,
and kry fully rommiIied fo a poliry
of employment stability.
Lmployment Stabllity/Job Flexibility is
a fundamontal element of produ.
ivity and quality improvement and
therefore a natural complement to
gainsharing and long term success.
People at all levels of our organization have n responsibility to
work for stable employment to the
A docufullest extent possible.
mented system of meaningful procedures will to developed and implemented to ensure stable smployment
(layoff avoidance) for the ma. imum
possible numher of employees,

internal projects are rescheduled to
minimize peaks beyond lean staffing
Request-for-quotation activilevels.
ties are also integrated with respect
to manpower peaks and the ability to
capture follow-on contracts.
Hewlett-Packard is noted for once
refusing a large government contract
on grounds that the fluctuation in
manpower levels was inconsistent with
its policy for employment stability.
Today, the company still reviews ne'
contracts to maintain a close alliance
with products currently being manufacThe desired effect is to reduce
tured.
dependence on any single customer.
Today the product portfolio at HewlettPackard includes only 20 percent government business.
Market demand is rarely stable.
however, and internal schedules aluays
include some buildup and corresponding
Theta. tia. Iqk
decline In operstione.
tions are covered by a series of buffers
acting as "rings of defense" around
the core group.
Such buffers include
both internal and external rcsuurcel;
to a transient increase In demand.
Internal ResouTeen
Mandating overtime level.,

horrowing employees from other
departments or divisions
Tempw'ary depletion of finished
goods inventories
gefrainment from vaeatin usage
during peak periods

1

Nxtornill Resources

Hiring contract and temporary
employees
,:!.it,cohtrarting subasremhiler7

and entry-level Operations
iteveloping and training a
part-time rent:titre group
(e.g., ntudentt:, hoUto.*Ive,

PLANNING YOH ENPLOYNKNT WiCUHITY

and retiree) in the
f;moothing the roller (0.tter ride
of markst derand requires planning
Vven the mo:!t diligently preshear!.
pared husine:.s forralAs1 may fail to

predict a reeesion lasing over its
markets.
Thus the first strategi('
planning de:ision is to hedre avalte:t
business cycle downsides by developing
n eomplementary mix of products. Eastman
Kodak's entry into office ropier. eke:
Ironic imagery. and cor=tmer battery
ro,-T,Wo rr. rho re-egnImarke't's wa..
tion 01 a derlining Iito oye'te for
traditionai vbetograidd, prota,
Planning dIve..ted t' human. re-:eur
is

.es rust also nf:'-aime a high Ingrr ,. f
reilab11ity.
it map, out n long-range

ac-ording

lat?ur

internal opera

-:arroanding ror:wtslinity

Planning for employment security
ih relatively easy in a perlui
growth,
Proof of the pudding
comes in
recsilonary period F.tich
as 19i5 to N. and 1980 to 82.
A plan
fir employment stahility ruist acknowledge the possibility of unavoidable
terminations in a declining husine.,n
base.
Planning In incomplete without
it

tmtingen, ief-

ran.e,

for eut-pin: sment assi,%-

mainrentinte of trust botw,en
management and ,crs group i5 enhanced
when redundant workero are assisted
in !orating new employers.
in Europe.
,,of-platvmoar asnistance I ;; often ret.v

)aW.

tions s, bed:rte. fr t rlr b,* tie! ,tmtret.'
in mu, h a- pc
lines.
t
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results are all that count. Moreover,
the mturetyong rank order of "better
labor-management relations" causes
one to wonder.
Can we really want
quality and productivity without also
wanting to establish work force trust
and commitment?
In contrast is tne advanced ranking
of "employee participation," As a
company-wide recuperation effort, the
study cites "employee participation"
as having two popular programmatic
expressions: quality circles and qualBoth require a founity of work life.
dation of trust between labor and manage-

Strategies abound when markets
recedr-, and one eommon Itrattgy is
review of make or buy decisions for
po:4sible recapture of subcontracted
business.
A second frequent approach
is to retrain and redeploy core group
members to emerging areas of business.
During the period 1972 to 1975, IBM
absorbed two significant declines in
market demand by revolving 17,000 employees into new Jobs, 7000 of these
in fields that required complete retraining.1 Many similar examples may
he cited, but few of this magnitude.
Perhaps it was during this period that
the acronym IBM came to mean "I've
Been Moved."
The purpose of planning for laborstahilitv is to avoid thr traditional solution to a hiccup In market
demand:
Every department,
layullt;.
division, and profit center must be
ac, euloahi tor mecurave lotig.range
forecasting if the firm as a whole
is to manage Its employment security
commitment::.
For most of our industrial
history av have arbitrarily shifted
the cost of poor planning directly
to the work force.
This must stop
if we Intend to stahilige the roller
coaster of demand and buy back the
employee',, affIlIatiou, participation
and perception nt "ownership."

ment.

There is a dichotomous relationship
between 1) the tradition of cost cutting and poor labor relations, and
2)
the desire for increased performance via worker participation and !low
down of decision making,
Perhaps management envlowly rpeognizes the untapped
potential oi total involvement, yet it
ls unable to eomprehend means of successful capture.
The critical lesson not learned
is the "cycle of businesn porformance"
at; taught by our foreign competitors:
CYCLE OF BUSINESS PEFORNIANCE

EMPLOY lif.H7
SECURITY

cr01 01? OBBINKNO PMRVORMANCE
A 1983-84 study on dretining quality and produetivitv found a site
,read
search for eolutions.
of Fortune's
list of the rtoo larg ;:t
elms,
77 percent had recently approved major
company-wide initiatives to improve
performance.5 kanked in de,:cending

TOTAL
INVESTMENT

ISCPIt ASCU

HARE!! SHAM

PROOLICTIvnY,
OUALJTY
IMPROVEMENT

1

1

order of application In their repective
firms, these Initiatives are:
co I

E

Steeply' stated, a pulley and practice
of emptoyment security give':: the incen-

redu, t ion

lo-Tfoyee participation
Productivity incentivteJ
Goal seltito.: with produrtlitv

tive for total involvemi and the
atIvabee a cuttation interest

dp;_,1re

In prolurtivity and quality improvement.

to!:

At: the foro:uner rcaogni...es suh imrro:e-

meat, market thaw increive- and the

onality improvement
I

groi.lh of business promotes stable

Flovoo t raininV

cmplol,ment.

1.1,1)11-4:r.rif,l)

reap sueress from this strategy to
the detrient of our balance of trade
In the international marketplare.
As notable examples. Japan, Franco,
And '0!'' t.iemany all have established
employment sreirit!, Op 0 nntiona/
bv lahnr prartice and as:.leeiated laws
of commee. And te: evidenee ef the

1,,wreign competitors continue to
10 1
1

1

1

1
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satisfaction, and above all, meeting
of requirements at a cost representing
Moreover, Total Qualexcellent value.
ity implies an ongoing "process," not
a program bonded merely by the transient
interest and attention of management
on its way to the next "hot" problem.
But even with management standing firmly
on board, commitment in this quest
must he captured by establishment of
a basic trust.
Whereas the standard
was once "a fair day's work for a fair
day's pay," increasingly that standard
is shifting to more lasting guarantees
between labor and management. Precedents are historically available outside
this country, and the track record
of a few corporations promotes similar
action from within the U.S.
The following recommendations
will help your organization define
its first steps toward an employment
spurity commitment:

We can identify with the "vicious
cycle of productivity" and its inflationary loss of competitive position
(i.e., inefficient production ---)
rising prices -- )inflation - -- )increased
wages -- -)more inflation), and we can

attempt to combat it by negotiating
for wage concessions.
However, despite
concessions granted, we must also develop work-force incentives that make
production more efficient.
Few understand the cure for poor business performance as the strategic organizational
alignment of employment stability,
participative management and Total
Quality.
'let a few have. Control Data, Shell
Oil, Exxon, PepsiCo, Procter & Gamble,
Frit() Lay and Goodyear Tire & Rubber

company are all cited in the business
press as experimenting with "open systems," or the removal of the traditional
chain of command. Teams meet regularly
to set process goals, establish procedures, and discuss production concerns.
Management gives feedback on cost performance and renews incentive mechanisms
to motivate performance.
Devoid of
traditional managemnt, many of these
isolated experiments are logical extensions of an evolving quality improvement

Rassei,s corporaie strategy
to prepare for a formal
commitment to and a statement
of policy for Employment
Security.
Integrate planning
at all levels to effect such
policy.

procr.s-.

One forerunner of eight years'
duration is the Lawton, Oklahoma facility of Goodyear Tire & Rubber company.
The Lawton facility produces radial
tires at a cost comparable to lhat
of Korean manufacturers, presently
the most aggressive of foreign cempetitors,
Under the "open system," Lawton
currently employs 35 percent fewer
managers than other similar Goodyear
facilities,
Output is 50,000 tires
per day, whereas comparably sized U.S,
plant:: produce half that amount.6 Clearly, foreign encroachment on job security
is no longer the top concern of this
manufacturer,

Establish reams to study and
assess potential of Employment
Security given current long-range
forecasts.
Include the union.
Careful analysis of historical
turnover within firm
will reveal feasibility
of formalizing employment
guarantees already tacitly
in effect, (e.g., "We never
lay off machinists with five
years experience.")

Prepare for the inevitability
of economic decline,both short
Establish "rings
and long term.
of defense" within employment

CONCI.11SIONS

In this period of PrOPOMi re.ev,AA. let us also plan ahead for peieJs
ut economic contractionboth in general
The
and in specific product markets.
roller coaster of market demand will
require swift reactions by a willing
work :orce. To profit frum an affiliation of trust with the work force,

base.

Plan also for event_, beyond
your control to butler and protect the eore group.
contingrnr2y for outplacement
assistance.

The allure of Total Quality attacts an increasing number of companies, large and t,mall.
Yet even

,;-,anAgemt,nt must be prepared to rearrange
the hierarchy of dr: is ion making.

Pet ision by consensus :iould replace
decision h co--and.
orraniztifinnal rccuperatien goes
by many names, vet 'Tetal (tualitv"
embraeq the best of all remedial acprocess ,ronttol, total involcptions,:

the rr'ct skillfuily managed attemc.t

at quality improvement can br stymied It
Ph" simple lack of worK-ferce involve
ih glue el an organi;!arien
meat.
is participation anA commitment
"total
A v11,,.
involvement- -- by
an
of employment te,otitt

Ecw, Frep deelsier maktor, 9"(01nrlhi

,

I

Do: ,
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is the missing link to worker participation in a Total Quality process.
With these management initiatives as
organizational partners, we will all
share the reward -- the attainment
of stable, ongoing, and prosperous
employment.
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Introduction

Abstract

Human resource professionals face an

Effective programs are needed to ensure relevant
human resource development.
Rational program

important challenge.

planning models incorporate labor market

requires programs which address the need for
relevant develovent and better utilization of

information and avoid common planning pitfalls.
In order to improve the overall humor resource
system, proactive strategies to increase the
availability and utilization of labor in,Jrket
information and other planning resources

The changing labor market

labor skills to ensure a more competitive
Human resource programs that are

economy.

effective in today's terms will not, and many
feel should not, survive. In Michigan, the
challenge is coordinating a statewide network
of services that includes continuing education,
job training, placement assistance, financial
all and many others.
The Michigan Opportunity

must be implemented.

Card, a smart card that stores and allows access
to this network of services, is a major tool in
building the Michigan Human Investment System.

The following discussion provides an
overview of basic program planning concepts for

successful application by human resource

professionals at

various levels of

administrative responsibility.

Effective

planning alone will not guarantee the long-term
success of human resource programs, but it will

contribute significantly to improved program
performance.

Barriers to Effective Planets&

Numerous barriers to successful human
resource program planning exist.
most common include:

.

Some of the

No clear understanding of the organization's
mission ind roles
nit incorporate changing labor
Plan

narket condition

.

Key players are excluded
Politically motivated dectainn making
DO( of realistic, measurable goals
Funds are overcommitt,i
Poor monitoring and evaluation
Poor doculentation sad feelbrirk
Planning is an enA unt.1 itself
Planners are net allowed to plan

these harriers can he overcome or at
by using a rational planning

Most

least minimized
approach.

troop! Planate& Model
An exemplary model

ia featured in Crackinp,

Human Pesaurce Program
m11111E. by Andy San, Lorraine Alico. and Paul

the L,O)r Market

for

"The Parlonal Planning Made'_ for
qlmsn Req:Airce Programs," depicts planning 1,
an "on -going prozeaa with built -tn flexibility
Change!' in tabor market
for change."
Harrington.

Lon,!itions,

Building A Quilily WOtkfutte
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funding avaltabiiity or program

TABLE

RATIONAL PLANNING MODEL

ANALYZE
ENVIRONMENT

SET
OBJECTIVES

4,../.....

MONITOR

/PROVIDE
FEEDBACK

SELECT
STRATEGIES

IMPLEMENT
OPERATE/MANAGE

?Atel un
Lc:
Cr11S-0'*...111Z..?1 1141SitAtlIgYSA,ALPP,15,""
(!entat:TE-rniTifyFeselirch
JAft:mal ,;:varnrs' Piscciatiun
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The
experiences can readily be accommodated.
five highly interdependent planning activities

4.

Imolemeat. Overate. Needle

are addressed sequentially:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

. To facilitate program participant
access to labor market/occupational
information
. To develop realistic employability plans

Analyze existing and projected environment
Establish program goals and objectives
Review and select program strategies
Implement, operate and manage programs
Monitor and evaluate programs

.

Since feedback firm one planning component

to another is always necessary, the Rational
Planning Model is "characterized by circular
relationships rather than a set of activities
with fixed beginning and ending points."
(See

To match classroom instruction with
skills needed to perform adequately in
"real world" job settings
To reduce unemployment duration; improve
employability, earnings, job
satisfaction
To target appropriate industry/
occupation for job development/placement

attached Table I.)
5.

Monito sad Evaluate

Labor Market Wormattm3_011111

application of formal and informal
labor market information to each of the five
The

rajor a-tivities of the Rational Planning Model,
is essential.
While labor market information

needs vary considerably, depending on agency
mioelon and program stiff functions, certain
basic data elements are typically utilized.
LMI-producers are better positioned to assist
program planners with their information needs
if the planners can clearly comounicate the
purpose of the planning activity.
Although
helpful,

.

Feedback of evaluation findings is needed:

is not necessary for the planner to
knee the names of LM1 data bases or documents.
Listed below, under each planning activity, are
it

typical purposes

for

which information

To take necessary corrective action such
as modifying current program
objectives, strategies, or operations
To plan, design, and administer future
programs

is

needed:
1.

To track target group employment,
unemployment, earnings, training
experience over some given post-program
period
To estimate actual net contribution of
program participation
To identify factors affecting program
success or failure, including labor
market conditions and occupational
employment developments

Aealiza Eaviroseent
Proactive Plaaaiug Strategies

To review and analyze local population/
labor force composition, trends
To identify groups with relatively high
unemployment
To identify target population employment

In addition to the basic program planning

euidelines previously discussed,
-administrators and planners:

barriers
To assess available laber force reserves

Obtain training to develop a working
knowledge cf LMI, program planning and
human resource development concepts and
applications.

(pools of workers for new or expanding
firms)

To assess employment structure,
outlook of local jobs and identify
petentiel trairang/plaretent or
economic development areas
2.

.

3.

Assess statewide human resource developsent
and utilization needs and advocate
implementation of a comprehensive human
investment strnte3y.

Set obinllun
.

Network with your counterparts in your state
and in other states to identify innovations
in the LMI and Human Resource Development
fields.
Support ongoing dialogue among
business, labor, education, and government

To detereine eciceelacy of mission to
labor maCwet reality and changing
priorities in state and local policies
relating to program

To establish clearly defined, specific
goals neessiry for selection and
design of pr gram strategies

leaders.

Communicate with major Lll producers in your
state re,arding the strengths and
weaknesses of data evailable for planning

Select Strategies
.

there are

several recommended action steps for

purposes.

To evaluate informatLea in order to
ensure program effectivenessselect program ,::ix

- devetup curriculi
- develop performance scandal-le

E3ulldIng A Clue lity Workforce
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Advocate state and local support for the
continued development of local LMI. Wire
funding is required for LMI activities,
e.g. development of local data bases, data
analysis, and training for data producers
and users.
A valuable source of infurmation on current and

desirable LMI capacity

is Labor Market

Information:
A State Policy-maker's Guide, by
Paula Duggan, Northeast 'Midwest Institute, The
Center for Regional Policy.
Telephone: (202)
544-5200.
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Project AHEAD and Project Networking

Dr. Judy R. Kuhlman, Executive Director
and
Neva J. Allen, Program Coordinator

a career choice, Career choice involves exploration though assessment and counceling.
Additional barriers include: Low self-esteem,
the lack of a high school diploma, no available
funding to receive additional education, and
the lack of adequate childcare, and transporation while training.
Project AHEAD has always established a
priority to servo JTPA eligible participants by
coordinating educational funds. This program
has increased the number of JIPA eligible
students receiving tuition assistance from Carl
Perkins funds through the schools by 200%
since 1985. This coordination has allowed not
only expanded usage of limited tuition funds,
but the JTPA assistance for transportation and
childcare has resulted In a greater utilization
of Carl Perkins funds, Many women could not
have participated in the vocational programs
without assistance in tuition, childcare and
transportation made available through the
Western Missouri Private Industry Council,

Abstract

Project AHEAD
Project AHEAD, "Adults Headed for Education, Advancement and Development," began in 1985 in response to the Carl Perkins
Vocational Education Act of 1985. The Western Missouri Private Industry Council, Inc.,
was the first private industry council in the
state of Missouri to initiate coordination of
funds through the Carl Perkins Act which
mandated that vocational services be provided to increase the successful enrollment of
single parents, homemakers, and displaced
homemakers into vocational programs by coordinating services with job training programs
as designed by the Job Training Partnership
Act.

A program to serve rural Missouri was
considered necessary since Regional Centers
established by the Missouri Department of
Elementary and Secondary Education were
outside of the 13 rural counties served by
Service Delivery Area 4. Participation in this
program would likely require lengthy travel to
regional centers serving larger populations.
The history of coordination linkages with
the seven vocational-technical schools and
the junior college within SDA 4 was instrumental in the decision to begin this program
and has been the catalyst to Its immediate
and continued success. Project AHEAD has
assisted over 1000 women since its first workshop in March1986 in learning of career opportunities which were open to them. The
services received by each individual varied
depending on the needs of the individual.
Project AHEAD services are designed to
eliminate the barriers which may be keeping
single parents, homemakers, and displaced
homemakers from entering the workforce.
Traditionally, this process begins with making

Inc.

Funding for the operation of Project
AHEAD has fluctuated throughout its four
years of operation. In 1985, the program
began with operational funds through the Sex
Equity Department of the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education. Additional
funds for counseling were provided through
the Western Missouri Private Industry Council,
Inc. In 1986, operation funds were provided
through WMPIC through vocational schools
who were receiving recruitment programs
through AHEAD.
In 1987 and 1988, Project AHEAD had
the opportunity to expand its services by requesting Coordinated Matching Grant funds.
These funds were II-A 8% funds made avail
able by the Department of Job Development
and Training to the Department of Elementary
and Secondary Education for coordination
efforts. This expanded budget allowed for
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dinating busing for individuals wishing to study
for the GED in order to enter vocational train-

operational expenses as well as tuition support for an additional 40 women and supportive services for transportation.
Due to the linkages of services provided
to the vocational-technical school and the
community colloge by WMPIC and Project
AHEAD, a mobile assessment cereer was
begun in 1987 to assist in career choice and
basic skill evaluation for JTPA and Carl Perkins participants. The Assessment Center has
proven to be a valuable service throughout the
rural community. The Center's mobility allows
testing at plant sues when they are planning
on expanding Ilieir operation or when they are
facing a closing.
Highlights for the program are led by the
selection of Carol Schibi, a Project AHEAD
participant who was one of seven across the
nation to receive the first Outstanding Adult
Learner award from the American Association
of Adult and Continuing Education In Wash-

ing.

In October 1988, The Western Missouri
Private Industry Council Inc. and Project
AHEAD received the Governor's Award from
the state of Missouri for Outstanding Contributions by a Job Training Program for Special
Populations.
In Program Year 1987-88, 147 individuals
received direct services through Project
AHEAD. These services included: 107 in
vocational training who received tuition, supportive services, or employment counseling;
13 wore enrolled in GED preparation; 19 corn
pleted vocational assessment in preparation
of entering training, arid 8 were served under
other JTPA II-A activities.
Of the 147 individuals served, 30 were
high school dropouts and 98% were Economically disadvantaged, In a closer evaluation,
the WMPIC found that many of the individuals
in this program did not have one barrier to
employment but had an average of four barriers which included- being a high school dropout, being a teenage parent, having children
under the age of 6, having children under the
age of 18, receiving federal assistance, being
a displaced homemaker or being handicapped.
1ne multifacets of the program often
make it difficult to measure its success. By
job training performance standards, of the 56
individuals terminated from skilled-training
programs, 30 entered employment with a 54%
positive termination rate. The average wage
at placement was $5.15. In this type of program, we h4e found that even though individuals may find a reason not to complete a
program on their initial attempt, they very
often return when their personal situations
have stabilized.
The success of Project AHEAD continues
to grow from the coordination linkages which
exist between the social agencies which also
serve these populatiens. These agencies welcome the opportunity to provide information
for their clients since they are assured that a
case management approach will be offered

ington, D.C., March 23. 198/, She was nomi
nated for this recognition for the manner in
which she used education to overcome the
economic barriers faced by her family when
they were facing a farm bankruptcy during the
agriculture crisis. Her strengths inolude high
academic and personal standards. Since re
ceiving this honor, she has addressed various
state organizations about her experience,
which has helped to establish a better understanding of the Job Training Partnership Act
programs.
Recruitment has been improved in not
only reaching the single parent, homemaker,
displaced homemaker population, but also
high school dropouts, when coordination was
made through agencies providing health serve
ices for women. This enabled the program to
provide educational information to over 1500

women. In this process, over 800 women
were identified who had young children of
whom 43% were high school dropouts and
62% were interested in vocational training.
In identifying this population, Project
AHEAD has been able to restructure program
services to include childcare assistance for
individuals seeking basic and remedial skill
training. They were also instrumental in coor-
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additional activities included in the programmatic delivery of already existing JTPA programs which are operated by the Western
Missouri Private Industry Council, Inc. Those
programs include the Employment Opportunity Seminars (Job Seeker), Skill Training
Programs, On,The-Job Training and any other
programs in which women may be enrolled.
In SDA 4, delivery of the programs is provided
through a cooperative effort involving commu
nity based service providers (sub contractors),
educational institutions, and other agencies.
Through an already established network,
referrals are made to assure that all pallid-pants and pot, :Heal participants are guided to
the moat appropriate service s.

ac they go through the Prnpla yment selection
process.
Project AHEAD has expanded their services in 1989 to better assist those who receive
tuition by offering special retention counseling. Their services will now involve all educational linkages with the job training programs
offered through the WMPIC.
Peolect. Networking

The goal of this program is to design, implement and evaluate the impact of a networking
project for women wii0 are JTPA participants

in Service Delivery Area (SDA) 4. The project
trains participants in basic survival, career advancement and sec :71I skills networking.

In 1987, the Missouri Council on
Women's Economic Development and Traming commissioned a study to investigate the
reality of theseligures for Missouri women.
Specifically, the objective was to uncover the
barriers that Missouri women encounter in
trying to obtain jobs andfor gain access to jobs
which provide greater challenges and re,
wards. A second purpose was to examine
data sources that reflect the status of women

pEDIQQueletedgluf,ty Project Networking
provides the basis for a systematic approach
to networking procedures w' iich assists
wernen with their basic survival skills, career
development, and social interaction.
The Western Missouri Private Industry
Council, Inc. operates every available JTPA
program, as well as special projects which
target specific at-risk and hard-to-serve populations, The Service Delivery Area is comprised of 13 rural counties with a population
just over 250,000.
The Western Missouri Private Industry
Council, Inc. Is determined that more than just
a skill training program was probably required
to assist women with the transition to work
and the progression of job and career development resulting in the creation of Project
Networking. Funding was sought and received from JTPA it-A 6% funds provided to
the Missouri Council of Women's Economic
Development and Training. Tie program was
designed to study whether providing networking skills instruction to female JTPA participants would make a significant difference in
the entered employment rate, wage at placement, and on-the-job progression.

in the labor market. A third objective was to
review and assess the services women receive from existing employeient, training and
support programs in the state.
It was discovered that second proceeded only by traditional low wages in traditional females was lack of networking skills.
The survey category of not knowing the right
people and knowing the system to get Information about jobs."
Program Design. This project is designed to
implement networking opportunities for
women who are JTPA participants in SDA 4.
to share information and ideas and provide
support to better prepare them to use networking skills to achieve their individual career
goals. Networking focuses on female welfare
recipients who often are individuals that re
quire additional, individual support to enter the
workforce.
Support for these individuals is through

ProcgoeiecolWdiveS oriel. ruttom
ELQ.cifiirni,=ctivc #1, The networking
project will identify and define those networking skills necessary to achieve successful
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linkaeee Ord afl;liatinn5 In ensure ptacerTient
in a trzeniog related oceepatron at a higher
wage as well as to ensure job retention and
longevity at the work place.
aLttcOnle. Networking skills to be
achieved will include basic survival skills. the
skills neereoeley to a.:;piro to career advance
meant as well as provide social networking
skills training,
Fircararn_Qtri=tiyu #2. The networking
project will provide data which will either prove
or disprove that networking skills provided in
this formal are beneficial to aide/ideals percone', professional and economic advancement.
Q.L1Lc:arn.Q:, A control group of fitly 00)
JTPA program women participaiits and one
toratreent group of 50 similar women will be
randomly identified with only the treatment
group being giver, networking skills instruction.
After comparison of the termination
characteristic a, it will Ile determined whether
or not netwutkiiig skier; increased training
related placements, provided higher wage
rates and produced working longevity.
Pirecillign.c.itteleetivuti, 'V he coordireitor
of the networking project will research existing
resource materials and develop and produce
art instructional module to include a 15-20
minute videotape about networking linkages
as the program becames integrated into regular JTPA program delivery,

prism delivery,

laujitalgailijko, In order to effectively
teach the utilization of Notwwking skills, a
video and workbook was developed. The
need for an individual to recognize their own
pro - existing Networking system is very important The realization of this system and the
ability to capitalize on this resuurce is rein,
forced further during the Networking presentation by the use of the video and workbook.
Qata Celjeeken. This study consists of
100 women selected from skilled Training and
OnTheJob Training participants. (Fifty in
each group). They were then broken down
into a Treatment Group and a Control Group.
Thu treatment group receives it pre-test
to check prior knowledge of Networking. They
then view the Networking viduu arid complete
the workbook leaching the strategies of Not
working. A post-test is than administered two
weeks later. The control group Is only given
the Post test in determine if there Truly
need for this progrem.
Follow -up at 45- and 80 day intervals
will occur us part Pf the project. Treateletil
versus Control participants will be evaluated in
the following areas: Wager at placement, or
advancement during the 45- 80-day follow-up
period, personal confidence and professional
development. The final report will be prepared and submitted December 30, 1989.
Project Networking provides women
who are at risk of remaining dependent on
society, the opportunity to acquire s-lfes,
teem, coping skills and behavioral attitudes
through counseling and networking activities.
As individuals develop their sell-worth, they
increase their personal responsibility which
promotes the likelihood of career success.

ovicvnti, The completed videotape
and printed instreetional meierialo will be
made available to the SDA's in Missouri for
their use.

Erman Qt4ecjiveit4. The coordinator
of the networking project will conduct Iwo
follow-up seminars for former Networking
participants to reinforce the validity of using
networking skilie.
Quicome;,_ Participant'; will provide input to the coordinator about how networking
was beneficial to them as they moved into
employment.
Collection of post-program data to use
to build networking linkages as the program
becomes integrated into regular JTPA pro-
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Abstract

Project RE5OU1;CE5 assiets the
older worker in identifying and
obtaining viable employment on a
regular full time part time or
temporary basis. kEGOURCE:. provides
those workers over the age of 5F.,
with the information and techniques
necessary for a sUncessful job
search With emphasis on e(luoallon
and training, innovative programs
ahU individualized approaLhea are
available to all registered
perticipnets, Older workera are
referred to appropriate employers
through a job bank system.
Continually updated, the job bank,
an employment clearinghoune, 18
particularly helpful to those older

As all current demographics
indicate, the American workforce is
changing. Increasing numbers of
women and minorities will be
integral to the workiorce and so
too will be increasing numht.ra of
older workerm At this point in
time, many ['Pier wc,tkers ni.ied or

wiall to secure employment but hi4,

hindered by a lack of knowledge of
atrategion and by societal
attitudes. In order to !successfully
pursue and find a suitable
position, they are in need of
instruction and supportive
services. Project kEUOURCEG
provides pafL,icipants with training
in job :search skills; maintains A
job hank of potentiel employer e;
matches poteetial employers and
particlpentn; advocates for the
older worker; and builds an active
network of support, ineluding other
agencies and inntitutionm, to
provide necessary mervicem to
participants,

porkere fee.ed With outplov_ement:
fort.:ed early retirement, or those

for whom retirement was
ensatiefactory.
The combination of a tight,
labor market irld demographic
indications of an increasingly
Aging populat!on, makes kESOUITEL; a
timely program with both immediate
and long term impact. With its
inclusive programming all older
workers are eligible. In fact,
serv'.ces are provided for those
workers who Were Mired in owOhoMic
changes that led to mergers,
acquisitions and subsequent layoffs (or premature retirements) in
record numbere Within the
ktURCE'ch program atructure diverse
talents are recognized and placed
in the workforce to the advantage
of both worker and employer.
Traditionally the older worker
in recognized for dependability and
stability. A:.though these traits
are highly rogarded, older workers
facing unemployment are often
deficient in the current skills
necessary to find a job. Training
is needed. Many older workers
indicate frustration at hearing the
words "over qualified" and
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intereeet thorn an Af.

childran
college, mortgage payments, similar
to someone 40 er 4i years old, A
retiree at 62-64 who has started to
collect Zoclal Security has a
restriction placed on eared
income. Just as AMU' invitee
advertisers to understand rind

-f

discrimination, Career support is
needed. still others feet/ the
grieving proceee as they try to
understael the economic ehangee
this led ta., the end of 25 or
years with a company, Guidanee and
peer reppert are needed. For the
retirees who need to supplement
ehetr ineome, or for ehom mental
etimuletion and soci.
involvement,
le defined by work, IA eritieal,
eew eptionn mutt be explored. The
flexibility and scope rt nEeoeeeee
eigeifiemtly addreenee all these
e,

ref lest in its marketing appro'ac'hes

the extremely diverse group that it
represents, SO too Must any one
with reereiting and
involvs.
workers have
placement of
this untie stand! ,g,

Age is the (Judy factor that
determines eligibility far the

erein,

RE7)01111U0 partielphet. Itn
leiget1 kellealttien

With the aging of t.hn
end the demogrephie
the "baby built,"
upeeelkflee In n timely end effentive
workfc.re
impact eel

pregeam whose growth in the
supportive envirenmeet of the
community college impeets
eenitively ee the/

partielpante and the employment
picture of the state's buninemeee
and ihduetrlee,
From its inception, end using
the eegistered perticients /le a
LLudy group (total number of
participents to data 664)
the
diversity of the group in terms of
eedn and abilities wee moat
apperent. Skills range from nenspeeific elericel and assembly line
work to middle and upper management
And skilled leduntriel workers.
Retired profeeeionale, such as
chemicel engineers and accountants,
centiue to regitter as
partielpantre
As e group older werkern
represent morn diversity than any
other, age group, They may be
identified in a number of subgroups And include dislocated
workers (both blue and white
collar), retirees under 62,
retirees 62-69, retirees 70+ and
women who may be returning after an
absence of many years. Although
the age fever 55) defines them as
older workers, needs very greatly.
A participant who retired at 55 as
a result of a curpor to erger, may
have income and family
,

inclusiveness is in direct. contrast
LP the leXk;luelvity of othoe eidoe
worker programs where criteria are
aced to elimiate applicants. in
this region, existing programs
place stringent economic criteria
on Applieente.
Faced with the lone of a lob,
the older worker often confronts
reeiectien gel:Jed An terms such as
over quelified' or "lacking
computer literacy." The phenomenon
ut meegurs and W:quialtiona caueed
teeny older werkers to logo their
Juba; particularly hard hit were
mid end lower managers, As eteted
in the discussion On diversity, for

may eaxly retirement was not
choice but an economic hardship.
There, arc many reasons for the
older worker to return to the
workpleen. The change from a
meeulaetering-heeed eeohumy to one
of service left many older workers
witheut jobs or trensferable
nkille. For older workers over 65,
retirement may not have met their
expectations. Economic
cenetrictioes, social isolatic
and/or a decrease in mental
stimulation are of*en mentioned as
reasons for returning to work.
Qbdtelivele

The RESOURrES participant may
expect the program to be a source
of current jut, information. They
may aveil theMtelvea of training in
job sear-h techniques with focus on

resume e Mee, interviewing
techniques and completing
applications. As appropriate they
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are expected to assume
responsibility for their job eeerch
activities. When a referral is made
the participant is expected to
arrange for an interview and follow
any of the employer's procedures or
prerequisites, Whereas RESOURCES
provides the motivational and
technical support, jobs are riot
annigned. (iltimate decisions to

ere referred to neeeifie empleyment
opportenities and/or Training
eoursen. They are advised of
aetivitiee relating to employment
and are eneouraged to attend these
activities The activition mey
include, but are not limited to,
job fairs, workshope, informational
ieterviewa and peer support
nessions.
Advececy for the older worker
in an ongoing objective ef
RESOURCE5. It in promoted in
esmeeiation with euch groups an the
Pew ;ereey Teek Fortes on the Older
Wurkor, iron Chambers of Commerce
otheY besInese and profensionel
erganiseeieus. Employers are
ih
jeetted le
edunatione) experiences fer and
with older woekers AS a key in the
cuetinual process of advocacy.

accript or to rtijnf7t jobs remain

with worker and employer.
Z1111.1

Currently PFP,OURCEr,

nthfftld

by a full time pro.lect director and
two pert time assistents. The staff
is supplemented by eeverel

eolenteeee eeleeled fem the
registered participants. At this
peint, the volunteers are
responsible for updating employer
contacts. It in part of the
specific design of RESOURCES that,
other than the director, all staff
members are over the age of 55. A
combieed work hiotorY of business,
industry and managemeut serve them
well an they have assumed the roles
of peer adviaere, They are eble to
empathize end advise from the

MOdKele
RESOURCE in an epee entry
program under which participente
are, provided with individual end
group activities designed to

suceennfully find end meitei
uneeheldised employment, All
perticlpante are interviewed in the
eontext it thm menthly Discuaeio
Group meet tag. If this in
inconvenient for the participant An
individual interview is arranged. A
staffing follows in which an
individualized approach is
dincuseed for each participant.
Meet partieipants are
encouraged to attend the monthly
Training '6emihers in job search
skill ;. The Seminer hoe evolved
into its preeett format of two half
day sesnions allowing interim time
for independent research and work.
Altheugh the Prejout Director
conducts the seminar, employers (on
a rotating basis) are invited to
conduct the interviewing portion.
This gives the participant the
opportunity for "mock interviewing"
and to understand the interviewing
process from the employer's
perspective.
The program in based on the
self directed jib search model
which requires that job seekers
develop end implement their own
self-marketing plan. Participants

perepeetive of almilar age,
background and life experiences.

Cencluien
In January 1989 the Older
Worker Tank Force reported to then
:secretary of Gabor Ann Mebeughlin
that although there were barrIers
to employment for older workers,
they were not insurmountable. Many
In the field eeeeuered .and in fact
had advocated this to all who would
listen,

One of the recommendations
made in the report called for the
creation of new human resource
strategies. The need exists for
positive work environments which
offer opportunities for upward
mobility regardless of age. In
addition, pre-retirement planning
must include continued work
options, The options may differ
frem previous work assignments;
however, they care be an integral
part of the retirement package. It
is suggested that work assignments
change to fit older workers as, and
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when, nec:assary, 4licr.uraiiihi4
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flexibility, job sharing and job

The following titles are
recommended to RESOURCES
participants And are included in
the prepared materials used in the
training Seminars.

redesign.

In building A quality
workforce more older workers will
he needed. Managers and human
resource personnel will want to
recruit, train and retrain older
workers and will find that all of
those objectives can be met. An
understanding of the older workers'
perspectives and nesdu and the
divornity that is represented
within the group will lead to more
successful matches of worker to
Joh. Assignments theft recognize the
necrecity of flexibility of hours
and the existing institutional
Impediments t.. work :Awed by older
workers will.be the most
successful. In addition, training
must be encouraged at all levels
within a work climate that provides
opportunities to upgrade skills and
supports the concepts of life long

Brandt, E. with Corwen 5. (1987)
EllIY_ Aml Fired. Bedford,
Massachusetts:
Mills & Sanderson.
Hirsch, Paul (1987). kack Your Own
Panic:lute. Reading,
Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley.
Myers, A. and Anderson, G.P
(1984),1ArcCSIZ_QM.04.1Y. New
.

York: Summit itc,ok5.
Scott, H. and Brudney, J. ;a'.

(19(17) ,

F_QxceA_Dut. New York: Fireside
Edition, :Amon & Shuster, Ike.
Theehy, Gail. (1981). athilugimxA.
New York: William Morrow.

Program administrators may
find the following material of
interest:

learning.

National Council on The Aging.
Waftivicies lsLAhtL._Q),sittr,
_Wralsex. Washington, D.C.
New Jersey Department of Community
Affairs, Division on Aging,

(1980

.
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(1989). 1.109r Market.ExOlows_a
Lacier Woxlsers_.
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Dr. Judson M. Lyon

Project STAY of the Milwaukee
Public Schools grew out of a
serious problem. Approximately 40
percent of the studentt who enter
high school in Milwaukee fail to
They drop
complete that program,
out. Furthermore, more than half of
these students have never had a
succ.tesful work experience.
Consequently. their future in the
work force is bleak.

Project STAY: School Dropouts And
The Workforce
the broader application
of a sorremsful (70% rate) program
designed to recover dropouts.
This
project, ,foil ly funded by
Milwaukee. Public Schools, JTPA, and
the omtl Perkins Vocational
Educ!ton Act, involves an
individualized, self-paced
curriculum, specialized and
individualized job assessment and
training with extensive counseling
and support, tryout employment.
and 'omprehensive evaluation,
referral, and follow-up.
Learn about

Milwaukee Public Sohoole had
experimented with a vellety of
programs designed to meet the needs
of these students including various
outposts attached to the regular
high schools, the Demmer Center
outreach program and a business
skills Program. None had been an
integrated comprehensive ettempt to
deal with these students' lack of
academic skills, their lack of
successful work experience and
Project
their poor self-image.
STAY represents such an attempt.
This program was possible
because of the availability of
funds from a variety of sources.
It is supported by Joint Training
and Partnership Act monies, funds
from the Vocational Education Act
and support from Milwaukee Public
It is a very expensive
Schools.
program, requiring an initial
investment of about. 5100,000 in
equipment and curriculum materials
and a staffing ratio of a
teacher/c 'inselor team for every 25
students.

Project STAY involves four
closely integrated components.
First, there in an individualised,
self-paced, tiered curriculum.
We
utilize the Comprehensive
Competencies Program developed by
U.S. Basics Corporation of
Washington, D.C. The keys to a
successful curriculum for a program
of this nature are its adaptive
nature, that is the ease with which
staff can adaro it to fit the
individual needs of each student.
It is intricately tiered from
12.9, it ie comprised
grades 1.0
of highly concentrated units and it
furnishes almost daily feedback to
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the student.
Althoueh most
students take readens, math, and
language, they may also study
science, social studies and GED
preparatAsn.

Third, almost all students
also take employment training
classes. These are taught at MATe
or by various employers who have
the facilities to undertake this
We have formal and
function.
informal job training agreements
with the McDonald's Corporation,
the Wisconsin Gas Company,
Milwaukee Biscuit Comparky, Guardian
Protective Services, Payco Printing
Company, and several nursing homes
armee, ethern.
Tho purpneo is to
give the students actual job skills
that they can utilize on the job to
enhance their employability.

The teachers we utilize are
upper elementary certified because
they must teach a variety of
ehjets. Students spend a minimum
of two and one-half hours per day,
fnur days per week on thin academic
skills training. Again this is
only a guideline.
Two and one-halt
hours a day are suggested by the
CCP Corporation as the minimum
necessary to gain a full year in
each subject in one academic year.
The key in to push the students to
do as much as they can while
treating each student as an
individual and meeting their needs,
This *endemic ;dusk is supported at
Project STAY by a Chapter One
program where students can obtain
additional academic drill where it
is needed, by student or peer
teaching and volunteer tutors,

As an adjunct to the above,
each student undergoes a two and
one-half hour multi-phased job
assessment that identifies both
their job skills and their
Thin material is the!,
interests.
used to advise the student on a
current job placement and a Future
career.
One of the most important
ambitions that Project STAY has for
its student« is to help them
develop some short-term and longterm goals.
These have been
singularly larking in most students
we serve.
The assessment gives us
tools with which to work.

The second component of the
program is the Job Skills/Job
Retention Class.
Starting this
year, we will be utilizing a new
appreaeh that employs a
teacher/counselor team, approach me
day a week for two and one-half
hours.
The materials will be drawn
from the Functional Component of
the CCP, The Developmental euidance
Curriculum produced by MPS and
various other job related
activities and materials from other
sources.
The purpose of this
component is to train the student
in the practical skills and
attitudes needed to be successful
in the job market, to work with
them on many life skill areas such
as budgeting, landlords, the law,
purchases, and government
regulations, and to assist them in
recasting their self-image.
This
work can be accomplished either in
an individualized format or in
small groups.
Once again, given
the need for competency in the
aforementioned areas, the program
should be adapted to the needs of
the individual student.

The fourth component of the
program is Tryout Employment.
funded of course by JTPA. Our
counselors assist the student in
locating jobs, mostly in the spring
They then support them
Semester.
through 150 hours of reimbursed
employment and a minimum of 40
hours of unreimbursed employment,
We find that this frequently
requires taking the student to the
job at least the first time, and
frequently the first several times,
and making at least two contacts
with the employer and the student
each week, at least one in person.
There are in many cases five to ten
years of bad habits to overcome, as
well as negative attitudes on the
part of the employer, lack of
family support and problems
associated with the streets, peers,
and self-image.
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Project STAY has been
reasonably successful with these
At least 70 percent cf
students.
the students we register in the
program complete the components of
They earn at least
the program.
two credits per semester and
complete the tryout employment
This year 107 of the
suceosefully.
lee students we took in were
Another ten earnel the
successful.
credits but did not complete the
tryout employment.

assessment profile and all the
experiences at STAY are brought to
hear to help the students make the
best choices.

We have begun a follow-up
Up to this point we have
program.
only had the student: for one year,
usually an academic yea:: and a
summer session. Consequently, we
need to know what impact we have
The
had on students down the road.
follow-up program was begun on in
informal basis this year. We
utilized the Informal contacts we
had with students from the previous
41 of the students from
two years.
those years (3S from 1987-1988)
Of those who
contacted us.
contacted us, 90% were either still
working, or in school, or both.

It is crucial to note that
of success requires
almost daily interventions to
overcome almost non-existent
families, frequent street problems.
long-standing bad habits and
abysmal self-images. The absolutely
essential prerequisite to the
success of a program like Project
STAY is a deeply caring and
committed staff willing to treat
these students as human beings,
willing to become involved in every
aspect of students' lives whether
it be family, street, health care,
court or social welfare, and
willing to adapt the curriculum and
the program to meet the needs of
each individual. We are blessed
with such a staff at STAY.
this level,

This year we intend to
undertake a more intensive followIn the first week of
up program.
school our counselors will attempt
to contact each one of their
students from the previous Year.
find out what their plans are, and
encourage them to carry these plans
We will then check again
out.
during final exam weeks in January
and June, compile that information,
and combine it with whatever
informal contacts we make to get a
Sense of our impact.

Our teachers and counselors
make frequent home visits, go to
court or social welfare agencies
with our students and maintain a
firm but caring family-oriented
We do make
environment at STAY.
demands on our students and we do
have expectations but we tailor
those to each individual. We are
willing to give students second,
third, and fourth chances; we also
have to cut the strings sometimes
when a student is jeopardizing the
program as a whole by his or her
behavior or shows no interest in
succeeding.

We will also he carrying over
some of our students from 1988This is an experiment to see
1989.
In the
how a second year works.
past, limitations on JTPA support
and the somewhat repetitive nature
of the curriculum militated against
We hope we have
continuation.
worked out some of those problems.
There are some concerns or
questions on which work is being
done.
The one-year limitation was
one.
A second has been the
repetitiveness of the curriculum.
This year we introduced and/or
worked on a series of options for
Some variety is
students.
necessary to keep up their
We introduced a new
interest.
reading, discussion and writing
program and we maintain and

After students complete their
one year at STAY, an intensie
counseling session (sometimes more
than one if necessary) is
undertaken with teacher and
counselor to advise the student on
their future plans and goals. The
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constantly expand a library of
popular and classic books. We are
developing and expanding a program
of African-American studies
materials with which students may
work. we are also introducing a
modified functional component and
the CCP Social Studies Course.
Another need we have discussed
is for more proactive counseling.
We lose students or have problems
with students at fairly predictable
times.
For example, when students
turn 18 or get their first check or
are on vacations there are
problems.
We need to discuss these
issues and others with students
before the fact and help them
develop strategies to avoid
disaster.
It is our hope that the
new modified guidance and
functional component of our program
will give us a means to deal with
these issues.
Lastly, there are some
students with whom we have not been
able to work. We must be able to
find something positive with which
to work, and we look very hard.
However, it the student does not
really want to be with us, or Ls
too hostile, or is unemployable for
some reason, then we are unable to
work with them,
Additionally,
between 25 and 30 percent of the
students we do accept drop out or
fail to complete the program.

We cannot substantially
further alter the character of STAY
to deal with these groups. We must
work with those with whom we have
been and can be successful. Our
experience suggests the need for
even more aciptable street outreach
programs for these other young
people. Programs that go out
lJoking for them eel just try to
get them involved in something
positive.
That is not our
function.
We are most successful
with 17-19 year-olds who are able
to make some kind of commitment,
however limited and fragile.
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A Proven Curriculum and Methodology for Creating a Technologically Literate Workforce

Paul Agosta

A historical background shows the need for
technology literacy in todays workforce.
Technology literacy is defined as tho missing link between basic skills instruction and
machine-specific training. The thinking
pyramid model Is proposed as an effective
method of problem solving in technology
training. The qualities that make a person
technologically literate are enumerated;
special emphasis is given to an examination
of problem solving and teamwork skills.
Finally, there is a summary of a pertinent
current *Abate: Is the private sector or the
public sector responsible for technology
literacy training? Emphasis is given to the
Committee on Education and Labor Report
submitted by Chairman Hawkins to accompany H.R. 7 and other documents describing the dramatic new features of the Carl D.
Perkins Applied Technology Education
Amendments of 1989.

My objectives today are to:
Define the new basic skills
key
among them technology literacy
Increase your understanding of what
Is entailed in technology literacy
training that distinguishes it from
other sorts of literacy training
Define the role of that training in
producing an economically competitive workforce
Provide an example of an approach
that works to address the new basic
skills training with an emphasis on
technology literacy training
To understand how a technologically illiterate workforce Impacts the economy of the
United States, consider the comments made
by Dr. Lester Thurow at a recent conference
of City Managers. "At the end of World War
II we were 75% of the World GNP. As late
as 1960 we were 50% of the World GNP.
Today we are just 23% of the world GNP. If
you think about what is the competitive edge
that any country has, it's something that's
under your jurisdiction. The thing about
which we compete [in the world] ic, What's
the quality of the local workforce in terms of
education and skills?
if you look at the
education and skills of our workforce, we
just dune match up very well."'

As Director of Marketing for the Advanced
Center for Technology Training (ACTT),
Paul Agosta is responsible for the development and implementation of the sales and
marketing strategies for ACTT's curriculum
and services. His experience In computer
sales and public education prepared him
well for his position; he came to ACTT
familiar with both the industrial and education markets, and he has helped ACTT
become a nationally recognized leader in
technology literacy training. His solid leadership and organizational skills have also
been an asset.

.

In the nineteenth century. during the Industrial Revolution, the United States experienced rapid growth and became the leading
industrialized nation in the world. The
availability of an educated workforce proved
to be an important aspect of that success.
Consider the following analysis of American
industry during the 1850s:

Mr. Agosta receivrei his bachelor of science
degree from Michigan State University and
his masters degree from Wayne State
University. He is active in numerous training
and education trade associations, including
the American Vocational Association, the
American Society for Training & Development, and the Oakland University Education
Specialist Steering Committee.

"A fourth reason offered by British observers to explain American economic
efficiency was an educational system
that had produced widespread literacy
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and 'adaptive versatility' among American workers. By contrast a British
workman trained by long apprenticeship 'in the trade' rather than in schools
lacked 'the ductility of mind and the
readiness of apprehension for a new
thing' and was 'unwilling to change the
methods which he has been used to,'
according to an English manufacturer."'
Compare this observation with a recent
statement made by Former U.S. Secretary
of Labor William Brock: America needs an
educational system with "much more emphasis on flexible training that allows people
to adapt to technologies as they constantly
change around them in the work place."
This remark has been hailed as innovative
and visionary but we can see it is simply
returning to the educational precepts and
values that were originally responsible for
America's industrial development. What is
required of America's educational system
today?
I frequently hear discussion as to the purpose of education. Should education respond to business pressures and prepare
students for specific jobs or should education prepare students for the future in which
they will live? Alan Bloom in The Closing of
the American Mind observes how "A highly
trained computer specialist need not have
had any more learning about morals, politics
or religion than the most ignorant of persons." Those believing education should
provide a more liberal arts background
should take note of the recent statements
made by industry leaders. It appears the
ultimate goal of educators and industry's
perceived need in its entry-level workforce
are merging. David Kearns, Chairman and
CEO, Xerox Corporation stated, Indeed, the
last thing Xerox and other high-tech companies need is vocational education. We need
employees who are broadly and deeply

educated, men and women who are 'liberally' educated."3
I am concemed that Keams' statement
regarding vocational education is an
example of a polarization which is occurring
in the education field. Compare Kearns'
comment with one made by Charles H.
Buzzell, Executive Director of the American
Vocational Association, "Reading the
popular press, it is easy to come away with
the feeling that traditional vocational
education programs are no longer
appropriate at any level. ... What absolute
nonsense! Contrary to what some would
say, employers large and small expect us to
prepare students to arrive on the job ready
to be productive." I believe both gentlemen
are correct. We need a vocational education system which delivers the new basic
skills industry needs, but in an applied technological setting, and we need the general
education system to adopt creative instruction in applied math, physics, and science.

The New Definition of Literacy
We must put into perspective the "widespread literacy" which the British observers
identified in the United States during the
1850s. At that time, the commonly understood definition of basic literacy was being
able to read and sign your own name. That
notion was followed by a definition of simple
literacy which included being able to read
and comprehend short sentences. Brock's
suggestion that we graduate workers who
can adapt to technologies as they change
around them in the workplace requires a
much higher level of literacy than was found
in the "adaptive versatility" of the American
workers In the 1850s. This level of literacy
is referred to as functional literacy.
Functional literacy includes the basic
academic skills as well as knowledge in the
areas of personal and interpersonal skills,
communication, comprehension, quantifica-
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and also brings the most effective return on
expenditures for training resources.

tion, critical thinking, and technology literacy
skills. In addition one must be able to apply
those strategies that permit individuals to
adapt information and skills for use in
unfamiliar as well as familiar situations and
contexts.

To achieve this objective, we need a new
way of thinking about learning. Because
technology will continually change the
worker's job, the worker will have to master
new information and skills continually as
well. Our concept of training must also
move beyond that of training workers in
single, static skills to one of preparing workers to function in complex, ever-changing
environments.

In the past, this combination of skills was
seen as representing two distinct levels of
basic and higher-order. Today both
skills
skills are necessary. Together they will be
referred to as the new basic skills, skills
required for jobs we traditionally considered
lower-level.

The skills we are talking about here are
generic and transferable; in a word, they are
employability skills. We can identify four
distinct kinds:

Our experience with today's American
workforce suggests that effective technological training must have three components:
basic skills training (reading comprehension
and math skills), machine-specific training,
and training to bridge the gap between
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Traditional Basic Skills
them. This intermediary training is
technology literacy (front-end training).

Historically, providers of machine-specific
training failed to identify the critical enabling
skills needed to understand their training.
For this reason, as training for automated
equipment was introduced in this country
during the last decade, the basic skills
problem surfaced. Many adults in the
workforce today do not have the necessary
math, reading, and study skills needed to
cope with the training for this new
technology.

Analysts have identified the lack of both
basic and technology literacy training as a
major problem in successfully implementing
automated manufacturing. Roger Smith,
chairman and chief executive officer of the
General Motors Corporation, admitted that
GM has to implement more "upfront education and training of our workforce before
high technology is introduced."5 A twoyear federal study commissioned by the
National Academy of Engineering and released on June 17, 1987, also identified the
lack of technology training programs.

ACTT training begins with a criterion-referenced diagnostic assessment procedure
that determines whether entering trainees
have the necessary math, reading, and
study skills to understand and work with the
curriculum. In addition, a second assessment procedure assists ACTT in evaluating
each trainee's technology literacy and readiness to undergo machine-specific training.

The comprehensive objective of technology
literacy training is to produce workers who
do not have to be "retooled" as technology
changes. Such an outcome provides
greater use of existing human resources,
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critical for workers in a high-tech workplace.
In a study performed at the Center for
Reemployment Services (CRS) in Charleston, South Carolina, researchers concluded, "Concrete thinking patterns
.. can make a person unemployable and
eventually unable to survive in a high-tech
world that increasingly calls for abstract
thinking skills.

ACTT has incorporated a diagnostic assessment procedure to assist in identifying
trainees' areas of need and guide them
toward targeted remediatiori. This step is
most important for guaranteeing successful
mastery of the technology literacy curriculum. This allowed us to design the diagnostic procedure that provides trainees with
inventory assessments of their math and
reading comprehension skills as They relate
to the technology literacy curriculum. A few
of the specific math skills we assess include:
Adding and subtracting three-digit numbers,
identifying polygons, and understanding the
X,Y coordinates.

.

"Educators have assumed that people
advance frt.rn concrete to abstract thinking
by their early teens, but several psychological researchers have recently concluded
that between 50 percent and 70 percent of
adults have not achieved fourth-level
thought."7 ACTT's technology literacy
training is based on a classical educational
model of how human beings reason called
the "thinking pyramid." This model produced a design for technology training that
goes beyond skills and procedures to prepare workers to respond to changes in their
working world.

We believe specific math and reading skills
should be remediated as needed, at the
time when the subject matter is introduced
in the technology curriculum. This approach
differs from separate or up-front skills training. Although there is on-going discussion
in the educational community about this
integrated approach to remediation, ACTT
has had very positive outcomes in its JTPAfunded high school dropout programs. The
ACTT approach neutralizes potential sensitivity a learner may have toward remediation, and doesn't withhold the motivating
opportunity to work directly with the technology workstation.
Trainees who lack specific reading or math
skills tilat will be required to master the
training modules are referred to appropriate
instructional materials for targeted remediation. Trainees will also be trained in Individualized Self-paced Instruction techniques
to ensure their acquisition of the basic skills
necessary for success in the technology
literacy program.

The thinking pyramid epitomizes problem
solving. We move up, down, or around the
levels of thinking shown on the faces of the
pyramid, with the back faces representing
different, but related, topics. In problem
solving we move upward from concrete data
to work out procedures, form theories, and
draw abstract conclusions. We move back

Problem-solving Skills
The ability to process information using
abstract problem-solving skills (what Piaget
defined as the fourth level of thinking6) is

NEM
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fixable?'° LOGO also permits the mastery
of several skills simultaneously through
parallel or incidental learning. These skills
include: basic math, geometry, problemsolving, as well as computer programming
concepts.

down to more concrete thinking when we
consolidate information, apply it to a problem, and test our solution. When we teach
people these analytic skills along with, and
applied to, technical information, they learn
to solve existing, as well as new, problems
by using their own internal problem-solving
resources.

The advanced portions of the curriculum
build on this Logo programming foundation
by incorporating hands-on assignments with
elements of technology (robots, sensors,
stepper motors, servo motors, pneumatics,
and logic control) to further develop the
basic and higher order thinking skills. In
each assignment within the curriculum,
some part of the hands-on workstation is
used to master the objectives of the module.
In essence we utilize an exciting "carrot"
which holds the trainees' interest and tie the
conceptual to the concrete. LOGO is the
"carrot" in the early phases of the material,
while the robot or sensors become the
"ca rot" in the more advanced phases of the
material.

Educators are frequently criticized today for
teaching just facts. Ironically, a primary
objective of our front-end training is to
graduate workers who can learn from facts
and apply those facts to new processes or
machines. By graduating workers who are
comfortable with moving up and down this
learning pyramid, you are graduating workers who can digest facts and require significantly less on-the-job training each time new
machines or processes are introduced.
Motorola Director of Training William Wiggenhorn explained why it cost more to teach
Statistical Process Control to American
workers than it cost to teach the same
process to Japanese workers. "The Japanese simply hand their employees a book.
American workers must first learn to read."8

Teamwork Skills
Michigan Governor James J. Blanchard
convened an Employability Skills Task
Force in November, 1987, and charged it
with identifying the generic skills and behaviors employers believed to be important
across a broad range of business, service,
and industrial sector jobs. The task force
identified the following skills profile for teamwork skills :

ACTT has experienced significant success
in developing these abstract problem-solving skills through a modular, hands-on,
systems approach to teaching technology
literacy. Trainees begin to develop problemsolving skills two-dimensionally using the
LOGO programming language on the computer. This language provides immediate
concrete results (movement on the screen)
from abstract instructions. Too often in our
educational experience we have been led to
believe that there is a right answer and a
wrong answer to a problem. Lauren
Resnick, in her definition of higher order
thinking skills included
"Yielding multiple
solutions."' Seymour Papert discovered in
the early seventies that LOGO overcame
this "got it" or "got it wrong" barrier by
teaching students to ask the question: is it

TEAMWORK SKILLS
(Those skills needed to work with others on a job)
MICHIGAN EMPLOYERS WANT A PERSON WHO CAN:

Identify with the goals, norms, values,
customs, and culture of the group.
Communicate with all members of a
group.
Show sensitivity to the thoughts and
opinions of others in a group.
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As I stated at the beginning of this presentation, one of my objectives today is to
heighten your understanding of technology
literacy training. I would now like to focus
on the middle box of our three-box model,
technology literacy training.

Use a team approach to identify problems and devise solutions to get a job
done.
Show sensitivity to the needs of women,
and ethnic and racial minorities.
Be loyal to a group.
These required teamwork skills impose
significant changes on the methodology of
training in the classroom. For example, we
encourage two people to a workstation in
the beginning modules of our curriculum.
During the more advanced projects we
encourage three people to a workstation.
Time is spent during our train-the-trainer
program to instruct trainers on building
groups, rotating the participants of each
group during the course of the program, and
dealing with problems that surface between
members of the group. After all, is it reasonable to continue to insist that trainees work
one-on-one at computer terminals or interactive video systems when the real world
wants workers with strong communication
and teamwork skills?

Michael Dyrenfurth of the University of
Missouri jokingly defines a technologically
illiterate person as one whose video tape
recorder is still blinking 12:00 PM. But what
does it mean to be technologically literate?
First of all, let me clarify an important point.
Being computer literate alone is not sufficient reason to be considered technologically literate. Too often in this country we
teach our students a few lines of basic
programming, a spreadsheet, and/or a word
processor, and sit back and marvel at how
technologically literate our students have
become, or we use the computer as a tool in
the learning process, or computer aided
instruction (CAI) as it is called. While this
may aid in the learning process it is not
necessarily adding to the technology literacy
level of the student. Let's not confuse
instructional technology with technology
instruction. Computer literacy is a part
of technology literacy.
but a small part

An example of the results from learning in
groups surfaced during a JTPA-funded
summer youth program at Washtenaw
Community College, located in Ann Arbor,
Michigan. The program consisted of ten
economically disadvantaged youth between
the ages of fifteen and eighteen exposed to
our curriculum and methodology. Four of
the participants were runaways from Detroit
staying in halfway houses in Washtenaw
County. When asked what's the most
important thing you've learned from the
program, apart from the technical content?,
one student responded, 'Teamwork .
Sometimes we disagree on how to solve a
problem, so we try it both ways. We've
learned that getting the right end result is
more important than someone's pride getting in the way of cooperation.""

As defined by the Engineering Concepts
Curriculum Project at the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, a technologically literate
person:
Can use the decision-making process
effectively.
Can make valid predictions from models.

Can use models to simulate real situations.

Can use optimization techniques in
making real world decisions as well as
in classroom situations.
Can demonstrate how feedback is
used to control social, political, economic, ecological, biological, mechani-

Technology Literacy
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Operating system,
Computers
programming, memory-mapped input/
output.

cal, and technological systems.
Can predict from models when a system might become unstable.
Can communicate with machines so
that he or she uses the machine effectively.
Is familiar enough with logic and logic
circuits to understand that complex
computers are made from simple
circuits.
Is willing to use the touls of technology
to attempt solutions to real problems.
Probes for causal relationships between science, technology and society.
Questions the possible effects of technological "improvements" on the environment.
Weighs the relative merits and risks of
new products and processes.
Recognizes the development of criteria
and stating of constraints as subjective
activities.
Recognizes that technology will create
entirely new possibilities for society.
As a result the world will be a different
place to live in the future, and that only
knowledge of both technology and
humanity can insure that it will be a
better place to live in.'2

robot programming, drive
Robotics
systems (servo motors, stepper
motors, pneumatics, and hydraulics),
coordinate systems, end-effectors,
machine vision, computer control.
integration of automaApplications
tion, applications criteria, artificial
intelligence.
Social and Economic Issues
historical survey, impact of technology (on work environment, individuals, and society), microeconomics,
and macroeconomics.

Guide on the Side Rather Than a Sage on
the Stage
One of ACTT's functions is to train trainers,
rather than to provide training directly. The
methods an instructor uses can facilitate the
technology literacy learning process dramatically. We like to say that the trainer we
graduate acts like guide on the side
rather than a sage on the stage

The preceding characteristics provide an
excellent listing of many of the skills required of a technologically literate person.
Understanding the explanation of the four
generic employability skills, I would like to
suggest a guideline for technology instruction.

Instructors rust be comfortable in situations
where trainees have more control over the
learning process. Instructors cannot be
threatened with classrooms where the
trainees may have more first-hand knowledge of the content than the instructor.
Remember, Einstein was removed from
school because he continued to ask questions that his teachers could not answer.
We can be thankful that Einstein's mother
encouraged him to continue asking those
questions. The same is true for the technology literacy instructor. It is imperative that
instructors encourage students to go beyond
the restraints of formal curricula. Instructors

Supporting Subjects
physics,
mathematics (equations, geometry,
algebra, and binary numbers), and
systems.
Electronics
basic logic elements,
electronic components, circuits,
analog and digital sensing devices.
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who can encourage trainees to release their
intuitiveness wil; find the learning process
proceeds further and faster than imagined.

'

Excerpt from The Zero-Sum Solution, delivered
at the 73rd Annual Conference, International City
Management Association, Montreal, Canada,
October 25-28, 1987, Lester C. Thurow, Professor and Dean, Sloan School of Business Administration, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

2

McPherson, James M. ,Dattle Cry of Freedom,
The Civil War Era (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1988), pp. 18-19.

Public or Private Funding
The final issue to discuss is the funding
source for technology literacy programs. Is
this kind of training an extension of one's
basic skills and therefore the responsibility
of the traditional education system? Or is
this training job related and therefore the
responsibility of the employer to provide?
Education
Public Sector
Otosal

sMak)

3

Kearns, David T. & Doyle, Denis P. Winning The
grain Race (San Francisco: Institute for Contemporary Studies, 1988), p. 4.
Buzzell, Charles H., "Job-specific Skills: A
Renewed Commitment,' Vocational Education
Journal, August, 1988, p. 8.

Training
Private Sector
16et0se Spe50

Trnilas

"GM to Change Development Of Technology,"

The Wall Streetkurnal July 28, 1986.

The three-box model described earlier
shows easy solutions for the left and right
boxes. Most people are in agreement that
the box on the left is called "education" and
the public sector of the economy is responsible for its funding. The box on the right is
called "training" and the private sector (employer) is responsible for its funding. The
box in the middle is not as easy to describe.
To some it is personal enhancement and to
others it is job-related.

Papert, Seymour, Mincl_Etrum (New York: Basic
Books, Inc., Publishers, 1980), pp. 156-164.

Cameron, Carolee, -Logo Leads Adults to
Fourth-level Thought," Education Computer
blew& February 25, 1987, pp. 5-6.
Perry, Nancy J., "The Education Crisis: What
Business Can Do," Fortune July 4, 1988, p. 72.
Resnick, Lauren B., 1987 Presidential Address,
'Learning In School and Out," Educational
Researcher, December, 1987.

The skills included in the characteristics of a
technologically literate person are skills
which should be mastered upon graduation
from high school. However, as long as we
are dealing with a current workforce which is
deficient in these skills, some form of joint
partnership must be developed by Industry,
government, and the individual, to provide
this training.

10

Papert, Seymour Mind Storms (New York: Basic
Books, Inc., Publishers, 1980), p. 23.

11

"ACTT a Big Success with JTPA Summer Youth
Program," ACTT Now Newsletter, October, 1988,
P. I.

12

Liao, T., & Piel, E. (1970). Toward technological

literacy EDolnesiingQnceritsCeuniculan
project newsletter,IL (2), pp. 2-4.

We can see the importance of a technologically literate workforce on the American
competitiveness. It is up to all of us to
explore new ways with which to achieve our
goal of a technology literate America. Only
through cooperation among the various
segments of the public and private sectors
can we truly succeed in the monumental
endeavor.
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URBAN MINORITIES AS NATURAL RESOURCE PROFESSIONALS
THE BLM/WAYNE COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE MODEL
BY: LARRY HAMILTON
SANDY AUSTIN
BARBARA HOLLWAY

Inirodugligadiadsgrguad.

Abstract
As part of its program to increase minority and
women employment opportunities, the Bureau

Executive Order 12320, signed by President
Reagan on September 15, 1981, and Executive
Order 12677, signed by President Bush on April

of Land Management (BLM), Department of
Interior, participated in a program with Wayne
County Community College (WCCC), Detroit,
Michigan, to develop and instruct classes in
natural resource management. Eight BLM
instructors designed and taught two courses at
WCCC during the winter and fall semesters of
1989: (1) Public Policy and Federal Land Use
Management, and (2) Environmental

28, 1989, direct federal agencies to increase
opportunities for historically Black colleges and
universities (HBCUs) to participate in federally
sponsored programs. These Presidential orders
also require federal agencies to prepare annual
plans for assisting HBCUs.
In October 1988, few Black men or women
were employed by the Bureau of Land Manage-

Conservation on Federal Lands. WCCC students

ment (BLM) in range conservation, general

completing this curriculum with a 2.5 or better

biological science, or forestry occupations. To
help remedy this situation, BLM's Affirmative
Employment Program (AEP) Plan recognizes
the need to reach out to minorities by assigning
more BLM employees (under the Intergovernmental Personnel Act) to teaching positions at
historically Black colleges and universities and
other institutions with high minority enrollments.
The AEP also instructs BLM to continue using
its Cooperative Education Program to increase
the number of minorities and women in professional occupations.
Recognizing the current under-representation of minorities in all natural resource fields
in our organization and the lack of qualified minority candidates, BLM began a program to increase representation of Black professionals. In
1987, representatives from the BLM Washing-

grade average can transfer directly to the
University of Michigan's Natural Resource
Baccalaureate Degree program. Initial student
and facultyfeedback has been extremely positive,

but the program will need to be evaluated
thoroughly after 3 to 4 years to determine if it
continues to meet BLM objectives. Many other
colleges and universities with high minority

enrollments have expressed interest in the
program, which will serve as a model for similar
efforts.

ton, D.C. Headquarters Office attended a
"Historically Black Colleges and Universities"
conference in Birmingham, Alabama. In attendance were presidents and administrators of 2year colleges, meeting to devise strategies for
integrating students from 2-year programs into
4-year programs.
Encouraged by the conference, BLM joined
a cooperative effort with Wayne County Community College's (WCCC, Detroit, Michigan)
newly developed Natural Resource Associate
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tion for two 3-credit hour natural resource
courses-101 Public Policy and Federal Land

to be offered in the fall of 1989.
BLM instructors planned their travel to and
from Detroit for the winter semester, and an

Use Management and 201
Environmental
Conservation on Federal Landsand to provide
instructors who would begin teaching classes
during the winter semester of 1989. Further-

apartment was leased for the semester at Tro!
ley Plaza, about 1 mile from campus, allowing
instructors to stay in a central location and have
the benefit of each other's notes and comments

more, under an articulation agreement with the

about students. BLM instructors also kept a
running record of each student's test scores.
The team devised a system of computing

Degree program. BLM agreed to design instruc-

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, WCCC
students with grade point averages of at least

grades in which instructors designed and conducted a 100-point test at the end of each of
the seven 2-week sessions. Students were permitted to drop the lowest of the seven scores,
and the final semester grade consisted of the
average of the remaining six scores.

2.5 in two natural resource courses could transfer

directly to the University of Michigan's Natural
Resource Baccalaureate Degree program.
Program Development

Two sections of the 3-hour Course 101, Public
Policy and Federal Land Use Management, were
offered during the winter semester. Each instructor taught a daytime and an evening class during
their 2-week session. In addition, one instructor
led an optional Saturday field trip to Pelee National

BLM recruited employees to teach at WCCC

through an internal memorandum to all field
offices. The University of Michigan and WCCC
required those participating in the program and

qualifying as adjunct faculty have at least a
master's degree, and BLM required that participants be full-time employees.

Park in Canada to identify birds and examine
the use of different habitat types. Twenty-five
students completed the course. Both students

In July 1988, eight BLM employees were
selected to serve on the original instructor team.

The following October, the team attended the
Phoenix 'raining Center's Instructor Seminar,
a 1-week course teaching how to design and
instruct lessons using participative methods.

and instructors evaluated each 2-week session.

During the summer 1989, five WCCC students volunteered to work for 2 weeks at BLM
field offices. BLM paid $200 each for their transportation from Detroit to the site (one to Oregon,

After this training, the team met with WCCC staff
members to determine course objectives, outline

four to Wyoming), where they lived in BLM

the eight units for Course 101, and prepare
action plans for the remaining tasks. Course
outlines were submitted to WCCC for course
accreditation, and team members completed

housing. The Wyoming volunteers spent 2 days
at the annual meeting of the Wildlife Society in

designing the instruction at their home offices.
Each of the eight team members was respon-

of the 2 weeks the Wyoming volunteers moni-

Teton Park, Wyoming, learning about fire ecology
in Yellowstone National Park. For the remainder

tored riparian zones and conducted stream
channel morphology studies. The volunteers

sible for designing and presenting lessons
covering a 2-week session of the 16-week

found their experience to be valuable, and some
expressed an interest in making natural resource

semester. The team signed Intergovernmental

Personnel Act (IPA) agreements to become
WCCC adjunct faculty beginning in the winter
of 1989.
In early January 1989, the BLM instructors
met with staff from WCCC and University of
Michigan, attending an orientation session and
a reception in their honor. Also during this

management a career. Course 201, Environmental Conservation on Federal Lands, was
designed by the same adjunct faculty team as
Course 101 and is being taught in the fall 1989
semester along with Course 101. The teaching
of two sessions each of Courses 101 and 201
in Fall 1989 has resulted in an excessively heavy
schedule for the instructors. Every class is being
taught on Tuesdays and Thursdays, and instruc-

meeting, the instructors prepared course
objectives and an initial outline for Course 201,
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Results and Observations

tors are having to teach from 10 in the morning
to 10 at night with little break time. This burnout
problem can be avoided by the early planning
of a reasonable schedule. The winter session

The following are results of and observations

from the first year of the BLM-WCCC natural
resource program.

has a much better schedule.
Since BLM planned to phase out and replace

o Comments from students and instructors
on Course 101 were extremely favorable.
Recommendations for revising individual
sessions will be incorporated before the
course is offered again.

the original instructors, a second memo soliciting instructors was sent to BLM field offices in
April 1989. Over 30 applicants responded. As

other institutions express interest in such
cooperative efforts, more BLM employees will
need to be trained as instructors.
BLM's original intent was to remain active in

o Although WCCC and the University of

the program with WCCC until 1992, when WCCC
would hire a natural resource professor to teach

Michigan gave tremendous support for the

the curriculum. BLM would then retain ownership of the course materials, authorizing WCCC
to use the lesson plans to teach the courses.

document listing specific tasks and
responsibilities for all involved. An
agreement to provide administrative

BLM, however, expects to remain involved

support, including grading procedures, and

through the Cooperative Education program and
recruitment of University of Michigan graduates.
For this effortto be successful, the Cooperative

logistical needs would have eased the
load on BLM instructors.

Education Program (Co-op Ed) must be

o Externally, the publicity for the program

emphasized and implemented. The Bureau's
Co-op Ed Program hires students intermittently

included a news release, a televised press
conference and participation in a televised
round table discussion. To increase visibility of the program within BLM, we plan
to publish newsletter articles and produce

program, the program needs a written

as paid employees when they are not attending

college. This program lets BLM provide a
productive work experience and allows the

a short news story for the BLM Video

student an opportunity to preview the Bureau
as a potential employer. Under this program,

Magazine.

students are screened at their colleges,
o The adjunct faculty would like to add a lab
to Course 101 beginning in fall of 1990.

interviewed for designated positions, and if
selected sign an agreement with BLM. Although
BLM is not required to employ the student after

graduation and completion of the Co-op Ed

One credit hour would be added to the
course, and 4 hours would be added to

program and the student is not obligated to work

each 2-week session. Lab exercises could

for BLM, the intent of cooperative education is
to have the student work for the Bureau.
The Volunteer program also helps students

include field trips, tours, indoor lab exercises, and visits to museums or University of Michigan graduate projects.

decide whether to work for BLM. Although
volunteers are not paid salaries, BLM can

o The BLM Washington D.C. Office asked
the Phoenix Training Center to formally
produce the lesson plans developed by

reimburse them for travel and living expenses.
Because the Volunteer program does not require

an agreement with the college, BLM can
accommodate many more students without a

the adjunct faculty. Final lesson plans need
to be prepared to help new instructors en-

commitment at such an early stage in the

tering the program. In addition to submit-

student's experience. The listing in Figure

I

ting lesson plans and outlines, BLM

compares the differences between the Co-op Ed

instructors are audio taping their presen-

and Volunteer programs.

tations during the fall 1989 semester.
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FLOURE I Differences between the Volunteer

and Cooperative Education programs
Cooperative Education

Volunteer

Agreement needed between BLM and institution.

No formal agreement needed.

Student and BLM sign contract.

Student and BLM sign volunteer services
agreement.

Students apply and are appointed non-

Students apply and are appointed competitively.

competitively.
Limited number of positions in BLM.

Unlimited opportunities for volunteers than for
co-op ed students.

Student must pay first-time travel to worksitel

BLM can reimburse travel and accommodations
(housing & food).

Salary paid (usually starts at about $5.50/hour).

No wages can be paid.

Neither student nor BLM is obligated to continue

agreement, but placing student in permanent,
full-time position is goal of program.

Neither student nor BLM is obligated to continue
agreement; placing volunteer in a full-time, paid
position is not goal of program

May apply work experience for college credit.

May apply work experience for college credit.

Formal performance evaluation system.

Formal performance evaluation system.

Obligates a position.

Does not obligate a position.

These tapes will give Training Center

o Florida A&M and other institutions have
expressed interest in this program. BLM
intends to continue to establish this or

education specialists another tool to help
document classes taught if information is
missing from the original lesson plans.

similar programs at other institutions with
high minority enrollment.

o BLM's internal budgeting process for this
project needed some revision. Although

o Most of the current adjunct faculty will
continue to teach at WCCC during the fall
of 1989 and probably the winter of 1990.
If an additional agreement is made with
another institution for the winter semester, eight new faculty positions will need
to be filled. Instructors will be selected on
the basis of each individual's experience

we had the support of local field managers,

a separate budget account managed at
the headquarters level would increase
effectiveness. An estimated $200,000 will

be spent through fiscal year 1990from

the initial idea to course design,
implementation at WCCC, and production

of final curriculum. The projected yearly
costs; for the program in the future are
approximately $75,000.

in the subject matter being taught.
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o BLM anticipates recruiting women and

in professional occupations in its ranks until it

minority candidates for additional adjunct
faculty positions. The existing requirement

achieves parity in the workforce. The experience
with WCCC and the University of Michigan will

of a master's degree to be eligible to
instruct may be a barrier to recruiting

serve as a model for other efforts to establish
programs for recruiting minorities and women
into the natural resource fields and eventual
employment in BLM. Although historic demographic data shows that managing natural re-

qualified women and minority instructors.
We would recommend that work experience be substituted for the graduate degree requirement.

sources typically has not attracted a large
percentage of women and minorities, a major

means of rectifying the past is to establish

o BLM plans to evaluate this program after
a 3 to 4 year period to reconsider costs
and benefits. Students who take these
courses will need to be tracked to determine if they earned a degree in natural

working agreements with colleges and universities. These agreements will give students an
opportunity to consider a career in natural resource management during their first or second
year of college. The continuation of the program
and future direction will depend on the number
of students who eventually elect to pursue a
career in BLM. Our experience with WCCC re-

resources from the University of Michigan

and obtained a job with BLM or other
agency in natural resource management.
The evaluation will determine if the program continues to meet BLM objectives?

inforces the fact that urban students are not
aware of the career opportunities in the natu-

Summary and Future Direction

ral resource fields. To attract minorities to these
fields will require an ongoing educational effort
throughout the United States.

PBLM will continue to pursue the goal of increasing the number of minorities and women
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PROVIDING TECHNICAL TRAINING FOR WOMEN AND MINORITIES: AN OHIO PARTNERSHIP

DANNY L. EVANS AND GARY D. GULKER

Abstract
Shawnee State University, a small university
in rural, south-central Ohio, joined together
with a government agency and a large private
corporation to develop and implement a
women and minority training program which
would prepare participants for technical entry
level positions. The program, "Technical
Operator Training for Women and Minorities",
was designed to assist the corporation in
accomplishing its affirmative action
employment goals. The purposes of the
training program were threefold: (1) to
expand recruitment sources of women and
minority applicants in technical operations
positions, (2) to stimulate minority interest in
careers where there was low participation,
and (3) to encourage the interest of women in
careers which have been traditionally
considered "male oriented" career fields.
The goal of the program was to provide
participants with a four-course series ( Electro
Concepts, Basic Algebra, Fundamentals of
Physics, and Fundamentals of Chemistry)
required for "Chemical Operators"
certification. Pre-assessment of the
applicants utilizing ASSET, an academic
assessment instrument designed by ACT,
was done to identify strengths and help serve
as a screening tool for candidates. Participant
training consisted of regular college
coursework (two courses per quarter)
supplemented by a mutually supportive
atmosphere--a "soft touch" approach which
included the development of study skills,
individualized instruction, small group tutoring
services, and career counseling. The training
was designed to provide maximum instruction
while maintaining the individual contact so
essential in working with the disadvantaged
population. Participants renewed old skills
and became acquainted with new ones as
they developed general technical knowledge
and became more competitive in today's
technological job market.

3ackground
The south-central area of Ohio is
basically rural--small towns separated by hilly
woodlands and farmland. As part of
Appalachia, the region is characterized by:
high unemployment rates, a high incidence of
poverty, a deep family orientation, and a
strong work ethic .
According to the 1980 Census report
and the most recent estimates of the Ohio
Employment Services, Portsmouth, the
largest city in the region has a population of
about 26,000. The three-county region
(Lawrence, Pike, and Scioto) population total
is approximately 170,000. The minority
population of 4650, mostly Black, represents
only about 3 percent of the total. The labor
force totals 62,100 workers of which 12
percent are unemployed. Of the 1550
minorities in the labor force, 215 (or about
14%) are unemployed. Consequently,
although unemployment rates are higher for
minorities, such small numbers from which to
recruit have created problems for businesses
and industries trying to meet affirmative action
goals.

Shawnee State University in
Portsmouth, was created by an act of the
Ohio Legislature in 1986. With roots as a
regional campus of another Ohio university,
as a technical college, and as a community
college, Shawnee State has evidenced a
strong commitment to community service.
By helping to define the purposes and
objectives of life-long iearning and community
service, the institution, through the Office of
Continuing Education, assumes the
leadership role in the educational and
economic revitalization of region. Programs
are designed for kindergarteners and senior
citizens, dislocated workers and business
managers, and high school dropouts and
college graduates. Moreover, continuing
education and community service is a
cooperative venture which relies upon public
interest and participation from individuals,
organizations, schools, businesses, and
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Since workers entering this job
classification were already required to
complete a four-course series at Shawnee
State University, the client company would
require the same series of the new trainees.
This "technical operator" training had been
previously offered to a number of current
employees, employees on lay-off status, and
other persons interested in working for the
company. Previous classes over the past ninemonth period had netted over 300 total
student participants. However, few minority
students had been attracted.
The University's experience with these
four classes indicated that most of the
participants were adults,over the age of 25,
who had been away from the educational
setting for a number of years. Consequently,
many of them had a difficult time with the
coursework. While the failure rate was not
exceptionally high, a number of complaints
were noted as to the academic rigors of the
work. However, the fact was that two of the
four courses were developmental or "precollege preparatory in nature and the other
two were basic freshman courses.
All three partners agreed that to produce
a successful program for women and minority
participants would require some alterations in
training methods. Therefore, the University
proposed several changes in the curriculum
delivery without changing the content. First,
pre-assessment testing of the candidates
would be necessary to identify those with the
greatest potential to complete the coursework.
Second, to further ensure their success,
participants would be provided with additional
support in the way of individualized instruction
and small group tutoring. Finally, individual
counseling and guidance services would be
added to increase career awareness and
potential for career growth.
The Scioto County JTPA service
provider proceeded to identify possible
students from their pool of eligible candidates.
These trainees would be provided the training
at no personal expense; JTPA would pay
associated costs. Potential candidates who
did not meet JTPA guidelines were also
presented with the training opportunity.
However, these persons would be required to
pay the accompanying tuition and fees.
Because of low number of minorities in
Portsmouth and Scioto County, neighboring
counties were contacted about participating in

industries, to reach its fullest potential.
To accomplish the University mission of
providing opportunities for continuing
personal and professional development, the
following goals were developed:
1. To identify continuing education
needs of individual, organizations, and
community groups within the service region.
2. To endeavor to respond to
developing community and regional needs
with educational services and programs.
3. To provide variety in programming
formats utilizing the resources of the
university.
4. To increase the accessibility of
education services to all persons of the
community and the region throughout their
lifetimes.
The staff of the Office of Continuing
Education and the Center for Business and
Industry devotes much time in developing
cooperative partnerships with government
agencies and business and corporate clients.
These relationship building efforts or
networking linkages provide open avenues of
discussion which lead to collaborative training
efforts. This presentation focuses on the
cooperative endeavors of the university, a
government agency, and a private
corporation as they identify training needs and
develop a program to meet those needs.
Program Description

A representative of a large corporate
client of the University contacted the Office of
Continuing Education with a modest request:
assist us in the development of a training
program which will target women and
minorities. Because of this expressed need, a
joint meeting was quickly planned.
Appropriate representative from both
organizations, as well as, local JTPA officials
were invited to participate in the preliminary
discussions.

The initial meeting focused on three
major areas: (1) the Affirmative Action goals
of the company were defined in terms of
specific employee needs, (2) the appropriate
training program to meet minimum
qualifications for job entry was outlined and
expanded, and (3) a strategy for recruitment
of targeted population groups was established
and a mechanism to finance participants was
put into place.
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conforms to the sense of the context.
The READING SKILLS TEST is a 24item, 25 minute test that measures reading
comprehension as a product of skill referring
and reasoning. The test items require
students to derive meaning from several texts
by (1) referring to what is explicitly stated and
determining the meaning of words through
context and (2) reasoning to determine
implicit meanings and to draw conclusions,
comparisons, and generalizations. The test
consists of three prose passages of about 375
words each that are representative of the level
and kinds of writing commonly encountered in
college freshman curricula. Passages cn
topics in prose fiction, business, and the social
studies are included. Each passage is
accompanied by a set of eight multiple-choice

the program. After the initial screenings 30
student candidates were identified and an
assessment was accomplished through the
ASSET testing program.
The ASSET program, developed by
ACT, is a guidance-oriented assessment
program combining measures of academic
skills with educational planning information.
With measures of appropriate advising,
assessment results can be related to the
content of available courses to facilitate
educational planning by the individual student.
The following uses of the ASSET
assessment results are suggested:
1. ACADEMIC PLANNING AND
ADVISING. The ASSET program can be used
to aid students in identifying their educational
backgrounds, plans, needs, and skills;
communicating this information to the
institution's advising staff; and choosing
educational paths (including programs/majors
and specific courses) appropriate to their skills
and objectives.
2. COURSE AND SELECTION AND
PLACEMENT. The ASSET program can be
used to help institutions and students in
making informed decisions regarding course

test items.
The ASSET NUMERICAL SKILLS test is

a 32-item, 25-minute test designed to assess
basic numerical skills in the performance of
operations with whole numbers, decimals,
and fractions, and basic problem-solving skills
involving arithmetic.
The elementary algebra portion is
designed to assess skills commonly acquired
in the first high school algebra course. The
content areas tested include evaluation of
algebraic expressions, simplification of
algebraic expressions, exponents, rational
expressions, and solution of linear equations.
At the conclusion of testing all scores
percentile rankings and national mean scores
were reviewed by the University and the client
company. Eighteen (18) JTPA eligible and
four (4) non-JTPA students were selected to
participate in the training program.
The client company provided a team to
interview the selected candidates for training.
Following the interview these candidates were
immediately placed into a priority hiring
process, contingent upon the satisfactory
completion of training, a satisfactory check of
references, the satisfactory completion of a
physical examination (including a drug and
alcohol screening) at the plant hospital and,
because the client company is doing
government contract work, a satisfactory
check for a full security clearance. The "0"
clearance usually takes twelve to fourteen
months to complete.
The goal of the program was to have
students successfully complete the fourcourse ( electro concepts, basic algebra,
fundamentals of physics, and fundamentals of

selection.

3. CAREER EXPLORATION AND
PLANNING. The ASSET test battery can be
viewed as a first step in a career counseling
services which can be enhanced through
completion of other career exploration
activities. As a follow-up to the test
administration, the counselor can discuss the
results with the student in order to identify,
assess, and explore relevant career options.
Basic Skills Test
The ASSET WRITING SKILLS TEST is a
36-item, 25 minute test that measures the

students understanding of the conventions of
punctuation, grammar, sentence structure,
strategy, organization, and style of standard
written English. Spelling, vocabulary, and rote
recall of rules of grammar are not tested. The
test consists of three prose passages, each of
which is accompanied by a sequence of 12
multiple-choice test items. A range of
passage types is used to provide a variety of
rhetorical situations. Items that measure
usage and mechanics offer alternative
responses, including "no change," to
underlined positions of test. The student must
decide which alternative employs the
conventional practice in usage mechanics that
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chemistry) series required by the client
company for "chemical operators" certification
with a grade of "C" or better.
The four courses consisted of regular
college coursework, supplemented by a
mutually supportive atmosphere. The "soft
touch" approach included development of
study skills, individualized instruction, and
small group tutoring services. Classes were
conducted over a two-quarter period, Spring
and Summer 1989. Two courses per quarter
were offered. Students attended classes two
days per week and spent a third day in
supplemental support services with a tutor.
Since some participants were already
employed and others had children, classes
were held in the evening to better
accommodate their schedules. Students
spent two hours in each class session, two
sessions per evening.
The four basic areas of study required
by the client company for operator-training
certification are outlined below.
ELECTRO-MECHANICAL CONCEPTS
is a survey in the basic concepts of electricity
and electronics. Basic DC circuits are studied
as the concepts of Ohm's law, resistance,
capcitance, inductance, power, and energy
are introduced. AC circuits involving
reactance, impedence, phasors, and power
factors are studied. A superficial study of
elementary solid state electronics is offered (4
credit hours).
BASIC ALGEBRA is for students with a
sound background in arithmetic but little or no
background in algebra. It includes operations
with integers, numbers, properties, scientific
notation, solving and graphing linear
equations and inequalities, operations with
polynomials,laws of exponents, and laws of
radicals (4 credit hours).
FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICS is designed
for those students with an inadequate
background in physics or higher math.
Several physics topics and the mathematical
methods to study these topics are covered.
Topics include the metric system, unit
conversion, and vector analysis of forces in
motion. An introduction to laboratory
procedures and report writing is included (4
credit hours).
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FUNDAMENTAL CHEMISTRY is
designed for those students with an
inadequate background in chemistry. Topics
and material presented are intended to
increase the students familiarity with terms
and chemical process (4 credit hours).

Conclusions
In the final analysis the program was
deemed a success. Although only 10 of the 22
students who began coursework have
completed it with a grade of "C" or better in all
of the four courses, several others have
completed at least one or two courses. These
students will be given an opportunity to finish
the other courses at a later time.
Completers were split in their reasons
given for success. About 50% felt that the
tutoring was the main reason for completion of
the four courses. The remaining others felt
that instructor interest and individual attention
was most valuable.
All ten completers are in the final
processes of being hired by the client
company. The client company has been very
C pleased with the results of the program and
has already indicated an interest in continuing
on with a second minority Training class.
Before another program gets underway,
many problems must be dealt with more
completely. The University is in the process of
gathering information from each of the
program players (client company, JTPA
representative, students, instructors, and
tutors). The findings will permit a redesign of
the program to better meet the needs of the
students and assure a higher completion rate.
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A MODEL PROGRAM

KAREN RICHARDSON

resources in conjunction with the City
providing technical information and pieces of
equipment, when necessary, for hand-on
training. General Maintenance employees
were provided the opportunity and incentive
to participate in these apprenticeship
programs. With this program underway,

Abstract

The Public Works Academy in

St.

Petersburg, Pinellas County, Florida, is a
model program resulting from tremendous
cooperation and linkages of resources.

attention was directed to recruiting new
The background and history can be

employees with more skills and abilities.

categorized into four phases:
1)
Identifying a Need
2)
Identifying Resources
3)
Linkages and cooperation
4)
Establishment of the Public Works
Academy

Linkages and Cooperation

Being aware of the workforce trends
and projections for the 1990's, the training
needs, the mixed composition of available
workers, the City and school began
discussions about the need for and feasibility
of a training program for people not already
employed in public service to acquaint them

Identifying A Need

The City of St. Petersburg recognized
the increasing complexity of the tasks being
performed in the Public Works Departments
of the City. Licensing requirements of the

with the skills and abilities necessary for
successful careers in this field.

State of Florida exist for many jobs and

At this point, 28 representatives from

licensing for additional jobs is in the offing.

City and County governments, a utility

The General Maintenance Department
of the City found it necessary to continually
do more training of its public works

contractors association and Pinellas County
Schools were pulled together to discuss the
perceived need. There was agreement that it
would be beneficial to explore the feasibility

employees in order to haw a workforce

of a cooperative approach to attracting

capable of understanding and performing

potential job applicants, and providing them

tasks involving computerized procedures and
costly and sophisticated equipment.

with orientation to the functions of public
works and basic information which would
enhance their employability.

Identifying Resources

A Board of Trustees was established

Since training is not the City's primary
function, the Pinellas County Schools
Technical Education Centers and the Florida

with seven representatives. Ths composition
of the Board was designed to represent two
large cities, two small cities, a county
government, a utility contractors association,
and the American Public Works Association.

Bureau of Apprenticeship Training were
contacted for assistance. After a process of
clarification and organization, apprenticeship

programs were established for specific
activities. The school utilized its training

The Pinellas County Schools Technical
Education Centers was willing and able to be

.--7111111111/
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the course provider. Through this process

the school is able to assess applicants'
reading and math skills, and provide
remediation when necessary.

The moral to this story is that much can

be done to address work place training
needs if we are willing to cooperate and
combine resources for the good of our
communities.

Upon agreement of the Board of
Trustees and the Pinellas County Schools,

the concept of a Public Works Academy
evolved. The Board of Trustees authorized

and appointed a Technical Advisory
Committee to work with representatives of the

school system to develop a realistic and
comprehensive curriculum. A subcommittee

was established for each major functional
area incorporated in public works. Each
committee had operational people from the

various cities, counties, and contractors
associations, to ensure content which was up

to date, accurate and applicable to each
discipline. Topics covered were: Technical

Design

and

Drafting;

Equipment

Maintenance; Parks, Buildings and Grounds;

Traffic Operations; Wastewater Collection;
Wastewater Treatment; Water Distribution;

Water Treatment; Streets and Storm
Drainage; Equipment Operation; Solid Waste
Collection and Disposal; Management/
Employee Responsibilities.
Establishment of Public Works Academy

Through the combined efforts of many
people, a curriculum was established and the
Public Works Academy has become a reality.
The first :,lass of Public Works Cadets was

begun October 10, 1989. The future looks
bright and with continued cooperation, the

Public Works Academy can attract high
school graduates, workers in job transitions,

women looking for non-traditional jobs,
minorities and any person looking to begin a
new career.
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MIKE MARCKS
JANE SVENNEVIG
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Liam DEVELOPMENT PROGIM
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One of the nation's largest retraining efforts
took place in tne Spring of 1989 at the Janesville, Wisconsin, General Motors Assembly Plant
and Blackhawk Technical College. Faced with
the task of helping workers design and learn
their own jobs on the assembly line to produce
the new 530 Medium Duty Truck, GM and the United
Auto Workers developed partnerships with the
State of Wisconsin and Blackh,-k Technical
By the end of the six month training
College.
period, nearly 1400 workers had successfully
completed a combination of classroom and handson training designed to accomplish the following
mission: "The GMT-530 Truck, the highest quality, world class vehicle, will be build with a
goal of zero defects, in an efficient, cost
effective manner, by the people of the Janesville organization."
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CORE CLASSES

DEPARTMENT SPECIFIC CLASSES
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HOW
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Provided Technical Assistance
Identified ratraining funds
Assistad in writing applications for grant funds
1.
Organized information from GM
2.
Coordinated with othar area agencies to provide
background data, labor market inforsation,
employment impact analysis information, county
dzsoiraPhice, etc.
3.
Identified skill by skill breakdown of specific

A.
S.

FILL THE SYSTEM WITH MATERIAL

WHAT

ASSIGNED OPERATORS EVALUATE

training comments

JOSS ON MOVING CONVEYOR

4.
5.
6.

Assisted to prapare forma
Formatted, printad and bound final documents
Attended hearing for grant review with GM
personnel
Followed up with modifications and revisions ea
needed

VOILE ARIA LAYOUT

BUILD LEAD UNITS

C.
WHY

DEMOS SUITEN PRIOR TO START OF PRODUCTION

HOW

ASSIGNED OPERATORS BROUGHT NAME TO WORK
IN SEQUENCE

II.

Designed Training_
Acknowledged company restraints
1.
Union contract obligations
2.
Time limitations imposed by set-up, lay offs,
and/or production schedules

A.

PRODUCT/PROCESS TRAINERS VDU WITH OPERATORS

3.

4.

S.
gNI-530 MEDIUM -DUTY TRUCK PROJI.C.I
afLOYE DEVELOPMENT rikoqkA.II

wocolox

MAIMING

nuaLl
$TART OF PRODUCTION/ACCELERATION A TRAINISQ

WHAT

-
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AUGUST 14, ISIS TO MARCY, 1990

7.

PROVIDE ONCOING TRAINING AND SUPPORT
AFTER TUE START OF PRODUCTION

S.
9.
TO ACHIEVE THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF QUALITY.
IN AN EFFICIENT. COST EFFECTIVE MANNER...

NOV

daily sa

needed

Advocated for instructional integrity
1.
Pretraining needs (Adult basic Education and
rmeadiation)
2.
Need to six classroom and hands-on
3.
Need to train close to actual job startup

5.
WHEN

Head for fraquant Guavas/modifications due t)
number of persons who had input
Company time schedule -- Started at 5:00 AM

10.

Effect of setting (campus vs. GM training centa
or plant) on outcomes
Effact of scheduling (time of day, duration Of
sessions, scheduling of breaks, availability of
food and smoking areas, saguancing of classes,
etc.) on outcomes and motivation S. Mead for
top level management support of training.
Need for instructors with large industry savvy
who can relit' to workers (speak OM)
Need for curriculum with specific and direct jot
relavancy
Need to continually evaluate training prograaa
Mad to modify training based on evaluations

CONTINUE PRODUCT/PROCESS TRAINING ON LINE
RESOLVE PROBLEMS IN A TINILY AND
EFFICIENT MANNER
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III.
A.

B.

Meat Heeded faprovmeat

Conducted training

*The total acope of what the Collage could do needed
to be communicated earlier on. A Training Liaison
has now been hired by the College to serve the needs
of GM exclusively. This position is joint funded by GM
and the Collage.
*Designated College instructors needed to be oriented at
GM as part of the actual training set-up. This could
have resulted in a highsr degree of instructor
"integrity" with workers.

Adapted setting to worker's needs
1.
Sent flyer out in advance to workers via GM
informing of on-campus training, shoving
location of collage, designated parking, GM
entrance etc.
2.
Installed signs in campus buildings directing
to training rooms, cafeteria, pay phones, etc.
3.
Informed College staff and students of GM
on-campus presence vie student and faculty
newsletters
4.
Arranged training break and lunch schedules
to avoid normal student rush periods
5.
Deaignated *GM rooms for coat storage and
installed microwave ovens for carry-in lunches
6.
Provided folders, supplies and special campus
maps at chock-in
7.
Contracted to provide coffee' and juice daily

*The training day needed to be a coabirttion of tE.765-tm
at the job site and classroom, perhaps a half day of
each to get maximum benefit of application of concepts
to practice. In addition, training needs to occur as
close as possible to the actual job start-up.

*Even though the College campus environment was rated
well on evaluations after workers had completed the
on- campus week, the first days threatened workers in
spite of college efforts to accomodata tneir needs.
There was a perception that training held on campus was
theoretical while training held at the work site was
practical even though on occasion identical material
was covered.

Instructed classes at Campus, GM Training Center
and Plant
1.
Assessed and planned program for basic skills
remediation in reading and math
2.
Developed training for production workers
including:
a.

* Strategies for helping the reluctant learner are
needed in the areas like basic skills, handling stress,
coping with change, and learning to learn.

Language of Businessintroduction to
principals of budgeting

b.

WorkingZenger-Millar program
(2 sections) included problem solving,
communications, adapting to change, and
team building concepts

c.

d.

a.
f.

g.

* Workers need to be helped to view on going training
as s normal part of their job. Training will occur in
the plant and at training centers as a frequent part of
the work future.

Healthy Backtechniques in managing
changed work 'environment, larger vehicle
and more complex build
General and Robotic Safety -- review
with emphasis on technology of new line

Hazardous Communicationsright to know
law and chemical awareness
Methods to Assist Production--kitting and
JIT suppliers
CRT Familiarizationintroduction to
computer integrated production end JIT
suppliers

h.
i.
C.

Metal Finishingadvanced techniques in
metal reworking
Quality Assurance--SPC and problem solving

Evaluated training
1.
Class mid point participant evaluations
a.
Class success in meeting learner
expectations
b.
Ease of understanding class materials and
information
c.
Interest level of content
d.
Significance of content
Pace of class
f.
Suggestions for improvement
End of training participant evaluations
2.
overall per class effectivenesslikart
a.
scale
1.
instructor
content
2.
3.
materials
Effectiveness of orientation, welcome
b.
presentations, facilities of ETC Campus
Commentswhat was liked, what :waded
c.
improvement
End of training report-out by instructors, RTC,
3.
GM and UAW personnel
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The Role of Education and Human Resource information Systems in Curtailing Perceptual and
Organizational Barriers to Women's Training and Organizational Advancement

Kathryn J. Ready
Department of Business Administration
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire

During the last two years, studies
such as Workforce 2000 (Hudson
Institute, 1987) and Building a Quality
Workforce (Departments of Labor,
Education and Commerce, 1988) have
documented projected shifts in the labor
Specifically, the Hudson
market.
Institute claims that women will
comprise about three fifths of the new
entrants into the labor force between
Yet women continue to
1985 and 2000.
comprise relatively few top positions in

Abstract
Womens' perceptions about their own
career potential may be a roadblock for
their advancement. Four-hundred and
seventeen college junior and senior
business students were asked their
projected starting salary and their
projected salary once they had reached
the height of their career. Using this
data, I argue that educators and
organizations need to be aware of the
differences in male/female salary
expectations and promote career
development practices within the
organization.
To most efficiently
accomplish this objective, human
resource information systems can be
incorporated to best utilize available

firms.

Research has focused on external
causes as explanations for women's
inability to advance as quickly as men
Considerable
in organizations.
attention has been given to
discriminatory practices directed
against women in organizations (Heilman
& Guzzo, 1978), difficulties due to sex
stereotyping (Broverman, Vogel,
Broverman, Clarkson and Rosenkrantz,
1972) and gender characteristics
required for effective performance as
managers (Donnell & Hall, 1980).
Attitude theory and research (Fishbein
and Ajzen, 1975) suggest that male
managers with negative attitudes are
predisposed to act on these attitudes
when dealing with women in firms. Such
actions may be particularly detrimental
to women managers with respect to
advances in salary and position.
This paper examines individual
differences as an explanation for
women's inability to advance in
organizations. Specifically, I examine
differences in male/female wage
I survey college men and
expectations.
women about their starting salary and
their projected salary once they had
reached the height of their career.
Using this data, I argue that educators
and organizations need to be aware of
the differences in male/female salary
expectations and seek to promote career
development practices within the
To most efficiently
organization.
accomplish this objective, human
resource information systems can be
incorporated to best utilize available
resources.

resources.

1.

Current Salary Differences

Wage differentials do exist between
men and women. For all women in year
round full-time employment, by
occupation of longest job held, median
earnings in 1987 were $16,909 compared
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only 67% of what men expect to earn at
the height of their careers.

with $26,008 for men.
Women earned 65%
of mPrS' salary. Women in executive,
administrative, and managerial
occupations, however earned only 57% of
what men in these occupations earned as
shown in Table 1. Women in professional
specialty positions fared somewhat
better earning 68% of what men earned in
these positions, while women in sales
earned only 51% of what men earned in
omparable positions. One explanation
for this difference has been the greater
tendency of women to stop working for a
period during their careers and the
tendency of women to be segregated in
jobs in lower paying industries
(Strober, 1982). More women are
aspiring to managerial careers, but many
of those who have taken advantage of
these opportunities in the past decade
are now facing difficult choices
involving trade-offs between career and
family and, in some cases, this results
in lower aspirations and expectations of
women.

Table 2
Salary Expectations at Onset of Career and at
Career Height by Sex
(Sample Size in Parentheses, T Values of
in Means in Brackets)
Differer

Overall

Female

Median

$36,155

$21,874

.61

.57

Speciality

36,098

24,565

.68

.73

Sales

27,880

14,277

.51

.58

Regresented

24,785.34**

99,341.67***
(180)
[5.39]

Table 3 shows that one half of the
women expect starting salaries to be in
the $20,000 to $24,999 range whereas
only 42% of men fall into this category.
Almost one third of the men expect to
earn from $25,000 to $27,499 their first
year of work.
Over 50% of both men and
women expect to earn $50,000 to $89,999
at the peak of their career.
However,
over one third of the men expect to earn
over $100,000 whereas only 14% of the
women fall into this category as shown
in Table 4.

Professional

Source:

(214)

2These findings are consistent with Major
and Kollar 1984), although women are reporting
comparatively higher salaries. Major and Ebner
surveyed 83 students enrolled in a management
internship program during 1980 and found that
the mean salary for women was 85% of the mean
salary reported by men during the first working
year. At the peak of their careers, women
expected to make only 60% of what men predicted.
Strober (1982) finds that the gender gap in
salary aspirations widened (women expected only
43% of male earnings) as the result of four
years of work experience.

Executive,

Administrative,
and Managerial

66,836.45***

***p < .00

Number

Earnings

(394)

(191)
[ -3.87]

Women to Men

Female.

$81,686.55

22,805.15***

Male

Earnings
Male

$23,725.38

(220)

Median Earnings by Occupation of Longest Job Meld end Sex
for Year Round FullTime Employees, 1987
Ratio:

High Salary

(411)

Table 1

Medlar'

Salary Mean

U.S. Bureau of The Census, Current Population
Reports Statistical Abstract 1989, p. 407.

College Male/Female Perceptions of
Salary Differences
2.

To evaluate perceived wage
differentials among tomorrow's
workforce-- today's college students--I
surveyed 417 college junior and senior
business students enrolled in
organizational behavior classes during
1988 and 1989. Students were asked
their estimated first year starting
salary and their projected salary once
they had reached the height of their
career.
Table 2 shows that college women
estimate their first year salary to be
$22,805 compared with college men's
projected first year salary of $24,785.
At the height of their careers, women
estimate they will earn $66,836 compared
with $99,341 for men. In other words,
women estimate that they will earn 92%
of what men earn on their first job and

Table 3
Percentage of Males and Females Reporting Salary
Expectations at Onset of Career by Wage Category
Femaleda

Overall

< 20,000

14.8%

5.7%

10.6%

20,000 - 22,499

34.1%

24.7%

29.7%

22,500 - 24,999

15.7%

18.0%

16.8%

25,000 - 27,499

21.5%

29.4%

25.2%

27,500 - 29,999

3.6%

12.4%

7.7%

> 30,000

10.3%

9.8%

10.1%

a

n = 223; bn = 194
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Males

2 iG

Table 4

Table 5

Percentage of Males and Females Reporting Salary
Expectations at Height of Career by Wage
Category

221PLYAHSSILIII2DR!1gaEtl21cAfstEADLL!IJitifitlPI
by Position
(Sample Size in Parentheses and T Values in Brackets)

Femalesa

Malesb

Total
Male Mean

<

30,000

18.7%

12.2%

10.0%

30,000 -

49,999

28.5%

23.9%

21.1%

50,000 -

69,999

38.3%

25.6%

31.7%

Banking

522,552.63
(19)

89,999

14.5%

90,000 -

99,999

2.8%

25.6%

19.5%

5.0%

3.8%

Sales

24,645.83

11.2%

22.8%

16.5%

> 200,000

2.8%

10.6%

6.4%

Accounting 24,218.75

n=214;

b

(19)

24,200,00
(15)

Manager

24,694.44**

91,645.83

(24)

123,125.00

(21)

(16)

(31)

Systems

When I examine mean salaries by
position as shown in Table 5, I find
that women in management expect to earn
significantly less than men in
management. Women expect to earn
$22,338 at the start of their career
compared with $24,694 for men. Female
managers at the peak of their career
expect salaries of $66,950 compared with
salaries of $96,470 for male managers.
Women in accounting and banking expected
to earn more than men at the start of
their careers, however this trend
reveres at career height.
Women perceive that they will earn
less than men at the beginning of their
career sand this gap will widen over
time.
In part, this belief is
reinforced by the realities of pay
differences that have occurred
historically.
Using expectancy theory
to explain this relationship, women can
value or place valence on a position
(outcome) very highly, but because of
their perceptions of the male-dominated
corporate world (few women hold high
ranking positions), their
instrumentality between performance and
outcome is quite low (although still
Stated simply, women may
positive).
believe that high grades may lead to a
good starting job, but also feel that
promotions to higher levels in the
organization are unlikely or, at the
very least, problematic. Noting the
small number of women at the top, the
likelihood of women advancing to these
positions appears relatively low. This
results in women setting goals lower
than that of men with comparable
education and experience.
In short,
women's inability to advance becomes a
self-fulfilling prophecy whereby lower
expectations will yield higher
satisfaction levels.

26,600.00
(20)

96,470.59*
(17)

74,404.76
(21)

66,950.00*
(30)

25,727.27

130,575.00

(11)

(20)

75,727.27
(11)

(-1.301

30,000.00

22,000.00

80,000.00

68,361.11

(1)

(18)

(1)

(18)

**13 c .05; *p c .1

These results are a reason for
concern due to the anticipated change in
the labor force. In 1987, 56% (53.7
million) of all females were employed.
By the year 2000, Bureau of Labor
Statistics estimates indicate that 65.6
million or 61.5% of all women will be in
the labor force. Women will represent
47.5% of the workforce. These figures
do not, however, point out the
increasing numbers of women that are
college students today that will be
potential labor force participants in
the year 2000. According to Bureau of
Labor Statistics estimates, by the year
2000, 82.3% of women in the 25-34 year
age bracket and 84.2% of women in the
35-44 year bracket will be working.

The Educator's Role and the Need for
Career Development in Human Resource
Information Systems
3.

I find that women's expectations of
their career potential which can be
measured in part by salary expectations
are less than that of men's
expectations. Women demand less from
themselves and from their employers.
Women's perceptions of their future
worth in terms of "value added" to the
firm acts as an impediment in developing
a quality workforce. This problem needs
to be addressed on two fronts. First,
as educators we need to foster
discussions about student career
expectations and how perceptions can act
as a barrier to advancement.
If we

Building A Quality Workforce
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(14)

(1.83)

C-.621

Personnel

97,357.14

C-1.59)

C2.42)

n=180

(18)

(.29)

25,190.48

22,338.71**

Female High

$60,972.22

C.91]

(.69)

(18)

a

(19)

C-.18)

(16)

100,000 - 199,999

Male High
566,736.84

(1.35)

(24)

70,000 -

Female Keen
$24,394.74
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demand more from ourselves and our
employers and are not complacent with
existing inequities, then change is
inevitable.
If, however, we adopt the
external locus of control approach and
bier.
our lack of advancement and career
growth on our employer and societal
inequities, then we have bought into a
self-fulfilling prophecy.
Second, recognizing women's
tendency to self-select lower
achievement levels, an organization can
gain by promoting career development
practices.
Integrated career
development programs permit
identification of employees current
skills and also the training and skill
development necessary to promote optimal
employee contributions.
Recognition of
these factors can be accomplished most
efficiently by the adoption of an
integrated human resource information
system (HRIS).
In a recent survey of 792 human
resource professionals concerning their
attitudes toward career planning
administered at ASPA's 39th annual
conference, a noticeable difference was
found among male and female respondents.
Women were more inclined to be more
interested in career counseling and to
focus more on education as a means of
career development than their male
counterparts (Louchheim and Lord, 1988).
Women indicated a desire for career
planning programs, a necessary component
of a HRIS.
The HRIS will aid in employee
career development and should include
information for individuals about
themselves such as objective performance
appraisal data, career goals, interests,
and skills.
Information about the
organization including job openings, job
requirements, present and future jobs,
and salaries should also be available to
employees.
Employees would also benefit
by developmental resources the company
offers (training programs, seminars,
tuition reimbursement plans) as well as
historical information such as job
trends, and past growth trends.
Management would gain by
incorporating promotional and pay
policies, information on who is leaving
the organization and why they are
leaving into a HRIS. Employees ages,
training programs, education interests,
goals, historical information on each
person's career inside and outside the
company and assessments of employee
potential is also necessary. All
individuals should be evaluated in terms
of their career goals and aided by the
organization in moving along their
desired track.
Non-computerized developmental
concerns may include workshops,
counseling by outside professionals, and
the establishment of formal mentoring

systems. The purpose here is not to
provide an exhaustive list on what
career development plans should entail,
rather it is to provide practitioners

with a starting point in computerizing
employee records which can then be
utilized by the employees themselves,
managers, human resource professionals,
and immediate and future supervisors.
An integrated HRIS will include all end
users in the developmental stages in
terms of how this information will be
used and who will have access to it.
Career development permits a
realistic understanding and appreciation
of what the company can offer
individuals and allows employees to
ascertain how their goals fit in with
those of their employer. Employees who
have thought about what they want from
their career and who have been given a
chance to express those aspirations are
less likely to leave.
Due to increased competition in
part as a result of mergers and
acquisitions, retaining a satisfied,
committed workforce is a vital concern
to managers. Career planning by
employees can be a motivating factor for
today's changing work force.
Because
individuals view the process of career
development differently, a human
resource information system can
encompass different end users.
Recent
evidence has suggested that many
individuals view their careers as
ideally consisting of a series of steps
up an organizational ladder - the linear
career concept. Others view their
careers as a lifelong commitment to a
job or field - the steady state concept.
Still others see their career as a
series of infrequent but major shifts to
new occupations or functional domains the spiral concept.
Finally, there are
those who view their career as a series
of frequent moves between jobs that are
unrelated - the transitory concept
(Glinow et al., 1983, Olson, 1979,
Prince, 1979). An integrated HRIS can
supply the necessary information to all
employees - those seeking advancement in
their present field and those desiring
transfers as a means of advancement.
4.

Conclusion

Womens' perceptions about their own
career potential may be a roadblock for
their advancement
It may be that women
do not aspire to
dher levels in
organizations bec,ase they have
incorporated traditional stereotypes
into their self-concepts.
Educators by
pointing out these misperceptions can
foster discussions of the necessity for
internal locus of control in career
decisions for men and women.
Organizations can most effectively
develop a growing female workforce by
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incorporating career development
practices in their human resource
information system.

References will be furnished upon
request.
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THE ROLE OF TWO-YEAa COLLEGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT
AND IMPLEMENTATION OF AN INNOVATIVE SUPERVISOPY
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM IN THE STEEL INDUSTRY.
JW WALLACE, WHEELING PITTSBURGH STEEL CORPORATION
TRACEE JOLTES, JEFFERSON TECHNICAL COLLEGE
TOM TAROWSKY, BELMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE
MARSHALL PICCIN, BELMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE
HAROLD SARGUS, ASSISTANT DEAN FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION,
BELMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Corporate Needs vs. Wants - The Analysis
The first step of the analysis involved

Abstract

clearly identifying employees' needs for
skills required for the nineties.
The pilot
group chosen to implement this multi-skilled
development training was the mechanical and
electrical supervisory personnel in 6 of the

An innovative supervisory development
program for industrial maintenance is in
place in plants of Wheeling-Pittsburgh
Steel. a Fortune 500 company, because of the
cooperative efforts of the colleges and the
An analysis of company training
company.
needs indicated hat the two-year colleges
training vendors.
were the appr-

corporation plants located in the Ohio
Initially criteria were established describing performance expectations
The
and data gathered on expectations.
Desired performance
formula used to review:
Valley Area.

Belmont Technical College and Jefferson
Technical College teamed up to design a

current performace = training need or
From this evaluation, the decision
was made to implement or not implement the
Following are the components
program.

mechanical supervisor curriculum and
electrical supervisor curriculum.

want.

With the

use of a standardized testing program
(ASSET), the colleges assessed the existing
A
basic skills of about 200 supervisors.

considered:

spreadsheet tracking program was established

identify and describe expectations of

and employee training performance was

employees;

(1)

Performance Expectations:

establish performance standards
for all identified participating positions.
(2) Gather Data On Expectations:

measured by the use of pretests and post
In addition to classroom training,
training was conducted in plant as much as
The success of this development
possible.
program will ensure the implementation of
long range supervisory development training.
tests.

identify where the program is to be
implemented; how to determine if the
how to
participants have met expectations;
document results and the number of employees
affected by these expectations.
Desired Performance - current per(3)
In order
formance = training need or want.
to utilize this formula, it is necessary to

describe desired performance and current
performance and then to develop the
appropriate action plan to address the
training need.

(4) Analysis of Expected Results:
Determine individual and corporate benefits
in meeting identified expectations and where

benefits might be expressed in dollars.
Upon completing identification of these
benefits, determine their significance and
Results of
whether to begin the program.
this program must be measurable and adaptive
to program growth.
(5) Decision:

If the decision
is to
implement the program, then the question is
who, what, when, where, how, and will it
take place internally or externally?
Development From The Educational Perspective

In October of 1988. Jim Bronchik,
General Manager of Corporate Personnel at
Wheeling Pittsburgh Steel Corporation.
educational

approached the

institutions in

the area of Belmont Technical College and

Jefferson

Technical

College.

The

geographical placement of these institutions

in relation

to

the corporation's plant

locations show an obvious basis for combined
effort on the part of these institutions to
provide training for the corporation's
Meetings were held with various
employees.
upper level personnel in these institutions.
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The corporation's needs were discussed, and
1.termined within each educational
it was
institution that comparable departments

would develop and track the program which

to meet this need.
The population of students involved in
this program varies tremendously in personal
Their
as well as educational background.

would involve approximately two hundred
supervisors; eighty in the electrical area

and one hundred twenty in the mechanical
In order to track these individuals,

area.

ages range from 22 to 63 years, and their
various educational histories involve a few
who never received a traditional diploma to

a spreadsheet format was utilized.
It
included basic information such as class
dates and attendance records, as well as
test and quiz scut-es for each student.
to
be
These
individuals
were
diagnostically tested, evaluated, and
individual skills assessment programs

those who have degrees in engineering in
their
own
fields
of
expertise.
Collectively, the decision was made to
utilize the ASSET test for screening and
placement of the students.
This is a

developed to prepare them for entry into the
appropriate training programs; mechanical or

electrical.

diagnostic skills assessment tool which had

previously been used for this purpose by

Each of the programs would

both Jefferson Technical College and Belmont
Technical College.

consist of approximately 260 hours and would

have appropriate instructional modules.
Resources
from
each
educational
institution were contributed, as well as

Orientation And Testing,

from Wheeling Pittsburgh Steel Corporation,
various primary equipment vendors, etc., aad

ASSET is published by the American
College Testing program.
Designed for use
by two-year-level colleges, the purpose of
ASSET is to help determine the individ-ual's

initial course outlines were developed.
The total program would include basic

math

as a foundation and a maximum of handson training in order to develop troublethe required knowledge for the student to

present strengths and weaknesses in four
basic skill areas. Demographic information
drawn from ASSET indicates that the average

supervise others who might have more handson experience and to familiarize him in the
various skill areas, providing a speaking

College may be defined as "nontraditional";
the average student was nearly 31 years of

shooting skills.

The program would provide

first-year student at Belmont Technical

and working knowledge in the areas of

age in

supervision.
The hours of instruction were
set as 11:30 a.m.
2.30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m.

population which was

- 6:30 p.m.

each day,

1988.
The regular student
population has many similarities to the
Pittsburgh Steel.

two days per week,

tested for WheelingASSET was administered by

with a one to two week break between

BTC staff to groups of from 4

modules. The three hour day would be in

employees

of Wheeling-Pittsburgh

company

conference rooms

addition to the employee's full-time
workload on the job.
The hours were

locations in

Panhandle of

selected as being able to handle both the
dayshift and the midnight shift.
Much of
the
course
work
involved
in
the

as

six plant

Eastern Ohio and the Northern

West Virginia.

personnel provided

Company

an orientation to the

MSDP program and assisted employees in
completion of Participation Information

program is of a technical nature, as

Forms prior to the beginning of each testing
Academic skill levels measured by
session.
ASSET are:
LU (Language Usage)
RS (Reading Skills)
NS (Numerical Skills)
EA (Elementary Algebra)

evidenced by the subject topics of study.

Fundamentally, the goal of the training
emphasizes
the development
of
the
knowledgeable worker - front line leaders
who have developed their ability to manage
people.

In the wake of the growing demand for

workforce training and retraining,

at

to 20

Steel

The elementary Algebra and Numerical
Skills scores were used to determine if an
individual was ready to enter the basic math
course; Elementary Algebra scores alone were
used to identify eligible to test out of the

the

continuing education of the individual has

become increasingly important.
In its
recent report. "Building Communities:
A

Vision For A New Century" (1988). the
commission on the Future of community

first-level math course. Language Usage and
Reading
Skills scores were considered in
selecting individuals for referral to either

Colleges stated, "For many workers, learning
will be lifelong.
It
is
unrealistic to

remediation or adult basic education.

think that young adults can be trained in

First, each individual's test scores were
compared to predetermined cutoff scores.
First, each individual's test scores

skills that will serve a lifetime."
This
plan has been
developed
in
response to an expressed need; in this case
by Wheeling Pittsburgh Steel Corporation for
supervisory
the mechanical and electrical
and has been edited and refined
personnel.

were compared to predetermined cutoff
Cutoff scores for the four skill
areas were the same as used for our regular
student population. These score were:
scores.
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22 I

- 39
Language Usage
24
Reading Skills
Numerical Skills
20
Elementary Algebra - 13

background at entry to degree-track courses.

Scores for the Wheeling-Pittsburgh group
those of our regular

also exceeded

population in all areas except LU. This may
be because the regular college population
has had grammar courses more recently and/or
because the Wheeling-Pittsburgh population
does not function in a universe requiring
that type of communication on a regular
daily basis.
The testing component, then, served a
The ASSET battery also
number of purposes.
confirmed the accuracy of the information on

In analyzing employee scores, employees were
in one
of
four ways:
(1)
categorized
Lacking skills necessary to enter

the training program. (2) Possessing the
skills necessary to enter the training
program, but is weak in mathematics.
(3)
Possessing the skills necessary to enter the
training program.
(4) Possessing the skills
necessary to enter the training program and
having tested out of the first- level math
course.
A review of Participant
Forms completed by individuals

the Participant Information Forms.

Information
falling in

supervisors which can be used for future
development of its employees.
Finally.
ASSET 'dentified those individuals not

the 1st category revealed that each had
reported having received no high school

needing the math class, resulting in savings
of corporate training dollars.

These individuals were consulted;
it was mutually determined pursuit of a GED
would be advisable prior to entering
the
diploma.

Curriculum Outline

training program.
Those employees falling into the second
category were placed in a review-level math
course.
Those falling into the
third
category entered the regular math course.
It
should be mentioned
that
the
difference between the "review-level" and
"regular" math courses was not in content,
but in classroom time.
Those individuals who scored at or
above the cutoff score of 13 in Elementary
Algebra (fourth category) were credited as
having tested-out of the regular first-level
math class.
The cutoff scores selected represent

The next basic question to be answered

was "What Will Ba Included In The
Curriculum?" The combined efforts of
individual college training personnel and
corporate training personnel produced the
accepted course of study for the Mechanical
The allowance
and Electrical supervisors.
to complete the
of more time for Group III

math course provided beneficial and all
participants now had more similar basic math
backgrounds.
Upon completion of the math course by
Groups II & III,
all participants were give

the same

Mechanical Blueprint Reading

levels of performance seen by our faculty
and administration as equivalent to those
required for successful entry-level
performance in degree-track courses at the
two-year college level.
Application of
these scores to the Wheeling-Pittsburgh
Steel Corporation population is warranted

course which

due to the similarities between the project
population and our regular student
population.
Average scores bear this out:

curriculum.
(See Figure 1)
A major task was the development of the
courses in the curriculum. Considerable time
was spent with appropriate plant personnel
and the instructional/administrative staffs
of Jefferson and Belmont Technical Colleges.
Text materials were
selected and course
outlines were developed with weekly quizzes,
along with pre and post tests. The pre and
post test would be a tool for measurement of
progress made by individuals as well as the
group.
In addition to the qualification test,
participants were required to take
and
satisfactorily
pass all quizzes
before
continuing with subsequent classes.
Detailed course outlines were developed
to insure proper coverage of topics selected
as
to
provide
as
well
institutional
consistency. Guidelines were established to

SKILL AREA

CUTOFF

BTC

WHEELING-!%TiTSBURG

LU
RS
NS
EA

39

44.18

24
20

28.67
19.77
9.89

43.71
26.18
24.17
10.27

13

consisted of two (2) three (3)

hour sessions per week for four (4) weeks.
This equates to 24 total class hours.

The completion of these courses
provided the basic background to now
separate the Mechanical

and Electrical

supervisors to follow the prescribed

The perspective taken was that each
participant in the training program would be
expected to perform successfully at
this
level.
With the exception
of Elementary
Algebra, each average score of the WheelingPittsburgh
employee group exceeded
the
cutoff score. The EA cutoff had been set at
a
high level for all populations tested to
insure
that
those individuals
entering
programs requiring algebra have a strong
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assist communications. provide clarity
and maintain standardization between institutions.
Testing policies, attendance policies
and procedures were set and ircluded in the
guidelines.

Corporate Concerns And Long Range Plans
Prior implementing this program. the
corporation had to decide if participation
was to be mandatory or voluntary. The type
of compensation, and if training, would take
place during working hours. Other concerns
were the identification of potential abuses
and competition among plants. And finally.
it was imperative that a clear understanding

of confidentiality was established to
encourage employee acceptance of perfoimance
appraisals.
Corporate long range plans must address
the evaluation
of the current program to
include decision on continuation. modification and possible expansion.

FIGURE 1 - CURRICULUM OUTLINE

ORIENTATION/TESTING
1

ASSET

(Description)

1

47/(4/15.s

GROUP I

GROUP II

MATH SCORES 13 & ABOVE
6 HRS/WK-4 WEEKS
(2-3 HR SESSIONS)

MATH SCORES 12 & BELCW
9 HRS/WK-5 WEEKS
(3-3 HR SESSIONS)

1

BLUEPRINT READINS
4 WEEKS
6 HRS/WK
(2 - 3 HR SESSIONS)

MECHANICAL CURRICULUM
HYDRAULICS
WELDING/FABRICATION
PNEUMATICS
LUBRICATION

HOURS
40
40

ELECTRICAL CURRICULUM
HOURS
BASIC DC/AC
40
D.C. MOTORS
10
A.C. MOTORS"
18
TRANSFORMERS
18
ELECTRICAL PRINT READING
24
CRANE CONTROLS
16
TROUBLESHOOTING CRANES
8
POWER TRANSMISSION/ALIGNMENTS
24
BASIC ELECTRONICS
24
PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS
36

12

40

BEARINGS /GEARS

12

ALIGNMMIT
PUMPS & SEALS
BASIC PIPEFITTINS
RIGGING

36
16
16
8

PRE-TEST & POST -TEST
80% TO PASS
FOR TESTING OUr

(CROSS TRAINING BEGINS)
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The Sandwich Generation

Margaret L. Arnold

Nursing home care has its special
travel to and from as well
problems
as the expense. One must rationalize
and decide the course of action to
eliminate guilt and fears as well as
how to handle them.

He apologized for not being prepared.
He explained it was a busy morning. My
wife had to stay upstairs with her
mother who had a bad night. I had to
make the luncheon for the twins and the
baby was crying because she was hungry.

We cannot emphasize too strongly the
importance of wellness and the need
for special attention to health needs
nutrition and exercise for the midlif.-3
woman. She cannot function emotionally
and physically unless her health needs
are met and are ready to combat fears
and stress.

This picture is repeated in many homes
these days. Where daughters feel heavy
obligations there are often extremes.
An exhausted fifty-year-old was taken
to the hospital because of exhaustion.
She had been caring for her 70 year
old mother who had Parkinson's Disease
and a 90 year old grandmother who had
an advanced case of osteoporosis.

That midlife woman needs support support from children, parents, extended
family and most of all from her husband.
The couple can feel truly under siege
Interrupted sleep, food
at times.
preparation and general upkeep of the
home are demands she realizes but from
which she needs relief. It can be
a formal or informal system.

It is the forty-year-old who wants
to be in the work force in order to
give financial assistance to her teen
age children who finds herself saddled
with parents or parents-in-law who
cannot care for themselves and simply
do not have the means to be in a nursing
home.
This not even to mention those
with Alzheimer's who require special
attention and care.

A neighbor taking a parent for an afternoon ride in the country can "spell
relief." A sister inviting the family
for a meal means a change of pace.
A twelve-year-old playing checkers
with grandpa to help him forget his
aches and pains.

The role of the care taker and the
caregiver shifts at different ages
for different people.
It comes for
women at a time when they are apt to
have physical concerns and when husbands
are disillusioned and weary from their
providers role.
It is part of the
mid life crisis which seems to come
earlier and earlier into our lives.
Women are frustrated, depressed and
filled with worry for they are torn
between being a good mother and a good
daughter.

Help from the community in a continuum
of care can come by way of homemaker
Older people like to feel
services.
independent and in their own home as
long as possible.
Someone who comes daily can be the
answer if at all possible. Meals on
wheels make the difference for some.
Good day care is not available in many
areas but for those in cities or towns
it allows the senior citizen to have
a life during the day and allows the
family to function independently.
It even means daughters can be part
of the work force. It assists in
supplying medical needs and provides
an important meal.

The pattern is going to magnify and
increase as all of us live longer.
So what are the answers?
First of all is the need to cope with
stress to develop a pattern of behavior
and be aware that superwoman does not
exist.
One must reconcile to the fact
that if you decide to go into the work
force, then either good home assistance
or some nursing home is the answer.
One needs to balance the dollars and
cents and weigh the cost in money and
in anxiety.

For the midlife person "at a distance"
Usually,
a surrogate is the answer.
a nurse who visits her clients either
daily or weekly to make certain they
are taking medicine and eating nutritionally balanced meals. Reporting
to the family, is a w ay to keep in
touch and allow independence.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

In cases where the need for care is
beyond family ability, it falls upon
the midlife couple to convince the
elder that a nursing home will provide
the best care. This is never easy.
It is difficult to accept an institutional existence when our life patterns
have been based upon having our own
possessions in our own home.

When do You visit a nursing home to
make decisions when comparison shopping?
The same one does the financial and
legal planning for crisis periods the
better.
The latter years can truly be the best
years of your life.
You have not only
the love but the support of family,
but neither they or you want to be
a burden. This means many changes
and shifts in activity. It often means
a change of attitude toward each other.
It often means new techniques in caring.
It often means family conferences to
make certain that you use strengths
to combat weakness.
The caretaker/caregiver reversal has
never been part of the educational
process. But as with the changes in
population growth, it must be given
a priority to save emotional as well
as physical balance within the family.
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SELF - MANAGING WORK TEAMS FOR IMPROVED QUALITY
AND INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY

Phyllis Pirner
Wayne Rydberg

Self-Managing Work Teams For Improved Quality And Increased Productivity

These teams contribute to increased quality
and productivity as employee skills and abilities
are identified and they are empowered to use
them in the team/work setting. Learn about the
concept and the essential skills needed by such
teams, based upon a successful model at AAL,
a large corporation.

Introduction
Aid Association for Lutherans (AAL) is a
Fraternal Benefit Society located in Appleton,
Wisconsin. Over the past few years, AAL has
made major organizational and structural
changes orchestrated under the umbrella of
"Transformation." As a result, AAL now has a
new vision, a new look and new emphases.
Much of the change was precipitated by a
corporate desire for improved product quality,
increased productivity, and the need to serve
customers more efficiently and effectively.
Under transformation, AAL moved from a
hierarchial organization to a flexible, versatile,
flat organization. As part of this transformation
of AAL's culture, structure and workstyle, two
major service departments created selfm ..caging work teams. These teams developed
in an environment preceded by 80 years of
history and tradition based on a hierarchy and
were designed to help employees in their new
environment. The change to self-management
is a "brown ':!eld" (existing organization) rather
than a "green field" (new site) experience.
Training Environment
The training for self-managing work teams
was designed for 600 employees (including
managers) with varying levels of willingness
and ability to develop the skills for selfmanagement within an 18-month training
period.
Teams were formed with one manager's
span of control consisting of eight to 40 employees. Twenty six managers organized and
trained approximately 65 teams with eight to
10 members per team.
Training Purpose and Vision
Through intensive training, AAL is creating
high performing, self- managing work teams
which provide quality service and the greatest
level of satisfaction to employees and customers alike. The goal is to empower teams to
manage their work flow and environment
which would, in turn, provide a rapid and
flexible response to AAL customers.
A self-managing team has two related

functions:
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All training materials use a process of
progressive validation or developmental validation. Progressive validation applies specifically
to the training done with the self-directed
skills. Validation begins with self-validation
(I can do it!) then progresses to teammate
validation (You can do it!) and progresses to
team validation (We can do it!).
The team-directed training uses a process
of developmental validation.ln developmental
validation, the focus is between the manager
(Can you do this with less management support?) and the team (We can do it!). Developmental validation gives the manager and the
team a means to move to self-management.
Each training session normally has two
about one week apart. The first
meetings
session is to teach the skills. The week between sessions is for employees to practice the
skill and the second meeting is for review and
validation.
An added feature in the skill-teaching
session was directed to the manager to help
him or her work effectively with the team. This
consultant skill building helped mangers to
cope and to successfully modify their management role. The development team was concerned that as the teams grew into
self-management, the manager would be faced
with not being needed by the team in the
traditional management sense.

1. Team members are responsible for themselves and teammates.
2. Each team would eventually take on all of
the managmcnt skills presently exercised
by the team manager.
Our efforts were designed to increase the
team's willingness and ability to sustain a
collaborative workstyle and carry out management functions with decreasing manager
support. We envisioned the development of
mature teams capable of diagnosing their
needs, being flexible in their responses and
choosing effective and satisfying responses to
changing situations.
Training Design Features
Service team managers were positioned as
team trainers. Prior to beginning the selfmanaged training, managers and team members completed basic classes which provided

them with an orientation to AAL, a sensitivity
to the needs of the fields sales staff and the
concept of improved customer service.
Training Blocks
Self Directed and Team
Directed
The self-directed training block included 24
hours of training divided into six sessions. It
was designed to develop increased assertiveness and cooperation through skill building in
self-assessment, active listening, feedback,
conflict management and collaboration. Competency in these skills increases interpersonal
effectiveness by establishing, strengthening
and maintaining credibility, trust and confidence with other individuals.
The team-directed training block included
30 hours of training divided into five sessions.
The block was designed to develop increased
ability in providing support and direction
through skill building in team development
states, team leadership skills, team norming
skills, team management skills and team
collaboration. Competency enhances participation in team actions and decisions in order to
establish, monitor and meet group goals.

Discoveries
The training in the self-directed block has
been completed and the development of the
team-directed block is currently nearing completion. As a result of our efforts, we learned

the following:
* Management support is essential on an ongoing basis.
* Using managers as trainers resulted in a
mixed quality of 1-aining. Eventually moving
to team selected trainers has resulted in high
quality training.
* Team skill training must be coordinated with
functional training.
* Customer involvement in the development of
the training plan and materials is helpful.
* Consultant skill building for managers reduces manager tension and role confusion.
* The development of the training is a dynamic
experience. The development team needs to
be flexible and adaptable as new needs are
uncovered. The development team paralleled

Creative Training Features
The development of training materials was
charged to a development team consisting of
human resource development staff and representatives of the user teams. The charge was
to develop the materials and to train the
trainers.
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developmental team stages(forming, storming, norming, performing.)
* Self-management takes time and commitment from everyone involved.
* Coordination with related efforts (compensation and performance appraisal modifications) is essential.
* Public exposure of the effort enhanced team
member trust in the effort.
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NEW YORK STATE SKILLED WORKER EMERITUS PROGRAM

DAVID J. GILLETTE

As government and business study our

nation's human capital needs for the next
decade, one fact has become unmistakenly
clear. Our workforce is feeling the effect of
our having directed so many students toward
college and
away from
the skilled
occupations of their
parents
and
grandparents.

For this younger generation the option of
entering skilled trades has been largely
ignored, if not discouraged.
Learning a

skilled trade has unfortunately taken on a
negative
connotation even
though
opportunities are abundant and salaries
competitive.

As we face a generation of retiring skilled
tradespeople, this trend is resulting in a lack
of qualified workers to replace them.

Business is repotting that many high
school graduates who are not on the college

track lack the skills necessary to enter the
workforce. They are neither pursuing further
education nor are they prepared to work.
These students have received the message
that they have missed out on the American
dream by not attending college. Yet, many
have also missed opportunities in other
occupations which might provide them a
rewarding and stable career, due to a lack of
encouragement and support for occupational
careers.

New York State has realized that it
cannot afford to lose so many talented young
people. in one step toward addressing the
need to provide career direction, Governor
Mario Cuomo in a joint effort with business
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and labor has recently launched the Skilled
Worker Emeritus Program. This innovative
program is designed to assist retiring skilled

Herman Pollack, a machinist, and a
community college professor, uses the
enticing topic of space colonization to

workers pass on the knowledge and
excitement they have for their occupations.

In

August,

1989,

Governor

educate elementary and junior high school
students about the importance of the skilled
trades in building any new community.
George and Jane Hare are actively committed

Cuomo

selected forty New Yorkers from across the
state based on two criteria: their expertise in
their occupation and their concern for the
future skilled workforce of the State. Each
were nominated by ow or more local leaders
in

to opening the field of court reporting to the
visually impaired. Tom Duffy is a master
wood worker and small-businessman who
would like to transform the empty buildings in
his Odgensburg property into workshops for
the public. Alan Goldman, an appliance
repairman and instructor in the trade, is
committed to bringing the disadvantaged,
especially young single mothers, into the

business, educaticn and labor at the

invitation of Governor Cuomo.
Those selected represent a wide range of
occupations - from sheet metal work to court
reporting - and are anxious to share their love

skilled trades.

of their work. The Emeriti will serve both as
role models and ambassadors for their
occupations.
They will speak to school
children,

adults

searching

for

But all the Emeriti agree that the key
group to educate about the trades are
school-age children who are beginning to
develop future goals.
The Emeriti are

careers

(including dislocated workers and displaced
homemakers), teachers and
guidance
counselors, and civic associations.

interested in educating students about options

and the flexibility that learning a trade can
provide to their careers. Across the board,
the Emeriti lament the loss of formerly

The Governor's message to the Emeriti is

prestig'ous

simple: The skilled trades provide many

apprenticeship programs and the decline of

rewarding
careers and must not be portrayed as
second-class jobs. By sharing their personal

opportunities

for

company-sponsored

challenging,

vocational education within the academic
school day. As experience has shown many

of the Emeriti, learning a skilled trade can

stories, and their love for their work, the

provide both an exciting career and a
stepping stone into more advanced technical
work. It can also bring alive a student who is

Emeriti will give this message to those who
will listen.

floundering or is disinterested in a straight

The program is unique and is loosely

academic program.

structured, designed to allow the Emeriti the
flexibility to target local needs with
individualized approaches.
The Emeriti's
presentations are as varied as their
experiences.
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The narrowing of post-War II generations'

view of options is due, in part, the Emeriti
say, to their own generation. They say, "We
wanted things to be better for our kids so we
pushed college education, as being the be all
and end all. It was something that most of

us didn't have a chance to experience".
Schools and society, as a whole, have
supported this view and over emphasized the

importance of white collar work over blue
collar to the point that now, many previously
American-made products are being imported
form third world countries.
Emmanuel
Eisenhandler, an Emeritus who worked in the
garment manufacturing trade for 42 years has
seen that industry decline from the largest in
America to the struggling business it is today.

Turning this kind of trend around and
enhancing the image of the skilled trades is
part of the Skilled Worker Emeritus Program's
mission.
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STATE AND LOCAL RESPONSE TO DISLOCATION EVENTS

DAN BOND AND JACK WARD

Federal Dislocated Worker Law

ABSTRACT

Adjustment Assistance Act required state and local

The Economic Dislocation and Worker
Adjustment Assistance Act (EDWAA) became law in

areas to design and implement response systems to

August 1988, and required states and local areas to

dislocation events. The purpose of these response
systems is to develop a reemployment strategy for
dislocated workers in a timely manner. This

develop and implement by July 1, 1989, a

presentation will discuss both state level "rapid
response" and local level "expeditious response" and

response activities and locally developed systems to

programs. Included will be a presentation on the

are or will be dislocated. Assistance must be provided
in a timely manner to facilitate the transition for

The passage of the Economic Dislocation and Worker

comprehensive program to assist dislocated workers.
This program places an emphasis on state level rapid
initiate services in an expedited manner to workers who

planning and implementation of a project to assist the

individuals from one job to another.

workers dislocated from Chrysler Corporation in
Kenosha, Wisconsin.

The funding for EDWAA at the national level is

$283 million this year. 80 percent of these funds are
allocated to states, with 20% held in reserve at the
national level by the U. S. Department of Labor . Each
state is required to allocate 60% of their funds to
substate areas, with 40% being available for state level
activities.

In each state, 60% of the funds are allocated to

grantees who are designated for each substate area.
Substate grantees are designated by the Governor after
receiving input from local Private Industry Councils and

Local Elected Officials. The substate areas conform to
existing geographic service delivery areas that were
established earlier under the Job Training Partnership
Act. Prior to receiving funds, each substate area is
required to have an approved plan describing the
manner in which services will be delivered to dislocated
workers.

Each state has established a Dislocated Worker
Unit (DWU). 40% of each state's funds are available to
the DWU for program administration, technical
assistance, rapid response activities, coordination and

projects to provide readjustment and retraining services
to areas experiencing substantial worker dislocations.
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substate grantee, Job Service, Department of
Development, Unemployment Compensation Division
and the appropriate state or regional labor organization

Wisconsin Response System for Dislocated Workers
Rapid and Expeditious Response
The EDWAA Act mandates that each state have

if a union plant is involved.

an identifiable dislocated worker unit (DWU) with the

capability to respond rapidly to plant closures and

Initial On-Site Meeting(s)

layoffs. Congress recognized that an effective

The Rapid Response Coordinator will then
attempt to set up an on-site visit with both labor and

"Rapid Response" capability requires that the state lay
sufficient groundwork through the collection of
information, development of linkages, and

management. The DWU may also meet separately with
management and labor in cases where an initial joint

meeting can not be established. The purpose of the
meeting will be two-fold.
The DWU will provide information on the various

establishment of a public information/communication
system to business, labor and communities throughart
the state prior to actual initiation of an onsite visit to a
plant experiencing a layoff or closure.

services available to the company and the workers.
This will include general information on services

With respect to the substate areas, EDWAA

communities in developing their own coordinated

provided by the Department of Development (DOD),
and employment and training services through the

response to presumably smaller closures and layoffs

Department of Industry, Labor and Human Relations,

that would not be appropriate candidates for the DWU
rapid response. The Act refers to this as "expeditious

including the promotion of the Labor-Management

charges the rapid response staff to assist the local

Committee approach.

response." In such cases, the rapid response staff
would help the community obtain access to state
economic development, JTPA Special Response Funds
and other assistance if indicated.
In cases where a dislocation event affects 100 or
more full time employees, the State Dislocated Worker
Unit (DWU) will implement a Rapid Response.
In cases where a dislocation event affects
between 51 to 99 full-time employees, the DWU and the
substate grantee will determine what type of response
will be implemented.
In cases where less than 50 workers are affected,
the substate grantee will implement an expeditious
response to the event.

If the company feels that assistance from DOD
could help save the jobs at the plant, the Rapid

Response Coordinator will put the appropriate
company officials in touch with a DOD representative.
The DOD will explore the various options in greater
detail with the company.

The second reason for the on-site visit will be to

collect information on employee demographics and
resources available that is needed to plan a
reemployment strategy for the workers. Some
information may be readily available. The preferred
method for obtaining additional information is to
conduct an employee needs survey.
Workforce Reduction Committees

There are two types of workforce reduction
committees that could be implemented to plan a

Identification of Dislocation Events

The DWU will monitor plant closing data via

reemployment strategy. If the company and the
workers agree, an InPlant Committee would be
established. The DWU would provide assistance and
training to establish the committee Funds would be

federal WARN law or state plant closing law noices,

Labor Market Information PMLPC reports, new media,
organized labor contacts, and informal networking with
other employment and training related agencies.

made available to support the In-Plant Committee if

The initial contact with the company will be via

telephone. The purpose of the call will be to verify the

needed and available. If this approach is used, the

existence of the dislocation event with the employer.

DWU will inform the Substate Grantee, Job Service,

Unemployment Compensation Division, DOD,

Once the DWU has established that a mass layoff

organized labor and the local elected officials that this

or plant closing will in fact occur, it will notify the
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communication with the substate grantee, the company

approach will be implemented.
In the event an In-Plant Workforce Reduction

and the organized labor representative.

Committee is not used, the substate grantee, with
assistary-.:e from the DWU, will implement a Community

Plant Closing /Mass Layoff Notification System

Response Team approach to the dislocation event.
The Community Response team would consist of

The federal Worker Adjustment and Retraining
Notification Act (WARN) requires that, with certain

local education, training, social service and
development agencies that could provide the

exceptions, employers of 100 or more workers must

necessary services to the laid off workers, as well as a

give at least 60 days advance notice of a plant closing

representatives of the Private Industry Council and

or mass layoff to the affected workers or their

Local Elected Official(s).

representatives, the State Dislocated Worker Unit

The chair of the committee would be the
representative of the PIC, Local Elected Official or the

(DWU), and the appropriate unit of local government.

Area Labor-Management committee. Service provider
representatives would not be allowed to chair the
committee in order to avoid any potential conflict of

recently amended to include language and definitions
similar to the WARN Act. The law now requires 60 days

interest.

businesses that employ 50 or more people that will

The Wisconsin statute on plant closings was

notice for business closings or mass layoffs involving

Community Response team, with assistance from the

affect 25 or more people. it also establishes
mechanisms for employees and municipalities to
recover pay, benefits or surcharges from employers

DWU, would work together to secure any additional

who fail to provide adequate notice.

If it is determined that local resources are
insufficient to meet the needs for services, the

A letter to notify the employer community of the

resources through the various state and federal
programs.

state and federal notification requirements was mailed

The Community Response team could also be
used to handle all expeditious response activities

in January 1989 to all employers of 50 or more
employees.

conducted by the substate grantee.

The notifications required by WARN and the state
law are sent to the DWU, which is responsible for
reviewing the information to determine if it meets the
requirements of both state and federal law. A letter is

Planning a Reemployment Strateay

Planning a sound reemployment strategy to assist
the workers being laid off is necessary no matter what

sent to the employer to acknowledge receipt and to

type of workforce reduction committee is established.
The areas that need to be considered in planning

request additional information if needed.

Wisconsin has implemented a procedure to
ensure that the units of state and local government
affected by mass layoffs and closings are notified of

a reemployment strategy include: collecting employee
needs information; idr -dying and coordinating the
existing financial and community resources and
education and training agencies; determining what

employer notifications. These parties are copied on the
acknowledgment letters sent to employers. The
information that the employer submitted will be included

services will be provided and by whom, and identifying
job opportunities. An ongoing communication plan to
keep everyone informed is essential.
The Rapid Response Coordinator or another
member of the DWU will continue to be involved for the
duration of a project or dislocation event. Their
involvement may vary from exchanging information
periodically during smaller dislocations to establishing
ongoing Labor-Management Committees and
attending regular meetings. The DWU will maintain

with the letter. In addition, telephone contact is initiated
as needed to facilitate rapid response activities.

A plant closing and mass layoff status report has

been developed and is updated monthly. The
distribution of this report includes the parties noted
above (except the substate grantees) DEEP

Management staff, Worker's Compensation Division,
Labor-Management Council staff, and Wisconsin State
AFL-CIO.
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The CHRYSLER Project

The Workers Assistance Center provides a

In January 1988, the Kenosha community was

^

shocked by the sudden decision by Chrysler Motors
Corporation to close its automobile assembly plant and
reduce its work force by over 5500 employees. The
result portended a potential disaster for the community,
which had traditionally relied on auto production for its
economic well-being.

centralized. one-stoo location for dislocated Chrysler
workers to receive reemployment assistance and,

Community Response Team

employment related services available at the Center

Because of the advance notice given by Chrysler,
a massive community-wide planning effort began prior

includes: outreach, orientation, assessment and
testing, employability development planning, basic skills
training, on-the-job training, job clubs, job development
and placement, as well as support services.

where necessary, referral to appropriate community
and human services.
Training and Employment Services
The array of basic readjustment, retraining and

to the layoffs. Less than two weeks after the initial
announcement, the county executives of Kenosha and
Racine Counties organized Transition Teams. They
mobilized an extensive network of community leaders
to guide and coordinate community response to the
needs of the laid off workers and the community at
large.

Kenosha's Transition Team established four
committees or task forces to provide organized
leadership to the planning activities. These were the
Re Employment Task Force, Community Support,
Economic Development, and Human Services Task

Forces. Local, county and state government, labor
organizations, business and industry, educational
institutions, employment services, and public and
private human services agencies were represented.
Re Employment Strategy

The Center employs a case management
approach that provides each participant with a

personal, individualized contact, and prevents drop
outs from the program or undue delays in receipt of
services. The case manager assists the participant in
making training and job search choices, ensures
access to needed services, and makes referrals to
other community resources.
Results

Layoffs of the 5500 Chrysler workers began in
December 1988. To date, over 2200 have enrolled in

the program. 800 of those are in school, and 500 have
already found jobs with the program's assistance.
The Southeast Wisconsin Re Employment
Program began operating in May 1988 with a $2 million

The Re Employment Task Force and its

sub-committees collected data from the workers, the
company, and the community at large to form the basis
for program planning. With help from state Dislocated
Worker Program staff, the United Auto Workers - Job

JTPA grant from the State of Wisconsin. This allowed
for Initial program planning, development, and early
intervention services to workers. A $4 million federal
grant through the DOL Secretary's Reserve Account
will allow continuation of services through 1990.

Development Training Corporation designed the
Southeastern Wisconsin Re Employment Program to

provide a comprehensive mix of training, job search,

and support services to the workers.
The program'sservice delivery network is based
at the Workers Assistance Center in Kenosha.
Satellite offices are in Racine and Waukegan, Illinois.

Ties have been established with the State of Illinois and
agencies in Lake County to facilitate services to Illinois
residents.
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STRUCTURAL DEFICIENCIES IN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS

MICHAEL E. OROK, PH.D.

Education Fund, Inc., in Washington, D.C. in
its August, 1989 report stated that at least
six states, counties, cities, special
districts and authorities court ordered set
aside programs have been struck down; at least
15 or more are in litigation; nine have
voluntarily terminated or suspended programs
and 24 more could be revised or modified,
(Perlman, 1989)
As large numbers of minorities and women
enter the workforce, employers have had to
wrestle with the structural adjustments
accompanying the attempt at dealing fairly
with a culturally diversified workforce.
According to 1980 census figures and estimates
for 1987 published by the Equal Employment
Opportunity Office (EEO), Blacks and Hispanics
will account for the largest growth in the
Federal workforce (including the military) in
the 21st century. A breakdown of the Civilian
Labor Force (CLF) shows that although Blacks
make up 11% of the labor force, they occupy
the lowest ranks of white and blue collar
employment. Asian Americans constitute 3.2
percent of the federal workforce as compared
to 1.6 percent in the CLF; disappointingly low.
A look at native American representation among
the federal workforce is even more
disheartening, accounting for 1 percent in the
federal government (including military) and
0.5 percent in the CLF.
These staggering statistics have prompted
debates over how to achieve racial parity in
The utilization of numerical
employment.
information for correcting past disparities
have caused most people to charge "reverse
discrimination" in employment. Most see
affirmative action programs as lowering
employment standards and underscoring the
The concepts of affirmative
merit system.
action, equal employment, merit principles and
representative bureaucracy have raised intense
feeling among managers as they struggle to
achieve efficiency and social equity in
managing human resources, (Lewis, 1989).
Affirmative action programs cannot be totally
condemned as some suggest, neither can they be
viewed with the hope that parity in employment
can be achieved only through their
implementation. Key problem areas still
exist, including a stereotypical assessment of
minority and women abilities and skills.
Such
are argumentative but fit into the concerns
and discontentment expressed by affirmative
These types of concerns
action supporters.
enhance the scope of this paper.

Abstract.

The increasing influx of minorities and women
into the workforce demands a thorough analysis
of their actual and potential contributions.
This paper attempts a discussion of the
progress, if any, made by minority groups in
the workforce. Additionally, the debate on
the usefulness of court ordered Affirmative
Action employment programs is discussed. With
the continuous expansion of the United States
economy since World War II, it is necesary to
make predictions about future problems and how
the current structure could be altered to deal
with them, utilizing solutions offered.
Introduction

There has been tremendous expansion in
the United States economy since the end of
World War II. One of the problems of the
expansion has been the United States inability
to accomodate the rising labor f-rce and the
multiracial nature of new entrants into the
pool; a situation not anticipated before the
end of the war.
As a result of this,
unemployment had risen ninety percent during
the immediate post war period. However, there
has been a dramatic decline in unemployment in
the 1980's to single digits at the exclusion
of a large proportion of minorities and women.
This exclusion is the premise for developing
affirmative action programs designed to create
parity in the workforce.
Definition

The United States Office of Federal
Contract Compliance Programs, Equal Employment
Opportunity of the Department of Labor defines
an affirmative action program as specific and
result oriented procedures to which an
employer commits himself to apply every good
faith effort in providing every individual
with equal employment opportunity. The
program is geared towards full utilization of
lorities and women at all levels and in all
ments of the workforce where deficiencies
disparities exist.
Since affirmative action guidelines are
set up by the courts as interpreted by the EEO
office, their definition must perforce be
accepted at least for discussion purposes.
Problem Statement

In discussing affirmative action
programs, areas of irregularities and
regularities are sought. The Minority
Business Enterprise Legal Defense and

Scope

The discussion centers around the general
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of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. It is this
latter claim that becomes the premise for the
Supreme Court's rulings against affirmative
action and "set aside" programs in 1989.
Three important c:ses are used to
demonstrate the Supreme Court's changing
orientation. First, in the case of Ward Cove
Packing Co. V Frank Antonio, the plantiff
claimed that whites predominantly filled
skilled positions as against non whites,
mostly Filipino, filling unskilled positions.
The action charged the company with employment
discrimination on the basis of race in
violation of the provision of Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 USCS 42000E- 2(A).
The Supreme Court, by reversing the judgement
of the Court of Appeals, ruled that racial
imbalance in one segment of an employers
workforce is not sufficient to establish a
prima facie case of disparate impact with
respect to selection of workers for the
employer's other positions. The burden of
persuasion according to the court remains with
the plantiff --- a prima facie disparate
impact has to be demonstrated.
In the case of Price Waterhouse V Ann B.
Hopkins, in which Ann Hopkins resigned and
sued an accounting firm in 1982 charging that
the firm had discriminated against her on the
basis of sex by consciously giving credence
and effect to a partner's comments about her
masculinity that resulted from sexual
stereotyping.
This, she claimed, was in
violation of the Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 (42 USCS 552000e et seq.)
Disregarding the District Court and the Court
of Appeals affirmation of her claim, the
Supreme Court agreed that although the
plantiff in a Title VII case proved that her
gender played a part in employment decision,
the defendant may avoid a finding of liability
by proving by a preponderance of the evidence
that it would have made the same decision in
the absence of a consideration of the
illegitimate factor. The court found the
defendant liable for failure to discourage
stereotyping but failed to grant the plantiff
her plea based on a lack of convincing
evidence, stating also that employers have a
right of the freedom of choice.
In the case of John W. Martin V Robert K.
Wills, Personnel Board of Jefferson County,
Alabama, Richard Arrington, some Black
individuals and a branch of the NAACP filed
separate actions against the City of
Birmingham, Alabama, and the Jefferson County
Personnel Board alleging that the defendant
had engaged in discriminatory hiring and
promotion practices in the Fire Department in
violation of the Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964.
In a related incident, white
firefighters filed objection to a consent
decree as amicus curiae. The District Court
approved the consent decree stating that the
plantiffs were precluded from challenging
employment decisions, the Court of Appeals
reversed the District Court's decision and

arguments for and against affirmative action
programs.
The paper gives a brief overview of
the nature of the federal workforce, it
assesses a specific state and local
government's affirmative action efforts.
Program inception, changes thereafter and the
courts role both positive and negative are
e,:lmined.
This allows for a comparative
assessment of the future of the programs and
also paves the way for predictions.

Methodology
Since there are significant paradigmatic
changes in affirmative action program
formulation, focus and general attitude of
both managers and employees, the methodology
of important utility is that of ferreting
information that is epistomologically
significant. Therefore, the myths
accompanying most affirmative action programs
are juxtaposed with the claim of reverse
discrimination, utilizing data from previous
and current research and analytical efforts in
the area.
Once a perspective is established,
predictions for a redirection can be reached.
Analysis

The Supreme Court
There are claims that affirmative action
programs perpetuate a compromising scenerio
where past disparities are corrected by
delimiting the efficiency of the workforce
through improper employment practices. It is
in order here to show that the courts, based
on several circumstances of past unfair
practices have previously supported these
programs.
Several cases come to mind.
In the
case of Griggs V Duke Power in 1971, the court
ruled in favor of affirmative action, positing
that the testing practices whereby whites were
promoted more frequently than Blacks was
unfair.
In 1972, in the case of Sarabia V
Duck, the court by utilizing declaratory
relief, caused the Toledo, Ohio Police
Department to hire more Blacks and Hispanics.
In 1973, in Atlanta, Georgia despite a plea
entered by the Fraternal Order of Police (FOP)
and the Police Benevolent Association (PBA),
asking the court to issue a restraining order
against affirmative action hirings, the court
ordered the City in 1979 to emphasize the
recruitment of Blacks and Anglo candidates on
an equal basis.
In the suit Coser V Moore in
1984, the court found the existence of a
pattern and practice of sex discrimination at
the State University of New York at Stony
Brook.
As we move closer to the end of the
century, the orientation of the court changes
dramatically.
Philosophical arguments against
affirmative action mounts.
Arguments range
from the claim that affirmative action
programs lead to reverse discrimination to tne
suggestion that preferential treatment
violates equality and equal opportunity in
employment as provided in the 14th amendment
of the U.S. Constitution and also in Title VII
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ordered a remand.
The United States Supreme Court, ruling
in affirmation of the Court of Appeals, stated
that the new group of white firefighters who
were not party to the previous consent decree
litigaton had the right to intervene without
such action constituting an impermissible
collateral attack under Rules 19 and 24 of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
What do these decisions mean?
Summarily,
these decisions mean that issues of reverse
discrimination have not taken the back burner,
they are issues of primary consideration by
the Supreme Court. The Court, however, is
still indicisive on the issue of quotas, the
Supreme Court still holds that quotas are
necessary in order to increase minority
participation at different employment levels.
On the other hand, it maintains that any claim
of discrimination must be based on proof that
present disparity is as a result of past
discrimination.

issue of comparable worth has yet to be
addressed). While minorities are making gains
into the managerial cadre (see Table 5), their
salaries are significantly lower thr
those of
their white male counterparts.
Table 2 shows that anomaly in the Federal
government GS 13 and above using group
employment representation.
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A study conducted in 1982 addressing the
issue of discrimination, unjustifiably posited
that factors such as education, experience and
senority accounts for the 50 percent pay
differential between Blacks and whites in the
public sector.
In Table 2, however, the
figures in terms of representation by pay
grade contradict that claim. The tabulation
shows that minorities are concentrated in low
paying positions without regard to experience
and education. Although not sustained by any
statistical regularity, other claims include
the following:
1.
That organizational restructuring
creates adverse job placement for
minorities, since most organizations
claim that a periodic restructuring
is necessary to keep abreast of the
latest technology.
2.
Generally, that women employees have
high absenteeism ratios while
minorities usually score low on
employment tests (such stereotypes
have consistently thwarted
affirmative action efforts.)
In all cases, the claim that the level of
education affects salary structure is
controversial because it emancipates
specialization from job placement
consideration (Reed and Miller,1970) and
(Lewis,1986).
Other reports by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics show a 1.7% decline in real median
wages of workers between 1988 and 1989. The
real wages of women took a dive while those of
white males skyrocketted. While white male
median weekly earnings rose form $464 to $481
within a year, that of Black males rose from
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Federal Level
In analyzing the nature of the workforce
in this century, the federal employment
structure must be assessed. The distribution
of minorities therein, presents an interesting
phenomenon. Within a ten year period, 1976 to
1986, the share of white males in the Federal
Labor force (including the armed services)
dropped from 52.2% to 41.8%, while other
groups including women continued to experience
a rise in numerical representation.
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Although the figures in Table I indicate
a disparity in earnings in favor of
minorities, white males earned increasingly
higher salaries on the average, with the
exception of Asians. Other minority males
earned about one quarter less than white males.
Women earned about 35 to 45% less than white
males.
The position then seems to be that of
unequal pay for the same type of job (the
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an already low level of $310 to only $318.
Hispanics male remained stagnated at $297.
Table 3 enumerates the comparison
categorically.

to be at the lower skilled job levels. Table 5
is indicative of the level of differences in
terms of types of jobs held by Whites, Blacks
and some staggering statistics on Hispanics
employment within the state despite their
growth in population. Although the Georgia
figures are based on 1980 census calculations,
Table 6 shows projections for 1988. The State
of Georgia is not alone, other states such as
Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana face similar
problems of adjustment.
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Table 4 paints an even clearer picture of
the workforce demographics and inherent
disparities and is categorized by race and
gender.
Whites continue to fare better in
real income and proportional representations
than Blacks, Women and Hispanics.
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Between 1975 and 1988, affirmative action
programs and court ordered consent decree
programs continued to be well received. The
peak year was 1975 (Lewis, 1989) with the
introduction of most consent decrees, by the
first half of 1989 there had been a noticable
decline (Perlman, 1989). With the wave of
Supreme Court cases reversing previously
upheld affirmative action decisions, an even
greater downward trend can be anticipated for
the 21st century (see Figure 1 for a graphic
representation of program trend).
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State Level

The State of Georgia
Using the State of Georgia as a case
analysis, it is observed that the
concentration of women and minorities continue
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representation had risen to 48% and females to
23%, a combined minority representation of 71%
in a total workforce of 1272 employees.
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One may ask, at what level has
affirmative action programs made an impact?
The answer is clear because at no other level
has affirmative action programs impacted more
than the local level.
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Several theories of inadequacies
generated from analytical currents and data so
far presented, suggest several structural
problems. The list here represent only a
fraction of what is considered to be salient
observations.
Before the adoption of affirmative
I.
action policies in the workforce, a large pool
of unskilled labor predominated the applicant
To compensate past disparities in
pool.
employment vis-a-vis racial balance,
applicants needed to be drawn from this highly
unskilled pool of job applicants.
Difficulty
in filling highly skilled positions was
envisaged and as selections began, it created
a backlog of unskilled applicants who despite
affirmative action quotas, could not be placed
in highly sensitive and skilled positions.
II. Court ordered Affirmative Action
programs are ambiguous, areas of disparities
are not well defined, therefore, making all
areas of employment non-exclusionary.
III. Government agencies tend to comply
with Affirmative Action guidelines in order to
obtain government revenue sharing funds
without precisely developing a consistent plan
of action for permanently eliminating racial

Presently, the City of Mmiccin, Georgia,

1
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Structural Deficiencies

under Court Ordered Affirmation k&tion Consent
decree since 1975 has increased minority
representation in employment by 25 percent
(blacks and females combined) between 1975 and
The Affirmative Action (AA) workforce
1983.
analysis for Macon as of January 1, 1983 shows
Black representation at 42.8% and females at
20.7%; a substantial improvement since 1976.
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Although the data is impressive, old problems
still exist especially in the area of job
Minority representation still remain
skills.
heavy at the office/clerical, skilled craft,
unskilled labor, maintenance services levels.
It is, however, undoubtedly revealing that
progress at the local level is significant.

City of Macon, Georgia
Since the enactment of the Title VII of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and its
subsequent amendment in 1972 requiring
Affirmative Action under Executive Order
11246, accomplishments under the program have
been significant. For the first time, efforts
were accelerated towards curbing
discrimination and its attendant problems.
Validation studies for police and fire entry
level and promotional examinations within
municipalities were stepped up as consent
decrees were introduced.
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Program Accomplishments: Local Level
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IV. Governmental contribution to the
irregularities cannot be overlooked. The
government creates a double standard by
imposing stringent employment quotas on
employers on minority hiring into specialized
positions while inadvertently eliminating
programs such as the Comprehensive Employment
and Training program (CETA) designed to train
disadvantaged minorities thus making them
employable.
V. Statistical documentation by the
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Table 7 represents a workforce analysis for
the City of Macon in 1983 compared to 1989,
significant changes are realized (see Table 8).
In Macon, women have made considerable
advances. Between 1983 and 1989, Black
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change in organizational dynamics.
Programs to promote a harmonious
relationship on the job must unavoidably
include motivating factors.
It is not enough
to talk about a critical perspective of
Affirmative Action even when such criticism is
based on sound empirical information and those
ferreted from solid statistical analysis.
Pragmatic solutions must be suggested for
consideration by human resources practitioners
as a first step towards moving the workforce
into the 21st century.

United States Department of Labor shows that
the real income of minorities continue to
decrease (while college tuition continues to
rise) limiting minority entrance into academic
programs which are oriented towards producing
a technologically advanced labor pool.
VI. Past experiences based on various
workforce analysis including those presented
elsewhere in this paper support the position
that while some minority groups have succeeded
in achieving high representation in the
workforce, employers see them as lacking the
skills to function at higher decision making
levels, therefore, the majority of minorities
are placed at the lower employment levels.
They form the bulk of laborers, janitors,
sanitation workers, part time employees etc.
VII. In most organizations as seen in the
continuous conflict between police and
firefighting groups, affirmative action
balancing quotas create serious racial tension.
Such lowers productivity and efficiency within

Beyond Affirmative Action: Suggestions for
the 21st Century
If affirmative action programs are to be
viewed as detrimental to organizational racial
balance in employment, organizations must
perforce begin to shift their emphasis from
partial solutions towards making "real"
improvements in their workforce. Solutions
that will attract, motivate and retain
productive, efficient and desirable employees
without creating tensions and disrupting
efficiency and production levels or
compromising standards.
Pragmatic suggestions
include those listed here, not necessarily in
order of importance.

the workforce.

VIII. While women are encouraged to enter
the workforce, issues which enhance their
participation are not always in the forefront
of organizational planning and strategies.
Child care concerns are ignored, some
organizations have explicit policies that fail
to compensate women during periods of
maternity leave. A psychological
re-orientation of a predominantly male
controlled workforce has not occured and women
continue to be relegated to traditional roles
on the job.
IX. Other women issue such as comparable
worth have been poorly defined.
Job
classifications and reclassification
guidelines by most organizations still
consider equal pay for similar jobs only as a
dream arguing strongly against placing women
in traditional male positions and paying
competitive wages.
X.
The recent wave of U.S. Supreme Court
rulings reversing some earlier Affirmative
Action decisions fail to establish parameters
for measuring and documenting incidences of
past discrimination.
There are no specific
qualifications for claiming discrimination,
unfair or unequal treatment or any other form
of disparity. This lack of consistency in
rules administration flaws the programs.
XI. Those employers who still choose to
covertly evade affirmative action
specifications may utilize such employment
techniques as testing, unacored interviews,
casual application forms, arrest records,
credit checks and marital status despite the
courts prohibition of their use as factors
against which employment worthiness is based.
Raving enumerated these deficiencies, it
seems appropriate that in the 21st century,
managers, administrators and others involved
in Human Resources Management ought to look
for other measures that may generate positive
results.
The polemics are overwhelming and
calls for paradigimatic changes. Such changes
must entail structural reorientation and a

Wage and Salary Administration
Wage and salary administration will
continue to gain prominent consideration in
the 21st Century. Issues such as comparable
worth - argument for equal pay for the same
nature of work will intensify. Such will
require a restructuring of labor guidelines.
For organizations, both public and private, to
sustain a viable and productive workforce, the
provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act
must be complied with.
The workforce in the
21st Century will comprise mostly educated
workers with specialized training.
A more
educated workforce is likely to demand
equality in job assignments. Wage disparity
causes discontent and may eventually generate
an overwhelming number of court cases that may
challenge organizational wage practices. To
entice and retain minorities within the labor
force, financial legislation must be
considered.
It has been proven to encourage
economic growth and development. Minority
salaries must equate increase in duties.
Training

The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act
(CETA) although criticized by its opponents as
a "disjointed approached to economic
development", (MacManus, 198b) nevertheless
provided an outlet for unskilled labor to
learn to adjust to a changing work environment
by acquiring new skills.
When the program was
eliminated the burden of training shifted to
employers who were faced with large numbers of
unskilled manpower expected to perform highly
skilled jobs. Current employment trends show
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perform as a production manager. Once such a
balance is maintained, promotions, wage
increases and other benefits would be based on
accomplishments rather than quota.

an older workforce requiring structured
As we proceed towards the 21st
training.
Century, the workforce will demand more
training because most educated employees will
seek self improvement. Management has to be
prepared to meet the challenges of a
transition to collegial management styles.
All segments of the workforce will have to be
accomodated, including Women, Blacks, Whites,
Hispanics and others. Taking federal
employment as a base, it is noted that
minorities accounted for about 18 percent of
federal workers in 1969, by 1985, the figure
had escalated to 26 percent. The trend is
progressive and employers must be willing and
prepared to meet the challenge of training
minority employees, to curb tension. Any
remaining predominantly white male hierachy
will have to be receptive to minority and
women concerns if conflict is to be resolved
or minimized, (Newell, 1988).

Corporate Image

The corporate infrastructure has to be
expanded to accomodate the assimilation of
women and other minorities into the workforce
thus creating an environment that is receptive
to general participation regardless of gender
or race.
Future managers will have to divert
their thoughts from viewing affirmative action
as a moral, social and legal issue to that of
an attempt to close the gender and racial gap
in employment.
Affirmative Action programs if
properly structured will have to be recognized
as a genuine effort at accomodating societal
diversity including attitudinal and focus
changes. Congress must also be willing to
introduce labor legislation that allows for
employee participation in organizational
decision making.

Employee Assistance Programs
(Kemp, 1985) views Employee Assistance
programs as those programs designed to provide
professional counseling services to employees
whose social indulgence may affect job
performance and productivity. Employee
Assistance Programs (EAP's) have proven in the
past to be a viable means of providing
employees with outlets for rehabilitative
services. One study shows that the retention
rate of employees participating in EAP's have
been phenomenal.
Rehabilitation rates of 75
percent are not uncommon, saving the employer
a substantial amount in new employee
A well planned and
recruitment and placement.
contracted program could be most beneficial
where a confidential relationship exist
between the program recipient (employee) and
Typical services provided by
the provider.
EAP's include 1. Alcohol Rehabilitation, 2.
Psychological counseling, 3. Drug abuse, 4.
Stress, 5. Marital/Family Counseling, 6.
Financial counseling, 7. Physical/ill health
problems, 8. Behavioral adjustments, 9. Weight
and, 10. Smoking, (Kemp, 1985).
These
services give the employee a feeling of
belonging and makes them sensitive to
organizational goals.

Hiring Practices

The level of unemployment according to
National Labor Statistics is expected to be at
or below 5.5 percent throughout 1989. There
is a genuine suspicision that there will be a
scarcity of qualified workers especially in
the industrial regions of the United States,
namely the Northeast and Pacific Coast.
Some
experts have suggested a viable alternative to
include, the reemployment of previously
retired employees, especially those who
retired early at age 55 or otherwise offering
incentives to older workers to encourage their
postponement of retirement.
The year 2000
will experience an even greater labor shortage
as skills become more specialized. Teenage
employment could also be a viable option.
Race Relations

Managers and employees will have to
recognize the heterogeneity of the workforce
and support efforts aimed at promoting race
relations.
Managers and administrators must
continue to search for potential problem areas
and develop responsive programs. Employment,
promotion and other employee benefits
practices must be carefully reviewed to ensure
that there are no barriers that may adversely
impact various classes of employees.

Technological Changes

Learning computer systems, interfacing
word processing, electronic spreadsheets,
database management and a full array of
automated machinery requires knowledge of
their utilization and application. It is
often argued that minorities remain at the
lower level of employment because they lack
the skills needed to perform at higher levels,
but a substantial effort must also be made by
the employer to keep current and increase
If a minority employee
employee skills.
performs excellently as a production worker on
the line, he/she can also be taught other
skills and should be able and willing to

Conclusion

This paper presupposes that in setting
priorities for the 21st Century for "Building
a Quality Workforce" managers, administrators,
employees and all others involved in human
resources management will in unison work
towards achieving goals and raising standards.
If affirmative action is not firmly implanted
within organizations and managers do not adopt
a mature attitude towards such programs,
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minorities will continue to be perceived as
lacking in skills but seeking benefits. The
courts also must focus its rulings on
affirmative action cases not on political
reasons but on sound economic evidence within
the context of past and current imbalances.
In the absence of all these, employers must
bear the burden of re-orienting their
workforce so that suggestions rendered will be
incorporated into management agenda and
structural deficiencies will then be
eliminated, or at best minimized.
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USER FRIENDLY PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

DEBORAH SPRING LAUREL

Abstract

A Supervisory Leadership Model

A recent study by the national American Society
of Training and Development identified
"productivity improvement" and "participative
management" among the top three most important topics concerning organizations as they
enter the 21st century. In order for an organization to achieve quality results: (1) the
necessary performance levels must be clearly
defined and (2) the employees must be
committed to achieving that performance. The
performance management system described is
based on supervisory observation and
feedback, qualitative and quantitative
measurement, and participative management.
It presents the system currently used by the
State of Wisconsin that reflects these principles
and is both user friendly and legally defensible.

It is the premise of this paper that a
performance evaluation system can provide the
supervisory leadership necessary to assist employees to achieve joy in their work. Employees
need supervisory leadership which sets realistic
work goals, clarifies the activities necessary to
accomplish them, specifies expected results,
and provides the necessary systems, resources,
training, and feedback so that these goals can
be met.
Employee success is responsive to two
factors which the supervisor controls: (1) the
level of difficulty of the task and (2) the manner
in which work assignment and feedback are
communicated. Employees will have a greater
likelihood of being successful if: (1) they
clearly understand what is expected of them;
(2) the standard of expectation is realistic; and
(3) they receive objective and timely feedback
about their performance.
In addition, if they understand what the
measure of success is, they can determine
themselves if they have been successful.
Performance evaluation can increase the probability that employees will experience the joy
that stems from success on the job.

An Employee Friendly System
Dr. Deming's proposal to abolish the annual performance evaluation is an appropriate
and humanistic response to evaluation systems
in which supervisors use subjective criteria,
hold employees accountable for results over
which they have no control, and focus on rating
individual performance rather than improving
the system. His proposal is actually a proposal
to abolish poor management practices which
obstruct employees' opportunities to be successful and. therefore. experience "joy" in their
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work.

Step Two: Clarify Worker Activities
Step two is the definition of the worker
activities. These are specific activities
described with action verbs and generally listed
in sequential order of performance.
In this example, if the key responsibility is
"The development and presentation of training
programs, " a list of eight worker activities necessary to explain how that general goal is to be
accomplished might be: (1) Conduct a needs
assessment; (2) Establish training subject area
priorities; (3) Perform research in the subject
area; (4) Develop the training materials;
(5) Schedule the training; (6) Present the
training; (7) Evaluate the training; and
(8) Revise the training, if necessary.
These two steps (the identification of the
key responsibilities and their relevant worker
activities) are essential to an employee's
understanding of what is expected and how it is
to be accomplished. Together, these two steps
comprise the necessary elements of an
effective assignment of work.

However, there is an evaluation model in
which supervisors provide ongoing objective
coaching to employees based on mutually
established job-related performance standards
that are specific, observable, measurable,
realistic, and within the control of the
employees. Dr. Deming has stated that it is the
leaders job to "help people... to do a better job."
In this model, performance evaluation is
effective supervisory leadership.
A Six Step Model

This model has been implemented in a
performance standard-based system that was
adopted by the State of Wisconsin in 1982. It
incorporates the six basic steps involved in
effective supervisory leadership. This paper will
discuss each step and show how they increase
the probability that employees will be successful
in their work.
Implementing these six steps will also
increase the probability that the employees will
feel successful in their work. This conclusion is
supported by the work of Dr. Madeline Hunter
(1967) of UCLA. Dr. Hunter has organized the
precepts of motivational theory into a paradigm
for establishing situations intended to increase
the probability of individual motivation. The six
steps in our model are founded in the
conclusions of this paradigm.

Step One: Identify Key Responsibilities
Step one is the identification of the key
responsibilities. The key responsibilities are the
general goals or objectives of the job. Each job
will tend to have five or six of these key
responsibilities.
An example of a statement of a key
responsibility is: "The development and presentation of training programs." An employee will
not know exactly what this entails until the
worker activities necessary to accomplish this
goal have been clearly defined.

Step Three: Establish Standards
Step three is the establishment of qualitative and quantitative performance standards
which define the minimum level of acceptable
performance for significant worker activities.
This minimum level of acceptable performance
can be set as high as necessary as long as it is
reasonable to expect that employees can perform at that level. The standards must be specific, observable, measurable, realistic, documentable, and job-related. They should focus
on the critical attributes of the work, without
which the work would not be accomplished.
Very often professional standards, procedures and protocols establish a minimum level
of acceptable performance which can be incorporated by reference into the performance
standards. For example, attorneys must abide
by the rules of evidence and accountants must
follow accepted accounting principles.
Standards should be consistent with the
level of expertise and experience of each employee. The standards should not constrain the
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employees from exercising the expertise and
judgment for which they were originally hired.
The standards must also be reasonable. The
employees need to believe that when they
expend the effort to meet the standards, there
is a reasonable expectation that they will experience success. The employees will be more
trusting if they feel that the situation in which
they perform is fair, reasonable, and has been
established in order to ensure their success
(Hunter, 1967).
Qualitative and Quantitative Standards
The most effective standards are those
that focus on the worker activity or activities
that, if measured, will also measure whether or
not the remaining activities have been performed. In the example being used, we can
establish both qualitative and quantitative standards for worker activity seven, "Evaluate the
training," that will let us know if the other six
worker activities have been accomplished.
For example, a qualitative standard could
involve an evaluation tool that is given either to
the training participants and/ or their supervisors which elicits from them whether or not:
(1) the training subject met their needs; (2) the
training content was up to date; (3) the training
presentation was accessible to them; and
(4) the training notice was adequate.
A reasonable quantitative standard might
be that 85% of the respondents feel that the
training fulfilled these four criteria. Another
quantitative standard could establish the frequency with which the training should be provided and the number of subject areas in which
the training courses should be offered.

Step Four: Monitoring
Implicit in the establishment of standards
is the need to monitor them. Now that the
employees know how well they are expected to
perform, we need to ensure meaningful and
timely feedback on their performance. Step
four is the identification of the means and frequency of measurement to determine the
degree to which the key responsibilities and

worker activities are performed in compliance
with the standards.
The monitoring must be "user friendly,"
otherwise it will not occur. It will be"supervisor
friendly" if it coincides with normal supervisory
contact and activities. It will be "employee
friendly" if it provides sufficient objective feedback with adequate timeliness so that if there is
a problem, it can be corrected before it is
repeated.
The supervisor observes the process to
identify individual deviations from the standard,
as well as contributing aspects of the system
that need to be improved. The supervisor then
coaches the employees regarding these observations. The supervisor and the employees
should also identify a means of eliciting from the
customers their perceptions of the quality of
performance. In our example, the participants
in the training sessions could provide their
feedback through course evaluations.
Employee Participation
Employee participation in the decision
making for the first four steps in the performance evaluation process will ensure their
commitment to and trust in the process.
Continuing with our example, the employees
and the supervisor may mutually decide that the
supervisor should audit training sessions to be
able to give meaningful feedback to the
employees. This way, the employees will
better understand and accept the supervisor's
monitoring presence than if they had no input
into the decision regarding how their performance would be monitored.
At this point in the process, the
employees know what they are expected to do,
how they are expected to do it, how well the

worker activities are to be performed, and row
;.leir performance will be measured. This
empowers the employees to be accountable for
doing a good job. Since they can measure their
own performance against the established standards, they will not need to wait for supervisory
monitoring to identify the fact that a problem
exists. They will be more likely to assume
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responsibility for contacting their supervisor for
assistance in resolving any problem that may
arise.
Step Five: Provide Feedbaeh
Once the frequency and means of monitoring have been established, it is important
that the supervisor follows through to monitor
and give feedback. Step five is the provision of
feedback to employees regarding the results of
their work performance. Employees need to
know how their performance measures against
the standards. Unless the employees are
specifically aware of how they are performing,
they can not know where they can improve.
The statistical process central to Dr.
Deming's model provides feedback on the
employees' performance as it analyzes the
system's process. Such feedback is just as
crucial to the success of the employees as it is
to the success of the process.
If employees are not performing successfully, the responsibility of the supervisor and the
system should be assessed first. Was the work
assignment specific enough so that the
employees could comprehend the nature and
extent of the worker activities necessary to accomplish the key responsibility? Were the employees sufficiently trained? Given the nature
of the system and the variables which impact on
individual performance, were the standards
reasonable and within the control of the employees? Was the type and the frequency of
the monitoring sufficient to provide constructive
and timely feedback?
If things are not going well, the
supervisor should give specific feedback
regarding what has not gone well, elicit from
the employees their understanding of the
problem, and come to a mutual agreement
regarding how to best address it. If things are
going well, the super visor should give specific
feedback regarding what went well and why.
Step Sir.: Take Action
Step six is the action in response to ob-

served performance. The standards may be

retained or revised. Rewards, including additional compensation, may be provided for performance that is satisfactory or better.
Unsatisfactory or below standard performance
may be remedied through improvements in the
system, training, closer monitoring, or ultimately discipline.
Dr. Deming has described performance
evaluation as a stressful annual event at which
the supervisor arrives with bias and the
employee arrives with fear and trembling.
Neither knows exactly what is going to happen,
but both know they are not going to like it.
In the performance evaluation model
which I have defined, there has been ongoing
dialogue throughout the year between the
employee and the supervisor. When they walk
into any formal evaluation session, both are already aware of the performance goals and
issues. They can simply continue their dialogue
to plan together for the future.
Performance Evaluation is Effective
Supervisory Leadership
This six step performance evaluation
model is essentially the supervisory leadership
process. It enables people to do a better job.
Success is a powerful motivational force. It is
the key to intrinsic motivation. We do the things
we do well before we do the things that we do
not do well. Implementing these six steps will
increase the probability of employee success.
Performance evaluations should not be
annual, based upon subjective criteria, and
used for comparative employee rating purposes. The performance evaluation process
should involve a coaching relationship between
the supervisor and the employees as they engage in a cooperative effort to improve the
system. It should engender a sense of trust that
stems from the use of performance standards
that are reasonable, measurable, and mutually
established and agreed to by the employees
and the supervisor.
The supervisory leadership model of
performance evaluation Increases the probabil-
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ity that employees will 12g successful and that

they will feel successful. As a result, they will
feel "joy" in their work and be intrinsically motivated to perform.
Reference List

Hunter, M. (1967). Motivation Theory for
Teachers. El Segundo, CA: TIP
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When Cultures Clash:
Managing Conflict Between Corporate Cultures and Multicultural Workforces

Irma Guzma'n Wagner

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the
difference.

Abstract

This multi-faceted world will be well
represented in the national workforce of the
21st century and, as a result, corporations
must be responsive to a multicultural society.
It is necessary now to recognize the nature

from Robert Frost's The
Road Less Traveled

and value of cultural diversity so that
demographic challenges can be met.

The
purpose of this paper is to discuss both
corporate and ethnic culture in relation to how

Divergence suggests conflict. Clashes
can occur through the existence of more than
one alternative but can afford corporations
and their employees, significant opportunities
to expand their vision. Conflict, defined as the
interaction that centers around incompatibility
(Deutsch, 1978) may be viewed by some
organizations as a constructive and dynamic
Conversely, divergence may be
force.
associated with destructive conflict and efforts
to discourage or prevent diversity may occur.
Divergent thinking does disrupt homeostasis
(Lewin, Note 1) and corporations that value

they might conflict, or clash, to examine the
value of diversity for the corporation and its
ethnic employees, and to explore ways

through which different kinds of culture
conflicts can be managed constructively.
Specific topics that will be addressed are (a)
cultural diversity and corporate culture, (b)
cultural diversity and ethnic culture and (c)
culture conflicts and strategies.

the status quo may establish cultures that
reward convergent thoughts and actions.
This nation, however, and the corporations
that reflect its social structure (Drucker, 1974)
are not static. Different thoughts and actions

from different sectors of the population
symbolize the workforce of the 21st century
(Hodginkson, 1985). Statistics from the 1990
U.S. Census Bureau will certainly document

significant demographic changes that are
already in effect. The workforce of the next
decade will be a microcosm of the universe.

Without a doubt, this cultural diversity
(Melendez, Note 2) will be accompanied by
conflict, but conflict can be a positive catalyst
for change - and change is what this country

is undergoing and will continue to be
engaged in through 1989 and beyond.
Conflict is an inevitable reality that must be
addressed in discussions pertaining to the
development of a quality workforce for the
21st century.
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culture as it is operationalized through
employee behavior pertaining to socially
shared norms, standards and operating

This paper addresses issues that
managers and trainers need to be aware of in

building a quality multicultural workforce.
Discussion is focused on: (a)
cultural
diversity and corporate culture, (b) cultural
diversity and ethnic culture and (c) culture
conflicts and strategies. Although basic
concepts regarding culture and conflict apply
across ethnic groups, examples from black
and Hispanic ethnic studies will be used to
illustrate potential conflicts.
These two
groups were included because they will be

procedures. Behavior and symbols are both

permeated by values; all are interrelated
(Lundberg, 1985). If a relationship or
interrelatedness is lacking, the company
might be sending mixed messages.
Consequently, values, symbols and behavior
require study from the perspective of
congruence, or lack of it. These dimensions
of culture are all indicative of a corporation's
support of cultural diversity.

highly represented in the 21st century.
(Hodginkson, 1985). It is recognized that

Valuing cultural diversity is a corporate
benefit. Many advantages accrue aside from
the fact that companies may be meeting legal
requirements by hiring
multinational

while other ethnic minority groups have also
been underrepresented, these two groups
have had a longstanding record of isolation

and discrimination in the United States

personnel. One

corporate sector. (Foeman and Presley, 1987,
Hodginkson, 1985).

Cultural Diversity and Corporate Culture

of thought or behavior opens alternative
methods of operation in keeping with
changes occurring in the external
environment. Cultural diversity allows a
company to stay attuned to the pulse of a

Acceptance of minorities as fully
participating members of the national
workforce requires corporations to determine
whether cultural diversity is viewed positively
or negatively within their systems. According
to Lundberg (1985), corporate culture is the
organization's view of itself mirrored in its
values, symbols and behaviors. Values reflect
the goals, ideals, standards and sins of the
corporation and are found in philosophy and
mission statements. Commitment to written

changing nation. More importantly, it allows
an organization to draw upon multiple talents
of a diverse workforce. These are practical
benefits. On a different level, John Dewey's
thoughts merit attention "...our world is not
one, but many; ...it is a dynamic, changing
world, not static and finished...a plural world
from which individuality is not to be
eliminated..." (Dewey in Childs, 1939). Life is
described by Dewey as a precarious world
where individuals must learn to cope with

values becomes visible as words are
translated into
company symbols and
behaviors.

major advantage of a

multicultural workforce is the "connectedness"
that the company establishes with its clientele
through conduits to the "real world." Diversity

For many years, anthropologists

have used symbols to explain culture
(Jelinek, 1983) and only recently has this

new experiences in order to survive. If
multicultural workforces are "new
experiences," surviving corporations must
learn how to work with a multidimensional

approach been applied to studies of
corporate cultures (Deal, 1982). Symbols, or
artifacts (Lundberg,1985), are tangible
aspects that include language, stories, myths,
rituals, ceremonies and technology and are
exhibited by the employees themselves and

labor pool. The nature and extent of conflict
resulting from cultural diversity will depend on

a corporation's view of itself as one that

through the company's image. Symbols
alone, however, are insufficient to judge a

values or devalues divergence.

company's endorsement of a particular value.

Ethnic minority group members who are
cognizant that cultural differences may trigger

An observer needs to look at corporate
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Corporations reflect society and should be
examined in relation to the extent that they

dissension can prepare for eventual conflict
situations by learning as much about the
corporate culture as possible. Observers can
look at the culture through the lenses of
values, symbols and behaviors. The goals or
mission of the organization can be examined

reflect the external context within which they
are embedded (Jelinek, 1983). Furthermore,

the corporate culture needs to be viewed
internally as it operates within a specific work
setting. The extent to which corporations and

to determine what the company values or
endorses. Consistency of purpose can be
checked by looking at the manifestation of
values or how they translate into visible
symbols and behaviors. Additionally, the
degree to which symbols represent values

their subsytems consider themselves to be
homogeneous or heterogeneous, becomes a
gauge of their acceptance of cultural diversity.
Cultural Diversity and Ethnic Culture

can be studied. The fact that a logo exists in a
company does not imply, necessarily, that all

When an ethnic minority member is

individuals, or departments, agree upon its

hired into a corporation, he or she makes a
conscious decision to become a participant,
or in the business vernacular, "to take part in
the game." What might not be known at the

importance or significance. The American flag

is a case in point; its significance has come
under intense scrutiny during 1989. Such
questioning would have been unheard of in

years past.

tirn-3 of that particular decision, is the nature of

Symbols might be used to

the arena, or culture, in which the "game"
takes place. The extent to which cultural

determine who stays and who goes within a
corporation.
(Deal in Rae lin, 1986)

diversity is valued may be unknown and the
ethnic may find that the corporation which
acted affirmatively, may be less aggressive in
assuring that he or she gain full acceptance
into the workforce. Compatibility between

Examples of symbols that clearly denote
position within an organization are the
allocation of office space and the distribution
of executive keys. Observations regarding

physical rewards and other allocations of

corporate and ethnic culture is not readily
apparent to the newly hired employee, but
may be studied for the purposes of making
informed choices. The minority employee
needs to assess, not only the nature of the
corporate culture as it relates to culture

power and resources provide insights into a

company's value system but many other
areas for inquiry exist as well. The
possibilities are endless. What is important to
note is that the more knowledge the ethnic

minority group member has about the

diversity, but his or her own identity in terms of

corporate culture, the better prepared he or

she will be to make sound decisions.

personal and professional worth. From the
point of entry into the workforce, ethnics will

Conscious choices allow informed decisionmakers to anticipate outcomes so that they
can act proactively rather than reactively in

face situations where their differences may be
undervalued or misunderstood. The potential

conflict situations.

exists in any organization and is likely to rise

for destructive or non-productive conflict
exponentially as diversity increases.

While a corporation's view of diversity
may be determined by examining its culture, it

is important to note, and to caution, that a
corporation is a complex phenomenon which

Studies regarding ethnicity have
focused primarily on behaviors of specific
groups as they are exhibited within

changes over time, is permeable and found in

organizations but have not addressed

different forms throughout the organization.

linkages between ethnic cultures and
corporate cultures. Additional research is
needed to establish relationships between

Generalizations regarding the corporate
culture may ensue not unlike the
generalizations that have been made too
often and incorrectly, of distinct ethnic

the culture of an ethnic group and that of a
corporation. Nonetheless, existing findings

populations (Tajfel in Turner & Giles, 1981).

can be used to explore corporate/ethnic
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members assess their own culture in relation

levels increased,
cultural differences
diminished across multiple variables,
including communication style. (Kochman,
1981). The 1989 publication of A Common

to the work setting.

Destiny,

According to research conducted by
Kochman (1981), it is considered rude to

years, many more still remain closed,

culture and conflict. Divergence within ethnic
groups is so vast, however, that "truth" must

be sorted out as ethnic minority group

have been opened to blacks in the last 50
particularly for lower class blacks. Acceptance
of black diversity in American society is still an

identify individuals as different, consequently,

current literature regarding ethnicity
minimizes differences and accentuates
similarities. In so doing, blacks, as well as

unmet goal.

open

to

In studying Hispanic school children,
Albert (in Kim 1986) found that the concept of
shame affected behavior. Hispanics were

misunderstanding.

Opportunities for clarification are missing. In
1982, Fant (in Foeman & Presley) reported

more cautious in their approaches than
dominant group peers (Schermerhorn, Note
3). An implication of this finding for adults is
that reflective behavior and hesitancy might
be misinterpreted or undervalued by

that frequently, whites are less willing than
blacks to discuss work-related social issues
and view discussions of race as irritating.

Two factors which Kochman found to be

corporations that emphasize initiative and

distressing to blacks was the perception that
black's behavior is erratic and unusual rather
than based on a set of cultural rules. Another

aggressiveness. In other studies, Hispanics
are reported as being field-dependent or
more likely to work cooperatively rather than

factor is that many coworkers found black
cultural behaviors difficult to predict and
interpret.
An explanation for these
perceptions, may be drawn from Albert (in
Kim, 1986) when he notes that loudness

independently (Melendez, 1981, Ramirez,
1978).
The concept of acting together
through extended families has been traced to

strong familial ties among many Hispanics
(Kim, 1986). Feelings of anomie, isolation or
separateness in multicultural settings, were
reported by Albert (1986). Vigil (1980)
described the survival characteristics of

holds a positive value as a true expression of

sincerity and conviction.

Avoidance or

compromise connote defeat. Blacks confront
conflict more directly; whites prefer to assume
cool, logical stances. Weber (in Foeman &
Pressley) explained the "power of words" for
blacks as emanating from pan-African culture

Chicanos as compatible with Protestant work
ethics but focusing differently on gratification.
For members of this Hispanic group,

achievement is a group rather than an

in which the speaker must generate and

individual reward. Attention to the person
alone denies the accomplishments of the total
group. Spanish expressions such as Me da
verguenza, No seas lurio, and Se tree muy
gran cosa represent cultural mores. Literally
translated, these mean: It gives me shame,
Don't show off and He thinks himself a grand
thing. Sociologist Emile Durkheim's

create movement and power with the
listeners. This is done through imaginative,

vivid

language and through physical

expression.

Shuter (1982)

(National Research Council,

1989)

other groups, may be victims of a "Catch 22"
because the denial of varying styles leaves

them

points out that although many doors

reported that

blacks tend to be more directive in their

questioning and to engage in louder
interaction to display emotion, while whites
tended to engage in overly solicitous and
friendly communication strategies in
negotiating differences. Williams (in Foeman
& Pres!ey,1987) reported that blacks usually
interpret whites' politeness as gestures of
concealing true intentions. As educational

collectivistic culture is personified in these
remarks (see Simpson, 1951).

Further research

is needed
to
determine whether homoguneity is increasing
at the expense of heterogeneity, but a more
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immediate concern is to convince companies
and ethnic minorities of the value inherent in
diversity. Benefits for employees to retain

operationalized within a particular activity or
situation in order to be analyzed; otherwise, it
remains an abstraction not lending itself to
analysis. Conflict is identified in the literature
in a number of ways ranging from veridical
conflict (in Deutsch, 1978) to personal conflict
(Robert, 1982). The available typologies are
endless. A useful categorization based on
Deutsch's listing of probable issues that can
cause conflict is presented here for
Discussion of conflict
consideration.
management strategies is included with the
analysis of the different categories. Conflicts
in an organization are likely to occur over: (a)
values, (b) preferences, (^`, perceptions, (d)

cultural diversity depend on the degree to

which companies perceive diversity as
advantageous. Assuming a highly positive
stance, some of the benefits in a highly
valuing corporation include: (a) upward
mobility because of an individual's ability to
relate to multiethnic populations, (b) high

status as a successful employee who can
contribute differing viewpoints, (c) individual
personal growth as a bicultural or
multicultural individual, (d) freedom from
racial prejudice and lack of sanctions and (e)
higher job satisfaction. At the extreme end,
adherence to cultural diversity in a
nonvaluing organization or within its
subsystems, could mean personal confusion.
employee volatility or even dismissal.

relationships and (e) resources.

Value conflict. Value conflicts are the
most difficult to manage because basic beliefs
do not change readily. What an individual or
a company "holds dear" symbolizes a core of
beliefs. Attempting to change another's value
is tantamount to riding Cervantes'
The task is
hypothetical windmill.

Corporate/Ethnic Culture Conflicts and
strategies

Being fired is a probable outcome of
unresolved or destructive conflict, but not

unrewarding, unproductive and perhaps,
unnecessary. According to Deutsch (1978), it

necessarily the most prevalent; a more

is not the difference in values that lead to

common result is daily irritation. Conflict, in
and of itself, is unavoidable, but destructive,
or non-productive conflict can be prevented
through knowledgeable management.
Destructive conflict can result in physical or

conflict but the claim that one should
dominate or be applied generally, even by

those holding different values.

"A value

perspective that claims no intrinsic superiority

and does not seek to force its moral views
upon nonbelievers is least likely to be

psychological damage, interference with
reasoned problem-solving, rupture of social
relationships, escalation of differences into
hardened positions, increased hostility and
emotional exhaustion On the contrary, the

involved in value conflict (p.16)."

formulation of new policies and procedures,

Within corporations, adherence to a
basic value such as Toyota's emphasis on
quality (Walton, 1986) or Nordstrom's
advocacy of service (Peters & Austin, 1985),
is required of all employees. Overall values
of this nature are usually well-known, clearly

development of new services, renewal of

defined and not incompatible with ethnic

organization and heightened enthusiasm and

minority cultures. These are superordinate
goals that transcend culture. Goals of this

outcomes of constructive conflict include
necessary social change, emergence of
creative ideas, development of solidarity,

purpose among conflicting participants
(Bisno, 1988) Obviously, it appears that the
prevention of destructive conflict is in the best
interest of corporations.

nature serve to unify employees in a
corporation so that a common value is held.
Diversity becomes visible in the processes by
which goals nre met. One strategy for

managing values conflicts is to establish

Conflict, like values, needs to become
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superordinate goals that can be claimed
universally; another is to identify different

interpersonal, intra-group and intergroup
Conscious or unconscious
interactions.

approaches for accomplishing ends. Problem-

dislike of another may result in conflicts that
use other pretexts as foci. Personality
conflicts may emanate from perceptions or
actual facts. Some people have personalities
that are simply abrasive and whose patterns

solving to identify alternatives for meeting
goals gives recognition to creative-thinking
and divergent approaches yet maintains
corporate value systems.

of interaction lend themselves to conflict.
Preference conflict. Preference conflicts
relate to disagreements over sensitivities or
sensibilities. Quite often, preference conflicts
center around an individual's right to express
his or her preference and another's right not

Others lack interpersonal skills and sensitivity.
These characteristics are not the property of

to be impinged upon. "Win-lose" strategies
are usually employed to manage preference
conflicts and, as a result, power struggles
ensue, Often, the initial and relatively trivial
source of irritation, such as preference for a

accomplishment

particular uniform or computer brand, is lost in
the real conflict.
Because so many

the work setting.

any particular group. The technique of
placing employees in situations where
working together is critical to task

employees will not change personalities, but
can make relationships manageable within

preferences can irritate others, they can be
used as pretexts to conceal more serious
incompatibilities. Avoidance and segregation
follow the inability to accommodate disparate
preferences. These types of reactions lead to
hardened positions which impede conflict

Resource conflict.

working conditions. These result in prestige,
status - rewards that become
power
synonymous with tangible benefits.
Distribution of perquisites is a characteristic of
dominant groups that Schermerhorn (1978)
defines as the "guardians and sustainers of

Perceptual conflict. Perceptual conflicts

the controlling value system and as prime
allocators of rewards in the society." The

are associated with differing viewpoints. A
person's point of view or "viewing point" is a
composite of innate characteristics, values,
heredity, culture, experiences and training.
Disagreement results when diverse

formation of unions is an example of an
organized group seeking to gain tangible
rewards from a dominant entity. On a daily

basis, resource conflicts occur in many

perceptions are not clarified or given sufficient

different arenas, from choice working hours to
size of holiday bonuses. Profit-sharing within

opportunities to be heard. The concept of
"group-think" is an example in which
perceptions are guided toward uniformity at
the risk of missing obvious information. Open
and direct communication is an important
in

Resource conflicts

are easy to identify because they center
around the distribution of tangible benefits
such as money, position and favorable

resolution in other areas. Identification of the
real issues is an important step in the
management of preference concepts.

strategy to use

is a common practice in

Creating
and the military.
interdependence among and between
industry

corporations is advocated as a strategy to

reduce the feeling of powerlessness of
employees, to increase employee
participation and to recognize the worth of all
participants, regardless of diversity. Providing
equal access to the "prizes of the game" or

clarifying perceptual

conflicts. In combination with problem-solving,
it provides an excellent vehicle to direct
diverse thinking toward constructive

the benefits of the corporation reduces
resource conflict.

outcomes.

Many kinds of conflicts will be
encountered in the work setting and many

Relationship siontlicl. Relationship
conflicts involve the dynamics that occur in
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more strategies will be used to prevent,

Deutsch, M. (1978). The resolution of
conflict. New Haven: Yale University

maintain or manage conflict. Knowledge of
diversity and the nature of contlict will allow
corporate personnel to make right choices in

Press.

resolving conflicts emanating from clashes
between corporate and ethnic cultures.

Drucker, P. (1974). Management. New York:
Harper & Row.

Facing cultural clashes and moving them into
constructive action can result in benefits for

Foeman, A. & Pressley, G. (1987). Ethnic
culture and corporate culture: using
Black styles in organizations.
Communication Quarterly, 35, 4, 293307.

both present and future corporations and
employees.

Frost, P., Lundberg, C. et al. (1982).
Organization culture. Beverly Hills, Ca:
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Working Today, Preparing for Tomorrow: Cooperative, Computer-Based Training
Project in Artificial Intelligence

Judith E. Harris, Ph.D.
Center for Business, Industry & Labor
St. Louis Community College

employing over 115,000 people in nine

Abstract

different

companies nationwide. These employees range from
space scientists and test pilots to custodians,
although most fall into a generic classification called

The McDonnell Douglas Corporation had a training
problem:
how to prepare its nationwide
technical/professional workforce to incorporate
emerging artificial intelligence technology into the
corporation's products and processes without

"engineer."

With so many technical and professional employees,
it's clear that McDonnell Douglas needs to engage its
workforce in continuous training. Furthermore, one of
McDonnell Douglas's corporate strategic objectives is
the incorporation of new technologies -- artificial
intelligence (Al) is specifically mentioned - -into its
operations. Al represents a real opportunity for the
company's future.

removing

employees from their daily work
environments. The solution? A three-year computerbased training project, sponsored jointly by the

corporation and the State of Missouri through the
Center for Business, Industry & Labor at St. Louis
Community College. The total project will produce
over 100 hours of standalone, easy-distributable
computer instruction on building expert systems,

Butchow to incorporate Al into company training? At

written at a ninth grade reading level and designed to
run on company-standard IBM PC's. It's entirely
suitable as well for college use. This discussion

least three problems present themselves:

describes the target audience, the nature of the

Few instructors are available nationwide who are
willing or able to do effective standup training in

courseware, the development team putting it together,
and the funding arrangement that supports it.

come at a premium price.

1.

artificial intelligence--and those few who can

Introduction

2.

Classroom training on company time carries a
high price tag, too.

A few years ago, when I was a speechwriter for a
3.

university system president, my otherwise wonderful
boss used to drive me crazy by using the same story
in his speeches over and over. I swore I'd never use
it, but I'm going to tell it here because it fits the theme

And the extent of effective learning is an issue.

When you take a limited number of qualified
employees away from their "real' duties to sit for

a block of time trying to absorb large doses of

of this discussion.

abstract, and in some cases still theoretical,

The story goes like this:

material, effective application of that information
later on the job is limited, at best. And indeed, if

there's a significant time lapse between the

A young man walked into his boss's office and said, "I
have this terrible problem."

"Stop right there," the boss said.

training and the opportunity to apply it, most of
its value is lost.

We don't have

problems in this organization. We have opportunities."

Three years ago, the company decided it wanted to
put--and keep-- its presently-employed technicians,

The young man pondered for a moment. "Boss," he

engineers, and managersacross the corporation,
almost 59,000 of them --abreast of developments in
artificial intelligence, so that virtually all employees,
from the research lab to the business office to the
shop floor, could recognize and make Al applications

said, "I have this insurmountable opportunity."

I'll never quite understand my former boss considered
that the only joke worth telling - -but the phrase
"insurmountable opportunity" does capture the

on their own jobs.

situation the McDonnel Douglas Corporation faces

The corporation wanted to do this without:

when trying to incorporate constantly-emerging
advanced technologies into its processes and

Sending everybody to class

products while maintaining a large workforce that it

needs to keep busy turning out today's products

Taking anybody off the job

using today's processes. While working today, they

Having to create any specially-staffed tutoring

have to prepare for tomorrow.

labs

Th0 Training Problem
Are you familiar with McDonnell Douglas?

Insisting that everybody
academic prerequisites

It's one of the nation's leaders in the defense industry,

Having to invest in special equipment

1111111111111111111!
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have

sophisticated

autonomous companies or at World Headquarters in
St. Louis in technical, professional, and managerial
positions. They represent slightly more than half the
total workforce.

Spending a great deal of money

It may sound to you as if the corporation were making
its opportunity insurmountable.

Perhaps a quick survey of MDC product lines will

The Proposed Solution

suggest the range of work environments in which our
target audience functions.

But in fact, it came up with a solution. Or rather, it is
well-launched into a bold plan that meets all the criteria
I've mentioned.

Probably the best known of the MDC companies is
McDonnell Aircraft in St. Louis. It produces combat

The corporation joined with the Center for Business,

aircraft, like the F/A 18 Homet, the Harrier jet, and the

Industry & Labor (CBIL) at St. Louis Community
College to solve the problem. The Center for
Business, Industry & Labor provides customized

F15 super sonic fighter. Douglas Aircraft in Long
Beach, California, also produces commercial aircraft
like the MD-80, the MD-11, and the DC-10.

training of all kinds to St. Louis business and industry.
This project represents only one of about 60 project

Other MDC product lines include Cruise missiles,
missile launchers, combat helicopters, information

that CBIL supports, but it is one of the larger ones.
Funds come jointly from the corporation and the State
of Missouri.

systems, financial services, and deep involvement with
NASA's space efforts.

The result of this industry-education-government

The computer-based training courseware that I'm
about to describe is for all the technicians and

relationship is
high-quality, up-to-the-moment
technical instruction deliverable on standard company

professionals in all these companies.

equipment to any employee who can read on the
ninth-grade

The Nature of the Courseware

level and who has the interest and

initiative to pursue

it.

Materials are designed for

The Al CBT project is a three-year effort which is

college use, too.

designed to capture (and simplify, insofar as possible)

virtually all the subject matter associated with the

We call it the "Al CBT Project."

artificial intelligence area called "expert systems" which'
specialists in the field can presently agree on.

Perhaps as you review my description of the project,
you may find something in the way we do what we're
doing that you can adapt to a program of your own, in
terms of:

Let me define the terms "artificial intelligence" and

Providing readily available, standalone training
for currently-employed workers or students

"expert systems" a little before I discuss the
courseware. Artificial intelligence is beginning to
impact our daily lives in ways most of us aren't aware
of; it's something we should all know more about.

Keeping already-trained people current in
advanced technology without pulling them out of
production

Briefly, artificial intelligence is the subfield of computer

science that tries to develop machines capable of
performing functions normally associated with human
intelligence, such as reasoning, learning, and
understanding human language.

Using your own workforce, not outside
consultants, to recognize and make applications
of the most current technology to their own jobs

Actually, "artificial intelligence' is an umbrella which
covers several research areas, including robotics,
computer vision, natural language processing, neural
networks, and expert systems, to name the primary

Capturing and making accessible at a relatively
elementary level knowledge so theoretical that
some of it, anyway, exists only the minds of a few
experts
Using the
medium

computer-based

training

ones.

(CBT)

Expert systems--also called knowledge systems- -

Developing a government-industry-education
partnership to fund and staff such a project

have the most potential for commercial applications at

present, and all of our courseware is aimed at

teaching MDC employees to understand, design, and
execute expert systems.

I've already told you what our project is supposed to
do. During the rest of this presentation, I'D explain the
target audience, the nature of the courseware, the
development team, and the funding arrangement.

An expert system seeks to capture in software (for
anyone to use) the knowledge, understanding, and
judgment a particular human expert can apply to a
certain kind of problem, like medical diagnosis, or

The Target Audience

travel-and-relocation
maintenance.

Our courseware is designed for the 59,000 McDonnell

Douglas employees who work in any of its nine
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cost

estimating,

or

dam

Such a system is not designed to replace the expert,
but rather to free him or her from tedious repetition of
tasks that have long since been mastered but that no

started clearly explained in each user's manual.

After a student has logged on the first time, all the
instructions for proceeding are on the disks. All a

one else has developed the expertise to cover.

student has to do, fundamentally, is insert the master
disk at the A: prompt and type "AI." The computer
does the rest.

The expert is then free to move on to another area
where his or her years of accumulated judgment can
help solve other problems.

In fact, the computer registers the student for a

Anyone extremely good at a task, and rare in the field,

can be called an expert.

course, provides information with a variety of graphics,
frequent interactions, and encouraging feedback;
preseits practical exercises; and administers, scores,
and r -administers lesson quizzes and mastery tests.

You can find one as

frequently on the shop floor as in a research lab.

Companies also use expert systems to capture
expertise when a key employee is retiring. For
example, Campbell Soup did that just before the

Our Phase 2 courses, presently being finished,
assume that a student has completed the 50-hour
Phase 1 curriculum, so the Phase 2 courses are

retirement of their key equipment troubleshooter--the
man who could repair anything in the factory, when
everyone else was stumped.

somewhat more advanced in content. Reading level
and computer operation remain simple, however.

Now let me describe the expert systems instruction

Our Phase 2 courses offer a student instruction in

that our project is producing.

managing

as

Rules,

a

database

for

an

expert

system,

supervising an expert system project, and exploring
how an expert system presently in use at the Missile
Systems Company is put together, along with practice

The first phase produced six basic courses, which we
called the "Fundamentals of Artificial Intelligence CBT
The Al Overview, Introduction to
Curriculum":
Knowledge Representation, Representing Knowledge

in modifying and creating a new module for the
system.

Representing Knowledge as Frames,

Knowledge Acquisition, Knowledge System Tools, and
Developing a Simple System.

Phase 3 courses will be at an even deeper level of

These courses are written at about a 9th grade

dues what it's designed to do, how yet another real
MDC system works, and how to build uncertainty
factors into the rules of thumb an expert can supply

soohistication, including how to validate that a system

reading level and require fairly basic computer skills.

They are designed for use on IBM personal
computers, which represent McDonnell Douglas's
A- great many MDC
biggest hardware base.
employees have IBM PC's at their desks, in their

about how he or she reaches judgments.

Reaction to the quality of the courseware we've
distributed so far--from both outside and inside the
corporation--has been very positive.
Dr. Kent
Williams, Research Manager for the Institute for
Simulation and Training at the University of Central
Florida, called our Al Overview course "a superb

departments, or in open, staffed computer labs. They
can take these courses at work, after work, or at home
(if they have IBM's or compatibles).

Employees take the instruction at no charge. When
they complete a course, they are issued certificates,

exposition of Al fundamentals."

`This program is far superior to any text which I have

and the credit is recorded in their personnel files,
where it has a bearing on promotion considerations.

read or reviewed on the subject," he said.

Now I have been talking about our courseware as if it
were intended only for McDonnell Douglas use. I want

A branch chief at Kennedy Space Center tells us it
allowed his department to be more responsive to
NASA's requirement that contract proposals assess
opportunities for employing Al technology. "We were

to clarify, however, that as a joint sponsor of the

unable to respond to this requirement," the chief said,

project, St. Louis Community College has the right to
use the courseware fully in any way it wishes. The
instruction is presented in quite generic terms; it

'until some of our engineers...enrolled in the Al
Overview course."

contains few direct references to McDonnell Douglas.

A design manager on the Tomahawk missile program
called our courseware beneficial to "anyone who has
responsibility for the efficiency with which tasks are
completed." A leader for the Computer-Aided Design
Training Group said he is "impressed with the format,
structure, and content." A training coordinator at the
Helicopter Company noted that interest in the courses
is high there, too.

Presently St. Louis Community College is awarding
only continuing education credit for completing these
Al courses, but the Center for Business, Industry &
Labor's director recognizes its academic potential and
is pursuing the question of its place in the academic
curriculum.

Using the courseware is easy.

All the Phase

1

instruction comes on disks, with information on getting
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And students talk to tell us they like it. In fact, the
numbers of people borrowing copies of courses from

Missouri supplies the funding from two sources -the
Department of Elementary and Secondary Education's
Customized Training Program, and the state

their training coordinators has risen steadily since the
courseware became generally available (at no charge)
earlier this year. Almost three hundred people have

government's Department of Job Development and
Training.

enrolled in our courses in the past eight or nine

Our project is one of many the state funds because it's

months, although there has been very little effort to

interested in projects that help its workforce remain
employed or which expand employment. Nearly all
states provide such support, as detailed in the annual
directory of the National Association of Industry-

promote them internally.

The Development Team
Have you ever wondered who is behind the software

Specific Training Programs.

packages that delight or frustrate you as you're
learning them? Eight people constitute the team

Summary

creating the Al CBT courseware. Four of them work
for the Missile Systems Company's Human Resource
Development department and four for the Center for

I want to emphasize that technology-based learning
like CBT definitely has a place, both in industry and in
education. It may not be the sole answer to every
insurmountable training opportunity, but it's very cost-

Business, Industry, and Labor at St. Louis Community
College. Indeed, state funds are used
largely to
help defray labor costs on the project.

effective for companies doing training on company
time, trying to reach a great many employees who are

All team members have taught in some capacity or

working In various environmentsparticularly when

other, some for many years (with the handicapped) or

there is an acute shortage of qualified instructors.

in communication fields or in elementary school.

For

(We're people, perhaps, who have already made at

employees,

such

training

represents

an

opportunity, too--to acquire and upgrade valuable

least one major career transition, responding to

technological skills whether or not they spent time in

marketplace developments.)

engineering school.

Our project has a lead designer with .a
instructional

design

and

experience

in

Ph.D.. in

The epistemologist Jean Piaget said that "The principal

writing

goal of education is to create [people) who are

computer courses for the PLATO system. We have
five instructional

capable of doing new things, not simply of repeating
what other generations have done -- [people] who are

programming process. Two full-time reviewers, one
for computer-based instruction principles and one for

creative, inventive, and discoverers."

designers--technical writers who
unLarstand the principles of instruction and the

Those of us on the Al CBT Project hope we are

language usage, complete the roster.

creating materials that will help several thousands of
McDonnell Douglas employees toward that goal--both
today and tomorrow.

The course developers on this project all work with
subject matter experts in the specific subject area a
course covers. Our SME's, as we call them, come

both from inside the corporation and inside the
academic world.

Our project's actual programmer is located in another
state; we communicate with him mostly by electronic
mail, sending word processed files and receiving in
return programmed lessons, which we then copy to
floppy disks for use,

The Funding Arrangement
I suppose you are wondering who pays for all of this.
The whole three-year project will cost a total of $1.2
million. That's about $400,000 a year.
In general terms, McDonnell Douglas supplies half that
sum and the State of Missouri supplies the other half.
The proportions vary from year to year, but fifty-fifty is

Given the per-hour cost of
generally accurate.
industrial classroom instruction ($15) and the
ephemeral nature of that kind of instruction, this
computer-based training product (at $7.40 per student

hour) represents both a bargain and a substantial,
reusable, widely-distributable product.
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STAGES ON THE WAY TO PARTNERSHIP
BY GEORGE F. SIMONS & GENE DEBORAH WEISSMAN
Reprinted from Becoming Partners (Chapter 2) with permission from Crisp Publications. Inc., Los Altos, California

To form productive partnerships both sexes
and the organizations in which they work in go
through certain stages of development. They
become aware of problems caused by traditional
gender roles and stereotypes. They react to
them and begin to take responsibility for making
changes. In this chapter you will learn what
these stages are and find out what to do when
you meet them in yourself and others.
STAGES ON THE WAY TO PARTNERSHIP

Men and women who know how to work together and organizations that help them learn
about working together are likliest to succeed
both today and in the future. Those that do not
will be tomorrow's losers.
Conflicts between women and men and frustration with double standards can be turned into
opportunities if they make us alert to our problems and lead us to action. This is not easy. It
requires us to be honest about what we are experiencing as women and men, clear about what
we want, and fearless in confronting ourselves,
each other and our organizational values. We
will go through certain stages in doing this. They
can be predicted, recognized and handled better
if we know something about them beforehand.
Organizational development specialists have
charted the steps through which men and
women pass as traditional gender roles are in
conflict.' This does not mean that they all take
place simultaneously, are the same for all individuals and organizations, or that all individuals
and organizations go through every stage.
Because traditional gender roles subordinate women to men, women are almost always
the ones who first to become aware that something is unfair or not working for them.
It usually takes women's anger at a double
standard or complaints of harrassment, discrimination or unfairness for an organization to become aware and take action,

Men tend to react to the changes in women's
attitudes toward them personally or to organizational pressures. Later they begin to discover
that traditional roles and stereotypes cost them
something, too.
TIPS FOR MEN
Dealing with Changing Women

Here are the stages women pass through
and some tips about how to behave toward
people who are in each stage. You can check WI
those stages for which contain tips which you
particularly need to practice.
Unaware

Unconscious of the issues. Few women in
our culture seem to be truly unaware once they
become teenagers. Tip: Talk about gender issues as facts of life, honestly and openly.
Denial
"I know that it goes on, but

tamly not in
our group. "Never iii all my years with the corn.
pany have I been discerninated against because
I am a woman." Women tend to be ambivalent;
they want to confront, but have been culturally
conditioned to nurture, Denial feels safe. Tlp:
Continue to be matter of fact about gender issues. Do not try to argue her into "seeing the
light."
Awakening
Something happens that gets her thinking.
She starts to look around herself and talk with
other women. Tip: Listen to her questions.
Answer honestly. Do not blame her either for
being interested in women's issues or for being
less aware than other women,

She realizes that "all this is about me." and
now sees herself as part of a distinct cultural

4
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frontation and collahoration. Re aware of using
excuse:., and stereotypes as w,-.).; to avoid shar-

groupwomen. She begins to see the rest of
the world from this new perspective. She studies, talks, and shares. Her social philosophy
and criticism of men is idealistic and general,
though she is unlikely to attack individual men.
Tip: Listen patiently and deal with her as with
anyone enthusiastic over something new. Avoid
the temptation to debate and make her wrong.
Encourage her to learn more, see more sides to

ing power.

Power
Having developed a clear sense of identity as
a woman and as a member of the working world,
she gradually loses "self-consciousness" as a
woman and strengthens awareness of herself as
an individual She is now more able than ever before to form meaningful, productive, and co-equal
work relationships with men. Tip: This woman
will have a clear sense of boundries and will let

issues. Maintain your own self-esteemher
global assertions about men can leave you
feeling helpless and enraged.

you know if you have transgressed them. Do not
confuse this with anger or defensiveness. Support these men wherever you fine! them, They
will actively intervene in the workplace to champion and model co-equality.

Anger Rage
She sees how essentially unfair i ler position

as a woman is and how overwhelming the forces
which maintain it, Her anger is directed at authority which upholds the system, at men who
are the enemy, at women who appear to
collaborate. Tip: This is a necessary and critical
stage wherein a woman begins to claim her
power,

Respect women in whatever stage they may
be even though they don't seem to respect you.
It is never helpful to say, "This is just a stage
you're going through." Such "put downs" say
mat thalyou value neither her nor her or her
experiehce. It sends the message that you are
unwilling to change and grow and cannot accept
change and growth on the part of others.
Women will swing back and forth between
stages of development, Don't demand that they
always he consistent.
When women get stuck, is often at the Anger

It is a particularly difficult timefor

women because anger has been a forbidden
emotion; for men because they are no longer in
control of the situation. Listen actively without
attacking, defending, avoiding to trying to "fix"
the situation. Be in control of yourself, not of her.

Withdrawal
The more she sees, the more powerless she
feels to do anything. If the cost of change
seems too high, she withdraws, and goes back
to an outward form of denial to protect herself
from danger, while unconsciously rejecting all
men as sexist and not to be trusted, Tip: Do
what you can to make her feel safe both in the
relationship and the environment and to connect
her with women who can support her. Without
this support many women can vacillate between
anger and withdrawal for many years.
'

Fear

Stage.
TIPS FOR WOMEN

Dealing with Changing Men

Here are the stages men pass through and
some tips for dealing with them. You can check
() those stages for which contain tips which you
particularly need to practice,

Confronting issues
She returns to the reality of the world around
her, understands its dynamics, and realizes that
it is up to her to make a difference in her life.
She accepts the challenge of confrontation in a
personal, empowering way. She is also ready to
even
vioriv_.t)
work for change with
men. Tip: Prepare yourself to accept both con-

Unaware
As a member of the dominant culture the
gender issues which impact him and the people
around him are invisible. The world is as it
should be." and he is happy in his innocence.

Tip: Sec this as a normal starting point and do
not dispair or men's ability to change.
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I Random Data Collection
He starts to pick up clues of what is going on
around him. A few angry words, a complaint,
something his wife said... He is cautiously curious. Spurts of machismo keep him safe. Tip:
Feed him information a little at a time, facts,
hard data, rather than opinions.
Denial

"Maybe it's out there, but it certainly doesn't
apply to me (us)! If he is well connected to other

men like himself, he will joke about it with them
and brush it off. If he is alienated from other
men, he may point to them (not himself) as the
problem. Tip: Connect him to other men who will
not support his denial. If he is close only to
women, do not let him get away with telling you
he is different.

Critical Incident
He has a "significant emotional event," often
anger or abandonment on the part of women on
whom he relied. Now he wants to get to the bottom of it so he can avoid more such incidents.
At first he easily slips back into denial, but the
evidence begins to stack up. Tip: Stand by him
without betraying the woman who triggered the in
cident. It you are the woman. don't make light
of what you did.

Identification
The evidence is overwhelming. Women's issues are real and he is not only affected by them
but also involved in and responsible for devaluing
women. Fie is vaguely aware that this costs him
something as well, Tip: Invite him to talk about it
but avoid, "I told you so!"
Guilt
He is angry at himself, society, other men,
women who played along. his parents. even God.
Angry that he can no longer avoid the issue and
is cut off from men who do. "What have I done'?"
"How can I (men) be any good?" "What can
do?" "How can I pay attention to this and continue living a normal life?" Tip: Do not be afraid
of his anger. listen actively without !robing for
what you would like to hear but don't. Encourage
him to talk to other men who have grind' through
Anger

this stage.
Grief Acceptance
He begins to accept things as they are,
along with his imperfections. Realizing he alone
is not accountable for the history and behavior of

all men toward women, he commits himself to
do what he can. Sharing his experience with
other men he discovers solidarity with them and
becomes aware of how traditional roles have victimized men as well as women. He sees his
manliness as both dignified and wounded. Tip:
Applaud his new involvement with other men You
will be tempted to distrust this as a return to
male chauvinism,
ACTION

He becomes aware that men's and women's
issues are separate but related. He recognizes
that women's agenda for men may not be his
own, but he can learn from women's experiences. He now has energy to redefine himself
arid with other men to create standards for a
new kind of maleness. Tip: Old means of controlling him no longer work, but he is much more
available for negotiating agreements for change.
Power
He starts to experience real power (not machismo) as his values and actions become
aligned He no longer "walks on eggs" around

women or women's issues. Able to identify potential as well as actual issues, he can take the
initiative to negotiate with someone who is "different" without needing to be in control. Tip:
This man is for you but the male power he exec
cises can be disturbing and you will be some
times inclined to confuse it with machismo. He
will actively intervene in the workplace to champion and model co-equality.
Respect men at whatever stage they may be
even though they don't seem to respect you.
Be both insistent and patient. Because
organizations lend to embody male values and
fill many of men's needs, it i5 difficult for men to
see the need for change. When it conies to ar
ticulating their own concerns men are frequently
isolated. The men's movement is much younger
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Critical Incident

than the women's movement and male support
for men can be much harder to find.
Men will swing back and forth between
stages of development. Don't expect them to
always be consistent.
When men get stuck, it tends to be in the
earlier stages, Unaware, Random Data Collection
and Denial. Anger as an emotional outlet should
not be confused with the Anger Stage itself.

Let a critical incident occur which threatens
the organization's productivity, profitability or
public image and the organization is rudely awakened from its denial. Examples would be: the
threat of boycott, a sexual harassment suit, or
equal opportunity violation. Tip: Try to get "the
bigger picture" which shows that this is not an
isolated incident. Share this picture with others.

TIPS FOR CHANGING ORGANIZATIONS

= Reaction

Organizations go through a series of steps in
dealing with gender Issues just as individuals do.
Because of the male background and history of
so many organize, :its, they tend to parallel male
stages more than female stages. As you read
through the individual stages below, check ()
those which contain tips which you need to prac
tice,

greeted by disbelief"This can't possibly be
happening to us." Then the organization reacts
with more denial to cover up its tracks, while it
makes efforts to control the damage and "fix"
the situation. It also takes precautions that
similar incidents do not recur, New rules and

The furor around the critical incident is

regulations aimed at keeping people in line fall
short of changing attitudes change attitudes and
teaching new skills. So, when new stresses
arise, people fall into old habits and more critical
incidents occur. Tip: Resist a one-sided blaming
approach, i.e. this is a "women's" or a "men's"
problem. Get both sexes to collaborate in find.
ing solutions. (It's also a good time to get
groups of people to study this book!)

Unaware
Organizations are legally required to know
and comply with certain basic standards of equal
opportunity and affirmative action. However
many organizations are functionally unaware of
how day-to-day gender issues actually affect their
people. Tip: Familiarize your self with the civil
law and your company's policies. Then observe
how people are talked to and talked about as
women and men, Observe how the sexes treat
each other, Where is there discomfort and hostility?

Pattern Recognition
Finally, someone helps the organization recognize that a pattern exists, that the critical
incidents are not just accidents but they happened and will continue to happen because of
the value; and structure of the organization
itself. Tip: Keep a log or a journal of what hap
pens, how often and to whom, Discuss what you
see with others arid look for connections be
twee!) their experiences and perceptions and

Denial
Most organizations are inclined to deny that
gender issues are a serious concern. They con cern themselves with doing whatever they were
_

organized to do. Usually, it's the bottom line
making a profit for the participants and stock.

>our own.

holders. They claiming that gender issues are not
the work of the organization or they make the
assumption that someene In the Organization is
taking care of this. Tip: Facts, facts, facts. Talk
about what is taking place in terms of what
people are actually doing and saying. and epeh
encing as a result of organixatronal
structures and attitudes.

Bureaucracy
Once the pattern is clear, the organizahu
has one more temptation to overcome Though
a great deal of anger and guilt may be engendered as people see what has been taking plaf-o,
they may fear the consequences of taking action.
The task is too big, or two risky for individuals to
ext?rcise leFfeerqep. Cominineri_c ara nepoireed
to study the situation, Publications appear.
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Tip: Take responsibility for making changes
that you can make personally. Create safety and
encouragement for people to discuss issues

Denial and Bureaucracy are the stages in
which organizations are most likely to be stuck.

openly.

WHY ARE THESE STAGES IMPORTANT?

Vision
A leader must articulate a vision of a different kind of workplace if the organization is going
to jump the last hurdle, the temptation to bureaucracy. This means giving the organization a
challenging and sensible picture of what it will
become when both sexes collaborate fully as
partners. This is a top managment responsibility
but to realize the vision requires leadership at
every level in the organization. Tip; If you arc not
now a leader, you become one by having a vision
and sharing it with others.

They help you recognize, understand and
accept reactions and emotions that you experience as you face gender conflict, absorb new
information and try to learn new skills. The fact
that you are working through this text indicates
that you are at least curious. As you continue
you will find that the stages will make more and
more sense to you, and you will see new ways to
understand and collaborate with others. You
may also advance from denial to action on is
sties that you have not dealt with before. Go
through this article again and check the stage
you feel you are in. Ask others if they would
agree with you.
They help you recognize, understand and
accept the feelings and behavior of others, You
probably work with people who are at all of these
stages. Some will deliberately choose to stay at
certain levels, Others will lack the insights, resources or support to move on. Many people get
stuck at one stage for long periods, Look at your
checklist once again. Does this analysis suggest
why some of your relationships with people you
work with are the way they are?
They serve as a guide to what we must be
do personally and orgariiiationally to provide
what's missing to integrate womee arid men in
reaGtion`.
Ulu workplace. Wliat stages do
suo!es!",

Action
Now the organization is ready to put into
action steps that will actually change the system
and train and reward people for becoming corn,
Went in dealing with the other sex. Managing
gender issues becomes everybody's responsibility and a part of everyday work, Tip' If your or
ganization has reached this stage. take advantage of new opportunities to learn and acquire
skills. Continue to take personal le.sponsibflity.
Don't let "Joe" or "Jane" or "the organization" do
It

Wri!, are male female ,ssues so difficult to
deal with? First of all, they cut deep. They force
us to ask ourselves who we are and how we
should act.
Secondly, although both individuals and our
culture arc' slowly changing their values, people
and organizations may be in qtnte different
stages at the same time. Some people belie,e
that change is "moving at a snail's pace, while
Others shout. "Slow down"' and still others sigh
for "the good old days, when men were men and
wwhen were women.
Changing an organization is a pb that is
never ',rushed There ore new people. new tasks

The most important thing I have learned in
thls

and new challenges arriving every dRp 11;2:0495,
the cUlturei lfa,r1ily, media, etc.! wim,h gyfiuole

pericince oril;ide the organization may rwii,r
them fait into old habits or resist change
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Here is the first step I will take for myself to
help me get to the next stage.

Here is one step I will take to change my
organization,

The stages outlined in this article Invite you
to view working toegether and resolving conflict
as a challenge that you can meet by developing
awareness and skill, rather than as a political or
psychological problem. It provides you with a set
of productive communication tools for every day
use.
To learn more about these stages and the
tasks that will accomplish partner hip and
productivity you con order Becoming Partneri:
Working Well with the Other Sex 17,1 sending
$10.00 to LMA, Inc., P.O. Box. 140 , Milford,
N.H. 03055 or calling (603) 672- 0355.
REFERENCES

,This model is based on the ,hork of Judith
Palmer, Carol Pierce, David Mewl', John
McPherson and E3d1 Gregory More about Piece
stage,-, can he found by reading The, books listed
in the lirbilography of Ueconiing Partners.
.
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WORKING WITH INDUSTRY TO ACHIEVE INDUSTRIAL EXCELLENCE
by

Robert E. Norton
The Ohio State University

The requirements for instructor

to (I) conduct job and task analysis,

training in 'he nuclear electric power

(2) develop performancebased instructor

industry are clearly set forth in the August

modules, (3) conduct a field review of the

1988 INPO 88-012, Guidelines for Instruc-

modules, and (4) revise and publish the 18

tor Training and Qualification. To be

modules. Further, the presentation will

,d and re-accredited. companies

explain how companies like Duke Power

will need to address the initial and con-

and Virginia Power have organized their

tinuing instructional skills development

instructor training programs to provide for

called for. The initial training of instruc-

both effective and efficient (I) initial

tors presents a special challenge since only a

instructor training, (2) advanced training,

few new instructors will be employed by

and (1) continuing development

most companies otter the next few years

parencies, task lists, and other hand-out

Another challenge that must be dealt with

materials will be used to supplement and

is pros iditsg sndtsia li3ii/Pd remedial

enhance the proposed presentation

Irani

There is little question about the

instruction to rem .se performance

deft:len:its identified during staff

irnfr,rtan:e of preparing instructors so that

e. aluations.

they can effesiisely teach what they know
to others

this presentation will explain how

The most commonly emphsed

a group of corcened companies formed the

criterion for the selection of instructors is

klectric Utility Instructor Training

their tehni,:al expertise

While technical

ee rrt,/e is e itternely imp,rtant, the oualits

,rtium t ad .ress Ow problem in a

cots-effectise and time-efficient manner

of training is likely to he less than it should

II will further explain 1..:.s these companies

be unless these quhect-matier experts alt

c,.-.111b--..rar :1 with The Ohl., State atrii4ernt,,

acquire the teaching skills necessary to

1:Wilding A Quality Worklorc.
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and success. In the nuclear power industry,

convey their knowledge and skills to others.

Instructors who pay little attention

for example, the Institute of Nuclear Power

to the needs of the adult learners involved,

Operations (INPO) has established rigorous

the learning environment, trainee

guidelines for acquiring initial accreditation

motivation, and the appropriate selection of

and for maintaining the accreditation of

instructional techniques and evaluation

company training programs. INPO's

activities are unlikely to produce the

recently issued guidelines (March 1966;

learning outcomes and job performance

INP0111-001) on Maintaining the

improvements being sought.

Accreditation of Training in the Nuclear

Most good

instructors acquire their professional

Power Industry states as Objective 2 that

expertise through some type of formalized

"Training staff members (utility and con-

training program.

tracted, if used) possess the knowledge,

the situation is much the same for

experience, and skills required to fulfill

instructors who also design instructional

their assigned duties." Three of the nine

programs. Without adequate knowledge of

criteria that will be used to determine

the principles of e f foAive instructional

whether companies are achieving the

design and acquisition of the related skills

objective are as follows:

involved, instructors are not likely to

25

develop instruction that will effectively

The inttructional skills
training program develop; the
necessary instructor

to fulfill training

address the company's needs,

program, requirements.
2.6

Instructor performance is
evaluated regularly,

29

Continuing development
maintains and improsea
required knowledge and skill;
and addresses results of
evaluations of staff rnerntir
performance.

I he Problem

In today's highly competitive
business and industrial environment, most
training managers recognise that an

effective performance-based and results-

'these guidelines make it abundantls

oriented training progrem is one of the

clear that utility instructors are to he gisen

factors MOM Crilkil In a company's survival

effective initial preparation, as well as

Building A Quality Workforce
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continuing instruction, that is based on

based training approach is required if the

regular evaluations of instructor

unique needs of different instructors are to

performance.

be met.

More recently, INPO issued revised

It is widely recognized that any

guidelines (August 1988, 88-012) in

performance -based training program,

Guidelines for Instructor Training and

whether for instructors or technical

Qualification which specify 28 areas that

personnel, requires the availability of

"should be considered for the instructional

high-quality instructional materials that

skills initial training program' While few

focus on and help deliver the specific skills

disagree with the intent of 88-00I or

and knowledge needed by the trainees.

88-012, companies are often faced with

Unfortunately, performance-based materials

some challenges as they attempt to respond

that are self-contained and designed

to these criteria

specifically for the professional

One difficulty arises when a

development of Instructors in the electric

company needs to pro,,ide initial

utility industry are still in very short

performance based training for only one or

supply.

a few new instructors

Pi,. small number

Many electric utility companies have

of persons involved often makes it very

contacted the Center on Education and

expensive and somewhat impr,htical to

Training for Employment (formerly the

conduct a traditional instructor-led course

National Center for Research in Vocational

for these persons

Education) to learn more about the 21-year

A sorricvvhat dificrent challenge

research and development effort that

Jr1315 when the evaluations ;if individual

resulted in the preparation of 132 PIM

instruct.1 performance reveal; that

(performance-based teacher education)

different instructors have quite different

modules that address the teaching skills

skill deficiencies, and hence, different

needed by teachers in the public and

continuing training need;

Aim, an

private secondary and postsecondary schools

individualized or small groJp, performan:e-

and colhsges of the United States. Over

13ulldlog A Quality Workforce
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major objectives as follows:

1,800 educational agencies and over 400

1. To identify and verify the

companies and governmental agencies have

important tasks performed by
instructors in the electric utility
industry (Phase I).

purchased these materials.

Some electric power companies,

2. To adapt and revise existing
performance-based instructor
modules specifically for use in
the electric utility industry (Phase
31 and III).

such as Virginia Power and the Public
Service Company of New Hampshire,

appear to be making effective use of these

3. To develop new performancebased instructor training modules
and related support materials to
meet utility instructor needs that
are not addressed by an existing
materials (Phase II and Ill).

modules in their current form. Other
companies, however, have chosen to use the

PETE matetials only as supplementary
references, because some of the

During Phase 1 (November 1986 - February

terminology, case studies, illustrations, and

1987), a comprehensive analysis of the job

other educational features are not pertinent

of electric utility instructor was conducted

to industrial trainers and trainees.

utilizing both a review of literature and a
DACUM panel of expert instructors. This

What is required to meet the needs

of specific companies, the INPO accredi-

research phase of the Consortium resulted

tation guidelines, and the needs of

in the identification and national

individual instructors is a set of high-

verification of 130 tasks as important to the

quality performance-based modularized

job of electric utility instructor. A total of

materials that address the specific training

120 expert instructors, employed at 19

and educational needs of instructors in the

different power plants by 13 companies

electric utility industry.

participated in the verification effort.
Phase I concluded with the publication of a

Recognizing this need, several

electric power companies joined with the

job analysis report and the clustering of the

Center In November of 1986 to organize the

130 tasks into 20 proposed modules that

Electric Utility Instructor Training

were believed to be needed by all utility

Consortium.

In a two-phased effort the

instructors.

Consortium began work to accomplish three

For a list of the 110 verified

task statements (competencies), see the

Building A Quality Wenkf atm
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complete the Phase Ill development effort

Competency Profile of Industry Instructor.

which began January I, 1989. The

To produce the performance-based
modules needed, Phase II was begun in

following nine-electric power companies are

September 1987 to develop the proposed

supporting this developmental effort which

modules.

will be completed on or before December

Five companies (Consolidated

Cleveland Electric Illuminating,

Edison of New York, Detroit Edison, Duke

1989:

Power, Florida Power, and Virginia Power)

Consolidated Edison of New York, Detroit

sponsored the development effort and

Edison, Duke Power Company, Florida

provided resources for the development of

Power Corporation, Florida Power and

II of the originally proposed 20 modules.

Light Company, Indiana Michigan Electric,

Since the initial clustering, one module was

Southern California Edison, and Virginia

deselected and a second was combined with

Power. Each member company has already

another leaving a need for seven more.

made plans or is currently in the process of

The development of the

making plans for integrating use of the

I

I modules was

materials in one or more of their training

completed on December 31, 1988.
Initial reactions to the modules

programs.

being developed have been extremely
Company Plana
positive. Most reviewers have rated the

Some companies are planning to

modules as of very high quality and hoe

make major use of the modules in their

stated that they would definitely like to use

initial certification training program, others
the modules in their training program. For

plan to utilize them for advanced and /or

the reactions of utility instructors and
contimiing training, and all companies plan
training managers to the modules, see

to utilize them for remediation training.

Attachment A. For the titles of the II

Attachment C describes how the Cleveland

modules developed in Phase II and the title;
Electric Illuminating Company plans to
of the additional modules now being

make extensive use of the modules in their

developed, see Attachment

training and certification programs.
What remains to be done is to

Building A Quality Workforce
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All

Relationship of Modules to INPO
Guidelines

other member companies are devising

similar implementation strategies for their

We made a comparative analysis of

companies.

the competencies specified for initial

It is important to make note of the
instructor skills training in INPO document
fact that all companies are making adequate

88-012 entitled Guidelines for instructor
provision for one or more resource persons

Training and Qualification with those

(master instructors) to be available to

addressed by the Consortium modules.

instructor trainees. While the modules are

Of the 28 areas specified by the

essentially self-contained, they are not

INPO Guidelines, 24 of them are addressed

designed as self-instructional materials. A

by one or more of the proposed 18

qualified resource person(s) is absolutely

modules. That computes to approximately

critical to maximizing the successful use of

86% coverage. Iroaddition, three other

these or any other modularized materials.

important competencies will also be

Mau foe Pub Hastie

thoroughly addressed as follows

The Center will be arranging for

Module D-4 Conduct Mock-up
Training

the commercial publication of the modules

Module E-3 Determine Test Quality

and any supportive materials that may be

Module E-4 Evaluate Instructional

developed. The actual date of publication,

Effectiveness

terms of publication and sale prices are not

The additional modules, like the

known as of this date. Interested persons

other 18, were found to be important

should write to Dr. Robert E. Norton at the

during the job analysis workshop and

Center on Education and Training for

verified as important during the national

Employment, The Ohio State University,

task verification research study. The four

1900 Kenny Road, Columbus, OH 43210.

areas not scheduled to be addressed at this
time (4.2.1.9, 4.21.12, 4.2.1.23, 4.2.1.24)

could very easily be addressed by the

Consortium in a future scope of work, if

Building A Quality Workiorci
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approved by the board.

consortium, each company participates in

policy making and program review meetings

The 18 modules would also be

appropriate for addressing at least 3 of the

held approximately every six months.

5 areas specified for instructional skills

A company's involvement in the

continuing development (INPO 88-012, p.

consortium has resulted in a number of

15) 33 follows:

benefits, as follows:

o

refresher topics from initial
instructional skills training

o

new and advanced instructional
techniques and methods

o

performance deficiencies

1. For supporting the research and
development needed, each
company will be receiving 18
modules. targeted specifically for
their instructor training needs.
2. By sharing development
expertise, the Center and member
companies have produced higherquality materials than could be
produced individually.

identified during instructional
evaluations

Summary

3. The consortium approach
permitted the development of
materials that could not be
afforded by individual

Using the cooperative development

approach, Center staff has taken

companies.

responsibility for module conceptualization,
4.

development, revision, and quality control.

Appropriate staff from the member utility

Use of the cooperative approach
has resulted in the development
of an important sense of
ownership and commitment to
use the materials produced.

companies have helped by serving as

5. The involvement of company
personnel provided excellent
professional growth opportunities
for those who participated in the

technical consultants to the module writers

and by providing field reviews of all the

research, development, and
review process.

modules developed so as to assure their

b. The availability and use of the
proposed industry-specific

technical accuracy and relevance to the

electric power industry.

modules will assist companies in
meeting and maintaining industry
training program accreditation

The consortium operates through a

standards.

hoard of Members, comprised of one
representative per member company.

7. Upon commercial publication,
the modularized materials will be
available at a reasonable price to
any company who can benefit
from their use.

Oy

joining and financially supporting the

Building A Quality Workforce
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Attachment A

aalectric ariliAnstructor 13 raining alonsortium
WHAT DO ELECTRIC UTILITY INSTRUCTORS AND TRAINING
MANAGERS SAY ABOUT THE MODULES?

The following statements were made by
electric utility instructors and managers
who provided field review:, of the

o

Great format; you're addressing the
important things in a straightforward
manner.

modules.
o

o Truly excellent work. Reviewing

work of this caliber is a joy!

These modules are effective selfstudy tools for individuals who teach
periodically and for refresher
training.

o

The whole electric utility industry

needs these. The materials arc

o

With a few minor changes this
module (D-1) is excellent. If the
rest of the modules being developed
are geared and focused on the electrical industry as this one is, we'll
have some terrific materials with
which to work.

o

Our review of module D-1 revealed
that the content is accurate,
comprehensive, and well organized.

o

Found the modules very well written
and informative. I found a great
amount of useful information
presented in a logical, easy to
understand manner.

o

These modules will blow some
vendor materials out of the water.

beautiful!
o

These modules will raise industry
standards for instruction. They will
save us time and provide for the
consistent use of terminology.

o The case situations in this module
(A-1) are excellent.

o The writer has done an excellent job
in all respects (B-1). I am impressed
with the completeness, clarity of
explanations, and the considerations/
questions during design phases. I'm
already copying pages to use sow.

o The section concerning adult learners
is very well presented and provides a
solid foundation for considering
appropriate instructional techniques.

Building A Quality Workforce
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Attachment B

INDUSTRY INSTRUCTOR TRAINING MODULES
Category

A:

Analysis

A-1

Determine Training

Category

E:

Evaluation

E-I

Evaluate Trainee
Performance:
Knowledge

E-2

Evaluate Trainee
Performance Using

Needs

A-2

Conduct Job and Task
Analyses

Category

Category

Category

JPMs

B:

Design

B-1

Design Instruction

E-3

Determine Test Quality

B-2

Develop Learning
Objectives

E-4

Evaluate Instructional
Effectiveness

C:

Development

C-1

Develop Lesson Plans

C-2

Provide Visual and
Audiovisual Aids

D:

Implementation

D- I

Present Formal
Classroom Instruction

D-2

Conduct Demonstrations

D -3

Conduct Lab/Shop

D-4

Employ the Case Study
Method

D-5

Conduct Mock-up
Training
Conduct Tours and
Walk-Throughs

These modules are being developed cooperatively by the Center on Education and
Training for Employment at The Ohio State
University am. the Electric Utility instructor
Development work
Training Consortium.
began in September 1987 and is scheduled for

completion in 1989. For more information,
Robert E. Norton, Consortium

contact

Manager, at the Center on Education and
Training for Employment, The Ohio State
University, 1900 Kenny Road, Columbus,

Exercises

0-6
D-7

Ohio 43210-1090, (800- 348 -4815) or 614292 -4353.

Conduct On-the-Job
Training Sessions

D-8

Conduct Independent
Instruction

Building A Quality Workforce
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Attachment C

THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING COMPANY
PERRY NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
MEMORANDUM

lnitialisiinina for latimitionat

Date:

March 3, 1989

To:

Electric Utility Instructor Training

Technoloeists:

A-I Determine Training, Needs
A-2 Conduct Job and Task Analysis
E-4 Evaluate Instructional
Effectiveneu

Consortium
From:

Laura B. Trevathan

Subject: Instructoi Training for the Perry
Nuclear Power Plant
Phone:

couingialairthallat

(216) 259 -3737 Ext. 5269

based:

The ElectriL Utility Instructor Training

C-2 Provide Plint Instructional

Consortium modules will be used as the
basis for initial and continuing instructor
training, The materials designated as basic
instructor modules will be used as initial
training for new instructors. Present
instructors will review the basic modules as

Materials

C-3 Provide Visual and Audiovisual
Aids
D-3 Conduct LabiShop Exercises

D-4 Conduct Mock-Up Training
D-5 Conduct Tours and Walk

part of their continuing training.

Throught

D-6 Conduct Onthe-Job Training

Three modules are specified for certification in instructional technology.
Continuing instructor training will be based
on job assignments, and will be comprised
of additional Consortium modules, Perry

Sessions

D-7 Conduct Independent Instruction
E-2 Evaluate Training Performance
Using JPMs

E-3 Determine Test Quality

procedure training, and selected professional
growth topics.

To allow use of the Consortium materials at
the earliest possible date, implementation of
the modules will be executed in two steps:

Initial training for Instructora:
o Modules that are currently available will
B-2
C-1

D-I
D-2

E-I

Design Instruction
Develop Learning Objectives
Develop Lesson Plans
Present Formal Classroom
Instruction
C,,nduct Demonstrations
Evaluate Training Performance:
Knowledge

be implemented is soon as possible, after
receipt. Current Perry material that is
redundant or inadequate will be
eliminated.

o Additional Perry materials will be phased
out as the remainder of the Consortium
modules are released.

Completion of these modules would prepare
a new instructor for the class instructor role
and the developer role.
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